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Abstract 

The main aim of this project was to research, develop and test an induction motor 

drive not requiring a speed encoder, but which could be considered commercially 

viable by motor drives manufacturers, and which should aim to meet the follow 

requirements: 

• Dynamic torque performance and steady state speed-holding accuracy to be 

comparable with encodered vector controlled drives 

• Extensive and highly accurate knowledge of electrical and mechanical 

parameters of the motor and load not to be required 

• Extensive commissioning from an expert engineer not to be necessary 

• Algorithm not to rely on excessive computational capability being available 

The drive was to operate, in a stable manner, over speed and load ranges at least 

comparable with commercially available sensorless induction motor drives. The 

above requirements were set such that the developed sensorless technique may be 

considered for synchronised multi-motor process applications, where the advantages 

of a sensorless system could be exploited for hazardous, damp and hot conditions. 

The' solution developed consists of a leading model-based sensorless method 

augmented with a speed estimator that tracks harmonics, seen in the stator terminal 

quantities, due to rotor slotting. The model-based scheme facilitates field-orientated 

control for dynamic performance. The slot harmonic speed estimator tunes the model 

for speed accuracy. Slot harmonics are identified using a recursive signal processing 

method termed the Recursive Maximum Likelihood - Adaptive Tracking Filter. This 

work is the first example of the method being developed into a practical sensorless 

drive system and the complete speed identifier is described, including set-up, pre

filtering and the minimal parameter considerations. Being recursive the method is 

computationally efficient, yet has accuracy comparable with that of FFT identifiers 

used in other work. 

The developed sensorless strategy was implemented practically on two motor drive 

systems. The performance of the scheme is shown to give encoder like speed holding 
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accuracy and field-orientated dynamic performance. The two drives were also 

configured and tested as a speed synchronised pair, using applicable multi-motor 

control techniques, themselves compared and contrasted. The sensorless performance 

is demonstrated, alongside an encodered version acting as a benchmark, and the 

performance of the two schemes is shown to be highly comparable. The author has 

found no other example of sensorless techniques considered for use in multi-motor 

applications. The use of such a technique brings established advantages associated 

with encoder removal and allows multi-axis electronic synchronisation to be 

considered for parts of a process where an encoder may not be appropriate. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The control of electrical machines forms a fundamental part of industrial manufacture 

and process control in most developed countries. Applications range from simple 

fixed speed drives for pumps, fans, conveyors, etc, through to more advanced motion 

control problems associated with robotics, machine tools and complex manufacturing 

processes. Power requirements range from Watts (disk drives) through to Megawatts 

(steel plants, traction) and it is estimated that 70% of all the electricity utilised in the 

EU and Japan involves electric motor drives of some form [1]. Indeed, over the last 

few years, a renewed interest in clean energy sources and associated technology, such 

as the electric car, has led to an upsurge in interest in electric motor control and in 

improving motor drive efficiency [2, 3]. Although many types of electric motor are 

available, ranging from the traditional brushed DC machine through to more recent 

developments in permanent magnet and reluctance motors, the induction motor still 

remains the most popular choice for many industrial applications. 

The induction motor was developed in the late 1800s, principally by Nikola Tesla [4]. 

Operating from an alternating current (AC) electrical source, power is transferred 

from the stator to the rotor through electromagnetic induction, rather like the action of 

a transformer, and this alleviates the need for any sliding contacts to the moving 

component of the machine. In contrast, the direct current (DC) motor requires sliding 

brushes to facilitate an electrical connection directly to the rotating armature. The 

advantages of the induction motor are related to this lack of sliding contacts, and 

include lower manufacturing and maintenance costs, increased robustness and power 

for a given volume, and elimination of any sparking hazard associated with the 

sliding brushes. These considerations have long established the induction motor as 

the most suitable choice for fixed speed operation in industrial processes and the 

development of distribution systems as we know them has been tailored to their 

requirements [4]. An estimated 22 million three-phase induction motors in the UK 

are thought to utilise around 43% of the generated electricity [5]. 



CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

In applications where variable speed and/or high dynamic performance are required 

the DC motor has traditionally been the machine of choice. Although the DC 

machine has a more complex construction, and hence is at a disadvantage compared 

to the induction motor in many respects (as previously described), the control 

requirement for its high performance operation is straightforward. Hence the power 

processing electronics required for its high performance/variable speed operation are 

simple and thus both inexpensive and reliable. 

There are two main types of power converter used to provide DC motor control. 

Voltage must be controllable to perform current control, thus DC-DC converters 

(choppers) can be used. This type of converter controls the average voltage applied 

to the motor from a fixed DC supply, through high frequency modulation of power 

electronic switches. Alternatively, and more often used at higher power levels, a 

controlled rectifier can be used to provide a controllable DC voltage. The different 

configurations offer various advantages/disadvantages and topologies can be arranged 

to provide various speed (forward/reverse) and torque (motoring/regenerating) 

control modes. DC converters are very well described by Mohan, Undeland and 

Robbins [6]. 

Variable speed operation using the induction motor is now more readily achieved 

since the advent of the power electronic inverter, although this is somewhat more 

complex a power converter than the DC converters. The variable speed is achieved 

by control of the stator voltage and excitation frequency using a Volt/Hertz (V/F) 

control scheme. In the scheme the ratio of output voltage/frequency is held constant 

in an attempt to maintain a constant flux in the machine. Both V/F control and the 

operation of the power electronic inverter are also well covered in textbooks [6-8]. 

The dynamic performance of V /F control is poor however, because the validity of the 

voltage/frequency relationship only holds in the steady state. More recently high 

performance operation was proposed, for the induction motor and other AC 

machines, through the application of vector control. The pioneering work in this area 

was carried out in Germany in the late sixties/early seventies [9, 10]. The power 

converter requirement is similar here to that used in the V/F scheme, but additional 

sensors, as well as increased control computational capability, are required. 

Power and control processing technologies (power semiconductors and 

microprocessors) are continuously advancing. Improving manufacturing processes 
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and increased product demand results in the relative cheapness of these products. 

Vector controlled high performance AC motor drives are now a realistic financial 

proposition in industrial applications. The advantages gained by the cheaper 

manufacturing costs, increased robustness and lesser maintenance requirements of the 

induction motor outweigh the increased costs associated with the power converter 

technology. 

1.2 Vector Control 

In the separately excited ideal DC machine, flux and torque can be regulated 

independently. Flux is regulated by controlling the current flowing in the field 

winding Ir, whilst torque is controlled by regulating the current flowing in the 

armature winding la. The current control is achieved through independent control of 

Vr and Va. Figure l.l shows the schematic circuit diagram of the separately excited 

DC motor and the independence of the field and armature circuits is evident. 

Figure 1.1. Scbematlc circuit diagram oftbe separately excited DC macblDe 

Things are not so simple in an induction motor, but vector control is the method by 

which the torque and flux related quantities are decoupled for independent control. 

Application of this method allows high dynamic performance to be obtained, 

comparable to that of the DC machine. The direct control of torque is no longer 

affected by the slow magnetic time constant of the machine, as would be the case 

under V IF control for example, where flux and torque control will be coupled. 

The construction of the simple squirrel cage induction motor incorporates no direct 

connection to the rotor and hence the current flowing in the rotor bars, that will be 
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related to torque, cannot be directly regulated or measured (this being unlike the 

armature current in the ideal DC machine). Control of the induction motor must be 

achieved through regulation of stator quantities. Torque and flux must both be 

regulated by control of the 3-phase stator currents, which form a balanced set. 

The three measured instantaneous stator currents can be transformed to a single 

current vector, with an associated amplitude and phase, referenced to a fixed position 

[11]. It is now reasonable to assume that part of this current vector is responsible for 

flux production and part solely for producing torque. Vector control is the means by 

which these components are decoupled and controlled. It must be appreciated that 

vector control is by no means as simple as DC motor control, because it both deals 

with rotating (AC) quantities and must determine robust reference information for 

decoupling. In effect the removal of rotating terminal quantities and the decoupling 

of flux and torque components in a DC machine is inherent in its construction. 

The most straightforward implementation for decoupled vector control is termed rotor 

flux orientation. If the rotor flux vector, which rotates in the same co-ordinate system 

as the transformed current, can be determined (directly or indirectly) and the 

transformed current is split into components that are aligned to and orthogonal to this 

rotor flux vector, it is found that the aligned component is responsible for flux 

production and the orthogonal component is responsible for torque production. In 

essence, if reference is correctly made with the rotor flux vector, the transformed 

current components (ld is the aligned flux related component, Iq is the orthogonal 

torque related component) are controlled as DC values, analogous to If and I. in the 

DC machine. 

A mathematical analysis for vector control is presented in chapter 2. Vector control 

is also often termed flux (or field) oriented control. The principles of electrical motor 

control are most excellently and thoroughly covered in the work of Leonhard [12]. 

1.3 Sensorless Vector Control 

Having established that decoupled control of flux and torque can be achieved with 

knowledge of the rotating rotor flux vector, it is necessary to obtain a 

measure/estimate of this quantity. Early implementations were based on direct 

measurement through the use of hall probes (or search coils) mounted in the motor air 

gap [9, 13]. The solution of direct measurement is considered somewhat impractical 
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however, because the fitting of the measurement devices obviously negates many of 

the practical and cost associated advantages related to induction motor use. 

In practice the simplest means of establishing vector control is termed Indirect Rotor 

Flux Orientation (IRFO). This method takes advantage of the following electrical 

equations (equation 1.1 and equation 1.2) to force orientation. Equation 1.1 is in its 

simplest form, ignoring transient field effects, and equation 1.3 is included to show 

how electrical and mechanical frequencies (in this example speeds) are related by the 

motor pole pair number. 

[q 
(}.)slip(e/ee) = -

[dTr 

(}.)e(e/ee) = (}.)r(e/ee) + (}.)slip(e/ee) 

(}.)r(e/ee) 
(}.)r(meeh) = --

p 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Here COe is the excitation (stator applied) frequency, COr is the speed, COslip is the slip 

frequency (and is imposed), Id is the aligned axis current component, Iq is the 

orthogonal axis current component, Tr is the rotor time constant (a motor electrical 

model parameter defined in the following chapter) and p is the number of motor pole 

pairs. Essentially the voltage amplitude and phase, applied to the induction motor by 

the power electronic inverter, are controlled to maintain suitable Id and Iq currents for 

flux and torque control and the COe frequency for orientation. Hence the control 

satisfies the induction motor dynamic equations, from which it is derived, and unlike 

V/F control is valid under transient conditions. This is made clear in the analysis 

presented in chapter 2. 

The important aspect to note, from the above equations, is that knowledge of speed is 

required for this (IRFO) implementation. High performance induction motor drives 

are thus mainly associated with the requirement for a high precision optical shaft

mounted speed encoder. An implementation incorporating such measurement of 

speed is thus termed encodered (or sensored) control. 
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The addition of a speed encoder is considered a disadvantage in terms of robustness, 

practicality and cost, and especially if this is simply only to facilitate decoupled 

flux/torque control. Again the fitting of such a device certainly negates the 

advantages associated with the use of an induction motor and the cost, for lower 

power drives, can form a large proportion of the overall expenditure. The desired 

elimination of such a transducer has resulted in the development of so called 

sensorless techniques. Thus, for the purposes of this work, sensorless control is 

defined as that control not requiring a transducer directly measuring speed or 

position. 

Whilst the high performance control of induction machines, through the 

implementation of encodered IRFO vector control, is an established technique, the 

manner by which sensorless control is achieved varies widely through many different 

methods. A thorough review of this area is therefore presented in the following 

background chapter. 

As a more general overview, sensorless techniques obtain both speed and flux 

information, for vector control, from measured electrical terminal quantities. Many 

techniques, and certainly those that have mainly impacted into commercial products, 

rely on knowledge of the machine electrical parameters. Speed and flux information 

is obtained through application of the induction motor dynamic equations and this is 

again considered further in chapter 2. The problem with this type of method is that 

performance is dependent upon the accurate knowledge of motor electrical 

parameters. Even if the parameters are determined accurately at start-up, resistance 

parameters will vary greatly with operating condition (temperature) and inductance 

parameters will also be subject to variation (with flux). In these schemes, under 

conditions where parameters are subject to inaccuracy/drift, both speed and torque 

performance will be compromised. Whilst tuning schemes have been proposed, 

based on electrical characteristic measurement (see next chapter), to correct 

individual model parameters, parameter interdependency ensures that high accuracy 

speed and/or torque regulation cannot be guaranteed. 

More recently techniques have been introduced that exploit mechanical/electrical 

saliencies in the machine to extract flux and/or speed/position information. A more 

detailed account can again be found in chapter 2. Very often these techniques use 

specially modified machines and/or signal injection techniques. Such techniques 

have yet to significantly impact in industry, because a great deal of engineering is 
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required to make them wholly viable. Use of signal injection methods, for example, 

may increase drive torque ripple, power losses, acoustic noise, etc and may only be 

appropriate over a small speed range, in the low speed region. These techniques have 

been demonstrated to offer excellent perfonnance however, as speed and flux 

infonnation can be obtained, the accuracy of which is independent of operating 

condition. 

Previous work, based on saliency in the induction machine rotor, due to necessary 

rotor slotting, has provided a speed estimate that does not require the use of signal 

injection. Slotting hannonics in tenninal quantities are related to the applied stator 

frequency and the number of rotor slots per pole pair and thus can provide a speed 

estimate that does not vary with electrical parameters. Speed signals have been 

extracted using analogue techniques, but with perfonnance compromised by analogue 

circuit tolerances and drift, and using digital methods, such as the FFT, but these have 

high computational requirements and have thus not had commercial impact. More 

recently recursive techniques have been proposed and tested, but have yet to be 

developed into a sensorless system. The work presented here exploits and extends 

these methods and, as such, a thorough background and review is presented in chapter 

5. 

1.4 Speed Critical Applications 

Encodered induction motor drives have now impacted into the range of applications 

previously considered the domain of DC drives. Sensorless induction motor drives 

however, have not replaced encodered systems in particular application areas. One 

such significant area is based around those applications that rely on highly accurate 

speed holding capability. 

In an IRFO encodered drive, referring back to equation 1.1 and 1.2, the criteria for 

field orientation depends on knowledge of motor speed and the machine rotor time 

constant Tr• Inaccurate knowledge ofTr and/or an associated variation with operating 

condition will therefore affect the decoupled (dynamic) perfonnance of the drive. 

However, the measurement of speed driving the speed control loop ensures that the 

speed holding capability ofthe drive is not compromised. Of course this assumes that 

the drive is operating within its rated conditions and that orientation (decoupling) 

inaccuracy does not cause substantial instability. Unlike model-based sensorless 

techniques, where perfonnance with parameter inaccuracy/variation will affect speed 
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holding, a drive based on this method will be suitable for speed critical processes and 

this would include multi-motor speed synchronised applications. 

1.4.1 Multi-motor applications 

Many mechanisms, in manufacturing processes for example, require that multiple 

axes be controlled relative to each other. These processes would include the 

manufacture or handling of sheet material. Co-ordinated control is generally 

achieved by connection of the various elements, through mechanical linkages and 

gearing, to a common source of mechanical power. 

More recently mechanisms have been produced where constituent components are 

driven independently. Here the synchronisation is achieved electronically and control 

is often designed to emulate mechanically coupled performance. The advantages 

associated with electronically coupled control certainly includes an increase in 

flexibility: gearing ratios can be adjusted in software and machinery can be quickly 

set-up to vary product specification with a minimum of downtime, or even on-line. 

The reduction in mechanical component count may also serve to reduce the size of 

the overall system and increases the robustness and reliability, whilst reducing 

maintenance requirements. 

Use of encodered induction motor drives in multi-axis machinery provides the 

advantages associated with the use of an induction machine, over the use of DC 

machines, as previously described. The use of sensorless techniques would hence 

bring further advantages in terms of practicality and cost, given that their range of . 

applicability were extended, to include the capability of accurate speed holding. 

Indeed, in applications such as paper production, where parts of a process may be 

subject to damp/wet conditions, and steel manufacture, where extremes of 

temperature may be encountered, it may not be possible to use an encoder. In rolling 

road applications a shaft-mounted encoder may be difficult to fit. These are certainly 

applications where electronic multi-motor control can be applied. This area is more 

fully considered in chapter 6. 

1.5 Project Motivation, Aims and Objectives 

The overall aim of this project is as follows: 
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To develop and demonstrate a fully sensorless induction motor drive that has 

sufficient speed holding capability to make it suitable for industrial processes where 

multi-motor control is required. 

Primarily the work of this project concentrates on the engineering of a sensorless 

drive that will display encoder like speed holding accuracy in the steady state. 

Secondly the validity of the engineered sensorless algorithm is tested for its use in 

multi-motor applications. By applying the algorithm to a second motor drive, the 

speed holding sensorless algorithm is tested on an alternative system and the two 

sensorless drives are combined, to form a dual-axis speed synchronised arrangement. 

This project is supported by FKI Industrial Drives and the general push from industry 

is such that sensorless methods are developed using standard power electronics and 

do not rely on non-standard or modified machines. It would also be preferred that 

methods do not rely on signal injection, which may increase power losses and 

acoustic noise. Nor should a method require such high a processing requirement that 

it would be considered impractical or uneconomical. The developed system should 

also operate over the majority of the rated speed and load range, having an operating 

region and performance at least comparable with existing model-based sensorless 

solutions. Ideally the developed scheme will have minimal set-up requirements, not 

requiring extensive knowledge of machine and plant characteristics. 

This work introduces a sensorless algorithm developed for speed holding accuracy, in 

the form of a new hybrid system, with the above criteria in mind. A parameter 

dependent model-based vector control algorithm (for decoupled dynamic 

performance) is combined with a motor speed estimator that exploits natural motor 

saliency (for speed accuracy). The accurate speed estimate is used for tuning of the 

motor model and is extracted using recursive signal processing techniques, from the 

spectral information seen naturally in terminal quantities due to rotor slotting. Unlike 

previous works, the speed estimator, because of the recursive nature of the technique, 

has a sufficiently low computational overhead so as to have commercial validity. 

This is the first time the slot harmonic identifying method has been developed into a 

fully functional sensorless practical system, a full technique suitably described and 

full testing performed. The solution is tested on two developed test rigs and 

compared to encodered vector schemes run on the same. The rigs both use standard 

commercial power electronic inverters and standard unmodified induction machines. 
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The developed tuning mechanism is intended to account for error and variation in 

motor model parameters, such that speed-holding accuracy is not compromised. 

The engineered sensorless solution is tested for use in multi-motor speed 

synchronised applications. As previously established, this is an area that would 

typically require the use of an encodered solution. Various multi-motor algorithms 

are tested for use with the sensorless implementation described. Results obtained are 

compared and contrasted with those obtained from a fully sensored solution. It is the 

intention of this project that fully practical solutions are obtained and this work is 

therefore highly biased towards experimental results. 

1.6 Thesis Organisation 

As previously alluded to, chapter 2 takes a more in-depth look at the background to 

the project than has been provided in this introduction, with a detailed literature 

review. The principles and necessary theory for vector control are presented. As 

well as IRFO control, other appropriate methods will be discussed. The chapter then 

looks at the operation of the power electronic inverter and particularly at how the AC 

output produced, whilst of variable voltage and phase, is non-ideal. This is of 

concern and will be picked up again when the model-based sensorless method and the 

rotor slotting speed estimator are practically considered in subsequent chapters. 

Finally chapter 2 goes on to review the area of sensorless induction motor control in 

some depth, considering the merits of particular algorithms and techniques. The 

review forms the basis on which a suitable model-based method is chosen for 

implementation and this is discussed and more fully presented in chapter 4. 

As it was the intention that this project should have a heavy practical bias and 

commercial validity, both the development of the sensorless algorithm and the multi

motor testing have been performed on a practical dual motor drive system. The 

system was developed as part of the project and consists of a Digital Signal 

Processing (DSP) platform housed in a host PC. The DSP is interfaced, through data 

measurement and acquisition, control and digital input-output circuitry, to 

commercial power electronic inverters and 4kW induction motors. The DSP is used 

for real-time control, with the PC performing overall high-level command control and 

drive data capture functions. The induction motors are each connected to DC 

machines that act as load. As is appropriate for a practical/experimental thesis, the 

system is documented and described in chapter 3. 
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In chapter 4 the model-based sensorless algorithm forming the foundation of the 

sensorless strategy is fully considered and described. The reasons for its selection are 

discussed, based on the sensorless review of chapter 2 and other testing work. The 

chapter introduces tests that demonstrate the performance of the sensorless drive. 

Results are obtained for both encodered and sensorless schemes running the 

prescribed tests and the two compared. The chapter continues by considering the 

implications and effects of parameter detuning in the sensorless scheme, showing that 

the most significant speed accuracy deterioration is related to a detuning of the rotor 

time constant Tr • 

Chapter 5 discusses the production and tracking of rotor slot harmonics. Spectral 

estimation techniques previously presented to obtain speed estimation from slot 

harmonic effects are reviewed, as well as previous examples where the estimate is 

used to tune Tr • These examples are however, based mainly on highly 

computationally intensive algorithms. The chapter goes on to present the technique 

used in this instance: a recursive digital filtering technique called the Recursive 

Maximum Likelihood - Adaptive Tracking Filter (RML-A TF). Using this method, a 

high bandwidth, highly accurate speed estimate is obtained. The estimate, through its 

comparison with the sensorless model-based speed measure, is used to drive a tuning 

mechanism for Tr • The tuning scheme is presented and discussed. Finally, results are 

presented that demonstrate the performance of the practical sensorless tuning drive, 

with a particular view to demonstrating its speed holding performance in the steady 

state. The engineered solution is shown to display encoder like speed holding 

accuracy. It is believed that this is the first time the algorithm has been presented in a 

PhD thesis relating to its use as a speed estimator in motor drives, and the first time it 

has been demonstrated in/developed into a fully sensorless system. 

In chapter 6, speed synchronisation of multiple machines is considered. The 

advantages associated with replacing a mechanically coupled multi-axis system 

(partly or completely), with individually driven axes that are speed synchronised 

electronically, are considered. Applications where this would be/is applicable are 

given and these include printing, sheet material production, etc. The algorithms 

presented that enable such synchronisation are described and firstly results are 

presented that demonstrate the encodered practical system running these schemes for 

dual drive synchronisation. The chapter then presents results obtained, under similar 

test conditions, with the developed sensorless tuning drives running the speed-
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synchronised contro\. In the conclusion of the chapter the results obtained in the 

encodered and the sensorless modes are compared, with the sensorless scheme being 

considered to have fulfilled its desired design criteria: to provide encoder like speed 

holding accuracy, and hence synchronisation, in the steady state. The validity of 

using the sensorless speed estimate to provide some degree of positional error 

correction (that incurred during transient conditions) is also tested. The relative 

merits of the various synchronisation schemes are discussed. The author has been 

unable to find any other work specific to the use of sensorless motor drives in this 

application area. 

Conclusions are drawn together in chapter 7 and ideas for further work are presented. 

Particularly this chapter reviews the demonstrated performance of the work. It 

discusses the possibility of commercial implementation of the RML-A TF algorithm 

to tune sensorless schemes, integration of the method with signal injection methods 

for improved low speed performance, improving the scheme through appropriate 

motor choice and application of sensorless techniques to further application areas. 

1. 7 Project Outcomes 

With particular regard to emphasising the novel areas of this work, the outcomes of 

the project are: 

• A viable sensorless drive algorithm has been practically engineered, as an 

extension to model-based methods, for accurate encoder-like speed holding 

o The RML-A TF frequency identifier has now been developed into a 

complete speed identifier, with new pre-filtering methods applied 

o New inputs have been tested that improve the speed identifier 

performance, using measured current and reference voltage 

o The algorithm is developed into a true sensorless system, tuning a 

model-based method, and encoder-like speed accuracy practically 

demonstrated 

o The validity of the algorithm has been demonstrated, by its 

application to a second induction motor drive system with minimal 

modification 
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• The slot hannonic based speed measurement has been considered for direct 

feedback and a simple scheme, based around V IF control, demonstrated 

• A review of multi-motor synchronisation schemes has been undertaken, with 

the practical perfonnance of each scheme demonstrated 

• Electronic bi-axial speed synchronisation in the sensorless mode has been 

considered. Synchronised operation of the engineered sensorless tuning drive 

has been shown practically to be highly comparable to an encodered version. 

• The developed bi-axial sensorless scheme has shown the ability to 

compensate somewhat for relative position error accumulated during fast load 

transient conditions 

• Areas for further work, in order to allow sensorless techniques to further 

impact into non-standard sensorless application are~, have been highlighted 

Interest in the sensorless tuning scheme is being shown by two UK drives companies. 

The work has resulted in five conference papers [14-18], and these are included as 

Appendix A. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Chapter I introduced the concept of vector control. The concept relies on the 

decoupling of flux and torque producing components of measured induction motor 

stator current. Decoupling enables control to be established for high dynamic 

performance capability. The following section develops the theory behind the method 

that achieves decoupled control, termed vector control or flux (field) orientation. 

The per-phase electrical equivalent circuit of the induction motor is firstly considered, 

in section 2.2. The resistance and inductance parameters contained in the circuit are 

defined for use in the analysis of the motor dynamic equations. Rotating reference 

frames are also discussed, as the equations must be defined in a rotating frame, such 

that flux and torque currents can be controlled as DC values. The section goes on to 

present the dynamic equation derivations for rotor and stator flux orientation. The 

various methods of achieving orientation are considered, as is the operation of the 

induction motor in field weakening. 

Having established that controlling the instantaneous stator current of the induction 

motor can facilitate vector control, it is necessary to understand how this can be 

achieved in practice. Here use is generally made of the Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) 

type power converter. The VSI provides a magnitude and phase controllable 3-phase 

voltage output, applied to the induction motor stator terminals. The vector scheme 

current controllers drive the voltage vector demanded from the VSI. The topology for 

this type of converter is presented and discussed in section 2.3. The section goes on to 

present and analyse the way in which the VSI is controlled using Pulse Width 

Modulation (PWM) techniques. The PWM method used in this work is termed Space 

Vector Modulation (SVM). The theory of SVM is presented and the associated 

discussion centres on the non-ideal nature of the voltage waveforms produced by any 

PWM method. Also considered is the necessity for inverter switch deadtime as this 

contributes to the non-ideal nature of the VSI output. 
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Section 2.4 outlines the motivational criteria for achieving vector control without the 

use of a shaft-mounted speed encoder. It goes on to provide the background of 

sensorless vector control and presents an overview of the leading methods that achieve 

this, based on the machine dynamic equations considered in section 2.2. These 

methods are facilitated through measurement of stator terminal quantities and are 

termed 'model-based' techniques. 

In the conclusion of this chapter the motivational criteria for this work will be 

reinforced and it is hoped that sufficient theory will have been imparted to allow full 

understanding of the remaining work. 

2.2 Vector Control 

Vector control of the induction motor is achieved through control of flux and torque 

related components of the stator currents. In order to achieve this the full dynamic 

model of the induction motor must be considered. 

2.2.1 The Per-Phase Induction Motor Equivalent Circuit 

Figure 2.1 The Induction motor per-pbase equivalent circuit (squlrrel-cage rotor) 

The per-phase equivalent circuit of the squirrel cage induction motor is shown in 

figure 2.1. The circuit is similar to the equivalent circuit for a transformer and the 

analysis is not far removed. In the case of the induction motor however, the 

rotor/secondary circuit frequency (roslip) is dissimilar from that at the stator/primary 

(roe) and this is due to the rotation of the rotor. Note also that the resistance shown on 

the secondary side is that of the rotor circuit (Rr) only. With the transformer there 

would be secondary and load resistances. The load resistance is absent here because 

the squirrel cage configuration of the rotor is effectively a short-circuited secondary. 
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Various circuit voltages are labelled, although, as with other circuit quantities, it is 

only the motor terminal voltage (vs) that is directly obtainable. 

Analysis of the circuit allows for simplification. The ideal transformer can be removed 

if the rotor side parameters are referred to the stator side. The simplified circuit will 

include a speed related voltage source. If the motor is operating in the steady state the 

circuit can be simplified further by removal of this additional voltage source. The 

value of rotor resistance must then be modified to R,/s, where s is motor slip [s = (roe-

ror)/roeJ. The simple steady state circuit is used to determine the electrical circuit 

parameters shown in the figure, using no-load and locked rotor tests [19]. These tests 

are the equivalent to the open and short circuit tests used to characterise a transformer 

[19]. 

Derivation and simplification of the equivalent circuit is well described in [12]. The 

equivalent circuit is directly related to the dynamic equation analysis that will be 

presented in the following sections. Here the circuit is presented only in its general 

form to enable the definition ofthe parameters used in such analysis 

The equivalent circuit is utilised in Appendix B to calculate motor parameters for one 

of the induction motors used in this work. 

2.2.2 Parameter Definition 

Referring back to the equivalent circuit (figure 2.1), the motor electrical parameters are 

defined as 

Rs,R, 

Is, 1m 

M 

Ls =ls+M 

L, =lr+M 

LsLr-M2 
u=----

Stator and Rotor Resistances (Q) 

Stator and Rotor Leakage Inductances (H) 

Stator-Rotor Mutual Inductance (H) 

Stator Self Inductance (H) 

Rotor Self Inductance (H) 

Leakage Coefficient 

Rotor Time Constant (s) 

(2.1) 
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2.2.3 Reference Frames and Transforms 

f3r 

q 

stator 
a. 

Figure 2.2. Stator, rotor and synchronous reference frames 

Figure 2.2 shows the reference frames used to develop the vector control theory/ 

dynamic equation analysis. The 2-axis stator frame is fixed (as is the physical stator) 

and the 3-phase terminal quantities (voltage and current) can be expressed as 

individual vectors rotating in this frame, by applying the Clark transfonn [11]. The a

axis of the 2-axis stator frame is aligned with the a-phase of the 3-phase system. The 

3-phase to 2-phase current and voltage transfonns are shown in the equations below. 

(iu) 2 (3/2 0 -~/2)[::] ip - 3.fi..fi 0 .fi12 

(2.2) 

(V}_2 (,{3/2 0 -~/2)[::] V\l 3..fi 0 3/2 

(2.3) 

The measured variables (ia. ib, ie, Vab, Vbc, vea) are 3-phase line quantities. For delta 

connected loads, as used in this work, line voltages and phase voltages are the same. 

Line to phase current scaling is incorporated in equation 2.2. Both sets of equations 

account for a 3/2 scaling factor introduced by the a~ transfonnation and appropriate 
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RMS scaling is applied. Therefore the dq quantities represent the machine currents as 

RMS values, providing a direct relation to machine ratings. 

It is a necessity to measure and transform the current for use in the fast current control 

loops of any vector control scheme. The voltages are not always measured: reference 

values could be used, as long as any low-voltage non-linear relationship between 

V reference and V measured is calibrated. 

Again referring to figure 2.2, the 2-axis rotor frame rotates with the rotor at rotor speed 

(ror). This frame is used to define the rotor dynamic equation prior to us introducing 

the synchronous frame. Use of this frame allows the rotation of the rotor to be 

neglected in the analysis, apart from where stator quantities are used. 

The synchronous frame is the frame that will enable us to demonstrate the principles of 

vector control. The synchronous frame rotates at the stator excitation frequency (roe), 

as do the various flux vectors. The induction motor dynamic equations will be 

transformed to this frame and current quantities controlling flux and torque appear as 

DC values (in this frame) in the steady state. 

Transformation from the fixed stator frame to any rotating frame makes use of the 

rotating vector angle within the fixed frame, through application of the Park transform 

[II]. The equations shown below, as an example, are for transformation of ap 
currents to the synchronous dq frame. 

(id) (coset' sin Oe) (ia) 
iq = - sin Ot' COsOe ip 

(2.4) 

Prior to the analysis of the induction motor dynamic equations, frequency and phase 

relationships are defined below. 

dOe 
00.,=-

dt 
Synchronous (Excitation) Frequency (rad/s) 

dO, 
00,=-

dt 
Rotor (Electrical Speed) Frequency (rad/s) 

OOslip = OOe - 00, Slip Frequency (rad/s) 

(2.5) 
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As outlined in chapter I, electrical and mechanical frequencies are simply related by 

the motor pole pair number (p), as shown in equation 2.6. The relationships outlined 

in the set of equations 2.5 hold if referring to only electrical or only mechanical 

frequencies. Primarily we are concerned with electrical quantities. 

ffix(e/eel 
ffix(mechl = --

p 

(2.6) 

It is also appropriate to define the subscript tenninology, used here to represent 

reference frames, and this is given below, with flux as an example variable. 

Stator Flux in Synchronous Frame (Wb) 

Rotor Flux in Synchronous Frame (Wb) 

Stator Flux in Stator Frame (Wb) 

Rotor Flux in Rotor Frame (Wb) 

2.2.4 Induction Motor Dynamic Equations 

The induction motor equivalent circuit can now be used to develop the induction motor 

dynamic equations using the concept of reference and rotating frames. 

The stator dynamic equation for the induction motor in the stator reference frame [12] 

. din d (irr e jOr 
) 

Vss = Rs Iss + Ls dt + M ----..:=--..:... 
- - dt 

(2.7) 

The rotor dynamic equation in the rotor reference frame [12] 

Vr, =0 

R
. L d irr M d (fu. e - jOr ) 

= rlrr + r([f + dt 

(2.8) 

The electromagnetic torque (Te) can be defined, and is that produced by the induction 

motor to provide a total force: the mechanical load torque plus windage, friction, etc 

associated with the motor itself. As torque is essentially a mechanical quantity, it must 
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be related to electrical quantities using an expression involving the motor pole pair 

number. Hence the induction motor equation for electromagnetic torque [12] 

Te = 3 P Im(iss Asr*) 

= 3 p M 1m (iss (irr ej~ )*) 

(2.9) 

If the stator, rotor and torque equations are transformed to the synchronously rotating 

frame, using an e-jge phase relation, equations 2.5 to 2.7 become 

dis . _ d ir . . 
Vs = Rs is + Ls ( -= + ) lik Is) + M (-= + ) lik lr) 
- - dt - dt -

(2.10) 

d ir .. dis.. 
0= Rrir + Lr(-= + ) ((bliplr) + M (-= + ) ((blip Is) 

- dt - dt -

:l! 
(2.11) 

Te = 3 pM 1m (!! !!: *) 
(2.12) 

2.2.5 Flux Orientation 

Rotor Flux Orientation 

The general synchronous frame equations shown in 2.10 to 2.12 are modified to 

include only those quantities of interest. In the case of rotor flux orientation, this is the 

measurable stator current vector and the rotor flux vector. 

The following relationship is used to substitute for ir in equations 2.10 to 2.12 [12] 

(2.13) 

Using the definition of the leakage coefficient (0), equations 2.10 to 2.12 become 

. di!.. . M d k . M 
Vs = Rs Is + U Ls - + J lik U Ls Is + - -= + } lik- k 
- - dt - Lr dt Lr -

(2.14) 
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M . Rr dAr . 1 o = - - Rr Is + - Ar + -= + } OJs/ip /1.r 
Lr - Lr - dt -

(2.15) 

Te = 3 P M Im(is Ar*) 
Lr --

(2.16) 

It is equations 2.15 and 2.16 that provide the important infonnation for rotor flux 

oriented vector control. The equations are expressed in real and imaginary 

components below. 

M . Rr dAni o = - - Rr lsd + - Ard + -- - OJs/ip Arq 
Lr Lr dt 

(2.17) 

M . Rr d A,.q o = - - Rr Isq + - Arq + -- + OJs/ip Ard 
Lr Lr dt 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

The synchronous frame is aligned with the rotor flux vector and hence the q 

components of rotor flux in the above equations are eliminated. Using the previous 

definition of the rotor time constant (Tr), and rearranging each equation in turn, the 

fundamental rotor flux orientation equations are fonned. 

dAni 1 M. 
--+-Ani=-Isd 

dt Tr Tr 

(2.20) 

M. 
OJs/ip = --lsq 

TrArd 

(2.21 ) 

(2.22) 

Equation 2.20 shows that the isd component can be used to directly regulate flux. 

Below base speed, after initial fluxing at start-up, the rotor flux is held constant with a 

constant 'magnetising' value of isd• In other words we can ignore the derivative tenn 
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in the equation within this speed range. Above base speed the region of field 

weakening is entered and the full equation must be considered. 

From equation 2.22 and again appreciating that flux is held constant within the rated 

speed range, it is clear that the induction motor torque can be directly regulated by isq. 

Equations 2.20 and 2.22 together show the flux and torque decoupling effect when 

orientation is made with the rotor flux vector. The operation of the induction motor 

can be likened to that of the separately excited DC machine using this scheme. 

Equation 2.21 can be exploited to achieve the orientation with rotor flux that is 

required for the above analysis to hold. Using equation 2.21 in this way is termed 

Indirect Rotor Flux Orientation (lRFO), but firstly Direct Rotor Flux Orientation 

(DRFO) is considered. 

Direct rotor flux orientation (DRFO) 

Direct methods of achieving rotor flux orientation rely on either direct measurement or 

estimation of the rotor flux vector [9, 13]. Direct measurement techniques are 

considered somewhat impractical, outside of a research environment or specialised 

application, requiring hall probes or search coils to be fitted in the machine air gap. 

The fitting of such transducers has associated cost and reliability issues that are 

typically avoided. Also, such a configuration may actually measure air-gap flux, with 

parameter knowledge (dependency) required to estimate the rotor flux vector. 

Methods of estimating the rotor flux include signal injection techniques, with 

subsequent tracking of magnetic saturation affects. Such methods are reviewed in 

[20], and discussed further in section 2.4. Other methods further exploit dynamic 

equation analysis (model-based) [21-23]. Both method types rely on measurement of 

electrical terminal quantities and/or knowledge of electrical/mechanical parameters. 

Speed sensorless techniques are often extensions of these algorithms and therefore 

more depth is given to the review and analysis of such methods in section 2.4. In the 

model-based methods, if speed is not simultaneously estimated with rotor flux (speed 

being measured), many of these algorithms can be used to account for parameter 

inaccuracy and variation in the estimate of rotor flux [23]. Again this is considered 

further in section 2.4. 
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Indirect Rotor Flux Orientation (IRFO) 

Indirect rotor flux orientation is a common and robust means of establishing vector 

control, given that an accurate instantaneous measurement of speed is available. Most 

often this is from a shaft mounted optical encoder. The method exploits equation 2.21, 

presented previously, to force an orientated condition. The IRFO vector control 

method is now a feature of many electrical drive products available. Sensorless 

techniques that obtain only a measure of speed will often use the same technique to 

force orientation. 

Equation 2.21 gives an expression for the motor slip frequency that applies only if 

orientated with rotor flux. In the IRFO method, this value of slip is imposed on the 

motor. Given that the motor speed is known, through measurement, an excitation 

frequency can be imposed on the machine, where this is the addition of the motor 

speed and imposed slip frequencies. 

As the rotor flux vector rotates at the excitation frequency, this vector can be 

established (arbitrarily at start up), about which measured values of current can be 

transformed for use in d and q current control loops. Voltage references from the 

current controllers are transformed, using the same vector, back to 3-phase commands 

for control of the power converter (see section 2.3). 

Below base speed, where the flux magnitude is held at the constant rated value, 

equation 2.21 is dependent only on the rotor time constant (Tr). This reliance on a 

single motor parameter is the reason for the robustness of this technique. Other vector 

control methods rely on the knowledge of more motor parameters. Tuning techniques 

for Tr in an encodered drive are detailed in various examples [23-25]. 

Stator Flux Orientation 

Field orientated control taking alignment with the various flux vectors (rotor, stator 

and air-gap) is considered in [26]. For the purposes of this work it is also useful to 

consider stator flux orientation. 

Following a similar method as before, taking equations 2.10 and 2.11 and expressing 

in terms of stator current and stator flux, the equations for stator flux orientation are 

obtained. 
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Using the following relationship to modify equations 2.10 and 2.11 [12] 

The induction motor dynamic equations become 

d k . 1 
Vs = Rs is + --= + } ((k Ils - - dt -

T L dis . T L . 1 T d k . T 1 o = - Ls is - I , a s --= - J 1 , a s OJs/ip Is + Ils + 1 r -= + J 1, OJs/ip Ils 
- dt - - dt -

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

Again the above equations, 2.24 and 2.25, are expressed in their d and q components. 

Here alignment is made with stator flux and therefore the q-axis component of this 

quantity is eliminated. 

d A..d 
Vsd = Rsisd +-

dt 

Vsq = Rs isq + ((k A..d 

. d isd • d A..d o = - Ls lsd - T, a is -- + T, a Ls OJs/ip lsq + A..d + T, --
dl dt 

. d isq • 
0= -Ls Isq - T, a is -- - T, a Ls OJs/ip lsd + T, OJs/ip kd 

dt 

Rearranging equation 2.28 gives an expression for stator flux 

1 T d kd L' T L d isd T L . 
Ilsd + 1'--= slsd + I,a s -- -I,a sOJs/iplsq 

dt dt 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

This equation alone shows that orientation with the stator flux vector does not allow a 

similar decoupling of flux and torque as that of rotor flux orientation. It is clear that 

the stator flux is dependent upon both d and q axis currents, as will be the torque. It is 
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possible to derive a decoupling term using equations 2.28 and 2.29 [27,28], but this is 

sensitive to errors in the stator leakage inductance term (crL.) [28]. 

Direct Stator Flux Orientation (DSFO) 

The apparent advantage of stator flux orientation is that the flux vector is simply 

measured/estimated, as shown in equation 2.31 below, obtained from the stator voltage 

equations above. 

(2.31 ) 

This is not quite as practical as it may seem. The required direct integration will be 

very sensitive to any DC offsets that will be present in a measured quantities system. 

For this reason the integral function is often replaced with a filter function (such as 

band-pass) [28]. Combined with the reliance of this equation on the stator resistance 

(R.), a parameter that will vary significantly with operating condition, use of the high

passlband-pass filter degrades the performance of such a scheme at low speed. As 

speed increases, so will the stator voltage and any resistance error will lessen in 

significance. Equation 2.31 can be likened to the back emf equation of the DC 

machine. 

The main advantage of this scheme is that flux regulation/orientation can be obtained 

without a measure of speed. Operation in the region of field weakening is more 

appropriate using this scheme and this is considered further shortly. Ultimate 

decoupling of torque and flux will still be dependent on several motor parameters 

however, where they are used in the compensation terms [27, 28]. 

Indirect Stator Flux Orientation (ISFO) 

ISFO holds no significant advantages over any of the previously considered orientation 

methods [28], as the stator flux is simply measured for DSFO and IRFO requires only 

knowledge of the rotor time constant (Tr). 

Other Orientation Schemes 

The induction motor dynamic equations can be analysed through alignment with the 

air-gap flux vector, but this is similar to stator flux orientation, in that flux and torque 

are not fully decoupled. It is considered to offer no particular practical advantage over 
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either of the previously considered methods and is not considered further. As 

previously mentioned, the various types of flux orientation are further considered in 

[26], as well as [28]. 

Other methods of controlling induction motor flux and torque include Direct Self 

Control (DSC) [29], Direct Torque Control (DTC) [30], and Direct Flux Control 

(DFC) [31]. These methods compare demanded flux/torque to values estimated from 

measured terminal quantities using motor primary variables (so still parameter 

dependent). The error is used to directly optimise the inverter switching pattern, 

without the use of current controllers. Very fast torque response is hence facilitated, as 

there are no current control dynamics. These techniques were originally developed for 

high power applications, such as traction, where low switching frequencies were used 

for high power devices. They can also effectively utilise variable switching frequency, 

which is not appropriate for this project. 

In this work the concern is primarily with the outer (speed control) loop, engineering a 

drive with true sensorless speed holding accuracy, rather than with the mner 

orientation/torque control loop. This work therefore restricts itself to the more 

standard field orientation methods (vector control). 

2.2.6 Field Weakening Operation 

As with the DC machine, it is possible to operate the induction motor above base speed 

using field weakening [7]. The field weakening region is entered into when the 

maximum voltage output of the power converter feeding the motor is reached. The 

region of operation below base speed is termed the constant torque region, where the 

power converter will provide whatever voltage necessary to fully flux the machine and 

provide up to the rated current (rated torque). Operation above base speed is in the 

constant power region. Operation in this region is still to the limit of rated voltage and 

rated current, but rated current does not correspond to rated torque, because the motor 

is operating with reduced flux (the majority of the voltage limit is overcoming the 

motor back emf). 

Unfortunately induction motor operation in field weakening is not as straightforward 

as that of the separately excited DC machine. It is found that motor inductance 

parameters will vary with flux [32], due to magnetic effects such as saturation, and 

these variations must be known. It is also shown that the effects are particularly 
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significant in closed-slot machines [27]. It is possible that auto-commissioning tests 

may go some way to predicting these effects however [33]. 

The operation of an IRFO scheme in field weakening depends on the full evaluation of 

the equations presented previously (equations 2.20 to 2.22). Orientation can now not 

be forced with only knowledge of Tr (and Tr will vary with flux anyway) and thus the 

performance of an IRFO scheme is compromised in field weakening. The flux can be 

estimated for DRFO in an open loop fashion with an equation similar to that for DSFO 

(equation 2.31), but the equation will contain and be highly sensitive to inductance 

parameters [27]. The DSFO scheme is perhaps the most appropriate for induction 

motor operation in field weakening. The flux is estimated with only sensitivity to Rs, 

which will have little significance at high speed. Although decoupling compensation 

will be sensitive to inductance parameters, this has been shown to be applicable only in 

the transient state [27]. 

2.2.7 Field Orientated Control Block Diagram 

ro, 
... 

ro, 

e-J6e 

FLUX 
L...-----I (& SPEED) 

OBSERVER 

Figure 2.3. Direct field orientated control block diagram. 

The control block diagram for direct field orientated control is shown in figure 2.3. 

Flux estimation is obtained from a model-based observer using measured currents and 

voltages. Currents must be measured for vector control, but voltages are often 

obtained from reference values. The vector control block will include d and q axis 

current controllers, decoupling if a DSFO scheme is used, and field weakening control. 
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The vector control block is expanded in figure 2.4 for a DRFO implementation, 

without decoupling compensation terms, showing d and q current controllers driven by 

flux current and torque current errors. The figure simply shows current PI controllers, 

with the Iq command coming from the speed controller torque command, suitably 

modified by the torque constant scaling. Id• is set at a constant magnetising value 

within the base speed region and hence no field controller is shown. 

+ 

Figure 2.4. Structure of the vector control block for DRFO 

2.3 Variable Voltage Variable Frequency Supplies 

As has been shown in all the above theory, vector control relies on tight control of 

current with respect to an appropriate flux vector. In order to achieve this, current 

controllers must drive the reference demand for a quantity that can affect changes in 

current and this is the applied stator voltage vector. 

Considering the applied stator voltage as an instantaneously controllable vector puts 

considerable pressure on power supply requirements. For vector control operation the 

induction motor must be supplied from a variable magnitude, variable phase (and 

therefore frequency) supply. The instantaneous control requirement limited the scope 

of vector control for some time and is why induction motors were limited to fixed 

frequency application in the past. 

Prior to the advent of power electronics and the development of variable voltage 

variable frequency converters, variable speed operation of AC machines was limited 

by practicality and cost considerations. Although speed variation can be achieved, 

with pole changing schemes and wound rotor machines [7], these are neither high 

bandwidth nor wholly practical options in many circumstances; they certainly can't be 

compared with the separately excited DC machine. Nowadays voltage source inverters 
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(VSI) allow power-processing capability that can be used to directly feed induction 

motors. 

The coupling of power converter and machine is termed a motor drive. The current 

direction of research in this area includes direct AC to AC conversion, using the matrix 

converter concept and the combination of power converter and motor into an 

integrated drive product [34, 35]. 

This project uses standard VSI technology, in the form of 2 modified commercial 

products (see next chapter) and the remainder of this section is devoted to describing 

the operation of this technology. 

2.3.1 The Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) 

It is not the purpose of this work to rigorously analyse the operation of VSIs, but their 

operation must be understood in order to practically implement a vector drive and their 

limitations, primarily the non-ideal nature of the AC voltage produced, must be 

appreciated and understood for later in this work. 

Figure 2.5 shows the common configuration for a variable-voltage variable-frequency 

inverter. A 3-phase 50Hz mains supply is rectified at the input to create an 

approximately 600V DC link, with suitable energy storage and smoothing. The 

magnitude and phase of output voltage is controlled via the modulation of 6 power 

electronic switches. 

3-Phase 
Input ---t---i 

(50Hz) 

Figure 2.5. Scbematlc diagram of tbe voltage source inverter 

The configuration shown is that utilised by both systems in this work. The power 

electronic switches in both inverters are Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (lGBTs). 
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Other converters may make use alternative devices (MOSFETs in a lower power 

application for example). Other configurations include single-phase inputs for low 

power level drives and active front ends (6 controlled power electronic switches at the 

input) to handle regenerative loads. 

In order to cope with braking and short periods of regeneration, the systems used in 

this work include dynamic braking. The brake consists of a suitably sized resistor, in 

series with a power electronic switch (another IGBT), both connected across the 

inverter DC link. Regenerative energy is dissipated in the resistance with the switch 

acting as a chopper; turning on when the DC link voltage rises above a predetermined 

operating point. The control of the brake circuit is part of the manufacturers hardware 

control. Without any form of regenerative power handling, the capacitors would be 

asked to dissipate energy and this would not be appropriate, creating over-voltage 

conditions. 

2.3.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 

r-r-r- .--- .--- r- r 

I.-- .- t-
v v " I' I--' t- vi-' 

I' 
r--... r-- v 

t- ~ 
- '- ~~ ~ 

Figure 2.6. Example PWM waveform and fundamental component 

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) techniques are used to produce a voltage output from 

the inverter. Referring back to figure 2.5, and considering the 3 pairs of switches 

connected across the DC link at the output, it should be appreciated that these 3 pairs 

are complementary: for each pair, one transistor will be on, whilst the other is off. 

Each pair of switches is modulated to produce an appropriate AC voltage waveform at 

the output (switch midpoint), with respect to the DC link capacitor midpoint. The 

voltage waveform produced will certainly not be sinusoidal, they will be squarewave 

in nature, but will have strong fundamental components at the desired frequency. Due 

to the highly inductive nature of the motor, the current waveform will be near 

sinusoidal, as will be the fluxes created in the machine. Figure 2.6 shows the principle 

of PWM . displaying the switching waveform (blue) and its associated fundamental 

component (red). 
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In order to produce the desired voltage output it is necessary to calculate and control 

the switching instants of each pair of switches and one of the simpler techniques used 

for this is termed asymmetric regular sampling. Here the switching control, operating 

at a fixed interrupt frequency of 2 x the desired switching frequency, compares the 

desired output fundamental waveforms (sinusoidal) with a switching frequency 

triangular waveform. If the intersections of the two waveforms can be calculated, with 

respect to the interrupt point, switching times are calculated and are timed on 

appropriate PWM circuitry, updated at the beginning of each interrupt cycle. The 

circuitry feeds the gate drives of the power electronic switches. The instantaneous 3-

phase reference must be calculated from the overall rotating voltage vector and this 

ensures that a tightly coupled 3-phase set is produced, as necessary to drive a balanced 

3-phase load. 

(I) 100 
~ 
~~ 
~:.5 

~8 
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M§ 
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... C\I 

.~ 3: 
8 -100 ~ ______________________ ~ ______________________ -J 

0.0 0 .5 

Fundamental Cycles 

1.0 

Figure 2_7. Asymmetric regular sampling PWM timing 

The principle of asymmetric regular sampling is shown in figure 2.7. Note that for 

simplicity thi figure hows steady state 3-phase voltages as an example. The 

triangular carrier waveform shown is at a rather low frequency, compared with the 

reference waveform, and this is for illustrative clarity. In practice the carrier 

waveform frequency (the witching frequency) will be many times larger than the 

maximum inverter OUlpUl frequency . The ratio of these 2 frequencies will determine 

outpUl voltage quality, but al 0 witching losses . Quality considerations are discussed 

further in section 2.3.3. 
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Advantage is gained by considering the desired voltage output as a vector, as it is 

considered in the vector control theory, and use of a scheme tenned Space Vector 

Modulation (SVM) to calculate switching times directly [36]. SVM better utilises the 

voltage capacity of the inverter and is the technique used in this work (as well as being 

the method of choice in many commercial systems). 

Remembering that there are 3 pairs of switches, it is clear that there are therefore 23 

possible switching states, these are shown in the logic expression below (equation 

2.32). 
- - -

sw(k) = abc + abc + abc + abc + abc + abc + abc + abc 

(2.32) 

These states can be shown on a vector diagram, as can be seen in figure 2.8. Position I 

corresponds to switch a on only, position 2 switches a and b on, position 3 switch b on 

only, etc (as defined in the above logic expression). If all upper switches are either on 

or off (remembering that the lower switches are complementary), this corresponds to a 

zero voltage vector: there is no potential difference between any of the three phases. 

b\ 
J 
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5 Sector 5 6 

cf 
Figure 2.8. Space vector sector diagram 
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The desired overall voltage vector Vs is constructed by spending an appropriate fraction 

of time at each adjacent state, depending on which sector the desired vector is in, over 

an interrupt period, along with time at the zero states. As an example, the vector Vs 

shown in figure 2.8 (in sector 1) would be created by dividing the interrupt time 

between switch states 1, 2, 7 and 8. The ratio of time spent in state 1 compared with 

state 2 determines the resultant vector phase within the sector. The ratio of time spent 

in states 1 and 2 compared with that spent in 7 and 8 will determine the vector 

magnitude. 

A modulation index is defined as the ratio of desired line voltage to DC link voltage, 

as shown in equation 2.33, where V Aline is the maximum value (or magnitude) of the 

desired line voltage and Voc is the DC-link voltage. The DC link voltage may be 

assumed, or may be measured (it will normally be measured for dynamic braking). 

A 

Vlm~ 
m =--

Voc 
(2.33) 

Three timing values (t" t2 and to) are calculated as follows, where ts is the switching 

sample time 

tl = m tssin(60· -() 
(2.34) 

t 2 = m tssin () 
(2.35) 

t o= ls- t l- (2 

(2.36) 
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Figure 2.9. pace vector timing example 
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Time spent in states 7 and 8 will both be Yl to and the results from the above timing 

calculations are combined to produce the appropriate switching waveforms, as shown 

in figure 2.9. For the example vector shown in figure 2.8, time spent in state I is tl + t2 

+ Ylto, time in state 2 is t2 + Ylto. The figure shows the timings over 2 interrupt periods. 

Similarly to asymmetric natural sampling, the switching frequency is half that of the 

interrupt frequency and the drive signals toggle between positive and negative 

switching edges every other interrupt period. 

Timings are calculated in the same way for a vector in each sector. The PWM logic 

code must decide which sector the desired vector is in and then pass the timing data, as 

combinations of tit t2 and Yl to, to the correct switches according to the sector. This is 

shown in table 2.1. 

Sector ta tb tc 

I tl + t2 + YltO t2 + YltO YltO 

2 t2 + YltO t1 + t2 + YltO YltO 

3 YltO tl +t2 + YltO t2 + YltO 

4 YltO t2 + YltO tl + t2 + YltO 

5 t2 + YztO YltO t1 + t2 + YztO 

6 tl + t2 + YltO YltO t2 + YltO 

Table 2.1. Space vector timing distributions according to sector 

The advantage of this scheme is in its utilisation of the available voltage capacity of 

the inverter. It can be shown that the scheme is similar to asymmetric regular 

sampling, described previously, but with a triplen harmonic waveform added to the 

sinusoid references [36]. The harmonic addition allows a maximum output voltage 

approaching the value of the DC link voltage (unlike the 0.866 limit associated with 

standard regular sampling) [36]. The extra triplen harmonic addition can be shown to 

cancel between phases in a balanced L\-connected 3-phase system [36]. Figure 2.10 

shows phase voltages generated within the DC link limits and the full 600V line 

voltages that are produced. The figure is for operation with a full modulation index 

value at 50Hz output frequency. 
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Figure 2.10. pace vector pha e and line voltages with triplen harmonics evident on phase voltages 

2.3.3 The Non-Ideal Nature of PWM Voltage Construction 

The switching or squarewave nature of the voltage output of a VSI, generated by the 

PWM method, is certainly not ideal considering that the desired waveform is 

sinusoidal. Whilst orne form of smoothing would be appropriate in many 

applications, in this instance, where the magnitude and phase of the output voltage 

vector must be instantaneously variable, this would introduce inappropriate delays. 

The output voltage will in practice include the higher order harmonics associated with 

a squarewave, but without the triplen harmonics that naturally cancel in a balanced 3-

I . 1st 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th phase system: eavlOg , , , , , ,etc. The magnitude of these 

harmonics will depend on the PWM technique used and the switching frequency [6]. 

PWM techniques that minimise elected components can be used, but this will be at 

the expense of an increase in others [6] . 

In practice the choice of witching frequency will be determined by a number of 

considerations. Many of the techniques used to minimise harmonics will make use of 

variable witching (as D ,DTe, etc) and this may not be suitable for control 

purpo es. If ontrol and PWM generation are carried out using the same control 

proce sor, sufficient interrupt time must be allowed for both aspects. This 

consideration may limit the maximum witching frequency, yet the control scheme 

would benefit from high witching frequencies that provide superior quality output 
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waveforms. Other considerations include acoustic noise, switching losses (which will 

be higher at higher frequencies) and torque ripple that low order harmonics may inflict 

on a motor drive. This topic will be addressed further in chapter 5 where machine 

rotor slot harmonics are considered. 

2.3.4 The Requirement for Deadtime Protection 

Again referring back to the schematic of a 3-phase inverter presented in figure 2.5, 

consider I pair of the complementary power switches at the output. In practice the 2 

switches are not perfectly complementary. The conducting switch must be turned off 

slightly before switching its complementary partner on. Doing this avoids the situation 

of shoot-through: this is the case where an effective short circuit is placed across the 

DC link. If the conducting devices survive switching for any time without the 

incorporation of deadtime, the lifetime of the devices will drastically be reduced. 
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Figure 2.11. Division ofPWM signal Into 2 channels to Include deadtlme protection delay 

Figure 2.11 shows how the master drive signal for phase-a is divided into 2 channels, 

one control signal for each switch, to include deadtime. Hence the 3-phase control 

signals arriving at the power converter, from the PWM circuitry, are divided into 6 

channels for inclusion of the delay. In this work this is achieved on an inverter 

interface board using Schmitt triggers and RC timing circuits. The experimental 

system is more fully described in the next chapter. Like the squarewave nature of the 

PWM voltage representation, deadtime effects contribute to the non-ideal nature of the 

produced voltage [37]. 

Other important effects that contribute to distortion when operating at low voltage (low 

speed), which will be highly non-linear, include switching imbalance. This may be 

introduced by differences in deadtime circuit delays, gate drive circuit delays, power 

device tum-onltum-otT characteristics, etc. The effects will be influenced by current 
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direction and compounded by the resolution in PWM generation circuits. As shown in 

figure 2.12, the motor applied voltages are not directly determined by individual phase 

timings. Vab in the illustrated example is dependent on the timing of the a-channel and 

b-channel signal edges relative to each other. In truth, it is dependent not on the timing 

edges, but rather the switching edges of the power devices. All of the above 

mentioned effects are at their most significant at low voltage outputs. Remember that 

for a zero voltage PWM output, all of the gate drive signals are the same, at 50% duty 

cycle (or the time passed to each gate drive is equal to half the sample time). 

a 

b : I 
, , 

Vab n 
------------------~~--------------------

Figure 1.11. Problems wltb PWM resolution at low voltages 

2.4 Sensorless Control 

Fitting an optical encoder to the shaft of any rotating machine in order to obtain an 

instantaneous and accurate measure of speed has several drawbacks. These are with 

regard to cost, reliability and practicality and are outlined below. 

Cost Issues: 

• The encoder cost may be a large percentage of the overall drive price 

• The encoder will require fitting and incur additional cabling costs 

Reliability Issues: 

• The encoder will be considerably more fragile than any other drive part 

• The encoder must be robustly fitted to the machine 

• Additional cabling will be susceptible to damage and electrical noise 

Practicality Issues: 

• Not all applications will allow fitting of an encoder 

• Generally a motor shaft end must be made available 
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• An encoder will increase the volume of the overall drive product 

Reliability issues will of course also appear as practicality and cost considerations, 

perhaps resulting in increased process 'down time'. The performance of an unreliable 

encodered solution, with a poorly fitted/slipping encoder for example, would not be 

tolerated in any application and may have damaging consequences. 

For all the above reasons the requirement for an accurate measurement of speed in 

order to obtain high dynamic performance from an induction motor drive (IRFO) is 

considered undesirable. Sensorless control is now, and has been for some time, a 

major research area that aims to overcome this problem. The earliest reference the 

author has found pertaining to induction motor speed control without a shaft encoder is 

from 1975 [38]. 
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Figure 1.13. Structure of the V IF control scheme 

A block diagram of the simple (low performance) open loop Volt/Hertz (V IF) control 

method is shown in figure 2.13. The stator excitation frequency is adjusted such that it 

is equal to the desired speed. The voltage applied is proportional to the frequency, 

with a d-axis voltage boost to account for the stator resistance drop. The scheme is 

based on the induction motor steady state equations, such that variations in speed must 

be rate limited, because flux is not controlled. Where dq terminology is used this 

cannot assume orientation with a particular flux vector and the torque regulation at low 

speed is poor. 

Sensorless algorithms obtain information required for improved torque and/or speed 

control through measurement of motor terminal quantities and knowledge of electrical 

and/or mechanical characteristics. The many techniques presented range from simple 
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extensions to the V /F method, for improved speed holding perfonnance (38, 39], 

through to sophisticated signal injection methods that facilitate low/zero speed position 

control (see section 2.4.2). The algorithms thus vary in their requirements for 

computational power, electrical sensing/measurement hardware and the knowledge of 

machine parameters/characteristics. Some of the methods rely on specific/modified 

machines such that particular machine characteristics are promoted (section 2.4.2). 

In the work of Campbell [40], the requirements of a range of applications are 

considered. The demands of the application, with regard to the sensorless perfonnance 

requirement (sensorless classification), are defined. With his kind pennission, the 

table is repeated here as table 2.2 

Application Torque/Speed Control Requirements Sensorless 

Classification 

Fans Torque - no closed loop control required Low 

Speed - no closed loop control required 

Pumps, compressors Torque - reasonably accurate torque control, Medium 

particularly in starting 

Speed - no closed loop control required 

Conveyors Torque and speed control required, accuracy not Medium 

always essential 

Winches, hoists Torque and speed control essential and demanding - High 

e.g. full control of torque at zero speed 

General traction - Good torque response required Medium/High 

trains, trams Speed measurement to detect slippage, but not usually 

for feedback 

Electric Automobiles God torque response required Medium/High 

Speed measurement used for visual feedback and 

maybe for synchronised drive (e.g. a differential axis) 

Dynamometers, Good torque and speed control essential over the full High 

rolling roads operating range 

Strip rollers (steel, Demanding torque and speed control required over MediumlHigh 

paper mills) significant parts of the operating region 

Machine tools Torque and speed control essential and demanding - High 

e.g. full controlled torque at zero speed 

Table 2.2. Sensorless drive applications and required performance 
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For low performance applications V/F control may be appropriate. Sensorless 

strategies implemented in commercial products tend to sit, in terms of sophistication 

and performance, somewhere between V /F control and the leading algorithms based on 

the machine dynamic equations (model-based). For example, knowledge of motor 

parameters may be used to facilitate improved speed holding under load, through an 

estimation of slip/speed [38, 39]. These implementations can generally be regarded as 

low/medium performance. 

2.4.1 Model-Based Sensorless Control 

The majority of algorithms presented to establish sensorless vector control rely on the 

induction motor model and measurement of motor terminal quantities to provide flux 

and speed estimates. The flux estimate facilitates decoupled flux and torque control 

and many of the techniques, on which speed sensorless methods are based, make use 

of or exploit redundancy in flux observer methods [21-23]. These methods produce 

flux estimates for use in encodered drives or applications requiring only torque control. 

Such work is not the prime focus of this project, but typified in various examples [21-

23]. As alluded to in section 2.2, and more fully examined when Model Reference 

Adaptive System (MRAS) techniques are considered shortly, flux estimates can be 

obtained by directly solving the presented dynamic motor equations. If more than one 

independent estimate for flux, or indeed another quantity, can be obtained, seemingly 

unobservable motor parameters can be determined. Observer techniques are used to 

alleviate the dependency of IRFO drives on the rotor time constant for example [23, 

25]. 

Methods that obtain speed and flux estimates (or simply speed for IRFO), are again 

utilising the dynamic induction motor model. Given that the model parameters are 

known, and terminal quantities measured with sufficient accuracy, the performance of 

the leading schemes can be compared with encodered IRFO over the majority of the 

speed and load range. The leading schemes are presented, reviewed and tested in [39, 

41-44] and can be regarded as offering mediumlhigh performance. These schemes are 

somewhat more computationally intensive than simple extensions to the V /F scheme, 

but, with increased processing power becoming ever more affordable, they are now 

commercially viable. 

There are two particularly significant considerations with regards to the practicality of 

sensorless implementations based on motor parameters and these are model parameter 
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detennination and model parameter variation. The variability of drive perfonnance 

due to parameter inaccuracy, particularly speed accuracy, is what currently stops 

sensorless drives impacting into particular sectors. Inaccuracy in the rotor time 

constant (Tr) will affect the perfonnance of the encodered IRFO scheme [24, 25], but 

the measured speed will ensure the speed accuracy is not compromised. 

Good motor characterisation can be obtained from no load and locked rotor tests [19], 

for a given motor under a particular set of operating conditions, should this be 

practicable when (or prior to) a motor drive is installed. In many cases this will not be 

desirable and parameter auto-commissioning tests have been developed that estimate 

some of the induction motor parameters [45-47]. Combined with motor nameplate 

data, this allows a reasonable set-up to be obtained prior to running a sensorless 

algorithm. Controller self-tuning schemes have also been proposed [45-47], as speed 

and current controller design specifications also rely on drive parameters. It should be 

noted that where a complete motor drive product is obtained from a single 

manufacturer, motor parameter base infonnation could perhaps be embedded into a 

control algorithm at the end of the manufacture process. 

Parameter variation is the major factor influencing the applicability of model-based 

sensorless drives to particular applications [40]. Even if parameters are accurately 

obtained at start-up, changes in operating condition will result in variation of the 

nominal parameters. Resistance variation is the major effect, as stator and rotor 

resistances will vary with temperature (ambient and load influenced heating) and this 

variation will be difficult to predict [28, 40, 48]. Stator resistance (Rs) variation has 

been shown to particularly affect the stability of sensorless algorithms and is most 

significant at low speed [48]. Rotor resistance (Rr), and hence rotor time constant (Tr), 

variation significantly affects speed estimation accuracy throughout the speed range 

[28, 40, 49]. Inductance variation also contributes to degradation in perfonnance. 

Although less significant than resistance variation (in the below base speed region), the 

nominal inductance parameters will vary with magnetising condition, as the orientation 

is affected by the resistance parameters for example, and with magnetising effects that 

may alter with speed and load condition [28, 40, 48]. Sensorless and encodered 

schemes would both require extended inductance parameter infonnation for operation 

in field weakening and it has already been established in this chapter that the 

encodered IRFO scheme does not generally offer good perfonnance in this region. 

Various works look at sensorless operation in the field weakening region [50, 51]. It is 

considered beyond the scope of this work, but will be discussed for further work in the 
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final chapter. Parameter variation in sensorless methods is looked at again in chapter 

4. 

Various parameter-tuning schemes have been proposed in order to negate the 

performance deterioration that sensorless drives are subject to due to parameter 

variation [50-60]. Considering resistance parameters, Bose looks at estimating 

resistance change using a thermal type model, estimating resistance change as a 

function of measurable drive variables and time [52]. Neural network approaches exist 

that attempt to compensate against error in all parameters [53, 54]. The majority of 

schemes attempt to correct the resistance parameters individually however [55-60]. Rs 

estimation can be achieved by applying a DC voltage component to the machine and 

measuring the associated current [55], but this disturbs normal drive operation and 

more sophisticated methods exploit motor model equations [56-58]. The use of neural 

networks for Rs estimation is proposed/described in [40, 59]. Rr estimation is difficult 

to separate from speed estimation in a sensorless drive [28], but Kubota obtains an 

independent estimate through the sinusoidal disturbance of the magnetising current 

[60]. These schemes are however, dependent on the accurate knowledge of the other 

motor parameters. Such schemes can succeed in improving both the torque 

performance and speed accuracy of the sensorless model-based drive [60]. However, 

unless an independent accurate measure of speed is obtained, tuning is effectively 

compensating, with respect to speed holding accuracy, in an open loop fashion. Where 

the use of artificial neural networks has been proposed to compensate for all parameter 

variation [53, 54], this too cannot guarantee speed holding accuracy, because again, 

with respect to speed, compensation is effectively open loop. 

The region of operation where sensorless model-based performance is particularly 

compromised is for a stator applied frequencies below I Hz to 2Hz. Without persistent 

natural excitation, and at zero speed, rotor information is not seen on the coupled stator 

side [41]. Where high performance torque and/or speed control are required, at and 

around standstill, in applications such as machine tools, these sensorless methods will 

not be appropriate. 

Problems caused by the non-ideal nature of inverter voltage representation, discussed 

earlier in this chapter, and measurement offset/error, are at their most significant at low 

speeds. This further compounds the problems of model-based operation in this region 

and is also a consideration for signal injection methods (see next section) [20]. 

Advanced deadtime compensation techniques have been considered in [61], and with a 
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view to improving signal injection techniques in [62]. Holtz considers use of a non

linear model to compensate model-based techniques at low speed [63]. Various other 

works consider model-based performance in this region [41-44]. 

2.4.2 Signal-Injection Based Sensorless Control 

More recently high sensorless performance at low speed has been demonstrated in the 

research environment, by schemes employing PWM disturbancelhigh frequency signal 

injection. Injected signals superimposed on the natural PWM, for example, produce 

harmonic components in the stator terminal quantities that have been modulated by 

saliency effects in the rotor. The first works, based on such mechanisms, obtained flux 

information for field orientation, through tracking of localised saturation effects within 

the rotor [20, 64-67]. These schemes can be extended to estimate speed, by estimating 

slip, as the excitation frequency is effectively being tracked [20, 67]. Positional 

information can be more directly extracted, for position/speed control, by tracking 

rotor saliency effects such as rotor eccentricity, anisotropy in rotor laminations, rotor 

resistance or inductance variation around the rotor circumference and rotor slotting 

[20,68-74]. A thorough review of such methods can be found in the work of Teske, 

who has demonstrated excellent closed loop induction motor position control in the 

low speed range (around standstill and up to ISOrpm for a 4-pole machine) [20, 74]. 

There are drawbacks associated with these methods however, and these include high 

computational (processing) requirements, a possible:: increase in torque pulsations, 

increased motor losses, decreased drive lifetime and increased acoustic noise. Much of 

the published work makes use of modified machines [20], where a particular rotor 

saliency effect has been promoted, and this may not be viable. Also the voltage 

capacity of the inverter is reduced, where the signal injection voltages must overcome 

the natural back emf of the machine, and hence these techniques are perhaps restricted 

to the low speed region about zero speed [20]. In many schemes drive characterisation 

is highly important, such that an inverter/control unit may only realistically be used 

with an associated machine and harmonic effects are thus predictablelknown [20]. 

This is because, saturation effects can hinder sensorless position/speed control and 

must be known and/or eliminated [20]. 

The motivation behind signal injection techniques is in improving sensorless drive 

performance at low speed/low excitation frequencies and removing dependence on 

variable electrical parameters. The supplementary injected signals ensure that 
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flux/position infonnation exists independently of the stator excitation and rotor speed 

frequencies. As rotor saliency effects are exploited, the schemes are not dependent on 

the absolute values of electrical parameters. It is considered that these methods are the 

methods of the future for applications requiring accurate torque and/or speed control 

about standstill. Lorenz recently suggested and discussed the application of these 

techniques to electrically assisted power steering in production motor cars [75]. It is 

considered however, that the region in which a signal-injection mode of operation 

should be applied would desirably be limited, due to the drawbacks described. Many 

of the leading researchers in sensorless control are continuing to improve these 

techniques, but much engineering is required before the methods have a significant 

commercial impact. For the remaining region of operation, high perfonnance model

based methods remain the most suitable candidates for implementation. For 

applications where drives are not required to operate for extended periods about 

standstill, or where the perfonnance in this region is not critical, the model-based 

methods will alone suffice. 

2.4.3 Sensorless Model-based Control Methods for High Performance 

This section outlines the leading candidates for a sensorless vector control 

implementation that are based on the motor dynamic equations, such that a method can 

be chosen for implementation in chapter 4. 

The Rotor Flux - Model Reference Adaptive System (RF -MRAS) 

The RF-MRAS system operates by obtaining estimates of the rotor flux vector, using 

tenninal quantities and motor model parameters, from two independent induction 

motor dynamic equations. It exploits the fact that one of the rotor flux estimates is 

obtained without the requirement of a speed measurement to adaptively drive the speed 

value required in the second equation, such that the rotor flux estimates converge. The 

technique is attributable to Schauder [76], and Tarnai [77]. Considering the operation 

of the RF-MRAS also allows the general MRAS concept to be understood and 

demonstrates how rotor flux estimation can be directly obtained from the motor 

dynamic equations. 

The rotor flux vector can be estimated in an open-loop manner by using the machine 

voltage model equation, shown as equation 2.37. Like the equation for stator flux, it 

allows a rotor flux estimate to be obtained without a speed measurement and could be 

used directly for sensorless torque control. Also as stator flux estimation, it is 
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particularly dependent on stator resistance (Rs) accuracy at low speed and requires a 

direct integration that will be sensitive to DC components of voltage and current 

measurement. Unlike the stator flux equation, it also depends on accurate knowledge 

of the inductance parameters. 

k = ~ ( f ~ -Rs !!) dt - (J" Ls!! ) 

(2.37) 

The rotor flux can also be estimated using the current model, using equation 2.38. 

Note that speed is required in this equation and if it were used for orientation in an 

encodered system it would provide performance akin to IRFO, primarily requiring 

knowledge of the rotor time constant (Tr) 
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Figure 2.14. Structure oftbe RF-MRAS 
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The structure of the RF-MRAS is shown in figure 2.14. Note that the voltage equation 

is termed the reference model and the current equation is termed the adjustable model. 

This is the general structure of an MRAS system: a reference model and an adjustable 

model both provide estimates of an error vector. The adjustable model depends on the 

unknown parameter of interest. An adaptation mechanism is constructed that adjusts 

the unknown parameter. such that the error vectors converge. In the case of the RF-
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MRAS the rotor flux vector is the error vector and the rotor speed is the unknown 

parameter adjusted in the adjustable model. 

The adaptation mechanism in the RF-MRAS is a PI controller, the output of which is 

the speed estimate used in the current model equation. The error that drives the PI 

controller is the cross product of the two rotor flux vector estimates, such that the 

speed estimate is used to drive the phase error to zero. The RF-MRAS speed estimate 

can thus be used for speed feedback and the flux vector angle can be used to achieve 

direct orientation (DRFO). 

The disadvantages of the scheme are those described in relation to the use of the 

voltage model equation for flux estimation in an encodered system. The current model 

is forced to follow the voltage model, and in the region that the voltage model 

performance degrades, speed and flux estimates will be compromised. The 

requirement of a direct integration in the voltage model is in practice facilitated with a 

high pass filter, so as to ignore DC components. 

The basic MRAS method is improved in the low speed region by using an MRAS -

closed loop flux observer (MRAS-CLFO) [78]. The CLFO was proposed by Jansen 

and Lorenz and combines the above method with a mechanical model of the plant. In 

the scheme the rotor flux is determined only from the current model at low speed. 

Combined with a measurement of stator current, the flux estimate is used to gain a 

measure of torque fed into the mechanical model of the machine, providing a speed 

estimate in the low speed region. Whilst this method relies on both accurate 

knowledge of electrical parameters and mechanical plant parameters, it provides 

superior performance, even with some parameter inaccuracy, than the simple MRAS 

implementation [28, 78]. In a practical scenario however, the method is unattractive 

due to it requiring robust mechanical plant information; in some applications the plant 

parameters may not be constant. Also, for sustained operation at low speed it is 

suggested that the scheme may still lose orientation, and thus speed holding capability, 

due to drift. 

The Back-EMF MRAS and The Reactive Power MRAS 

Two alternative MRAS schemes have been suggested by Peng [79]. Making use of 

alternative error vectors, the systems attempt to overcome some of the problems 

associated with the RF-MRAS. 
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The back-emf MRAS is proposed, as two independent estimates of the back-emf can 

be obtained without the need for a direct integration [79]. Knowledge of Rs is still 

required however, so the use of reactive power is also suggested as an error vector, 

where R. is not needed [79]. 

In the work of Cilia the relative performance of these two MRAS schemes was 

considered, along with that of the RF-MRAS [80]. The work was undertaken with a 

particular view to comparing the low speed performance and the design of the 

adaptation mechanism. In conclusion it considered that neither of the proposed 

schemes offered any particular advantage, or significant improvement, over the RF

MRAS. Both the alternative error vectors tend to zero as the speed nears standstill, 

thus not overcoming the problems at low speed. The adaptive controllers for the back 

emf and reactive power systems contain highly non-linear gains, making their design 

more difficult for robust performance. In the work then carried out, use was made of 

the RF-MRAS as this has the advantage of offering a fast flux estimate for DRFO. 

The Torque Current - Rotor Flux System 
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Figure 2.15 Structure ofthe torque-current MRAS 

The system presented by Ohtani [81], and developed by Ohyama [82], makes use of 

torque current comparison to estimate motor speed and achieve rotor flux orientation. 

It has a claimed high performance, approaching that of an encodered solution [41]. It 

is often termed the torque current MRAS or isq-MRAS, but differs slightly from the 

traditional MRAS structure described above. The scheme achieves orientation with 

rotor flux indirectly, by imposing rotor flux orientated conditions on the machine. The 

system is shown in block diagram format in figure 2.15. 
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The rotor flux is calculated using the voltage model equation seen in the RF-MRAS 

scheme. The value of the rotor flux is then used, with the measured stator current, to 

estimate isq (the torque current) given that the system is orientated with the rotor flux. 

The difference between the isq estimate and the reference value from the speed 

controller indicates reference frame misalignment. The error is thus used to drive a PI 

controller whose output is an estimate of speed. The speed is used as sensorless speed 

feedback and, together with an estimate of slip obtained from the rotor flux oriented 

slip equation (using flux and isq reference values), allows an estimate of the stator 

excitation frequency that is integrated for orientation. 

The scheme relies on suitably high dynamic current control and requires integration in 

evaluation of the voltage model equation. At low speed the scheme suggests use of the 

reference value for rotor flux and thus the flux control is open loop in this region, but 

this may be preferable to integration of measured variables. Band-limited integration 

handles the smooth changeover from reference to estimated rotor flux at a frequency 

dependent on the value of Tc (shown in the figure). Thus this is equivalent to 

combining low and high pass filters with similar cut-off frequencies. 

As the scheme is inherently indirect, it does not lend itself to straightforward 

implementation: it, unlike the RF-MRAS and the following scheme (based on a rotor 

flux observer) cannot be used as open loop flux and speed observers. As this is the 

case, when being developed on a research system where an encodered mode of 

operation is available, sensorless speed and flux estimates cannot be compared with 

encodered versions, to verify the algorithm operation, prior to the sensorless speed 

loop being closed. 

The Adaptive Observer 

The operation of an adaptive observer can often be considered as similar to that of an 

MRAS where the reference model is the real plant. Whilst distinction is made in some 

comparative papers, others will present such an adaptive observer and call it an 

MRAS. 

The implementation considered here is based on a full-order observer of rotor flux. An 

adaptive mechanism is employed to adjust for speed as an unknown quantity. The 

method is attributable to Kubota [83] and Yang [84]. 
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In the full-order flux observer structure, dynamic equations for stator current and rotor 

flux (current model) are implemented, where stator voltage and speed are measured. 

The stator current estimate is used in obtaining the rotor flux estimate and vice-versa. 

The error between measured and estimated stator current is used to drive state 

feedback that can be used to define flux estimation dynamics and correct some degree 

of parameter inaccuracy, account for initial conditions, etc. 

The structure is modified to estimate both rotor flux and speed simultaneously. The 

simplest form, where the state feedback is ignored, is shown in figure 2.16. The cross 

product of the current error and the rotor flux estimate provides an estimate of the 

torque error in the model. The error drives a PI controller, the output of which is the 

speed estimate fed back into the model. 

Induction Motor 

Induction Motor Model + 

Figure 2.16 Structure oftbe adaptive speed and nux observer 

In the work of Kubota adaptation mechanisms for Rs and Rr are presented. The 

adaptation of Rr calls for a sinusoidal disturbance on the flux command that thus has 

no net effect [60]. The paper also analyses the torque error due to Rs and Rr error. 

For reasons that wi1l be established at the beginning of chapter 4, this is the sensorless 

method used in this project. A more detailed description of its operation is therefore 

presented in that chapter. 
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Sensorless Stator Flux Orientation 

A stator flux orientated sensorless approach has been proposed by Xu [85]. In the 

review of sensorless techniques by Holtz [41] the method is given a high performance 

grading and is used in further tuning work by the author [86]. 

Having already seen that stator flux regulation/orientation is readily implemented 

using the stator back-emf equation, the proposed scheme calculates the motor speed in 

an open loop fashion. The stator excitation and slip frequencies are calculated and 

used to obtain the motor speed, assuming stator flux orientation. The scheme hence 

requires fast current control and a suitable decoupling law is proposed [85]. 

The scheme offers the previously established advantages of stator flux orientation at 

high speed and thus particularly in field weakening, where flux regulation is more 

easily achieved without steady state error [27, 85]. The speed estimate is heavily 

dependent upon the flux regulation/orientation however, and this is a significant 

drawback at low speed. The scheme requires implementation of direct integration 

again and is heavily dependent upon Rs. Suitable parameter knowledge must be 

available for robust decoupling and this will affect the speed estimate. 

Whilst this scheme may offer improved operation at high speed, it is considered that 

the previously discussed methods would offer a more robust performance below base 

speed. The open loop calculation of speed in this scheme is non-ideal and it is 

suggested that it would be subject to heavy parameter/decoupling error and noise. 

Other Methods 

Other methods for obtaining a speed/flux estimate that are high performance and use 

the induction motor state equations include those based on Extended Kalman Filtering 

[87-89], and Neural Networks [90]. In [88] the stator and rotor temperatures are also 

estimated. Whilst these algorithms may optimise the performance of the model-based 

type algorithms already discussed, they are still parameter dependent and additionally 

are computationally intensive. Some of the methods may require sophisticated set-up 

procedures. Although perhaps improving the torque performance, noise immunity 

and/or parameter tolerance, like the tuning algorithms previously mentioned, none are 

considered to fully achieve the desired encoder like speed holding accuracy that is the 

stated aim of this work. These methods may not be wholly suited to a general practical 

implementation and are thus not considered further for this work. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has presented analysis of the induction motor dynamic equations, such 

that the principle of decoupled control through field orientation could be shown. The 

induction motor model has been introduced, and its associated parameters defined, for 

use in the analysis presented here and in subsequent chapters. Both rotor flux and 

stator flux orientation have been considered, along with methods of achieving these 

conditions, and the relative advantages of each of these techniques discussed. 

Operation of the induction motor in the field weakening region has also been 

considered. 

Vector control calls for fast current control and this is generally provided, as in this 

work, by the use of a Voltage Source Inverter (VSI). The VSI is driven by the vector 

control demand for an instantaneously variable voltage vector (controlling currents). 

This chapter has presented analysis of VSI operation, including Space Vector 

Modulation (SVM), and has considered the non-ideal nature of the voltage waveform 

produced, as well as the need for deadtime. The following chapter further describes 

the inverters used in this project, such as the way they have been modified for 

microprocessor control and for the inclusion of switch deadtime. The non-ideal nature 

of the voltage waveform produced will be picked up again in chapter 5, where speed 

measurement using rotor slot harmonics is addressed. 

The motivation for removing the speed sensor in an induction motor drive has been 

established. Model-based methods can provide decoupled control without a shaft 

sensor, but ultimately the performance is dependent upon accurate motor parameter 

knowledge and is compromised at low speed. Commercial products that provide a 

higher performance than V/F control will rely on the motor model. Signal injection 

methods have been shown in the research environment to overcome some of the 

problems associated with model-based methods. The push from industry however, is 

to achieve improved sensorless performance without using modified machines or 

power electronics. Many of the signal injection techniques use machines that have 

been modified, and/or the algorithm may need advanced knowledge of the machine 

characteristics. It is desirable not to inject signals that might produce torque ripple 

effects, increase losses, produce significant noise (be this acoustic or electrical) and the 

methods may only be applicable over a small low speed region. 
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It is considered that model-based methods provide wholly adequate performance for a 

majority of applications, facilitating field orientated control for dynamic performance. 

For applications requiring highly accurate closed loop speed holding performance 

model-based methods fail, due to the effects of parameter variation. In the main, 

tuning schemes presented cannot guarantee speed accuracy unless an accurate 

independent speed estimate is obtained. As outlined in the previous chapter, this work 

proposes the combination of a model-based algorithm, for dynamic performance, with 

a Rotor Slot Harmonic (RSH) speed estimator, for speed accuracy. As such, ideally 

the work will be suitable for augmentation with existing sensorless techniques that 

exist in commercial products. Background regarding RSH type speed estimators and 

resulting tuning has been reserved until chapter 5, where the mechanism of RSH 

production is more appropriately firstly considered. 

Finally in this chapter, the sensorless review was extended with the leading candidate 

algorithms for model-based control outlined in more depth. In chapter 4 one of the 

presented algorithms is chosen, based on previous research comparing the relative 

performance of sensorless techniques. The experimental implementation is then 

explained in more depth and results presented. The chapter also goes on to further 

explore the effects of parameter variation in the model-based system. 

Further to chapter 4 this work concentrates on improving the speed holding 

performance of a sensorless model-based technique. Whilst the tuning techniques 

discussed may improve the overall performance, this work tackles the problem of drive 

detuning with a particular view to improving the speed holding. Commercially viable 

sensorless techniques to date fail to suit applications requiring highly accurate speed 

holding and the goal of this project is to develop a sensorless algorithm for multi

motor applications. This is an area requiring encodered speed holding performance 

and is further considered, along with the presentation of sensorless speed synchronised 

results, in chapter 6. 
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the hardware and software solutions that were used to develop 

and test the algorithms presented in the following chapters. As the work is concerned 

with the performance of both stand-alone and combined sensorless drives, two 

development rigs were constructed. The first rig (hereafter termed rig A) was 

originally used in projects by both Sumner and Blasco [91, 28], whilst the second (rig 

B) is of similar ratings and was used in other development work within the PEMC 

group at Nottingham [92]. 

Both test rigs utilise standard squirrel-cage 4kW induction machines and 7.SkW 

IGBT inverters, although these are all from different manufacturers. Each induction 

machine is coupled to a DC machine, with associated converter of higher power 

rating, and these act as loading devices. The DC converters are run under their own 

control and are set-up to provide variable torque demands. 

The IGBT inverter of each rig is modified to allow access to the gate drive circuitry 

of the power devices. The modification is achieved whilst still retaining 

manufacturer safety and protection functionality. The gate drive circuitry is 

interfaced to PWM timing circuits and these circuits are themselves interfaced to a 

processing platform running motor control code. Measurement, signal-acquisition, 

signal-conditioning and digital input/output circuitry also connect the processing 

hardware to the motor drive. 

Processing capability is provided by a platform housed in a host PC and based on the 

Texas TMS320C4x family of Digital Signal Processors (DSP). A carrier board 

connected to the ISA bus has room for four TIM-40 modules l
• These modules could 

be processor based and/or contain input/output devices (AID converters and the like). 

In this case two processor modules occupy the first two slots. The board 

communicates with the PC, for the downloading of real-time control code, data 

I TIM-40 module - Texas Instruments Module for C4 family DSP architecture S3 
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capture and overall motor control functionality, via the (SA bus and with the interface 

circuitry for the motor drives via a mapped section of the primary DSP memory map. 

The mapped area i termed the DSPLINK and results in all input/output devices being 

written to or read from specific predetermined addresses. 

The following ections contain converter and motor specifications and go on to detail 

the proce sing platform, development of measurement and interface circuitry and 

development of real-time DSP motor control software and high-level PC interface 

motor control software. 

3.2 Experimental System 

Host PC for 
Control and 
Data Capture 

DSP System for 
Maor Control 

Hardware 
Interface 

PWM 
Filters 
AID 

Digital 1/0 
Encoder 

PWM, 
Inverter1 

Transducers v,. I, 
w" 

PWM, 
Inverter2 ~ 
Transducers 

v,.I, 

Ol" 

Figure 3.1. Overall tructure of the dual drive rig, with loading systems and control platform 

The overall tructure of the drive rigs and control platform is shown in figure 3.1. 

Note that two independent motor test rigs are controlled using a single PC and DSP 

platform. Connection is made to the test rigs through a common hardware interface. 

Although two DSP proce or are shown, only DSP 1 can communicate with the PC 

and hardware interface. 

Evident in both the rig i a direct measurement of speed. This mea ure is provided 

by the inclu ion of in remental po ition encoders. The encoder fitted to rig A 

produce 10,000-pul e ire olution, compared to that of rig B which produces 2,500-

pul e re olution. The e pro ided peed mea urement during development of vector 
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and multi-motor schemes, to which sensorless results could be compared, and 

measurement of speed and position to verify the accuracy and performance of the 

developed sensorless techniques. 

The developed system is capable of running what would be considered high 

performance AC motor control and the DSP and host PC set-up is such as to provide 

a highly flexible experimental research platform. 

3.3 Motor Drives 

3.3.1 The Asea Motor Drive (Rig A) 

DC Machine 

Induction Machme 

Coupling and 

Encoder Housings 

Figure 3.2. Drive rig A 

DC Machine 

Cooling 

(not used) 

Motor drive rig A consists of a delta connected, 4-pole, 4kW, closed and skewed slot, 

squirrel cage induction motor, manufactured by Asea. This machine is fed by a 

7.5kW Eurotherm IGBT inverter and fitted with the lO,OOO-line encoder. The 

inverter has an external dynamic braking resistor fitted, suitable to dissipate energy 

due to deceleration. The motor test bed is shown in figure 3.2. 

Information about the motor, such as the number of rotor slots and motor 

e lectricaVmechanical parameters, is known from the works of Blasco and Sumner 

[91, 28] . The specification are presented in table 3.1 at the end of this section. 
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The load DC machine is rated at lOkW and fed by a Control Techniques 4-quadrant 

converter. Being an older machine, its inertia is several times larger than the 

induction machine alone and larger than either machine in the rig B configuration. 

An external control box varies the torque demand to the DC drive by varying a fed 

back reference voltage. 

3.3.2 The Brown-Boveri Motor Drive (Rig B) 

DC Machine 

InduClion Machine 

Encoder 

Figure 3.3. Drive rig B 

Motor rig B is similar to rig A and the motor test bed is shown in figure 3.3. It 

consists of a delta connected, 4-pole, 4kW, closed and skewed slot, squirrel cage 

induction motor, manufactured by Brown-Boveri . This machine is fed by a 7.5kW 

FKI Industrial Drives IGBT inverter and fitted with the 2,500-line encoder. The 

inverter has an integral dynamic braking resistor fitted suitable to dissipate energy 

due to deceleration. 

The number of rotor slots for this machine was determined through spectral analysis 

of stator current. The motor electrical parameters were determined through no load 

and locked rotor tests, a defined in Appendix B. These are also presented in table 

3.1. 
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The load DC machine is rated at 10kW and fed by a Eurotherm 4-quadrant converter. 

It is approximately 1/3 the inertia of rig A. Similarly to rig A, the DC drive is 

~onfigured to operate under its own control. Again an external control box varies the 

torque demand to the drive by varying a fed back reference voltage. 

3.3.3 Induction Motor Parameters 

RigA RigB 
Rated Power 4kW 4kW 
Rated Speed I 420rpm I 420rpm 
Rated Torque 26.9Nm 26.9Nm 
Rated Voltage 415V 415V 
Rated Current 8.4A 8.42A 
No. Poles 4 4 

Rated Phase Id 2.2A 2.3A 
Rated Phase 10 4A 4A 
R. 5.320 5.90 
Tr 0.168s 0.14s 
L. 0.64H 0.56H 

Lr 0.633H 0.56H 
M 0.6H 0.53H 
(J 0.11 0.12 

J 0.3kgm l 0.12kgml 

B 0.02kgmlls O.Olkgmlls 

No. Rotor Slots 28 28 

Table 3.1 Speclficadons of the 2 Induction machines 

3.4 Processing Platform 

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques are now used in a variety of applications, 

replacing analogue techniques and extending their range of operation. Generally, 

applications are those that involve complex mathematical functions and/or real-time 

operation. In filtering applications for example, where analogue methods would have 

been employed in the past, the big advantage of a digital implementation is an 

increase in flexibility and accuracy. Function specifications can be varied on-line in 

software (adaptively) and results (output) will not be subject to error associated with 

analogue methods, such as component inaccuracy, tolerance, drift, etc. The 

digitisation of the previously analogue methods requires computational capability that 

allows functions to be performed whilst sampling at a suitably high rate, so as to otTer 

similar functionality to analogue methods. 
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The processors developed for these mathematical and real-time problems (Digital 

Signal Processors or DSPs) are eminently suitable for, and now widely used in, motor 

control applications. The requirement of sensorless control in induction motor drives 

is for both high mathematical and real-time processing capability. DSPs are 

optimised for such applications, offering the possibility for high-speed connection to 

external circuitry and performing multiply and accumulate (MAC) functions often in 

a single processor cycle. 

This work uses a system based on the Texas TMS320C4x famjly of processors. A 

Blue Wave Systems carrier board is installed in a standard desktop PC and has the 

capacity for up to four DSP units, this is shown in figure 3.4. Two of these slots are 

utilised and contain C44 floating-point processing modules. According to 

manufacturer data these processors are capable of executing 30 million 

instructions/second (MIPS) and have a peak arithmetic performance of 330 million 

operations/second (MOPS) [93] . 

DSP Units DSPLINK 

Connection 

ISA Slot PC 

Connection 

Figure 3.4. The Texas C44 based DSP IS A-bus PC card 

A functional block diagram of the system is shown in figure 3.5. Note that processor 

A can communicate with the PC via both an 8kB block of Dual Port Ram (DPRAM) 

and a high speed parallel communications port, and with interfaced memory-mapped 

external devices via the DSPLINK Adaptor. The external devices include all 

necessary interface and measurement hardware required to control the motor drives. 
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The communication with the host PC enables data capture and overall motor control 

programs to be implemented (see section 3.6). The second processor (processor B) is 

in communication with proces or A, as well as other processors that could be added, 

via serial communication ports and a IkB block of shared memory. This processor 

has no direct means of communication with either the host or outside world. 

PC ISA SLOT DSP CARD 

DSPB DSPA 

C44 C44 

Figure 3.5. Block diagram of the DSP system 

--I 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Software for the 2 proce or was written In the C programming language and 

compiled using a Texa C compiler specific to the processor type. It is also possible 

to program part or all of the code in assembly language, but this functionality was 

not used. The nature of the processor architecture incorporates parallelism to give 

high- peed perfonnance and this would be difficult to optimise if programming at this 

low Ie el. 

It should be noted that the above described DSP platfonn is somewhat more powerful 

than that typically u ed in commercial motor drive products currently. As a research 

implementation ho. e er, the increased power allows the implementation and test of 

complex algorithm and the flexibility to program mathematical functions at a high 

level (i.e. without time con uming optimisation). These considerations allow the 

many and aried program modi fication and improvement that are associated with a 

re earch/de elopment project. The olution was also found to be capable of running 

all control and PWM generation code for imultaneous operation of both motor 

drive . 
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3.4.1 Division of Processing Tasks 

For the majority of work involving the development of individual stand-alone 

sensorless drive algorithms, it was only necessary to use a single processor. For the 

more advanced slot harmonic tracking and tuning algorithms, use was sometimes 

made of the second processor, simply to perform background tasks. 

For the development of multi-motor techniques, and therefore the control of both 

motor drives simultaneously, it was necessary to have a more structured division of 

tasks between the two processors. Interrupt and timing functions as well as 

input/output tasks were performed on processor A. The main bulk of this includes 

switching frequency control, data transfer to and from the host, in the form of control 

variables and data capture, and data transfer to and from the motor rigs, this includes 

current and voltage measurement and PWM output to the inverters. Mission critical 

tasks were also performed on this processor; these being speed control, current 

control and PWM calculations. Processor B acted as a slave device and 

synchronisation was performed in the communication structure at the beginning of 

each interrupt. Sensorless speed and flux observers, speed estimation from rotor slot 

harmonics and parameter tuning were executed on this processor. 

Two code listings for the dual-drive speed synchronised sensorless solution are 

included in Appendix C, one for each processor. As well as showing coding of the 

algorithms that will be described in the following chapters, they illustrate how 

processing tasks were divided between the two processors. The listings are included 

as reference for others who may use the DSP system and/or work with the presented 

algorithms and do not include the more trivial processing functions; these are hidden 

in associated header files. 

3.5 DSP to Motor Drive Interface System 

This section details the connection of the motor drives to the DSP control platform 

and it was the development of this system that took up much of the first half of the 

project duration. Figure 3.6 shows the system rack containing all the interface boards 

and figure 3.7 shows the transducer systems. Specifications for the development of 

equipment interfaced to the DSPLINK are contained in the DSPLINK System 

Expansion Interface Guide, available from Blue Wave Systems [94]. The component 

parts of this hardware interface are outlined in the following sections. 
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3.5.1 Buffering and interface to the DSPLINK 

Figure 3.6. The DSP/motor drive 

hardware interface 

Filter 

AJD 

PWM 

110 

Encoder 

Motor Plug Voltage Current 

Figure 3.7. The voltage and current 

transducer systems 

Connection is made to the DSP board via a 50-way IDC header. A short section of 

ribbon cable joins this header to a similar connector, on an interface and buffering 

PCB, at the bottom and back of the hardware interface racking. The cable contains 

16-bit address bus and 16-bit data bus signals for the DSPLINK interface, as well as 

associated control signals. This board also facilitates connection of logic level (5V) 

and analogue C±15V) power supplies. All digital signals are passed through HCT 

family logic buffers, with lOOn series resistors, to protect the DSP board. The DSP 

board power supply is therefore decoupled from the hardware interface. Address, 

data and control signals and power supply lines then travel up a back-plane PCB 

spurring off connections for auxiliary boards. Address decoding is performed on 

each auxiliary board and these boards are described in the following sections. 

3.5.2 Digital InputJOutput 

Digital input/output is provided on an auxiliary board via a 4-channel 12-bit DAC, 

input option switches, signal LEDs and TIL input/output pins . Many of these 

options are not continuously required, but are of use in a development system and are 

employed as diagnostic input/output for functions such as interrupt and data capture 

timing, etc. 
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3.5.3 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Timing 

As this project uses a more powerful DSP platform than that generally utilised in 

commercial motor control applications, and is therefore not specifically aimed at this 

market, PWM timing registers and output pins are not provided on chip. Two boards 

were constructed to provide this functionality for the two AC drives. 

Based around the 8254 timer chip, each board receives 3-phase timing values and 

control information from the DSP and, by counting pulses from a lOMHz oscillator, 

produces timed 3-phase switching waveforms. These waveforms are at the DSP 

controlled switching frequency. In order to produce this output, as explained in the 

previous chapter, the DSP must send information to these boards at twice the desired 

switching frequency, changing the output switch edge polarity on each occasion. 

Therefore the DSP must have an interrupt frequency of twice the switching 

frequency. In this work the switching frequency was set at 4kHz. 

The outputs from this board are configurable and can be either voltage level or 

current mirror signals. A watchdog circuit is also provided and this issues a trip 

signal if the 8254 timer does not receive an update every DSP interrupt cycle. These 

are all considerations when designing the inverter interface. 

3.5.4 Inverter Interface - Incorporating Deadtime Protection 

The output from the PWM board is fed to the inverter interface as 3-channel, 

corresponding to the three motor phases, current level gate drive signals. This has 

suitably higher noise immunity, in what is quite an electrically noisy environment, 

than sending voltage level signals and the signals are eminently suited to driving 

opto-coupler inputs (for isolation). The signals are not suitable to directly drive the 

power devices and must first be separated into six channels for the inclusion of 

deadtime delays, as noted in the previous chapter. In this work the deadtime delay 

was set at SJ.&S. The minimum and maximum pulse time were set to be lOJ,.1S and 

115J.lS. 

The interface circuit also includes necessary protection functionality. The board 

fitted to the FKI inverter is shown in figure 3.8. The watchdog signal from the PWM 

board is logically ORed with hardware over-current and over-voltage protection trip 

signals from the inverter. Any of these trip conditions disables the PWM signals 

applied to the inverter switching devices. 
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Figure 3.8. The FKI Industrial Drives inverter with interrace 

The PWM and watchdog inputs to the circuit are in the form of opto-couplers and this 

provides necessary isolation for safety. The supply for this circuit is derived from the 

inverter's own. Outputs from the circuit are designed to interface directly to the 

manufacturer gate drivers. Circuit diagrams for the two circuits used in this project 

are provided in the Appendix D. 

3.5.5 Voltage and Current Measurement 

Line-to-Iine voltages and line currents are measured, in both motor rigs, by suitable 

transducers placed between the inverter output and the motor input terminals. 

Current measurement is required for the current controllers in vector control and for 

drive protection in commercial products. Generally two currents are measured but. in 

the case of this project, provision is made to measure all three currents on each rig. 

The transducers used are LEM hall-effect devices. 

Voltage measurement is not always utilised in commercial products. Voltage 

quantities are often required for sensorless control methods, but, as the inverter can be 

considered a voltage source, sometimes reference values will be used. In other cases 

a measurement of the dc link voltage is obtained, as this may be used in braking and 

protection circuitry, and this may help to improve the estimate, through using the 
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measured value when considering the switching pattern of the PWM. If either of 

these methods is used, perfonnance will be dependent upon how accurately reference 

values represent real ones. In this work, similarly to the currents, all three voltages 

are measured, again for the flexibility and accuracy required in a research 

implementation. 

Outputs from the transducers are passed through necessary signal conditioning 

circuitry (amplifiers with gain and offset adjustment). Connection is made to the 

interface system using screened cable and BNC type connections. 

3.5.6 Analogue Input and Filtering 

The outputs of the transducer systems are passed, via the screened cable, through 

filters and on to the ND converters in the hardware interface. The filters are 2nd 

order low-pass butterworth type, with a cut-off frequency of around 720Hz, and are 

used to prevent anti-alias effects associated with a digitally sampled system [95]. 

The ND converters are 16-bit and there is a total of three boards, each of four 

channels. This is sufficient capacity to measure the six channels of voltage and 

current data coming from each rig. The conversion and acquisition time of these 

devices is in the order of lOJ,lS. Acquisition is aligned with the PWM, such that 

measurement is obtained not immediately following a switching edge. Aligned 

acquisition alleviates the possibility of error and noise pick up associated with the 

switching edges. 

3.5.7 Encoder Interface 

Both of the encoders used in this work are of a similar type. Neither are of the 

quadrature type now used commonly, for which decoder integrated circuits can be 

readily obtained. Each has three outputs channels; one channel provides a pulse train 

if rotating in one direction; the 2nd channel provides a similar pulse train if rotating in 

the opposite direction; the 3rd channel provides a reset pulse. The reset pulse is a 

single pulse per revolution marking a particular fixed position. 

After the signals are received, by a differential input stage, the pulse trains feed 

binary up/down counters (one for each encoder). One channel feeds the up count 

input, whilst the other feeds the down count input. The reset pulse feeds the reset (or 

zero) input and the counters are therefore set to zero once per revolution. The 
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counters are mUltiples of 4-bits, such that a maximum count is equal to or greater than 

the number of encoder lines. 

Software routines that read in what is effectively an incremental position count, 

obtain a speed measure by comparing the new count value with the previous one. 

This measurement runs with the speed control loop every O.Olsecs. The code must 

account for the reset nature of the count circuitry, where an overflow may occur, 

causing a reset, between samples. 

As on all of the previously described boards, data to be read from or written to the 

data bus goes through suitable tn-state buffer circuitry. This provides isolation for 

unused devices. 

3.6 High Level Motor Control and Data Capture 
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Figure 3.9. An example screen shot of the PC based motor control platform 

High-level motor control and data capture is facilitated through PC based software 

deve loped using Borland C++ Builder. The DSP board is supplied with library 

functions that allow communication, between the DSP and PC, to be programmed in 

such an environment. The communication is achieved by utilising the DSP comm 

ports and the Dual Port RAM (DPRAM). These resources are memory mapped into 

P address space. Memory arbitration is controlled by hardware, but must be 

appreciated , particularly when considering DSP code timing. 
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A typical host program screen shot is shown in figure 3.9. Note that the role of the 

host program includes downloading and booting DSP code, enabling inverter control 

(current and speed controllers), communicating options and parameters (changes of 

speed, etc) and capturing online variables and block data. 

Similar functionality could be achieved using a DOS based PC environment, but this 

windows based alternative was found to be eminently suitable for this type of 

application. Captured data was written to file and then read and interpreted by 

suitable analysis programs (such as MATLAB). 

PC based control and data analysis, using methods such as that presented, and the 

implementation of induction motor control, using the PC based DSP card and 

developed communications interface, would not be appropriate in many commercial 

applications. In this case however, the developed system is a most flexible and 

powerful research and development tool. PC communication options are now 

becoming available on commercial products, such that the operation of a particular 

drive can be more readily tested and analysed and so that set-up and options can be 

varied. 

3.7 Conclusions 

The drives system developed for use in this project provides a powerful and flexible 

solution for the implementation and test of high-performance induction motor control 

strategies. It is appropriate to the environment in which it is being used, this being 

research and development. The system can be operated over the full rated speed 

range of the induction machines and the speed demand can be instantaneously varied. 

The independent loading system of each rig allows developed schemes to be tested 

over the full rated load range and the load condition is also instantaneously variable. 

Fitting of speed encoders and current and voltage transducers allows encodered and 

sensorless algorithm to be readily developed, tested and compared. 

The powerful floating-point DSP-based platform, used for the real-time motor 

control, allows advanced control methods to be implemented quickly, without the 

need for much time-consuming code optimisation. In a commercial product the 

emphasis would be on reducing both cost and size, but in real-terms the price of 

processing hardware is ever decreasing. Similar processors to those used here are 
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now within the realms of possible use in commercial products. The accuracy of the 

floating point system and the use of high precision measurement is necessary for 

much of the sensorless speed estimation techniques described in the following 

chapters. 

Designing and building the system has been a most worthwhile part of this project 

and a deeper understanding of power electronic motor drives has certainly been 

gained during its development. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.1 Introduction 

Implementation of the Model-Based 
Sensorless Control Scheme 

The leading candidates for the implementation of a model-based sensorless vector 

drive were highlighted in chapter 2. This chapter is devoted to presentation of the 

chosen algorithm and a full test of the practical system. 

In the following section, section 4.2, the implemented sensorless technique, as first 

proposed by Kubota et al [83], will be fully detailed. The reasons for choosing this 

algorithm will be explained. Designs for speed and current controllers are presented 

and the design of the adaptive speed. estimator is considered. Information regarding 

the discretisation of the controllers and observer is also given, so as to provide a full 

specification for the practical system. 

Section 4.3 examines the experimental performance of the sensorless scheme on both 

motor drive rigs. Results are presented confirming the operation of the Kubota 

method as a flux observer in an encodered IRFO solution. The section considers and 

defines test criteria, so that speed sensorless operation can be analysed. The tests are 

based on those set out by Campbell [40] and are firstly carried out on the encodered 

IRFO solution to provide a benchmark. Results are presented for the sensorless 

system with nominal parameters, after first operating the drive under full load, at low 

speed, to achieve a realistic operating temperature. Results from the encodered and 

sensorless schemes are compared and contrasted. 

In section 4.4 the mechanisms causing parameter variation are considered. Analysis 

and discussion is centred around how this parameter variation affects the performance 

of a model-based system. This is an area much studied in relation to both encodered 

and sensorless induction motor drives [23-25,28, 39, 40, 48-60, 96]. 
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The chapter concludes with section 4.5, where the performance of the developed 

sensorless system is further considered. Suggestions are made as to the best means of 

tuning the system for high accuracy speed-holding, for continuation of the work in 

the following chapters. 

4.2 Sensorless Implementation 

Previous sensorless drive implementations in PhD projects undertaken at Nottingham 

[28,40, 80] have used the RF-MRAS [76, 77], or its extended version - the MRAS

CLFO [78]. More recent comparative assessment, undertaken by Ohyama et al [43, 

44], reviewed the practical performance of the MRAS-CLFO [78], the Ohtani Isq

MRAS [81] and Kubota ASO [83], all briefly described previously in chapter 2. The 

three of these methods are generally accepted to give high sensorless performance, 

particularly in terms of dynamic performance and low speed operation. The 

conclusions of the work indicated that, whilst the performance of all three schemes 

was comparable, the Isq-MRAS and the ASO were 'both proving superior to the 

MRAS-CLFO in respect of robustness to Rs and performance on no-load' [44]. 

As a result of Ohyama's work, it was decided that this project would use the Kubota 

ASO as the chosen model-based sensorless implementation. Both the Isq-MRAS and 

the ASO benefit from not requiring knowledge of the drive mechanical parameters 

(inertia, etc). The ASO does not require a direct integration in its estimate of A... and 

the suggested configuration for the Isq-MRAS (chapter 2) is such that a direct 

integration is avoided in the problematic low speed region. The ASO algorithm 

however, allows for an online estimation of Rs, as first reported in [97]. Unlike the 

Isq-MRAS, it can also firstly be set-up as an open loop speed and flux observer in an 

encodered system and thus its operation can be tested, in this instance, prior to the 

sensorless loop being closed. It must of course be remembered that the further work 

in this thesis is aimed at tuning the model-based system for accurate speed holding 

capability and this would be appropriate to most other model-based methods. 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a full presentation and review of the 

Kubota method of sensorless control, as implemented on the two motor drives used in 

this work. 
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4.2.1 The Adaptive Flux Observer (AFO) 

Kubota et al presented the adaptive rotor flux observer, where speed is a measured 

variable, in 1990 [97]. Based on a full-order observer [98], observing stator current 

and rotor flux for use in an encodered DRFO vector implementation, schemes are 

presented to adaptively update stator and rotor resistances [97]. The observer 

algorithm is presented in this section. The final part of the paper goes on to present 

an adaptive scheme, using the same basic observer structure, for simultaneous speed 

and flux estimation and a simulation result is provided. The speed sensorless scheme 

is more fully presented, reviewed and extended in further papers [60, 83, 99, 100], 

and will be detailed in section 4.2.2. 

The induction motor equivalent circuit in the stationary frame is shown in figure 4.1. 

Note that this is a variation of the circuit presented in chapter 2. The ideal 

transformer is now removed, with the rotor quantities now referred to the stator side 

[12]. 

d~ 
dl 

Figure 4.1. Tbe Induction motor dynamic model In tbe fixed stator frame 

From this circuit the dynamic equation for stator current, in terms of appropriate 

variables, can be derived 

dis R.. (1-0'). M 'l 1 . M 'l --= = - --Is - Is + IV + -- Vs - J COrfl.r 
dt 0' Ls - 0' Tr - 0' LLrT, - 0' Ls - 0' LsL, -

(4.1) 

The dynamic equation for rotor flux can also be derived 

d Ar = M i. _ ~ A.r + J' COr A, 
dt Tr - Tr - -

(4.2) 
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The full derivation of these equations is shown in Appendix E. Note that the equation 

for rotor flux, equation 4.2, is the 'Current-Model' equation. As shown in the review 

of sensorless methods (chapter 2), this can be used as an open-loop estimator of rotor 

flux in an encodered drive, to provide perfonnance akin to IRFO, and is also used in 

the RF-MRAS structure [76, 77]. 

The equations can be expressed in matrix fonn, in (l~ co-ordinates, as follows 

~(l!J=(AII AI2J(l!J+(BIJvs 
dt Ar Au An Ar 0 

= AJ.+Bvs 

where 

All = -(Rs/{a Ls)+ {i - 0' )/{O'Tr ))1 = arid 

AI2 = M /{a LsLr )((1/Tr)/ -corJ)= arl2 / + ail2J 

All = (M/Tr)1 = arll/ 

An = -(i/Tr) / + COrJ = arn 1 + amJ 

BI = 1/{a Ls)1 = bd 

C = [I 0] 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Given that equations 4.3 and 4.4 describe the real induction motor, with the 

measurable output 1, a full order observer can be constructed, as shown in figure 4.2, 

to estimate~. The block G, shown in the figure, is the observer feedback matrix. 

The observer equations are as follows (where 1\ indicates estimated values) 

di AA B G(b' .) -= = x + Vs + Is - Is dt - - -
(4.5) 

(4.6) 
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Figure 4.2. Block diagram of the full-order state observer 

Substituting equations 4.4 and 4.6 into 4.5 gives 

d g = A x+B vs+GC{x-x) 
dt - - --

(4.7) 

Subtracting 4.3 from 4.7 gives an equation defining the error dynamics and allows G 

to be designed 

(4.8) 

where 

In [97] a design solution for matrix G is presented such that the poles/dynamics of the 

observer are made proportional to those of the induction motor. This is for a 

proportional constant k > 0 and is as shown below. 

[ 
gig Z g 3 g 4] T 

G= -gz gl -g4 gJ 

(4.9) 
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where 

gl = (k -1)(- arll- ar22) 

g2 = (k -1)(- am) 
g3 = (k 2 -1)(c arll - ar21)+ c gl 

g4 =c g2 

C = - (a Ls Lr )/ M 

Practical implementation of the observer is achieved by discretisation of the observer 

dynamic equations using a suitable technique, such as the Euler method [98]. 

The paper [97], goes on to look at the influence of variation in both stator and rotor 

resistance to the performance of the observer when used for encodered DRFO. The 

ratio of produced to desired torque is analysed, when errors in these parameters 

persist, and this analysis is performed with various values of k. At low speed the 

system is sensitive to errors in Rs, as this is included in the stator current dynamic 

model. Variation in Rr is also more significant at lower speeds, but the structure, 

because the estimation of rotor flux is obtained with an estimation of stator current, 

performs better than IRFO with a similar detuning of Rr, even in open loop mode 

(k= 1.0). This indicates that the scheme should perhaps perform better in the high 

speed region than IRFO, but it would of course still be sensitive to inductance 

parameter variation in field-weakening. 

It is shown that particular values of k can restrain the influence of inaccurate 

parameters, whilst also varying the dynamic performance of the rotor flux estimate. 

Design of k to correct parameter influence, particularly that of Rs and Rr, would be 

difficult, due to parameter interdependency and the amount by which the parameters 

may vary. The paper [97] therefore goes on to present schemes for adaptive 

adjustment of Rs and Rr. The Rs adjustment law is shown in the paper to be stable, 

using Lypunov's theorem [98], for k=I.0 and is presented below. 

A 

dRs (~ ~ ) --= -A.I \eias I as + eij}s I ps 
dt 

(4.10) 

where AI is an arbitrary positive gain and eias and eil3s are the up current errors. 

Simulation results are presented to verify the method [97]. 
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The adaptation law for Rr shown in the paper [97] is not considered here, because it is 

only suitable where an independent measure of speed is available (in an encodered 

drive). The following section will present the speed and flux estimator based on the 

above observer and here the R. adaptation method is still applicable. 

Section 4.3.1 shows some experimental results with the AFO used to provide an 

estimate of rotor flux, through the estimation of stator current, in an encodered IRFO 

drive solution running on the project rigs. A DRFO implementation, using this flux 

estimate, was run on the rig and gave similar performance to the IRFO 

implementation. The sensitivity to parameter inaccuracy and the high speed 

performance of the technique was not tested and compared with the IRFO method. 

This is tested by Kubota [97], and this work is concerned with obtaining a speed 

sensorless implementation, not optimising an encodered solution. 

4.2.2 The Adaptive Speed Observer (ASO) 

The authors of the AFO paper go on to more fully present the flux observer used to 

measure flux and speed together in [83]. The structure was presented at a similar 

time by Yang and Chin [84]. In this project the algorithm will be termed the adaptive 

speed observer (ASO). Extending the simulation result from [97], practical results 

are presented in [83]. The paper assumes that the matrix A is an estimation. It is 

anyway, because it contains estimated model parameters, but now also includes an 

unknown value for speed. An adaptation mechanism for speed estimation is proposed 

and is implemented in practice uses a PI controller (like MRAS schemes [76, 77]) to 

provide a speed estimate in the model. This is shown in the following equation 

(4.11) 

where 

eias = ias - i as and ei~s = i~s - i ~s • 

From inspection it is evident that the error function, used to drive the speed estimate, 

is proportional to the instantaneous torque error in the model (see equation 2.12 in 

chapter 2). The rotor flux orientation vector, obtained from the observer, is 

effectively applied to the real machine to decouple current components. Estimated 

and applied rotor flux are ideally the same, so the stator current error can be used to 
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obtain the torque related error. Again, the stablility of the scheme is analysed in the 

paper, using Lyapunov's theorem [98] for k=l.O. 

The modified structure, outputting speed and flux estimates, is shown in figure 4.3. 

The implementation presented in the Kubota paper [83] sets the G matrix 

proportional constant k to 1.0 (G = 0.0), such that the G matrix feedback can be 

removed from the figure. 

+ 

+ 

Induction Motor 

f 

PI 

" X 

+ 

..... ---+-----. 

Figure 4.3. Block diagram of tbe speed and flux observer 

" Ar 

In [83] PI gains for the adaptive speed estimator are selected experimentally. The 

estimator must have sufficient bandwidth to drive the speed control loop and this is 

suggested, in papers on MRAS techniques, to be at least 2 times that of the speed 

loop [76]. This may limit the maximum speed loop bandwidth of the sensorless 

drive, due to noise constraints, and this will be discussed in the following section, 

where speed, current and estimator controller designs are considered. 

Practical results presented in the paper are for no-load operation at zero speed, large 

and unloaded forward-reverse speed transients and a single load impact test with the 

drive running at lOOrpm. More challenging criteria for the test of sensorless drives, 

including results obtained from an ASO, are presented in [43,44]. This is discussed 

further in the results section of this chapter, where the performance of the practical 

implementation developed for this project is fully tested. 
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The perfonnance of the speed sensorless scheme will of course be sensitive to errors 

in machine model parameters. Values of k may improve perfonnance, in tenns of 

speed accuracy and flux estimation dynamics, but may also degrade it. As 

mentioned, with regard to the observer, it would be difficult to choose the correct 

value of k for parameter tuning, due to parameter interdependency. Simulation 

results are included in [83] to show how speed accuracy will vary with R,. (the 

primary source of speed error) and how speed accuracy and torque vary with errors in 

Rs. Rs remains significant at low speed and differing values of k are shown to both 

improve and reduce the speed accuracy when the error due to this quantity is fixed. 

The Rs adaptation technique presented previously is still relevant in the speed 

sensorless scheme. R,. cannot be readily adapted, because its effect cannot easily be 

distinguished from speed [28]. In a third paper by the authors [60], a method is 

presented for R,. adaptation that involves superimposing an ac signal on the field 

current command. This is not considered further here, because it is not believed that 

the adaptation of resistances will be sufficiently accurate, together with the fact that 

errors will exist in other parameters, to provide the encoder like speed-holding 

accuracy that is the requirement of this project. Rs adaptation is still highly relevant, 

as this has a large influence on sensorIess stability, as shown in [48]. It is suggested 

that the method presented in [59], based on the use of neural networks, would offer 

perhaps the best adaptation of the Rs parameter. 

More recent work by the authors includes a paper on improving the low speed 

perfonnance of the ASO, by offset compensation of the stator voltages [99]. Also a 

paper was presented very recently, at the 2001 Industry Applications Society Annual 

Meeting, on improving the stability of the algorithm in the low speed regenerative 

region, by correct choice of feedback proportional constant k [100]. This area of 

operation was also considered and shown to give some instability problems in [101]. 

This project considers the use of the basic algorithm (k= 1.0) where tuning is 

developed to provide accurate speed holding. A scheme to provide much improved 

Rs estimation for model-based methods, as previously mentioned, is presented in [59]. 

4.2.3 Speed and Current Controller Design 

Speed and current controllers were designed for this work using s-domain techniques 

and the values of inertia, friction (speed loop), stator resistance and stator leakage 
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inductance (current loop) presented in chapter 3. The designs are relevant for 

sensorless and encodered implementations and are presented below. The general 

principles and design methods for cascaded control of motor drives are further 

presented in [12]. 

Speed Controller 

EC· + I • T. OJ,M q 

PI kT 1 
~ Js + B 

ECH 

-

OJ, ELEC 

P 

Figure 4.4 Structure of tbe speed control loop 

The structure of the speed controller is shown in figure 4.4. It assumes correct field 

orientation, such that Iq is directly torque producing. The s-domain transfer function 

of the PI control block is defined as 

output = kc(s + Qc) 
input s 

ki 
=kp+-

s 
(4.12) 

The controller output is a quantity that can influence torque and, as can be seen in the 

figure, this is a demand for iq. The value of iq is limited in practice depending on 

inverter and motor ratings. Generally the limiting will be 1-2 times the rated motor 

current as long as the inverter limit is not exceeded [7]. Anti-windup must be 

included in the controller to disable the integrating term when limiting is active [98]. 

Design of the controller to provide the desired bandwidth and damping relies on the 

knowledge of inertia J, friction B and the torque constant kT (relating torque to iq). 

The dynamics of the current control can be neglected as they are sufficiently higher 

than those of the speed loop [12]. Values of inertia and friction for the 2 motor rigs in 
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this project were shown in chapter 3. kT can be derived from motor specifications 

and is shown for each rig in table 4.1. The table shows the designed specifications of 

the speed control loops. 

Full design of the speed control parameters for the two motor rigs is shown in 

Appendix F. The derived s-domain transfer-functions were discretised using the 

bilinear transform [98]. This is applicable if the control loop sample frequency is 

sufficiently larger than the control bandwidth: generally at least 20 times larger is 

suggested [98]. From the table it can be seen that the speed loop sample time is 10ms 

(lOOHz or 628.32rad/s), some 60+ times faster than the speed control bandwidth of 

10rad/s. 

kT Bandwidth Damping Sample Time kp ki 

RigA 7.1 10 rad/s 0.707 10ms 0.28 2 

RigB 6.9 10 rad/s 0.707 10ms 0.16 0.9 

Table 4.1 Speed controller specifications 

The maximum speed control bandwidth of an encodered drive is determined by the 

maximum acceptable torque ripple. The torque ripple will be determined primarily 

by the inertia of the system and the encoder resolution for a given sample time [28]. 

The maximum bandwidth of a sensorless system is not often tested and often the 

bandwidth used in research papers is not defined. The work of Blasco looked at 

comparing encodered solutions with sensorless MRAS solutions [28, 48, 49]. It was 

concluded that the maximum bandwidth attainable from a sensorless solution will 

depend on stability considerations. Oscillations will exist in the speed estimation 

signal due to parameter inaccuracy and sensitivity will increase with an increasing 

estimation bandwidth. The estimation bandwidth must however, be suitably higher 

than the speed loop bandwidth so as not to directly affect its design. Bandwidths in 

excess of 20 rad/s can be obtained for the speed loop from the encodered 

implementations on the practical rigs used here. The chosen sensorless bandwidth is 

similar to that used by Blasco [28] (although he tested various designs) and the same 

as that used by Ohyama (in his comparative studies) [43.44], in their work on rigs of 

a similar power level. 
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Current Control 

dq* + Vdq* 
1 

I.J 

r PI 
crLss + Rs 

q 

-

Figure 4.5 Structure of the current control loop 

The reduced structure of the current control loop is shown in figure 4.5. Two similar 

controllers exist in the vector scheme: one for iq and the second for id • The s-domain 

transfer function of the PI control block is as before and defined in equation 4.12 in 

the previous section. 

Here the controller output is a quantity that can influence current directly: this being 

voltage. Design of this controller relies on the knowledge of stator resistance Rs and 

stator leakage inductance aLso The nominal values, shown in chapter 3, were used in 

the design (presented in Appendix G). Table 4.2 shows the designed specifications of 

the current control loops. 

Bandwidth Damping Sample Time kp ki 

RigA 628.32 radls 0.707 250 J.1s 57.23 27800 

RigB 628.32 radls 0.707 250 J.1s 53.8 26530 

Table 4.2 Current controller specifications 

Again the controllers were designed in the s-domain and discretised using the bilinear 

transform [98]. In this case the sample time is some 40 times that of the designed 

controller bandwidth. Note that kp and ki gains for the 2 rigs are not dissimilar and 

this is because motor electrical specifications are alike (unlike mechanical 

specifications), as the machines are similarly rated. 

It is considered that the designed current control bandwidth is typical for a machine 

of this size and similar to commercial implementations. Higher bandwidth control 

may be necessary in some of the advanced signal injection techniques mentioned in 

chapter 2, but then design would be undertaken in the z-domain (to account for 

inverter, sampling and processing delays) and may require a higher switching 
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frequency control of the inverter. Current control bandwidth is also a consideration 

in the slot hannonic tracking algorithm and is considered in the next chapter. 

4.2.4 Design of the AFO and ASO 

The specifications for the AFO implementation are shown in table 4.3 in relation to 

the DSP interrupt timing and switching frequency. The specifications shown are the 

same for both rigs. 

Interrupt Switching AFO Discretisation AFO Discretisation 
Frequency Frequency Frequency Method 

8kHz 4kHz 4kHz Euler 

Table 4.3. AFO implementation specifications 

Reference can be made to the software listings contained in Appendix C, which 

contains coding for both the AFO and ASO. The difference equations that fonn the 

calculation of ap stator current components and rotor flux components can be seen. 

Implementation of the ASO is less straightforward and some consideration must be 

given to the design of the adaptive speed estimation mechanism. The estimation 

bandwidth must be sufficiently higher than that of the speed control loops, so as not 

to interfere with or limit their dynamics [28, 48, 76]. The estimator design might, 

however, limit the maximum speed loop bandwidth [28, 48]. The work of Blasco 

found that the sensorless drive is more sensitive to parameter error the higher the 

estimator bandwidth is set [48]. Large proportional gains may be necessary to give 

the estimator sufficient bandwidth, for a particular speed loop specification, and this 

may introduce excessive noise on to the speed estimate. The speed loop will be 

sensitive to large noise levels in much the same way that it is sensitive to encoder 

resolution. 

In the Kubota papers [60, 83, 99, 100], a fonnalised design approach for the adaptive 

speed loop is not specified. In [83] the authors show the transient perfonnance of 

three different sets of PI controller gains, where the speed observer is enabled whilst 

an encodered drive runs at a steady state 100rpm. In this work, because an encodered 

mode of operation could be used, the estimator was set up in much the same way. 

With the drive running encodered IRFO, the ASO was implemented as an observer. 

The IRFO drive was operated under transient (speed and load) and steady state 
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conditions and PI controller kp and ki gains were chosen, such that the ASO gave 

suitable tracking perfonnance. The PI gains are shown in table 4.4. 

Sample kp ki Approximate Speed 

Time Estimator Bandwidth 

RigA 2 ms 3.75 250 25.13 to 37.7 radls 

RigB 2 ms 4.25 750 28.27 to 40.84 radls 

Table 4.4. ASO implementation specifications 

Also shown in table 4.4 is an approximation of the speed estimator bandwidth. A 

fonnalised design procedure was not heavily investigated in this work, although this 

has been considered for other model-based techniques [28, 76, 80], as it was not 

considered the primary focus of the work. This was geared more towards simply 

engineering a working sensorless method and, given that an encodered mode of 

operation was available, the estimator could be adequately set-up/tested as an 

observer of motor speed before closing the sensorless loop. In any case, the tuning 

system to be developed is aimed at being applicable to a majority of model-based 

approaches and aims to provide improved speed-holding perfonnance to a non

optimised solution. 

The estimator bandwidth approximations should only be taken as a guide. They were 

obtained by varying the reference command fed to the encodered drives in a 

sinusoidal manner. This was about various fixed operating points (speeds and loads), 

and studying the phase difference between measured and estimated speed. It must be 

noted that such a disturbance is heavily filtered by the closed-loop dynamics of the 

drive and the captured infonnation is difficult to analyse, due to the encoder 

resolution and noise on the estimate. It can be seen however, that for both drives it is 

considered that the estimator bandwidth is in the region of some 2.5 to 4 times the 

designed speed loop bandwidth and thus appropriately faster. 

Were the Kubota algorithm to be used for a general sensorless implementation, in a 

commercial product for example, then a more rigorous design procedure would be 

necessary for the adaptive speed estimator. As mentioned, various works analyse the 

dynamics of speed estimator in model-based sensorless algorithms and often the 

design is operating point and parameter dependent and rather involved [28, 48, 76, 

80]. 
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4.3 Sensorless Performance Analysis 

The perfonnance of both the Adaptive Flux Observer (AFO) and the Adaptive Speed 

Observer (ASO) is reviewed in this section. 

In section 4.3.1 results are presented that demonstrate the operation of the AFO 

providing estimates of stator current and rotor flux. The results are presented simply 

to illustrate the flux estimation operation and the analysis allows the discussion of 

effects such as deadtime, which produce evident distortion. The primary focus of 

section 4.3 is in analysing and reviewing sensorless speed operation. 

Section 4.3.2 examines the performance of the ASO used as a speed estimator in an 

encodered IRFO implementation (similarly to how estimator gains were determined). 

Results are obtained for a series of tests and this provides a benchmark for 

comparison with sensorless results. Results, for the same series of tests, are provided 

in section 4.3.3 from the fully sensorless system. 

Various authors have looked at testing sensorless induction motor drives [39, 41-44], 

although in many research papers implementations are not rigorously tested. The 

effect of parameter variation on sensorless perfonnance is given more consideration 

in section 4.4, but the main areas and modes of operational interest are: 

• Steady State Speed Accuracy 

• Drive Stability 

• Speed Transient Performance 

• Load Rejection Perfonnance 

• Low Speed Performance 

Speed accuracy and stability will be mainly functions of model parameter accuracy, 

depending primarily on accurate knowledge of resistance parameters [48, 49], but 

good design of the adaptive speed loop is also important with regard to stability [48]. 

It is important that the sensorless scheme be suitably stable, but speed accuracy is not 

expected to be encoder like without a suitable tuning mechanism and this is the aim 

of this work. 

It is primarily the transient and load rejection performance that must be tested at this 

stage, because one of the aims of this work is to obtain 'encodered IRFO-like 
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dynamic performance' and the results of these tests give an indication of the 

orientation quality of the algorithm - the torque response. The performance at low 

speed, although generally compromised in model-based methods, must provide at 

least functional operation and is therefore a worthwhile test. 

In the recent work of Campbell [40], five performance tests were proposed that assess 

the performance of a sensorless drive in the proposed areas, these being: 

• Large Scale Speed Reversal under No Load 

• Large Scale Acceleration from Standstill under No Load 

• Large Scale Deceleration to Standstill under Full Load 

• Load Rejection at High Speed 

• Load Rejection at Low Speed 

These are the tests performed, for the results in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, to test the 

encodered drive performance, and the ASO performance as both an observer of speed 

and as a closed loop sensorless drive. Effectively the test criteria and the five tests 

are a measure of the sensorless speed and orientation quality. The information that 

can be obtained from each test will be outlined in the following results sections, but 

firstly the operation of the AFO is briefly considered. 

4.3.1 Results from the AFO 

Results are presented in this section to verify the operation of the AFO. This is when 

operating as an observer of rotor flux, in an encodered IRFO scheme that is running 

on experimental rig A. Results obtained from rig B are included in Appendix H for 

similar operating conditions. 

The upper trace in figure 4.6 shows measured a.~ currents and observed a.~ currents 

from the AFO. The drive is operating under encodered IRFO control, at 100rpm and 

with no load. The observer is running in open-loop mode (k=I.O) and no attempt has 

been made to optimise motor model parameters for the particular operating condition. 

That is, whilst the drive has been run up to an approximate nominal operating 

temperature, model parameters have not been characterised or adjusted. The lower 

trace shows the estimated a.~ components of rotor flux. 
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Figure 4.6 Measured and observed cxtl currents and observed cxtl flux from the AFO with k=1.0 

The drive is operating under encodered IRFO at IOOrpm with no load 

In figure 4.7 the rotor flux angle obtained from the af3 flux components of figure 4.6 

is compared with the imposed flux angle in the IRFO scheme. Note that little 

difference is observed. The scheme is shown to give a good estimation of flux for 

orientation. 
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Figure 4.7 Impo ed rotor flux orientation angle and that measured by the AFO 

Note that there is distortion evident on the observed af3 currents in figure 4.6. This 

distortion appears at the zero crossing points of the 3-phase line currents 
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(remembering that Ia is in phase with Ia). This distortion is due to the deadtime 

effects in the inverter, as discussed in chapter 2. The fast acting current controllers in 

the vector scheme negate the effects of deadtime in the measured current, but, as is 

shown in figure 4.8, significant deadtime distortion therefore appears on the voltage 

waveforms. These voltages are an input to the equation for stator current in the 

observer (see equation 4.1). The waveforms shown in figure 4.8 are measured a~ 

components of applied stator voltage. These were captured under similar operating 

conditions to those of the previous figures. 
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Figure 4.8 Mea ured ~ stator voltages from the IRFO scheme at IOOrpm with no load 

The distortion in the observed current is more significant at low speed, where the 

motor back emf is smaller, and at low load, where the current and voltage are smaller 

than with load . An improvement may perhaps be possible if reference voltages were 

used to drive the observer, but account must then be made for processing delays, as 

well as still accounting for deadtime effects, and this is not trivial. Using measured 

currents and voltages in an observer does not require knowledge of these delays, as 

both quantities are ubject to the arne or similar delay. Schemes are proposed to 

compensate for deadtime [61, 62], where PWM timings are adjusted to suitably move 

(compensate) the switching edges. A simple scheme was implemented during 

development of the drive algorithms. One of the drawbacks however, is in the 

requirement for a high-resolution current measurement (which is not a problem in this 

case), but with no offset. It is necessary to know when the current passes through 

zero with some accuracy. Other drawbacks are that full appreciation must be given to 

processing delays for this method, this is with regard to the measurement of current 

and switching actuation, and that a good scheme increases processing overheads. 

Whilst the simple implementation, which didn't consider the delays, much improved 

the voltage waveforms in an open-loop YrF scheme, some stability problems were 

encountered with the current controllers when the compensation was included in the 
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vector schemes. Also, as this project has a commercial impact, it was considered that 

a complex compensation solution would not generally be found in a commercial 

product, so one was not included here. 

From the lower trace of figure 4.6, note that distortion effects are not clearly evident 

in the flux estimations. This is due to the differing time constants between the 

dynamic equation for current and that for flux: that for flux is much longer and thus 

serves to further filter the distortion. These effects however, are one of the reasons 

for model-based techniques failing at very low speed [63]. The deadtime problem is 

also necessary for consideration in signal injection methods [62]. In a very recent 

paper Holtz considers the improvement of the low speed operation of model-based 

techniques through the use of a non-linear inverter model [63]. 
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Figure 4.9 Measured and observed ~ currents and observed ~ flux from the AFO with k=3.0 

The drive i operating under encode red IRFO at lOOrpm with no load 

Figure 4.9 shows similar observer results to those shown in figure 4.6, but with know 

set to 3.0 and therefore with some feedback forcing measured and estimated currents 

together. Note that the deadtime distortion is now much less evident in the estimated 

current waveforms . The dynamics of the feedback is such that the distortion is 

reduced. The feedback is also applied to the dynamic equation for flux however, and 
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increased distortion may be seen in the flux estimates: some flattening on the 

waveform peaks. The flux estimate is more sensitive to the feedback correction terms 

than to the original error in the observed current. Larger values of k cause increased 

distortion in the flux estimate, whilst reducing that seen in the estimated current, and 

it is suggested that excessively high values of k would cause problems in an 

encodered DRFO scheme. In the Kubota AFO paper k values tested are 0.5, 1 and 

1.5. The value must be set k >1 to improve the flux estimation dynamics and k >0, 

but not =1 to have any parameter correction capability [83]. The scheme was used to 

provide orientation in an encodered DRFO scheme on the motor rigs with k = 2.0 and 

performance was not noticeably different to that of IRFO. 

4.3.2 Results from the ASO 

Results to verify the operation of the speed observer are presented in this section. 

The tests carried out were as suggested in the work of Campbell [40] and outlined at 

the beginning of section 4.3. These are shown for rig A and again the results for rig 

B are contained in an appendix (Appendix I). In all of the results presented, the drive 

is operating under encodered IRFO control and the speed measured by the encoder 

can be compared with that estimated by the ASO. The drive was operated for 

approximately a Yz hour before the tests, at rated load and at low speed, to achieve a 

realistic operating temperature. The parameters used in the model are those shown in 

chapter 3. The results presented in this section will of course serve to demonstrate 

the performance of the encodered solution and hence act as a benchmark, by which to 

compare and contrast the sensorless results presented in the following section. 

Table 4.5 shows the key used to interpret the results contained in this and the 

following section, 4.3.3. In section 4.3.3 only the encodered measured speed is 

shown in the results, although this plays no part in the control. Measured L1 and Iq 

waveforms are unfiltered. 

Encoder Measured Speed - ___ _ 

ASO Estimated Speed 
Measured Id 
Measured Iq 

Table 4.5 Key to speed and current measurements/estimates in figures in sections 4.32 and 4.33 
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Figure 4.10 shows the encodered IRFO drive performing the first test, a ±1000rpm 

speed reversal. The speed estimate can be seen to track the measured speed well in 

terms of both dynamic response and accuracy. Some oscillation can be seen on the 

speed estimate as the speed passes through zero and this is due to the 'low speed 

problems' of model-based methods discussed in chapter 2: loss of rotor information 

in stator quantities and high sensitivity to any Rs error. Note that the speed estimate 

is soon regained as the speed increases and this is the important test to ensure that the 

algorithm is stable. 
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Figure 4.10. Measured speed and ASO speed estimate for ±1000rpm no-load speed reversal 

Drive running encodered IRFO (rig A) 
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The result in figure 4.11 shows a speed transient to 1000rpm from standstill. The 

inverter was switched on just prior to t=Osecs and speed and current controllers 

enabled. Note that the estimator successfully tracks the real speed with good 

dynamic performance and accuracy and that the system is very stable in the steady 

state. Again oscillations can be seen as the speed increases from zero, for the same 

reasons as mentioned previously. A speed estimation offset is noticeable at zero 

speed and this is again due to the high parameter dependency at low speed. 
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A deceleration to zero speed under full rated load is shown in figure 4.12. This is the 

fastest large-scale speed transient the observer is likely to encounter and it is clear 

that the observer has tracked well. Although the transient for this type of load 

condition is fast, the torque, and hence rotor and stator currents are high, more 

information is therefore effectively available to the observer algorithm. The speed 

estimate at standstill is reasonable. There is some noticeable offset and noise. At this 

speed any parameter inaccuracy is at its most significant. The noise is due to the 

significance of deadtime effects that were discussed in the AFO section. A fully 

loaded condition is preferred at standstill however, because the stator frequency will 

be higher in this case [50]. Again this is a combination of the amount of rotor 

information available at the stator, the significance of parameter error and the 

significance of measurement error and noise. Perhaps the worst-case operating 

scenario for model-based sensorless methods would be at low speeds with light active 

(Le. not purely inertia and friction) generating loads. 
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Figure 4.12. Measured peed and ASO speed estimate for lOOOrpm deceleration to standstill 

Drive running encodered IRFO - full rated load (rig A) 

The observer load impact performance is shown in figures 4.13.and 4.14 at 1000rpm 

and 100rpm respectively. These figures more clearly show the noise present on the 

estimation signal, as the graphing scale is smaller. Oscillations at the excitation 

frequency occur due to differing inverter switching characteristics between phases 

and offsets on measured quantities. A similar effect was also observed by Blasco, 

particularly at low speeds, in model-based MRAS techniques with an error in Rs 

estimation [48]. Noise at six times the excitation frequency occurs due to the inverter 

deadtime effects. Similarly to the AFO it is now the speed estimator that responds to 

the differences between measured and observed currents, in its attempt to adaptively 

adjust for speed in the model. Less significant sources of noise will of course also be 

present: that of quantisation effects in measured signals, etc. The lOOrpm impact 

response on rig B, as shown in Appendix I, shows more sign of oscillations on the 

speed estimate due to inverter imbalance and these problems are associated with the 

gate drives of the FKI inverter. The real performance of the ASO will be assessed in 

the following section when the drive is operated in the fully sensorless mode. 
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Drive running encode red IRFO (rig A) 
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4.3.3 Results from the Fully Sensorless Drive 

The following results were obtained from the fully sensorless ASO solution. 

Estimated speed is used to drive the speed loop and the rotor flux angle, obtained 

from the af3 flux estimates, is used to provide decoupling for vector control. The 

scheme is therefore sensorless DRFO. A low pass filter of 12Hz bandwidth filters the 

sensorless speed fed back in the speed loop to reduce the noise effects seen in the 

ASO results. The unfiltered sensorless estimate is still used in the observer model 

that provides the flux estimate. Five results are presented, for the same five tests as 

shown in the previous section, and these can therefore be compared to the previous 

results obtained under encodered IRFO control. Again the results are obtained after 

running the drive for approximately a Y2 hour before the tests, from a cold start, at 

rated load and at low speed. The sensorless results are obtained from rig A and again 

the results obtained from rig B are shown in the appendices (Appendix J). 

Figure 4.15 shows the sensorless scheme performing the ±lOOOrpm speed reversal 

test. Note that the estimated speed is not shown in these results, as the concern is 

now with what the real speed is doing under sensorless operation. The measured 

speed plays no part in control of the drive. 
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The speed reversal performance shown is akin to that obtained with the encodered 

solution. Operation in the steady state is stable and noise free and the transient is 

similar to that obtained and shown in figure 4.10. The speed during the transient is 

perhaps not as highly linear as that obtained from the encodered drive, with maybe a 

little noticeable deviation as the speed passes through zero, but this causes no real 

degradation in performance. Note that the transient performance in a test such as this 

is effectively open loop with respect to the operation of the speed controller, as the 

demand for iq is saturated at a limited value. It can be seen that the settling is 

comparable between figures 4.10 and 4.15, where the speed controller is regaining 

regulation of the drive speed. 

The performance of the drive when accelerating from standstill is shown in figure 

4.16 and this can be compared with the encodered result in figure 4.11. Again the 

sensorless performance is very like the encodered, with the drive giving stable speed 

holding operation in both steady states and similar performance during the transient, 

even when looking particularly at the settling response of the speed. The noise, speed 

oscillations and offset in the speed estimation at standstill, seen when using the ASO 

as a speed observer in figure 4.11, cause no problems in the closed-loop sensorless 

drive. 
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Figure 4.17 demonstrates the performance of the sensorless scheme when 

decelerating from l000rpm to standstill under full load. Note that the result shows 

the drive losing orientation at low speed and hence both speed and torque regulation 

fail. This is , as previously discussed, the operating range in which model-based 

sensorless techniques struggle, being particularly sensitive to system noise, 

measurement error, parameter error, etc. Speed control to and around zero speed will 

also involve some operation in the state of zero excitation frequency and in this state 

rotor side parameters, such as speed, will not be observable [41]. 
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Figure 4.17. Measured speed during a 1000rpm deceleration to standstilJ 

Drive running sensorless DRFO - full rated load (rig A) 

Performance is improved with the manual adjustment of the Rs and Tr values by 

approximately 10%. Figure 4.18 shows that the same test performed with the 

adjusted motor parameters is successful and this shows the importance of updating 

parameters online. It can be seen, in the second figure, that the performance at 

standstill is particularly sensitive. The noise on measured Iq contains significant noise 

due to inverter deadtime. It was found that rig A was possibly more sensitive to 

parameter error under load at low speed than rig B. It is considered that this is due to 

the higher inertia resulting in a slower transition through the low speed region. Some 

increased tolerance of parameter error may be obtained by the adjustment of k values 

in the observer feedback matrix, but this has yet to be extensively investigated in 

research literature. 
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The results for rig B, in Appendix J, show similar performance to those shown for rig 

A in this section. Due to the lower inertia of rig B, the performance at zero speed 

seems more stable and less sensitive to errors in parameters. However, operation at 

low speed, due to the poorer inverter performance, shows more excitation (inverter 

imbalance) and dead time frequency noise in the decoupled currents. Due to the lower 

inertia this also has more affect on the drive speed ripple/variation. 

4.4 Model Parameter Variation 

Whilst parameter variation and tuning, of both encodered and sensorless drives, was 

briefly mentioned in chapter 2, it is necessary to appreciate the primary causes and 

effects of parameter variation in the sensorless drive. This section thus presents a 

review of work in this area. The goal of this project is the tuning of the sensorless 

drive for accurate speed holding, such that the tuning mechanism introduced in the 

next chapter is tuning against a small variation in combined effects of all parameters. 

The way in which this is achieved however, is in choosing to tune the motor 

parameter that most affects speed accuracy (Tr) and significant variation in other 

parameters, which is not considered in this work, must be appreciated (particularly 

Rs). 

4.4.1 Resistance Parameter Variation 

The most significant parameter variation effects in motor drives, certainly for those 

operating over a great range of speed and load conditions, will be due to temperature 

(resistance) change. Even if parameters are well known at start-up, detuning of the 

resistance parameters Rs and Rr (and hence Tr) will be most evident. A change in 

ambient temperature will of course affect the resistance parameters, but in the 

majority of environments this change is likely to be small and often the ambient 

temperature will be reasonably regulated. By far the most significant factor 

influencing motor temperature will be the motor operating condition. Often the 

effectiveness of motor cooling is speed related and motor heating effects are due to 

inevitable motor losses [7, 40]. An excellent account of motor heating processes is 

given in [40]. 

Motor temperature variation and nature of the heating effects will be highly non

linear and hence very difficult to predict and compensate for [40]. Heating effects 

may be somewhat counteracted by forced cooling techniques and suchlike, but this 
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will not always be practical, or wholly effective with regard to minimising parameter 

variation. For the variable speed operation of many machines, perhaps designed for 

fixed speed operation, heating is an important consideration. Sufficient cooling must 

be provided, bearing in mind that effective natural 'fan' cooling will be speed related 

[7]. Often a motor must be de-rated for variable speed operation [7]. 

Significant temperature variation will be apparent in many applications, where a 

motor drive will be operated from a cold start and then run at around its rated load. In 

this instance a large variation in the resistance parameters will be apparent between 

the starting state and the nominal operating temperature state. Depending on whether 

the resistance values used in the control algorithm are the cold starting values or the 

hot rated values, different problems will be experienced. For optimal operation, drive 

resistances should be accurately known, but, particularly for stable operation, an 

underestimate is perhaps preferred to an overestimate [28, 48]. 

The variation of Rs has already been discussed in chapter 2, due to its significance in 

the back-emf equation. In the sensorless drive Rs accuracy has been shown to heavily 

influence drive stability [48]. The effect on drive stability also depends on the 

adaptive speed loop dynamics [48]. The significance of Rs error in speed estimation 

can be high at low speed, but its influence becomes increasingly less significant as the 

speed rises above only a few hertz. This is certainly the case in the Kubota scheme 

[83]. For the purposes of this work tuning of Rs is not implemented, but in practice, 

for algorithm stability and particularly improved low speed performance, some 

adaptation scheme would be appropriate. The mechanism proposed by Kubota [83, 

60], or the application and measurement of a dc voltage/current component could be 

used, although the neural network approach would be considered superior [40, 59]. 

Variation of R.. and hence the variation of Tr has been shown to most greatly 

influence the speed accuracy of a sensorless drive throughout the speed range [28, 

83]. Its effect is difficult to ascertain in a speed sensorless system, because it is 

directly related to speed, being proportional to slip. It cannot be readily obtained, 

from dynamic equation analysis, unless the system is excited by more than one 

frequency [28]. A simple form of compensation can be implemented where Rs 
variation is tracked, by assuming that R.. varies in proportion. Such compensation is 

of course open-loop with respect to absolute speed holding accuracy and Tr will also 

vary with any variation in Lr. Tr is the parameter most suitably adjusted to correct for 

speed error, if possible, so ultimately this should account for resistance and 
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inductance variation. If inductance effects can be distinguished, Rs could then be 

assumed to vary in proportion, instead of vice-versa. 

4.4.2 Inductance Parameter Variation 

The inductance parameters in the induction motor model will vary with flux condition 

[32, 33, 50, 51]. As such they may vary slightly with the quality of orientation, as 

may be affected by resistance parameter variation. The most significant inductance 

parameters variation (below base speed) will, however, be due to saturation variation 

caused by current (load) change [48]. 

Where inductance is related to a current carrying coil, its value is related to the 

number of turns. The relationship between flux and current is assumed linear, given 

that the coil is operated below its rated value of current and hence not in saturation. 

The inductance is therefore considered constant. When operating in and around 

saturation, a variation in current has less of an effect on flux and hence the inductance 

is effectively not constant. 

Unfortunately inductance parameters, as related to the induction motor model, are not 

straightforwardly defined. The work of Sokola and Levi deals with the modification 

of the motor equivalent circuit with regard to field strength variation [32]. The 

construction/geometry of the induction motor leads to inductance effects that are 

difficult to define, where, for example, parts of the motor will be subject to saturation 

effects, due to operating condition, before others. The effects will be highly difficult 

to characterise and, where the motor model control is based on the presented 

equivalent circuit, will result in changes of the various inductance related parameters 

[32, 33, 50, 51]. 

Fortunately however, inductance parameter variation is shown to have less effect on 

sensorless drive performance, both in terms of stability and speed accuracy, than 

resistance variation, below base speed [28]. In field weakening, robust inductance 

parameter knowledge is critical however [32, 33, 50, 51]. For the purposes of this 

work, where adjustment ofTr is proposed (in the next chapter) to achieve steady state 

speed accuracy, this allows adjustment against Rr variation due to thermal effects and 

Lr variation due to saturation, load, etc. This mechanism is therefore artificially 

adjusting Tr slightly to account for minor variation in the other inductance 

parameters. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

Following on from the review of leading model-based sensorless methods, presented 

in chapter 2, this chapter has presented the Kubota Adaptive Speed Observer (A SO) 

in somewhat more detail. The reasons for choosing the ASO over the CLFO-MRAS 

and the Isq-MRAS have been detailed. 

As the Adaptive Speed Observer (ASO) scheme is based on an Adaptive Flux 

Observer (AFO) structure, this scheme was presented, so as to allow the derivation of 

the dynamic equations for stator current and rotor flux, upon which the method is 

founded. The AFO can be used in an encodered drive for flux estimation and uses a 

state feedback mechanism to drive estimated and measured stator currents together. 

The state feedback was examined and an Rs adaptation mechanism presented. 

The full ASO system has been detailed, where the AFO structure is modified to 

include speed adaptation, the speed in the model being provided by a PI mechanism. 

The mechanism is driven by the instantaneous rotor flux orientated torque error in the 

model. Design of speed, current and speed adaptation controllers is considered. The 

ASO is used in its simplest form, where state feedback is not used. 

Results have been presented that demonstrate the performance of the AFO operating 

in the encodered system. The system is shown to provide a sound flux estimate that 

is suitable to provide orientation in an encodered DRFO system. The discussion 

presented centres on evident distortion due to deadtime in the practical system. 

Whilst deadtime compensation techniques exist, an implementation must be highly 

robust and not create instability problems relating to the current control loops, etc. In 

this work a simple compensation algorithm was tested, and, although improving the 

voltage waveforms, caused current controller instability problems and was thus not 

utilised. The exact nature of the instability was not investigated, nor the work 

extended to a more advanced implementation, because such an implementation is not 

considered to be practically/commercially typical. 

Results have been presented for the ASO operating in two modes, running five 

similar tests in each. Firstly the ASO acted as a speed observer in an IRFO encodered 

implementation. Results obtained acted as a benchmark, for comparison with fully 

sensorless results, and good tracking performance was demonstrated. When the fully 

sensorless speed loop was closed, performance obtained from the drive was highly 
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comparable with the encodered solution. Some problems were evident at low speed 

under high load conditions, but these were overcome with slight tuning of the model 

resistance parameters and were only experienced in the high inertia system. The low 

speed region had been anticipated to display poorer performance with a model-based, 

and in this case un-optimised, system. In a commercial product, operation in this 

region would benefit from online Rs adaptation and perhaps advanced field control 

[50, 59]. Field control where the field is weakened at low speed maximises the 

applied frequency and makes as much information as possible available to the model 

[50]. Interest in this mode of operation has also been shown, because it can provide 

efficiency gains [50, 51]. As was suggested in chapter 2, operation in the low speed 

region would best be guaranteed with application of signal injection methods. 

The intended field orientated dynamic performance of the sensorless system was 

demonstrated with the first three tests, involving speed transient operation, and then 

the final two tests, where the load rejection performance was demonstrated. On the 

tighter scale used for the latter two tests however, it was plain to see that speed 

holding accuracy of the model-based system was lacking. The effect varied with 

load, although it is questionable as to whether this relates to a varying significance of 

detuning (with load), or indeed actual parameter variation with load. The presence of 

this speed error is evidence of the problem tackled by this project: tuning against a 

single effect will not guarantee speed-holding accuracy. The solution proposed is 

demonstrated in the next chapter. After presenting the sensorless results, this chapter 

went on to discuss the causes and effects of parameter variation in model-based 

sensorless drives in more detail, based on the research of other authors. 

Whilst Rs variation has been discussed with regard to improving drive stability/low 

speed performance, the parameter most significantly affecting speed accuracy is the 

rotor time constant (Tr). Tr varies significantly with rotor resistance, due to 

temperature variation, but also somewhat with rotor inductance, due to non-linear 

field effects (saturation, etc) that will be difficult to predict. The contribution of the 

Tr error to speed error is difficult to establish, unless an independent measure of speed 

is available and this is the topic addressed in chapter 5, where Tr adjustment is used to 

provide accurate sensorless speed holding capability. 
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5.1 Introduction 

As has been established in the previous chapters, for high performance operation of 

an induction motor, based on knowledge of the motor model and measurement of 

motor terminal quantities, model parameters must be 'tuned'. Particularly, Rs must 

be tuned for low speed performance and stability, this is considered in [48], and Tr is 

most appropriately tuned for speed holding accuracy [49]. The engineering of an 

induction motor control strategy for highly accurate speed holding capability is the 

motivation of this project. 

To separate Tr information from speed information (to gain an independent estimate 

ofTr) the sensorless induction motor must be excited by more than a single frequency 

[28]. However, whilst most significantly improving the sensorless speed accuracy, 

estimating/correcting Tr in this way will only truly minimise speed error if all other 

motor parameter estimates exactly represent practical values. Alternatively, if a 

second and highly accurate, sensorless speed estimate can be obtained, then speed 

error can be minimised by tuning Tr [28]. This ensures high speed-accuracy, but now 

Tr can only be considered highly robust if all the others parameters estimates exactly 

represent the real values. The advantage with the second method is that Tr, the 

parameter most affecting speed accuracy [28] is purposefully also used to account for 

speed error attributable to error in other parameter estimates. It must be remembered 

that false adjustment of Tr to correct such speed error will be minimal, because Tr is 

the significant parameter affecting precise speed estimation [28]. Such a technique is 

truly fulfilling the aim of the work - tuning for speed holding accuracy. It should of 

course be noted, that if an accurate knowledge of speed is available, then this could 

be used for feedback to facilitate IRFO. However, this would require a highly robust 

and high dynamic estimate. This is considered further later in the chapter. 
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This work makes use of the fact that speed information is naturally available in the 

induction motor terminal quantities due to the effects of rotor slotting. Harmonics 

can be observed in measured terminal quantities, the frequency of which are related 

to the number of rotor slots, the rotor speed and the stator excitation frequency. 

Through tracking the frequency of these Rotor Slot Harmonics (RSH) a highly 

accurate measurement of speed can be obtained, which is not dependent on the 

electrical parameters of the machine. It is dependent on a constant mechanical 

parameter (the number of rotor slots) and is, as such, not sensitive to the parameter 

variations discussed in the previous chapter. It is of course a requirement that the 

number of rotor slots (per pole pair) is known and this could be determined by 

commissioning tests [102, 103]. The stator excitation frequency must also be 

available for an estimate of speed to be established from an estimate of slot harmonic 

frequency. In some schemes this can be obtained directly, in others through 

differentiating the flux angle. 

Various methods have been proposed to obtain a measurement or estimate of the RSH 

frequency through sampled measurement of stator quantities [28, 102-114]. Batch

processing methods, such as the FFT, can provide high resolution and accuracy, but it 

should be noted that this is at the expense of dynamic performance [113]. The 

resolution of such methods is proportional to the record length (number of samples 

required) and this seriously limits the dynamic capability, as well as incurring a high 

processing overhead. The work of Ferrah et al proposed the Recursive Maximum 

Likelihood - Adaptive Tracking Filter (RML-A TF) algorithm to be perhaps the most 

practically viable solution for speed tracking in motor drives [113]. The recursive 

nature of the RML-A TF allows for high dynamic tracking performance, whilst high 

steady-state resolution and accuracy can also be obtained, similar to that available 

from a practical FFT implementation [113]. The speed estimate is updated on a per

sample basis and, as well as improving the dynamic performance, this means the 

algorithm is not so highly computationally intensive as to necessitate unrealistic real

time processing capability. 

Whilst the RML-A TF algorithm, as an RSH identifier, was investigated in the 

research of Ferrah, it was not developed into a practical drive system. In this project 

the RML-A TF work is developed and extended. It is developed into a practical speed 

estimator and used to tune the model-based method presented in the previous chapter. 

Similar implementations using other RSH derived speed estimates are discussed. It is 
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considered however, that the RML-A TF forms the most practically viable solution. It 

can be implemented on a DSP platform along with full drive control, PWM, etc. 

Firstly in this chapter the mechanisms that give rise to RSH effects are considered, in 

section 5.2, along with a background review of work related to tracking. When 

considering the production of RSHs, results are presented to illustrate the harmonic 

make-up of various stator quantities. RSHs are related to and exist with inverter and 

other machine harmonics and this requires consideration, as the various components 

must not be confused by the RSH identification scheme. This work has found that 

the current controller bandwidth, as well as the more obvious inverter harmonics, can 

affect the tracking ability of the RML-A TF and a new method is suggested to 

alleviate these problems. The interaction of rotor slotting with higher order machine 

and inverter harmonics can be used to improve the robustness of the tracking 

algorithm and this is shown. 

In section 5.3 development of the RML-ATF algorithm, into a full RSH based speed 

estimator, is fully described and speed estimation/tracking results are presented in 

section 5.4. Previous work by Ferrah et al tested the RML-ATF algorithm on a 

variety of different machine configurations, including machines similar to those used 

here (with closed and skewed slots), to verify the method [114]. 

Section 5.5 fully presents the method by which the ATF speed measure is used to 

provide a correction term for Tr in the Adaptive Speed Observer (ASO) sensorless 

scheme. As was seen in the previous chapter, Tr is the parameter that most 

significantly affects speed-holding accuracy in the model-based solution. As 

mentioned, it can however, also be artificially adjusted to account for small variations 

in the other parameters that are degrading the speed accuracy. Whilst this may 

compromise the field orientated performance slightly it fulfils the motivation of the 

work - to produce a sensorless drive whose prime interest is speed holding accuracy, 

and can be likened to the effects of Tr detuning in an IRFO drive. Results from the 

tuning sensorless scheme are included in section 5.6, to demonstrate the ability of the 

developed method to maintain encoder like speed holding accuracy where parameters 

vary, and this is for both motor drive rigs. Conclusions are drawn together in section 

5.7. 
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5.2 Rotor Slot Harmonics (RSH) 

In this section, the mechanisms that lead to RSH effects being seen in tenninal 

quantities are discussed. The fact that they exist with PWM hannonics causes 

practical problems, with regard to tracking, and this is picked up in the second part of 

the section. New input quantities are suggested, in which the RSH frequency 

infonnation exists, for use in a robust speed estimator. 

5.2.1 RSH Production and Detectability 

It is not the purpose of this work to explicitly define and analyse the mechanisms that 

give rise to rotor slot hannonics. An overview will suffice to allow an understanding 

of their existence and how they can be used for speed tracking. Whilst machine 

design may be carried out in an attempt to minimise unwanted effects that are due to 

rotor slotting, such as crawling, cogging and acoustic noise, and this may minimise 

RSH amplitude, they are unlikely to be completely eliminated [28, 103]. Of course 

their detectability is dependent upon their amplitude and given that the criteria for 

their existence in 3-phase tenninal quantities is met (see later). For a more rigorous 

analysis of RSH production reference can be made to work and texts that look more 

particularly at machine design [115]. 

The operation of the induction machine relies on the discrete, regularly separated, 

current carrying rotor bars. It is the stator generated flux linking with the rotor that 

induces current in the rotor bars, producing torque (and hence rotation). Iron 

laminations fonn the bulk of the rotor and this is the material that separates the rotor 

conductors. In practice the airgap flux contains hannonics that are due to this rotor 

slotting. Hence, these hannonics will be seen in the stator flux and therefore stator 

tenninal quantities. Principally, RSH effects will depend on the following processes 

[103]: 

• Rotor slot penneance hannonics will exist due to the variation in 

penneability of rotor bar/rotor slot material to iron lamination material 

• Rotor and stator MMF hannonics will interact, where the rotor MMF is 

produced by the torque current flowing in the rotor bars 

• Saturation will affect both processes 
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Whilst the analysis of RSH production is somewhat involved with regard to harmonic 

amplitude, it is only the frequency of these harmonics that conveys speed 

information. Considering firstly the fundamental machine properties and quantities, 

the process is effectively the amplitude modulation of the fundamental frequency, 

imagining the flux vector as it travels around the machine relative to the stator, with 

the passing rotor slot frequency, as the slots move relative to the fundamental flux 

vector. The fundamental forward and backward RSH frequencies are defined in 

equation 5.1. It is clear that this is an amplitude modulation process involving the 

fundamental machine MMF frequency and the fundamental rotor slot passing 

frequency. The equation is dependent upon the number of rotor slots (z) and the 

number of motor pole pairs (p). 

z 
=-fr±/e 

P 
(5.1) 

The existence of RSH components in stator terminal quantities is dependent upon a 

machine having an even number of rotor slots per pole pair (or odd slot harmonic 

pole numbers [zlp±l]). A machine with an even or fractional slot harmonic pole 

numbers will induce zero average slot harmonic currents at the stator [103]. Where 

the number of rotor slots per pole pair is an even multiple of 3, both positive and 

negative sequence components will be detectable. In cases for even values that are 

not multiples of 3, only one fundamental RSH component will be detectable: the slot 

harmonic pole number that is divisible by 3 will induce RSH effects that have no path 

in a balanced 3-phase system. Fortunately, due to various design constraints, a 

detectable RSH should exist in a majority of inverter fed, squirrel cage machines 

[103]. Note that the two 4kW machines used in this work were not specifically 

chosen, but both have the same number of rotor slots per pole pair and produce 

detectable RSH components. 

With regard to RSH amplitude, the consideration is whether or not the harmonics can 

be detected when there is significant noise present. Common rotor design practices 

include methods that reduce the harmonic amplitude and hence reduce crawling, 

cogging, etc. Methods include closing and skewing the rotor slots. Closing the slots 

means effectively burying the rotor bars in the laminated iron rotor. A lamination 

from a closed slot rotor is shown in figure 5.1. It is clear that a material variation is 
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not apparent at the surface of the rotor. The harmonics however, should still be seen 

in the flux. Permeance effects will be less significant and the harmonic amplitude 

will increase with load, due to the MMF interaction effects. Skewing results in rotor 

bars not being parallel to the machine shaft and introduces a phase shift into the flux 

density distribution. Again, both machines used in this work were chosen to be 

practically typical and not to maximise RSH trackability, both having closed and 

skewed slots. 

Figure 5.1. Rotor lamination from a 1.5kW machine with a closed 28-slot rotor 

Other speed related harmonics will exist, due to rotor eccentricity for example, and 

are used to obtain speed information in [108]. These effects are not considered in this 

work, as it is believed that the best natural speed estimate will be obtained from RSH 

effects. This is unless methods such as signal injection are used to particularly 

promote other harmonics, as eccentricity effects tend to require some form of 

excitation to improve the signal to noise ratio. 

When feeding the induction motor from an inverter, frequencies that are harmonics of 

the fundamental will be applied to the machine, due to the non-ideal nature of the 

supply. Higher order time harmonics are produced in the airgap flux, together with 

space harmonics that are due to machine design, saturation effects, etc. PWM 

frequencies exist according to equation 5.2. 

fowm=/e+ ~)6k±J)/e 
k=l.l" 

(5.2) 

Rotor slotting is also discrete (squarewave) in nature and thus higher order RSH 

components will exist. Equation 5.1 is modified to include these considerations, as is 
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shown in equation 5.3. The v and K terms are used to show that higher order slotting 

effects and higher order MMF effects appear in terminal quantities. 

(5.3) 

where u = 1,2,3 ... 

K = 1, 2, 3.. . (although not all effects will be present/detectable) 

The higher order slotting effects will be low in magnitude and u= 1 will therefore be 

assumed from this point on. The higher order MMF effects will be due to machine 

design, magnetic saturation and inverter harmonics, as previously mentioned. RSH 

harmonics due to K> 1 are exploited in this work. 

5.2.2 RSH Harmonics in Motor Terminal Quantities 

As well as producing other RSH frequencies, the PWM harmonics of equation 5.2 

must be considered with regard to RSH tracking. Measured stator quantities will 

contain PWM harmonic components and RSH components. Both obey similar 

existence criteria: 

• PWM harmonics exist for odd, non-triplen, multiples of fe 

• RSH components exist for odd, non-triplen, values of ziP±K 

The RSH equation, 5.3, can be re-written as shown in equation 5.4. 

(5.4) 

At low-loads, where the motor slip is small (approaching zero), a particular RSH 

harmonic will exist in close proximity to an inverter harmonic. In the case of the 

closed and skewed slot motors used in this work, the RSH will also be low in 

amplitude at this low load. A robust/reliable RSH estimation technique must 

therefore be able to resolve between these two components for correct estimation. As 

an example, where fe=50Hz and the motor is running at synchronous speed (slip=O), 

the most significant slot harmonic, corresponding to K=-l, will exist at 650Hz for 
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both machines used in this work. Slot harmonic effects follow the same existence 

criteria as the inverter harmonics and thus the RSH is aligned with the 13th inverter 

harmonic. 

At high-loads, where the motor slip is larger, the RSH will have increased in 

amplitude and have moved away from the associated inverter harmonic. However, as 

the RSH moves it may then contact lower order PWM harmonics. Note that, for a 

particular value of slip, the RSH will always be a particular distance away from (and 

lower than for motoring operation) the associated no-load PWM harmonic and this 

does not vary with fe. This 'contact' problem is therefore more significant at low 

speed/low excitation frequency, when the PWM harmonic spread is tighter. Again the 

robustness and reliability of a tracking algorithm may be compromised where the 

RSH is in close proximity to a PWM harmonic. Two examples help to illustrate these 

points. Again, if the induction motor is running with fe=50Hz and fully loaded (say 

slip=1.5Hz), then the RSH associated with k=-l exists at 629Hz, as opposed to the 

13th inverter harmonic, which is still at 650Hz. However, for fe=1O.5Hz the full load 

slip is still 1.5Hz, the RSH exists at 1I5.5Hz and this is the same frequency as the 

II th inverter harmonic. 

Some help can be given to the algorithm by appropriately choosing an input quantity. 

Equation 5.4 can be rearranged and, by dividing both sides by fe, can be used to 

determine at what speed the RSH will contact the next lowest PWM harmonic at full 

load. At higher speeds the RSH will not contact any PWM harmonics over the full 

rated load range. At lower speeds the RSH will, of course, contact the PWM 

harmonic at a lower load than fully rated. 

RSH and PWM Components in I. 

Figure 5.2 shows the frequency spectrum of a single measured line current (18), from 

rig A, for four operating conditions. A suitable batch of data was captured from the 

rig, whilst running encodered IRFO, and an FFT performed off-iine in Matlab. The 

batch corresponds to 1000 samples captured over 10 complete cycles of the 

fundamental frequency. The FFT therefore has a resolution of 1110 fe and data is 

illustrated in terms of the fundamental harmonic number (0 to 20). 

In all the spectral figures the key shown in table 5.1 indicates how the inverter and 

RSH harmonics are distinguished. 
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Inverter Harmonic 
Rotor Slot Harmonic 

Table 5.1 Key to the marking of the FFT plots of motor terminal quantities 

The four operating conditions are lOOrpm with a small load, lOOrpm fully loaded, 

lOOOrpm with a mall load and lOOOrpm fully loaded. The small load value was set 

such that the R H could just be distinguished from the associated no load PWM 

harmonic at 1000rpm, with the particular FFf resolution used. The same value of 

load torque was used at the lower speed also. 

The expected inverter harmonics can be clearly observed in all four plots, up to and 

including the 19th
. R H components are clearly evident on the two lOOOrpm plots, 

where the K= -1 and +3 components are observed to be particularly strong and of a 

larger amplitude than the associated 13 th and 17th PWM harmonics. 
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Figure 5.2. FFl's of I., captured from rig A at lOOrpm and lOOOrpm 

The R H component in the lower speed plots are very difficult to spot relative to the 

as ociated noi e, even at higher loads. Principally this is due to the action of the 

current ontroller . In a IF drive, where there are no controllers, the RSH effects 

should alway be more trongly noticeable in stator current. Here the VIF scheme 

impo es stator ollage in an open-loop fashion and, as the inverter output impedance 

will be low, lot harmonic effects will mainly affect the stator currents. Where 

current controllers are pre ent, the RSH effects seen in the stator currents will be 

acted on (att nuated) by the current controllers. The result will be an increase in RSH 

amplitude in tator oltage. The inverter is now considered as a current source. At 

higher peed th R H frequencies encountered, in the drive rigs used in this project, 
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are higher than the designed current controller bandwidth. At lower speeds the RSH 

components, when within the controller bandwidth, are severely attenuated. At these 

lower speeds it would perhaps be beneficial to track RSH components in measured 

voltage. However, it must be remembered that PWM components in voltage are 

somewhat more severe, as the induction motor filters the PWM effects in current. 

Note that the current controllers cannot act to reduce PWM harmonic effects, because 

it is the action of the current controller output quantity (voltage yo) that creates them. 

PWM effects would be reduced with a higher switching frequency, but here the 

switching frequency was chosen to be practically typical and to allow the control of 

both motor drives on the particular processing platform used. 

As previously mentioned, it is also a concern as to how much frequency space the 

RSH has in which to travel, as the machine is loaded, before contacting the next 

lowest inverter harmonic. This can be calculated by rearranging equation 5.4 and is 

shown in table 5.2 for the 2 drives. If the K= -1 RSH (aligned with the 13 th inverter 

harmonic at no load) is tracked in each drive, the 11 th harmonic will be next 

contacted, at a particular speed and at full load, and this is shown. If the I t h related 

RSH is tracked, then more frequency space is available before the RSH comes into 

contact with the 13 th PWM harmonic (4fe as opposed to 2fe). 

Full-Load Speed 1(= -I RSH Coincides Speed K= +3 RSH Coincides 

Slip with II th PWM Harmonic with 13th PWM Harmonic 

Drive A 1.72Hz 310rpm I 29rpm 

Drive B 2.16Hz 389rpm I 62rpm 

Table S.2 Where RSH harmonics for 1C"" -1 and +3 coincide with next lowest PWM harmonics 

It can be seen that, although the 1(= +3 RSH is a higher order than the fundamental 1(= 

-I RSH, it offers the advantage of possibly being tracked to a lower speed, before 

becoming confused with the lower order PWM harmonics. 

RSH and PWM Components in III 

Manipulated quantities that are used within the vector control scheme also contain 

RSH information. Most notably, the rotating current vector magnitude can be used. 

Although perhaps not calculated for control purposes, III is simply evaluated from 
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measured Id and Iq, as shown in equation 5.5. Also, the square root does not require 

to be evaluated if the quantity is used for spectral information only. 

(5.5) 

The frequency pectrum plots are repeated, for the same speed and load conditions as 

previously shown, for the quantity III in figure 5.3. 

Being a vector magnitude, III is a dc quantity in the steady state. The plots show the 

harmonic content and have been normalised to the dc average (not shown). The 

PWM harmonic appear in this quantity at multiples of 6 times the fundamental. 

RSH harmonics exi t in imilar positions at no load, again moving away from the 

PWM harmonic a load increases. The fundamental RSH component in this quantity 

is associated with the 12th PWM harmonic (K= -2). 
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Figure 5.3. FFTs or III. captured from rig A at lOOrpm and lOOOrpm 

•• •• •• 

At the higher peed, the K= -2 and +4 RSH components are clearly seen and are 

suitably high in amplitude to be distinguished from the PWM effects. At low speed 

the R H component are certainly more evident than they were in la, but are still 

difficult to pi k out from harmonic noise. At low load the K= +4 harmonic is 

urpri ingly e ident however. A similar effect was seen in figure 5.2, where the 171h 

related R H ompon nt was relatively high in amplitude, and this is thought to be 

due to third harm nic components in the airgap flux due to machine 

de ignlmagn ti ing effect lI03]. 
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One of the big advantages of tracking RSH effects in this quantity is the amount of 

frequency pace available to the RSH components, in which to move, before 

contacting a lower order PWM harmonic. Table 5.3 shows the speeds at which the 

RSH components in the two drives will coincide with the lower order PWM 

harmonic . Thi i the ame if tracking for K= -2 or +4, as both are able to move 6fe 

from the 12lh and 18lh PWM harmonics before coinciding with the 6 lh and 12lh 

respectively. 

Full-Load Speed RSH Component Coincides with 

Slip Next Lowest 6xfe PWM Harmonic 

Drive A 1.72Hz 69rpm 

Drive B 1.9Hz 75rpm 

Table 5.3 Where RSII harmonic coincide with next lowest PWM harmonic 

RSH and PWM omponents in Current Controller Output IV·I for use at 

Low peed 

Results are hown in figure 5.4, for the same speed and loading conditions as used in 

the previou two ection , for IV*/. IVI is not used in the vector control process at all. 

Va. and VII are mea ured for u e in the ASO and can be turned into IVI quite simply. 

Importantly how ver, IV·I (the voltage magnitude reference value passed from the 

current controller to the PWM scheme) can be used, conveying the RSH information 

due to the current controller action. 
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f'igur 5.4. FFT of IV·I, captured from rig A at lOOrpm and lOOOrpm 

Note that no ,alth ugh the PWM components are larger than in III with respect to 

the dc fundam ntal. the R H components are much more discernible. At the low 
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speed of 100rpm the RSH components can be clearly identified and should be 

trackable with a suitable signal processing method. The scheme described in the next 

section therefore makes use of IV·I at lower speed. 

5.2.3 RSH Tracking 

Interest in obtaining speed information from RSH effects dates back as far as the 

early 1980s [116]. Analogue techniques were utilised to obtain slip frequency 

information by Ishida et al [116]. Williams modified the technique, using 

measurement of the dc link voltage and switched capacitor filters [117]. Zinger et al 

proposed the use of a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) approach, but this required a 

modified machine [13]. The performance of these methods is limited by their 

analogue nature and particularly with regard to accuracy and speed range. 

Digital signal processing techniques have since been utilised for RSH speed tracking, 

using measurement of stator current [28, 102-114]. Digital methods offer advantages, 

as discussed in chapter 2 with regard to Digital Signal Processors (DSP), such as 

increased accuracy and flexibility. Methods are not subject to analogue tolerances 

and drift of components, parameters can be varied in real-time and advanced methods 

can be used. 

Primarily this work has been based on use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [28, 

102-109], the batch sampling technique used to obtain the previous spectral figures. 

The FFT approach provides much improved accuracy and an extended speed range, 

when compared with the analogue methods. The main restriction in using the FFT is 

that, because a batch of data is required, its dynamic performance is quite limited. 

For good dynamic performance the FFT data batch must be short and for increased 

accuracy/resolution the data batch must be extended. Ideally, where accuracy and 

resolution are required, the speed of the motor should remain constant during the 

batch sampling time. The advantage of the FFT approach is in it also returning 

information relating to other harmonics. To turn the information into a speed 

estimate an algorithm must select the RSH. Much work was undertaken on the FFT 

approach by Ferrah [103, 105, 106], Hurst and Habetler [102, 107], and Blasco [28, 

49, 104, 109]. The work of Ferrah [103], and Hurst and Habetler [102], includes 

initialisation procedures used to determine necessary algorithm parameters, such as 

the number of rotor slots. Blasco used an FFT derived speed estimate to tune Tr in a 

sensorless drive [28, 49, 104, 109]. 
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Ferrah [110-114], and Hurst and Habetler [108], extended their respective works, to 

propose alternative spectral analysis methods to track RSH effects for speed 

estimation. This was in an attempt to overcome the dynamic limitations of the FFT, 

which are due to both its batch nature and its computational requirements. In 1996 

Ferrah presented a method, based on Fast Recursive Least-Square (FRLS) predictive 

adaptive filtering [III], quoted to outperform the FFT, in terms of updating the 

estimated speed, by a factor of approximately 15: I [112]. The update time for this 

method was quoted as 4ms at a 5kHz sampling rate, but the accuracy was not as good 

as using an interpolated FFT method [112]. 

Later the same year Ferrah et al proposed an RSH identifier based on the Recursive 

Maximum Likelihood - Adaptive Tracking Filter [112, 113]. The method was found 

to be highly computationally efficient, offering good accuracy, achieving a quoted 

speed update of 0.2ms at a 5kHz sampling rate [112, 113]. The high dynamic 

performance is due to its recursive nature of the method, but, for reasons that will 

shortly be established, this nature means that any other harmonics in the input must 

be appreciated before the RSH identifier, rather than afterwards (in the FFT). This 

project considers the development of the RML-ATF into a full sensorless speed 

estimator. The use of the input quantities considered previously is incorporated, as is 

modified input pre-filtering, these are not previously considered in other works. The 

developed method works with the sensorless model based ASO method to form a 

hybrid sensorless drive for accurate speed holding. 

5.3 The Adaptive Tracking Speed Estimator (ATSE) 

The speed estimate based on RSH effects is obtained using a signal-processing 

system of several stages. The system is based on recursive, adaptive filtering 

techniques that are eminently suited to digital implementation on a DSP [118]. The 

RML-A TF algorithm is used to obtain the estimate of RSH frequency, but it is 

necessary to select and pre-filter the input quantity before the application of this 

algorithm. Pre-filtering is set-up using knowledge of rotor slot number, motor pole 

number, fundamental excitation frequency and an initial guess at the motor speed. 

The RSH estimate then returned by the RML-A TF is turned into a more accurate 

value of motor speed (than the original guess), also through knowledge of slot 

number, pole number and fundamental frequency. 
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The various stages of the estimator algorithm are presented, in the order that they are 

applied, in the following sections. The complete system is termed the Adaptive 

Tracking Speed Estimator (A TSE) and can be seen, presented in block diagram 

format, in section 5.3.6. 

5.3.1 Input Selection 

For the tuning sensorless drive system, the relevant RSH is tracked in III and IVol 

quantities. These were shown in section 5.2 to offer advantages over the tracking of 

RSH effects in a single measured stator current. In these quantities the RSH 

amplitude, when compared to PWM harmonics, is suitable for tracking and the full 

load operating speed, before the RSH coincides with a PWM harmonic, is minimised. 

The former of these advantages will allow good RML-ATF tracking performance. 

The latter increases the speed range in which the algorithm can be successfully 

applied. The applicable speed range is thus similar to that offering good performance 

from the model-based implementation, as shown in the previous chapter. 

It was also noted and discussed, in section 5.2, that tracking RSH effects in IVol at 

lower speeds, where the RSH frequency approaches and is within the bandwidth of 

the current controllers, may improve the system robustness. Whilst PWM harmonics 

are more significant in voltage quantities than in current quantities, the current 

controllers act to attenuate the RSH effects appearing in III in the lower speed region. 

This attenuation of the RSH effects in III results in an increase in RSH amplitude in 

IVol. Hence it is appropriate to use IV· I at lower speed. The important point here is 

that the voltage is not measured for use in this system. IV"!. the reference value 

feeding the PWM routines from the current controllers, is used. 

The designed system uses both III and IV·I as inputs to the A TSE with a changeover 

mechanism. IVol is used at speeds where the RSH is near and within the designed 

current control bandwidth and III is used at speeds above this. The ASO speed 

estimate is us~d to determine which input to use, although excitation frequency would 

also be applicable, and hysteresis is included in the changeover mechanism. More 

precisely, for an increasing speed the input changes from IVol to III at 420 rpm. For a 

decreasing speed the input changes from III to IV·I at 360 rpm. At these speeds the 

rotor slot harmonic to be tracked will be at a little above 100Hz, this is the designed 

bandwidth of the current controllers. Similar specifications are applied to both rigs. 

Changing the input produces an immediate change in amplitude seen by the following 
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stages of the system. An estimation glitch filters through the A TSE system, but this 

is momentary and does not affect the tuning system (to be presented in section 5.5). 

The tuning is not affected, because the drive is in the transitory state (tuning is 

disabled) and because the glitch disappears at a rate that is much faster than the 

tuning dynamics. This effect will be seen in the results sections of this chapter. 

As well as varying the input quantity, the harmonic tracked within the particular 

quantity is also varied and so is the ATSE sample frequency. Both these changes are 

effected under the control of the input changeover mechanism. When tracking in III 

the a=-2 harmonic is tracked as this is the fundamental RSH effect. In the speed 

range where IV·I is used, the a=+4 harmonic is tracked, because the Signal to Noise 

Ratio (SNR) is higher in the higher order RSH range. The sample frequency is varied 

at this point because it is a convenient opportunity to do so. Having a suitable sample 

frequency is important in recursive signal-processing techniques [118]. Although a 

minimum sample frequency is required for digital filter operation [118], too high a 

frequency would also be inappropriate. Similar to the sampling of an encoder, where 

a high sample rate will give poor speed resolution, too high a sample rate for the filter 

algorithms used here will produce output resolution and noise problems [118]. In this 

work a 4kHz sample rate is used at higher speed, where III is the system input, and 

2kHz is used where IV·I is the system input. It is convenient to use sample 

frequencies that are related to the DSP interruptlPWM switching frequencies. For 

correct operation of the discretised bandpass filter, which forms the next stage of the 

circuit, four times the maximum input frequency must be used for correct operation. 

The maximum RSH frequency is 650Hz, for rated synchronous speed, so 4kHz is 

used at the higher speeds. The algorithm steps the sample frequency down to the next 

most appropriate level to cover the low speed range, this being 2kHz. 

5.3.2 Bandpass Pre-Filter 

After appropriate input selection, the next stage of the A TSE involves bandpass 

filtering the input quantity. The filter is centred around the estimated slot harmonic to 

be tracked. The centre frequency is obtained by using equation 5.3, with speed 

estimated by the ASO and excitation frequency obtained through the differentiation 

of the DRFO flux angle; i.e. both quantities are obtained from the model based 

sensorless system. 
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The RSH frequency is identified by the RML-A TF on the assumption that it is the 

strongest harmonic component in the input quantity. The bandpass filter (BPF) is 

therefore necessary to minimise the effects of other harmonics, most notably the 

fundamental and inverter PWM harmonics. These harmonics were shown to be 

similar in amplitude to the RSH and greater for low load conditions in measured la. 

Although these effects are reduced by selection of an appropriate input variable, such 

as those used here. If the PWM harmonics are strong in the input quantity passed to 

the RML-A TF the algorithm will be confused and possibly track them instead of the 

RSH. Certainly the speed estimate noise level will increase where PWM harmonics 

exist and the speed accuracy may be compromised, depending on the operating 

condition. The implemented BPF is based on the s-domain transfer function shown 

in equation 5.6 

(5.6) 

where, 

00" = 21tjentre = BPF centre frequency 

(5.7) 

l; = oobwl200n = BPF damping factor (OObw is the filter bandwidth) 

(5.8) 

The filter is discretised using the bi-linear transform, as used before to discretise the 

speed and current control laws shown in chapter 4. This method is presented in texts 

on control and signal-processing theory [98]. However, due to the effects of the 

digitisation, the centre frequency of the BPF described by 5.7 will not be entirely 

accurate. The accuracy is improved by pre-warping [95] the sample period used in 

the filter coefficient calculations and this is calculated as shown in equation 5.9 

Is warped = tan{1t jelltrel /sample )/( 1t jentre) 
(5.9) 

This is an adaptive filter algorithm, filter parameters are recalculated on a per- sample 

basis, as the centre frequency must be varied. The damping factor is held at a 

constant value and this has the beneficial effect of narrowing the filter bandwidth as 

the centre frequency decreases. The PWM harmonic spread tightens as the 

fundamental frequency reduces and narrowing of the filter bandwidth allows it to 
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more selectively pick out the RSH at lower speed; this will increase the importance of 

an accurate centre frequency estimate however. In this work ~ is set, as suggested in 

[119], such that the bandwidth is equal to fe for a given no-load centre frequency. 

The bandwidth allows the RSH to be seen in the filter output, given an error in BPF 

centre, and where the RSH will move during transients. 

A filter response is made more ideal by increasing the filter order and this can be 

achieved by cascading lower order filters. Note that this increases the processing 

time, but can be achieved by only calculating filter coefficients once. The BPF used 

in this work is 2nd order. 

5.3.3 Notch Pre-Filtering to Selectively Eliminate PWM Harmonics 

The A TSE algorithm tracking performance is improved if, as well as bandpass 

filtering, selected inverter harmonics are removed using narrow-band notch filters. 

This technique was first suggested in a previous paper by the author, where the A TSE 

technique was applied to speed trim a V/F drive (this is included as Appendix A) 

[14]. The excitation frequency must be known to centre the BPF and to calculate 

speed from the RSH estimate. It can therefore be used to centre notch filters to 

eliminate the 6th
, Ith and 18th PWM associated harmonics in the 2 input quantities 

used. The transfer function of the filter is the same as that utilised in the RML-A TF 

algorithm and is presented in the next section (equation 5.10). 

The elimination of these PWM harmonics is particularly beneficial at low load. In 

section 5.2 it was shown that RSH existence criteria is the same as that for PWM 

harmonics. At low load the RSH exists at a frequency very close to an inverter 

harmonic. If the motor operates at synchronous speed, the RSH and PWM harmonic 

coincide and would be difficult to distinguish or track with any spectral analysis 

technique (without using impractically high resolution). Fortunately, at natural no

load (due to windage and friction) for the 2 machines used in this work, the RSH is 

sufficiently far away from the associated PWM harmonic for reasonable tracking 

performance and far enough away to allow a narrow notch filter eliminating the 

PWM harmonic to be applied. The notch filters used were of I Hz bandwidth. As 

load is increased the notch filter is still used, but becomes insignificant. The RSH 

moves away from the PWM harmonic under these conditions. 
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5.3.4 RML-A TF (RSH Estimator) 

The RML-A TF algorithm is an adaptive signal processing technique, in this case 

based around a 2nd order digital notch filter. The common use of notch filtering, to 

eliminate known, fixed frequency, narrow band, unwanted components, has been 

shown in section 5.3.3. Other examples would include elimination of mains induced 

noise in biomedical instrumentation and various applications in communications and 

radar, etc [118]. Here the RML-A TF technique is used to eliminate a component 

whose frequency is not explicitly known. The output of the notch, with the RSH 

component hopefully eliminated, is not then used (other than in the recursive 

elimination process for subsequent samples). Here the RSH elimination allows us to 

obtain, from the centre frequency of the notch, an estimate of the RSH frequency. 

The statistical Maximum Likelihood Method [120, 121] is used to update the notch 

filter parameter directly relating to the centre frequency at each sampling instant. 

The general method has been presented in papers appearing In relevant signal 

processing publications, with a view to general sinusoid parameter (frequency) 

identification [120, 121). It was first applied to RSH estimation in motor drives by 

Ferrah [112, 113] and a subsequent paper was published that tested the method on 

induction machines with varying design specifications [114]. The conclusion of this 

work indicated the excellent performance of the algorithm and although, as would be 

expected from any harmonic identification method, the technique performed best on 

machines with open and un skewed slots, operation on closed and skewed slot 

machines was also demonstrated. 

This section details the algorithm as applied in this work. The notch filter used has 

the z-domain transfer function defined by equation 5.10 

(5.10) 

The difference equation for the filter, simply formed from 5.10 (where z is the delay 

operator), is shown in equation 5.11 

(5.11) 
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The centre frequency of the notch filter is related to a as shown in equation 5.12 

J _/(-9) 
/centre = -cos - fiamp 

21t 2 
(5.12) 

The notch filter bandwidth is related to the parameter r as shown in equation 5.13 

J 
fiw=-{I-r}fiamp 

2 
(5.13) 

In the algorithm a is therefore the parameter adjusted such that the notch filter will 

cancel out the strongest harmonic component seen in the input. Mathematically the 

RML adjusts a to minimise the cost function shown in equation 5.14 

N 

J(k) = LAN-k 0/ p2 (k) 
k=1 

(5.14) 

It is clear that minimisation of J(k) will effectively be minimising the output of the 

notch filter, thus cancelling the strongest input component. Note that two variables 

have been introduced, in the above equations, that must be set and/or controlled, these 

being r(k) and A(k). As previously mentioned, r(k) controls the notch filter 

bandwidth. A(k) weights the significance of previous samples used in the 

minimisation process. Both parameters can vary between 0 and 1 and have the 

following effects. 

• For r(k)=1 the notch bandwidth is infinitely narrow 

• For r(k)=O the notch bandwidth is half the sample frequency 

• For A(k)=l all N previous values are taken into account in the algorithm 

• For A(k)=O no weight is given to previous values in the algorithm 

These parameters will effect the dynamics and accuracy of the RSH tracking. In this 

work both were set to fixed values of 0.97. Whilst other work has considered the 

variation of these parameters depending on drive conditions [14, 112-114, 119], this 

would be difficult to manage and may degrade the algorithm robustness. Those 

values used are sufficient to tune each drive in the steady state, for encoder like 
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accuracy and stability, and provide sufficient dynamic performance, to track during 

speed varying conditions and tune immediately that a steady state operating condition 

is reached [119]. The tracking dynamics need only to be sufficiently faster than the 

tuning dynamics. 

The algorithm is implemented digitally, according to the above theory, as presented 

below. At each sample point the RML-ATF algorithm firstly calculates the notch 

filter output, with a new value of input, at the present estimated notch centre 

frequency. This is as shown in equation 5.15 

0/ p(k) = i/ p(k) + 8(k-/)i/ p(k-/)+i/ p(k-l) -r(k)8(k-/)0/ p(k_/)-r2 (k)O/ p(k-2) 

(5.15) 

Note the use of the current input i/p(k), but the previous value of centre frequency 

9(k-l). The algorithm then adjusts the notch centre frequency as necessary to 

minimise the output, using equation 5.16 

(5.16) 

where 

<p( k) = - i/ p( k-/) + r( k) 0/ P (k-/) - r( k )8( k-I )<p( k-/ ) - r2 (k)<P( k-2) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

Based on previous values, cp(k) is a signed measure of the difference between filter 

input and output. It is larger if the input is inside the notch and negative if the input 

frequency is greater than the notch centre. P(k) is the covariance of 9(k) and note that 

it is directly affected by A.(k) and cp(k). High values of A.(k) and cp(k) reduce P(k) and 

thus the centre estimate adjustment of equation 5.16 is less significant. 

The output is next recalculated using the new value of notch centre frequency, as 

shown in equation 5.19 

0/ p(k) = i/ p(k) + 8(k )i/ p(k-/) + i/ p(k-l) - r(k )8(k )0/ p(k-/) - r2 (k )0/ p(k-2) 

(5.19) 
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Assuming, through having bandpass filtered the input around the crudely estimated 

RSH prior to applying the RML-A TF algorithm, that the RSH was the strongest 

harmonic component in the algorithm input, e now directly relates to the RSH 

frequency. The frequency is obtained by applying the relationship shown in equation 

5.12. 

5.3.5 Calculating the Motor Speed 

The motor speed is calculated from the RSH estimate by rearranging equation 5.3. It 

is effectively the inverse process of that used to centre the BPF pre-filter and is shown 

below in equation 5.20 

(5.20) 

This is the general equation where ±K depends on which input quantity is fed into the 

A TSE algorithm and hence which slot harmonic effect was tracked. 

Note that, assuming a highly accurate slot harmonic frequency has been obtained, the 

speed calculation is directly affected by error and noise in fe• The values of z and p 

are fixed mechanical motor quantities and therefore, for a high quality speed estimate, 

the fe estimate/measure should be as accurate and noise free as possible. For use in 

V/F and IRFO drives fe is applied and therefore explicitly available. For the 

sensorless DRFO scheme fe is obtained by differentiating the rotor flux angle and 

then filtered to reduce the noise level. It is possible to use a second RML-A TF to 

identify fe, as proposed in [122). However, whilst the algorithm is not considered 

computationally intensive, neither is it trivial and it is suggested that the increased 

system complexity may affect the robustness. This work found fe obtained from the 

differentiated and filtered rotor flux angle to be perfectly adequate for application of 

the tuning system. 

In order to give the A TSE speed estimate the correct sign, as the RSH information 

contains no directional information, the sign of the ASO estimated speed is applied. 

The RSH estimate degrades substantially at very low speed, so as not to be applicable 

for tuning purposes in this region and this will be discussed in following sections. 
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The ASO speed estimate is suitably accurate in terms of its directional information, 

because the scheme will not be used for absolute speed estimation about zero speed. 

5.3.6 The Complete ATSE System 

The component parts of the A TSE, described in the previous five sections, are shown 

in the block diagram representation of figure 5.5. 

Not shown is that the input selector also controls the system sample frequency and K 

used in the RSH related equations. 

Input Bandpass PWM RML-ATF Speed 
Selector Pre-Filter Harmonic RSH Calculator 

Notch Identifier 
, 

III -,,- A m IVI - y }=!!.(jda}) 

fSh 
z 

-.+ 

fSh guess 
~ 

f. 

n I .. =!. f,±af, 
p 

Figure 5.5 Block diagram of the Adaptive Tracking Speed Estimator (ATSE) 

The system performance is reviewed in section 5.4, where results from the system 

will be presented~ It must however, be remembered that if comparing the A TSE 

system to a batch frequency estimation technique, such as an FFT based algorithm, 

the developed system obtains high dynamic performance from its continuous, 

recursive nature. The individual filter implementations are based on Infinite Impulse 

Response (IIR) digital representations of analogue equivalents. However, because 

the filters are adaptive (the filter parameters vary on a per sample basis) the system is 

eminently suited to a digital implementation and would be difficult to implement in 

an analogue fashion. Due to this continuous implementation the algorithm does 

therefore rely on the described input selection and pre-filtering, applied before the 

RML-A TF RSH identifier. The pre-filtering is applied such that the input quantity to 

the RSH identifying section contains an RSH as the largest harmonic component. 

This being the case, the RML-A TF returns an RSH frequency estimate, the accuracy 
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and resolution of which is ideally dependent upon the parameters r(k) and A(k). With 

an FFf implementation, the limiting factors are firstly that a batch of data is required, 

and secondly that the algorithm is computationally intensive. As such a speed 

estimate cannot readily be achieved in the dynamic state. To obtain a high accuracy 

and resolution the batch of data captured must be increased. The advantage with an 

FFf type approach is, of course, that while what may seem like redundant 

information is captured, PWM information is inherently available. A search 

algorithm, knowing where PWM harmonics will exist, can possibly obtain a good 

RSH estimate where the RSH amplitude is of a similar order to noise harmonics and 

smaller than nearby PWM effects. 

5.4 A TSE Performance Analysis 

In this section the performance of the A TSE speed estimator is demonstrated. Prior 

to using the ATSE estimate to tune the Adaptive Speed Observer (ASO) based 

sensorless implementation, the results shown here demonstrate the tracking 

performance of the ATSE applied as an observer of speed in the untuned ASO 

sensorless implementation. The algorithm is tested for a variety of speed and load 

conditions. The rotor time constant (Tr) and stator resistance (Rs) used in the ASO 

scheme are not optimised, and in some cases purposefully detuned, to show that the 

A TSE still tracks real speed. At the end of this section the region of reliable ATSE 

operation is defined. 

Where speed measures and estimates are shown in this section (and in section 5.6), 

unless otherwise stated, the colour coding key shown in table 5.4 is used. 

Encoder Measured Speed ---

ASO Estimated Speed 

ATSE Estimated Speed 

Table 5.4. Key to speed measuresfestimates shown in figures (unless otherwise stated) 

5.4.1 ATSE Steady State Tracking Performance 

Figure 5.6 demonstrates both rig A (upper trace) and rig B (lower trace) running at a 

demanded speed of 300rpm in the sensorless mode. In both traces the speed is shown 

measured by the encoder and estimated by the ASO and A TSE schemes. Note that 

the speed loop has acted to reduce the average error between the reference and ASO 
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estimated speed to zero. The true speed however, is in error by around IOrpm. The 

error i due to an intentional detuning of the Tr value, by some 25% of that quoted in 

chapter 3. Each dri e i running at \12 rated Iq. 

Note that en oder mea ured and ATSE estimated speeds show an excellent match, 

thu demon tratlng the ability of the ATSE to provide a highly accurate speed 

estimate. It i al a necessary to realise that the erroneous ASO measured speed is 

used in the AT E algorithm to centre the BPF pre-filter. This being the case, the 

returned value of peed i till a cia e match to that of the real machine. The effect of 

the BPF being centred with some error is evident on the upper trace, by the noise 

level on the AT E estimate being somewhat more than the resolution of the encoder 

mea urement, and on the lower trace, by the slight under estimate on the average 

AT E peed. In the full tuning system, where the BPF centre estimate will be 

improved by the tuning, the AT E estimate noise/resolution will be improved and the 

average e timate error reduced. 

~~--~~--~----~----~----~----~----~----~ 
o 0.5 1.5 2 

Time (secs) 
2.5 3 3.5 4 

Figur 5.6. ' n odcr (01 a ured) ' 0 and ATE (estimated) speeds from both rigs running at a 

I ad rpm under 111 ruled load. Drive are operating under detuned ASO sensorless conlrol 

5.4.2 

Figure 

to 1 

T d Tran ient Tracking Performance 

.7 and A 0 y tem performing speed transients from 200rpm 

rpm, under ., .. rated I ad, for rig A and rig B respectively. The value of Tr is 
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adjusted at 2 rpm for zero average speed error on the sensorless system. This will 

therefore account for mall errors on Rs and the inductance parameters that have not 

been tuned. 

The estimated AT E peed is een to track the real speed with good dynamic 

performance. Thi I without any form of RML-A TF parameter management, as 

mentioned previou ly. A glitch can be seen in the ATSE estimated speed where the 

sample frequency and input quantity to the algorithm are both changed. 
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Figure 5,7, En oder, A and AT E peed mea ures during a 200rpm to lOOOrpm speed 

transi nt, under 'h rated load, on rig A. The drive is operating in the sensorless ASO mode 

In the magnifi d teady tate image, which accompany the transient responses of 

figure 5.7 and . . the mea ured and estimated speeds can be seen at lOOOrpm. In 

the ca e of b th rt: ult ,the teady tate error, between ASO estimated and encoder 

mea ured peed, i in the rder of a few rpm. The ATSE estimate can be seen to be 

highly a umte in b lh re ult . The ATSE estimate resolution is within that of the 

25 -line en 

u ed on rig . 

r u d an rig B and comparable with that of the lOOOO-line device 
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and AT E peed measures during a 200rpm to lOOOrpm speed 

transient, under If. rated load, on rig B. The drive is operating in the sensorless ASO mode 
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The no load transient tracking performance is shown in figure 5.9, where the 

sensorless implementation on rig A drive undergoes a 1000rpm speed reversal. In 

this result, although automatic tuning is not utilsed, the speed error at 1000rpm is 

minimal. The ASO estimated speed is not shown, so that the encoder and A TSE 

speeds can be clearly seen. Again the two speed measures/estimates are in close 

agreement and are comparable in terms of both accuracy and resolution. The A TSE 

tracks the real speed well during the transient. The points at which input and sample 

frequency change can be seen in both directions and the hysteresis effect can be seen, 

where the changeover point is varied depending on whether the drive is decelerating 

or accelerating. The A TSE estimation sign is taken from that of the ASO estimate 

without any problems. Some error and noise can be seen on the estimate at and 

around zero speed, but this is as expected and was considered in the previous section. 

This is the region where the RSH tracking system will become confused with inverter 

harmonics and ASO performance is degraded (this centres the BPF). Noise persists 

until the harmonic is again reliably detected. An operating region for the A TSE 

estimator is defined later, in section 5.4.5. 

5.4.3 ATSE Load Rejection Tracking Performance 

The results shown in figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the various speed measures when 

load is applied/removed from the sensorless ASO system. For the plots shown in 

figure 5.10, each drive is running at 1/5 rated Iq, when full rated load is applied at 

1= 1 sec. The left hand trace shows rig A running at 600 rpm, whilst the right hand 

trace shows rig B running at 900rpm. The difference in reference speed is simply to 

illustrate the A TSE performance at different speed and load conditions. Again the Tr 

value used in the ASO scheme, for the results of both figures 5.10 and 5.11, has been 

detuned, by between 10% to 30% of the rated hot value. It is evident, as was 

considered in the previous chapter, that speed error due to detuning will vary with 

load condition. 

The A TSE estimate can be seen to track the speed variation, as the load-state is 

changed, with very good dynamic performance. The accuracy is again encoder like 

in each steady state condition. Particularly evident on the rig A trace is that the noise 

level on the ATSE estimate, if comparing the two steady states, has decreased under 

full load. Here the RSH effect being tracked has increased in amplitude and the 

tracking performance is improved. 
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Figure 5.10. Encoder, A 0 and AT E speed measures during a 1/5 to full rated load torque 

impact at 600rpm (rig ) and 900rpm (rig B). The drive is operating in the sensorless ASO mode 
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Figure 5.11. Encoder, A and AT E peed measures during a full to 1/5 rated load torque 

removal at 900rpm (rig ) and 600rpm (rig B). The drive is operating in the sensorless ASO mode 

In figure 5.11 each dri e i operating in the steady state, at full load, prior to t=lsec. 

At t=1 e the load i immediately reduced to 115 rated and the ATSE is seen to track 

the tran ient. In the left hand trace, for rig A, the drive is operating at 900rpm 

demand peed. The AT E tra k the transient with good dynamic performance and 

with excellent teady tate a cura y. It is however noticeable that the ATSE estimate 

is a little noi y a the peed 10 petties. Here the drive is operating at low Iq, which 

i reduced to bring the p ed error down, and hence the RSH is being disguised by the 

no load PWM harm ni . The teady state value, after around a second of settling, is 

providing an e ellent peed e timate again however. In the right hand trace, for rig 

B running at rpm, imilar effects are noticed, where the ATSE estimate during the 

tran ient i lightly off. Again the teady state performance is very good though. 
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5.4.4 ATE Low peed Tracking Performance 

Figure 5.12 hows the encoder measured and ATSE estimated speeds from ASO 

sensorless implementations running on the two rigs. Both are operating under full 

rated load with the speed demand reduced from 300rpm to 30rpm in steps of 3Orpm. 

The e peds corre pond to 10Hz electrical down to 1Hz electrical. The ASO 

estimated speed i not hown for increased clarity. 

The AT E peed tracks the real speed very well, again with encoder like accuracy, 

down to below 90rpm (3Hz). Below this speed the algorithm is confused by close 

proximity, large amplitude PWM harmonics, as predicted in section 5.2. It is 

considered that thi i a imilar operating range as that where satisfactory operation is 

gained from th A 0 ensorless implementation. The fact that the ASO system 

become parti uiarly noi y at around 75rpm and below also contributes to the 

deterioration in performance of the ATSE estimator algorithm, in which it plays an 

integral role (centring the BPF and providing a value of fe, etc). 

3001----·; ···· · .: ....... : ....... : ....... : ....... : .. 

Rig A 

OL-----~----~------~----~------~--~~~ 
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Figure S.12. En oder and T E speed measure during fully loaded speed deceleration from 

300rpm to 30rpm in Orpm teps. 80th drives are operating in the sensorless ASO mode 
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5.4.5 Defined Region of A TSE Operation 

From the results obtained and the tables presented in section 5.2, showing at what 

speed the tracked RSH will first contact with the next lowest inverter harmonic, a 

suggested operating region is defined for reliable use of the ATSE. This is shown in 

figure 5.13 and is highly similar for both drives used in this work. 

The RSH, from which the ATSE speed estimate is obtained, is not reliably detected in 

the region of 75rpm and below throughout the load range. In this region the RSH 

effect exists with large PWM harmonics in close proximity and the RML-ATF cannot 

readily discern the RSH effect. The BPF bandwidth must be made small in this 

region and therefore the centre estimate is crucial. Unfortunately these demands are 

not met unless a high accuracy speed measure is used to centre the BPF initially and 

this is self-defeating! Small errors in the BPF centre frequency result in the RSH 

tracking algorithm tending to track PWM and noise effects. A tuning system should 

be disabled if operating in this region. 
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250 .........,...,......... . .... '. . . . , . . . , . . . .'. . . . 
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o~==================================~ 
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Figure 5.13. AT ' suggested operating region, when applied to speed estimation, in the ensorless 

A 0 implementation on the 2 motor drives 

Above the unreliable detection speed range the ATSE estimated speed is reliable, 

particularly at higher load. At very low loads, up to around 150rpm running speed, 
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the RSH based speed estimate is certainly less reliable. However, natural no-load is 

around III 0 of the rated full load value, for the drive rigs used, due to windage and 

friction. Good performance is obtained if the drive is tuned when entering the region 

of 75rpm to 150rpm, but the load must be increased to above 1,4 rated before highly 

reliable tracking is obtained. Above 150rpm and for the rest of the speed range, 

tracking is excellent down to natural no load. 

Not dissimilar speed range constraints were encountered in the work of Blasco, when 

using FFT derived RSH speed estimator [28]. His work was carried out in 

Nottingham and used drive rig A (as used in this work), tracking the K= -1 slot 

harmonic effect. 

5.5 Sensorless Drive Tuning 

5.5.1 Considering Direct RSH Speed Estimate Feedback 

Preliminary work in this project used a prototype A TSE type speed estimator as direct 

feedback, to close a speed loop around a simple V IF drive, and this was presented in a 

conference paper [14]. The paper is presented in Appendix A. 

The scheme used the error between the demand speed and the A TSE estimated speed 

to adjust the applied stator frequency using an integral controller. Full details of the 

scheme are in the paper [14]. The advantage of such a scheme is in the fact that no 

machine model parameters are needed to set up the drive. The number of rotor slots 

per pole pair is required by the A TSE, the stator frequency is known and a crude 

estimate of slip, obtained from nameplate information, helps centre the BPF pre-filter. 

Two results from the scheme are shown in figure 5.14 (taken from the paper) [14]. 

Excellent speed holding and speed correction performance can be seen in the top 

trace, during a full rated load torque transient, at 750rpm. One of the problems with 

the scheme is shown in the lower trace, at 150rpm, as here a Y2 rated load torque is 

applied and removed and the very poor torque regulation can be seen. This is due to 

the V/F scheme and not associated with the speed estimator. There is more pressure 

on the speed estimator at this speed however, due to the PWM harmonics, etc, and the 

fact that the poor torque regulation results in a larger than anticipated immediate 
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speed loss, which must be tracked. Note that a good average speed is still 

maintained. 
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Figure 5.14 RSIJ ba ed speed estimate as used to provide direct speed feedback in a basic VfF 

drive. Top trace - full load applied and removed at 750rpm. Lower trace - half rated load applied 

and removed at 150rpm 

The work of huli [119J look in more detail at the principle of using an RML-ATF 

derived peed e timate a direct feedback, to facilitate a sensorless IRFO drive for 

example. Mo t particularly he looks at the management of r and A parameters and 

considers their adju tment, ba ed on whether the drive is in a steady state or transient 

condition. Re ult are pre ented that show an estimator tracking speed with excellent 

accuracy and dynamic, in an encodered IRFO drive, but none are shown with the 

estimate u ed a feedback. 

From preliminary te t in thi work [15], it was considered that the limitations of such 

a method are the requirement for an initial speed estimate, the requirement to robustly 

indicate drive- tate ( teadyltransient) and the requirement for good appreciation of 

peed e timator (RML-ATF) dynamics. Where an RML-ATF estimator is tested for 

y tern, a ha been shown in this chapter, its ability to accurately 

tra k speed mu t be tc ted where the initial speed guess, which sets up pre-filtering, is 

in error. The \: rk of huli [119] is utilised here to set good general tracking 

param ter r and A, 'i here the e timate is used for tuning. A scheme requiring the 

management of AT E parameter would lead to a scheme that requires advanced set-
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up of the estimator, perhaps rather than the set-up of a machine model and this was 

thus avoided. If the parameters were to be managed for direct feedback, between 

steady state and transient conditions, then also these conditions must be robustly 

indicated and the estimator (RML-A TF) dynamics must be fully appreciated. Neither 

of these considerations are trivial. The estimator dynamics and accuracy will be a 

function of pre-filtering (speed estimate required), speed, load, etc. Setting the 

parameters for steady state looks good where the estimator is simply an observer, in 

direct feedback this may increase the speed feedback delay to an extent that makes a 

sensorless system unstable. As previously mentioned, this work therefore makes use 

of Shuli's dynamic studies [119], to set values of r and A., but does not further 

consider the A TSE as a direct feedback speed estimator. For these reasons and due to 

the poor torque regulation, the project work moved on to the tuning of a model based 

vector system. 

5.5.2 Sensorless Model Based Vector Drive Tuning 

The A TSE speed measure, demonstrated in the previous section, is used to tune the 

ASO (model-based sensorless) implementation for highly accurate steady-state speed 

holding. Whilst this type of tuning mechanism may often be termed along the lines 

of 'tuning against rotor time constant variation', this assumes that estimates for all 

other parameters are highly accurate. This work is concerned with obtaining accurate 

speed holding, such that the developed sensorless drives can obtain best possible 

performance in speed synchronised applications. The A TSE speed is therefore used 

to tune Tr, because this, as was shown in the preceding chapter, is the parameter that 

most affects the speed accuracy. Some degradation in transient performance can be 

tolerated, as long as the speed holding accuracy is obtained, by artificially using Tr 

adjustment to account for small discrepancies in other parameters. Of course, large 

variations in parameters, such as Rs for example, would cause problematic drive 

operation (Rs at low speed). 

Tr tuning schemes have been proposed and implemented in previous work. The most 

notable examples are those presented by Blasco, based on the use of FFTs [28, 49, 

109], and by Jiang, where the adaptation mechanism was not explicitly defined [86]. 

The work presented here is thought to be the first example of the RML-A TF based 

speed estimator used to tune a model-based system. For reasons discussed in the 

previous sections, this is thought to be the most practically viable solution yet 
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presented for sensorless high accuracy speed holding over the majority of the rated 

speed range and into field weakening. 

In the low speed region, that is < 7Srpm, tuning is disabled. In this region it is 

considered that signal injection methods would be necessary to extract high-accuracy 

saliency based speed information and Rs estimation would be critical for stable 

operation of the ASO method (and those like it). These areas were not explored in 

this work, as the processing capacity of the DSP platform was fully utilised to run the 

developed algorithm on two drives, with a view to testing speed synchronised 

applications. Other notable research work looks at this area of sensorless control [40, 

63]. 

The tuning algorithm implemented here is shown, as a block diagram, in figure 5.15. 

(J)rATSE 

ATSE 

+ .. .. 
-

(J)rASO 

ASO 

11 Tr 

L....-- Limit ~ PI 

Figure 5.15. Block diagram of the Tr tuning system 

The A TSE speed estimate is compared with that of the ASO. The error is used 

directly to drive a PI control, whose output is a Tr adjustment value. The output is 

limited to realistic Tr variation due to temperature effects, of around 40% for heating, 

but 20% in the opposite direction, mainly for load-induced variation. The PI control 

and limiting of course incorporate anti-windup to switch off the integrating term if a 

limiting value is reached. The Tr adjustment feeds into the ASO to correct the speed 

error. Note that the ASO speed and excitation are used in the A TSE for centring of 

the BPF pre-filter. The system is hence self-tuning. 

Tuning PI gains are set such that the tuning is relatively slow compared to the speed 

loop. Design were tested in Simulink, where the error between the actual speed was 
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compared with an ASO simulation with an erroneous Tr. The tuning dynamics are 

considered slow enough to neglect any A TSE estimation delay and the gains are 

shown in table 5.5. 

Tuning is disabled in the transient state and this is triggered using the reference speed 

input. The input reference is a clean signal and speed transient requests can simply 

be determined by comparing present and past reference values (effectively d ref /dt). 

Load impacts are detected by comparing reference speed and ASO estimated speed 

and looking for sudden variation, given a suitable noise margin to allow for noise on 

the ASO estimate. Even if the real speed is in error, the speed loop acts to produce 

zero steady state error between the demand and fed-back ASO estimated speed. 

Sample Time kp ki 

RigA 10ms 0.02 0.05 

RigB lOms 0.02 0.05 

Table 5.5. Tuning Implementation specification 

5.6 Tuning Drive Performance Analysis 

In this section the performance of the tuning sensorless drive, described in the 

previous section, is demonstrated. Results are included for a variety of different 

speed and load conditions to demonstrate the speed holding accuracy and the 

transient detection triggering. The final results show the drive operating at low speed, 

under full rated load, from a cold start, over a 30 minute period, both with and 

without tuning. The tuned system holds the demanded speed with encoder like 

accuracy over the full test period. The untuned system, tuned prior to t=Osec, 

accumulates an error of several rpm on both drives. 

In all of the results shown, no concerted effort has been made to optimise motor 

parameters for particular operating conditions. Rs is measured at initial drive start up, 

such that it may have varied slightly prior to and over the duration of a test. The Tr 

compensation scheme is therefore being primarily used to adjust for speed holding 

accuracy, as was the stated intention of the tuning system. 

5.6.1 Sensorless Tuning Drive Steady State Performance 

In figure 5.16 the tuning drive is operated in the steady state at 100rpm, 500rpm and 

lOOOrpm. The figure includes twelve separate results, each captured over a 2 second 
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period. At each peed the encoder measured speed is shown for natural no load, 1,4, Y2 

and full rated load. The drive is running fully sensorless, the encoder is used simply 

to measure the true drive speed. 

No Load 1A Load % Load Full Load 
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Figure 5.16. Encoder mea ured speed from both drive rigs, when operating the tuning sensorless 

ontrol trategy, for a variety of steady state speed and load conditions 

Note that, for all bar one re ult, both drives are shown to hold the desired demand 

peed with en oder like accuracy under all load conditions. The exception to this is 

at 1 rpm, no-load on rig B, where the real speed is seen to have a small error. Here 

the AT E speed estimate i not considered 100% reliable, as was defined in section 

5.4.5. ot that erroneou tuning of Tr at no and low loads is however much less 

significant than at higher load. When the load is increased to t,4 rated the actual 

average peed i ignifi antly more accurate. 

It i clear that the en orle implementation is somewhat noisier at lOOrpm than at 

high r peed, but thi wa hown in the previous chapter to be a function of the ASO 

en orle alg rithm re p nding to inverter distortion. 
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5.6.2 en orles Tuning Drive Transient Performance 
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Figur 5.17. En oder, A 0 and AT E speed measures during a 200rpm to lOOOrpm speed 

transient, under 'h rated load, on rig A. The drive is operating in the tuning sensorless mode 
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The transient performance of the tuning drive is shown for rig A in figure 5.17 and 

for rig B in figure 5.1 . This is for an acceleration, from 200rpm to 10OOrpm, under 

1~ rated load. imilar conditions to those of the tr.acking results shown in section 5.4 

apply. 

In both result the teady state speed is shown to be encoder like. Tr can be seen to 

vary, such that the peed holding accuracy is maintained in the steady state. The 

tuning is di abled eTr i held constant) for the duration of the transient, as is desired. 

5.6.3 en orl Tuning Drive Load Rejection Performance 

Drive tuning during impact load variation is shown, for similar operating conditions 

to the tracking re ult of section 5.4.3, in figures 5.19 and 5.20. In figure 5.19 each 

drive i ubjecled to a large load impact being applied. The tuning can be seen to 

hold a de ired during the majority of the impact and the error that would persist in 

the steady tate i then tuned out. Encoder like speed-holding accuracy is 

demon traled either side of the impact region. 
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Figur 5.19. En od r, A 0 and T E speed measures during a 1/5 to full rated load torque 

impact at 600rpm (rig A) and 900rpm (rig B). The drive is operating in the tuning sensorless mode 

Figure 5.20 how the operation of each drive where a large load is removed. The 

luning y tern i again hown to hold the present Tr adjustment value during the 

impact p ri and any teady tate peed error is tuned out when the load rejection 

respon e ha ettled. The lightly slower response of the tuning system is related to 

the lower ignifi an e r Tt to peed error at lower load and the settling period of the 

ATE peed e timate, whi h prefers the increase in RSH amplitude where the load is 

increa ed rather than redu ed. 
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Figure 5.20. Encoder, A 0 and ATSE speed measures during a full to 1/5 rated load torque 

impact at 900rpm (rig A) and 600rpm (rig 8 ). The drive is operating in the tuning sensorless mode 

5.6.4 en or) Tuning Drive Low Speed Performance 

The low peed performance of the tuning drive is shown in figure 5.21. Encoder 

measured speed i hown with both drives following the same reference demand. 

Both drive are operating at their full rated loads. 
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Figure .21. En oder mea ured speed from both drive rigs, when operating the tuning sensorless 

control trategy at full loud, at low speed. The drives enter and return from the region where 

tuning i disabled. peed demand i varied in 30rpm steps, from 150 rpm to 30rpm 
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tarting at J 5 rpm (5Hz electrical) and varying in steps of 30rpm, the speed demand 

is reduced to 30rpm and then increased back up to 150rpm. The drives are shown to 

display encoder like accuracy at 150rpm, 120rpm and 9Orpm, where tuning is 

functional. When operating at 60rpm and 30rpm tuning is disabled and the Tr 

adju tment value i held constant. Tuning is re-enabled when the drives come out of 

the very low peed region. It is evident that a small speed accuracy error persists 

where the tuning i di abled and this is perhaps more evident in rig A. As the 

demand to thi dri e arie, a more noticeable tuning effect is seen in T" where the 

tuning is again accounting for small errors in other drive parameters. Errors due to 

misidentification of the tator resistance will be most prevalent in this region. 

5.6.5 en orl Tuning Drive Compensating Temperature Variation 
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Figure 5.22. Encoder measured peeds, and Tr adjustment values, where the tuning sensorless 

y tern ~ operatin at 200rpm, at full load, over a Significant time period and from a cold start 

Figure 5.22 dem n trate the ability of the ensorless tuning drive to maintain speed 

holding a urac)" \' hit t parameter vary due to motor heating. The dominant effect 

here i due to re i tan e ariation, but where this introduces small error in orientation, 

the indu tan e param ter will vary also, due to varying flux. 
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For the te t, both drives were run at 200rpm under full load conditions. The upper 

trace displays the encoder measured speeds, although these play no part in the control 

scheme, and each drive i een to maintain the 200rpm demanded speed with encoder 

like accuracy. The difference in resolution between the encoder measurements, as 

with the pre iou re ult ,i due to the different number of encoder pulses per 

revolution (both are ampled at 100Hz) for each rig. The lower trace shows how Tr 

values for each dri e are adju ted over the experiment time. Note that they vary by 

approximately 15%-20% of their rated value in this time. The base value of Tr was 

adju ted at the e periment tart, for zero speed error. 

Rig A RigB ---

'85~====================~-L--~--~--~ 
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 

lime (mins) 

Figure 5.23. Encoder mea ' ured peeds, where the A 0 sensorless system is operating at 200rpm, 

at full load, o"er 0 ignHicant time period and from a cold start. Tuning is di abled 

Figure 5.23 how that running the drives over a similar time period under similar 

conditions to tho e for figure 5.22 and with no tuning, results in the accumulation of 

around a 5rpm peed error. Here tuning was disabled just prior to t=Omins. For both 

tests the motor were run from a cold start. 

210r----r-,----,r----.,r----.,r-----,r-----,r-----r-----

200 ........ ' v -" . -v . ...,.- "". 

E 190 L....~ ••• '. • •• ; .R.ig ~ ~p'e~c;l .. ; ..... : ...... : ..... : .... . 
~ 

0.04 ~ 
c: 1180 ... ' ..... : 'Rig A T; . ... J. . •• • ' .• •..• ' •.••• '. . • . • 0.02 ~ 

170 .. - .;. - 'V ' -... : ..... ~ -. --.:-... -~ . --. -: . -. - 0.0 : 

'60 L-_--'-__ --L-__ ....L...-__ .l....-_---...l __ --L. __ -l-_-----.J -0.02 
023 4 567 8 

lime (sees) 

I'igur S.U. En oder m ru.ured 'peed and Tr adjustment value, where tuning i enabled on the 

CIISOries y tem shortly after the end of results 5.22 
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Figure 5.24 shows how the drive returns to a correct operating speed when tuning is 

re-enabled (on rig A) shortly after the test shown in figure 5.23. The tuning removes 

the accumulated parameter error, through Tr adjustment, in less than 1 second. 

5.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has described and demonstrated the A TSE system as an effective 

estimator of 'true' speed in a sensorless induction motor drive. Various amendments 

have been made to the structure presented in previous work [14 112-114, 119], to 

improve the practical performance; including selection of an appropriate input 

quantity and the notch filtering of PWM harmonics. The algorithm has been run with 

fixed parameters (r and A.) to simplify the implementation and hence improve the 

robustness. Those used are in-line with that suggested by Shuli [119]. 

Where the performance of the A TSE has been analysed, the full algorithm has been 

considered. The ATSE system is run in a fully sensorless mode, where pre-filtering 

is set-up using speed and excitation frequency measures obtained from the ASO 

system. If an RML-A TF slot harmonic estimator is implemented/tested with the pre

filtering set-up using a real measure of speed (to eliminate pre-filtering variability), 

then the system must also be tested with fixed error in this set-up. For example, it is 

suggested that if the BPF and RML-ATF algorithm were applied to an input signal 

that was simply white noise, the RML-A TF would return the centre frequency of the 

BPF as the RSH estimate! It is considered that results presented have used suitable 

scaling for critical analysis of the steady state accuracy provided by the A TSE. The 

speed estimate is seen to return the real motor speed, where errors between this and 

that demanded persist, due to model parameter error. 

Use of the ATSE speed estimate, through its comparison with the ASO model-based 

speed, has been demonstrated to tune out steady state error in the model-based 

system. The achieved speed holding accuracy has been shown to be well within the 

resolution of a 10000-line encoder sampled at 0.01 seconds. The accuracy is further 

tested in the following chapter, where the algorithm is considered for use in speed 

synchronised applications. The complete A TSE speed estimator and tuning algorithm 

are executed on the DSP architecture utilised with minimal computational 

requirement. The DSP system runs code for motor control, PWM, data capture, 

multi-motor synchronisation (next chapter), etc, on two DSPs (with communication 
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routines) for two motor drives. The code has not been extensively optimised for 

speed. 

With regard to the direction of further work, it would be interesting to test the 

performance of the developed algorithm on alternative machines, those with design 

features that perhaps promote the slot harmonic effects seen in stator quantities (open 

and unskewed slots). Whilst the reasons for minimising these effects are well defined 

[103], negative effects associated with using an open-slot rotor may well be 

outweighed by the desire for a high performance sensorless solution in certain 

applications, and hence tolerated. The author would expect the performance of the 

algorithm at lower loads to be improved with open and unskewed slot machines and 

the low speed range somewhat extended. The work could look at operation at 

synchronous speed and in the regenerative mode. At synchronous speed the RSH 

will coincide with a PWM harmonic. The use of field weakening could prevent this 

condition occurring, such that at low motoring or regenerating loads the machine is 

operated at fixed slip. Field weakening operation, with fixed slip, at low load is a 

suggested technique to improve sensorless methods at low speed [50]. 

Use of the ATSE speed estimate as direct feedback has been considered in 

publications by the author as part of this project. The first, included as part of 

Appendix A, looks at using the RSH speed estimate to speed trim a VIP scheme [14]. 

The second, also part of Appendix A, whilst presenting the tuning drive, demonstrates 

and briefly discusses direct feedback in the DRFO sensorless system [IS]. The work 

has not been presented in this chapter, because it is considered that firstly a machine 

fully promoting RSH effects over the speed and load range would be required, and 

secondly, the work of Shuli should be extended, to more fully analyse ATSE 

estimation dynamics [119]. 

For improvement of the presented algorithm at very low speed it would be suggested 

that this work could be combined with signal injection methods [20]. The low speed 

problems evident in this work are due to both the model-based implementation and 

the A TSE struggling in this region. The implemented algorithm would be improved 

with robust compensation/removal of inverter non-lineareties, but a low speed limit 

would still exist. Signal injection methods, that are applicable in this speed region 

particularly, are considered the most viable option. 
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These considerations for further work are again addressed in chapter 7. In the 

conclusion of this chapter a sensorless drive implementation has been engineered that 

provides highly accurate speed holding capability in the majority of the rated speed 

range. This is for motoring loads from natural no load to rated full load and the 

algorithm has been applied to two 4kW motors with differing electrical and 

mechanical specifications. The dynamic performance is dependent on the model

based sensorless implementation and that implemented here is regarded as a high 

performance candidate. Operation in the very low speed range, where A TSE tuning 

is not applicable, is possible: A TSE tuning is disabled and the scheme relies on the 

sensorless model set-up. Rs estimation techniques, such as that proposed by 

Campbell [40, 59], would further strengthen the low speed performance of a model

based implementation. The A TSE algorithm is a practically viable solution for speed 

estimation in commercial motor drive products, due to a minimal processing 

overhead compared with methods such as the FFT. Commercial interest has been 

shown in the algorithm from two UK based drive manufacturers. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6.1 Introduction 

The Synchronised Sensorless Drive 
System 

The purpose of the work presented in the previous chapters has been the development 

of a fully sensorless motor drive algorithm with high accuracy speed holding 

capability. Application areas that require such accuracy, as briefly introduced in 

chapter I, would include any based on multi-axis control. This chapter assesses the 

suitability of the engineered sensorless drive for use in such applications. The 

developed two-drive system is tested in a variety of synchronisation configurations. 

Sensorless results are compared with those obtained under encodered control. 

Electronic multi-axis control is developed, because many mechanisms in 

manufacturing require that various constituent component parts be synchronised. 

Traditionally this is achieved by the connection of the various elements, through 

mechanical linkages and gearing, to a common source of mechanical power (for 

example an electric motor large enough to provide the total power requirement). 

More recently mechanisms have been developed where the constituent components 

are driven independently (by smaller individual electrical drives). Here the 

synchronisation is achieved electronically and the control is designed for a given 

system specification - to emulate an existing mechanically coupled example perhaps 

[123, 124]. A major advantage associated with an electronically coupled system is an 

increased flexibility: gearing ratios can be adjusted in software and machinery can be 

quickly set-up to vary product specification with a minimum of downtime. The 

motivation for moving from mechanically coupled to electronically coupled systems 

is further considered in section 6.2. 

Section 6.3 introduces and describes methods by which electronic axis coupling can 

be implemented, from simple open loop synchronous command generation, to the 

advanced Electronic Line-Shaft technique [123, 124]. The envisaged performance of 
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these techniques will be discussed, particularly considering how they compare with 

that of a traditional mechanically coupled implementation. 

Results will be presented in section 6.4 from a practically implemented encodered 

solution, running on the developed two-drive system. Here the various control 

techniques are tested. The fully sensorless system is operated, running the leading 

candidate synchronisation algorithms, in section 6.S. The results obtained are 

compared/contrasted with those acquired under encodered conditions. 

The work is extended in section 6.6 to test the validity of position correction in the 

sensorless mode. The parallel-cross-coupling synchronisation method introduced in 

section 6.3 [125, 126], running on the encodered and sensorless systems, is modified 

to include correction of position error, incurred due to load disturbances. The real 

incremental relative position, obtained using the encoder speed measurement, is used 

to assess the system performance. This is in terms of both position and speed 

synchronisation. 

Section 6.7 discusses application areas, where the sensorless solution may be utilised 

and considers the appropriate synchronisation schemes for use with >2 drives. 

In the conclusion of this chapter the performance of the sensorless system is critically 

discussed. The purpose of considering multi-motor control, whilst it is used here as a 

test exercise to assess the developed sensorless drive performance, is that it has not 

yet been considered as an application area where sensorless techniques could be 

utilised. Ideas for further work are presented, which would be expected to extend the 

range of sensorless drive operation. 

6.2 Electronically Synchronised Control 

Many manufacturing processes require the synchronisation of several axes relative to 

a master command. These processes would include, for example, the manufacture of 

sheet materials, such as paper and the cold rolling of sheet steel [123, 127, 128], and 

processes that involve the handling of sheet material, such as printing and packaging 

manufacture [129-131]. Other applications would include various cutting and 

grinding functions, such as component manufacture (cutting screw threads for 

example) [132]; also electric vehicle applications [133, 134], where each wheel is 
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driven independently, and where electronic control could provide such functions as 

differentials, traction control and anti-lock braking [135]. 

Coupling of multiple axes would traditionally be achieved through a mechanical 

power transmission system, incorporating such devices as line-shafts, gears, chains, 

belts, clutches, differentials, pulleys, etc. The total process power would be derived 

from a large common source. Figure 6.1 shows a typical structure of a mechanically 

synchronised 4-axis system. 

belt, gear, direct 

drive, etc 

-

1 
~ 

OOr 

Figure 6.1. Mechanically synchronised muld-axis system. 

sectional shaft 

More recent developments in manufacturing technology have seen mechanical 

transmissions partly (hybrid) or fully replaced with electrical actuators that drive 

individual axes. As an example the 'shaftless' printing concept has seen very large 

growth in the printing industry [130, 131]. These systems are coupled electronically 

and controlled in such a way as to emulate the system they replace. Many of the 

advantages associated with this type of solution are outlined in the following 

paragraphs. 

• Increased Flexibility 

Flexibility is increased with electronic synchronisation, as the system is not defined 

by the mechanical structure. Where product features are defined by the relative 

motion of various axes in the system, changes can be made with simple parameter 

variation in the control software. The possibility of variation in a mechanical system 

would greatly increase the system complexity and changes would most likely result in 
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significant downtime. With electronic coupling the system specification can be 

adjusted simply (cheaply), and possibly without the process being halted. 

• Increased Speed 

If the maximum process speed attainable from a mechanically synchronised 

mechanism is in any way limited by the linking transmission system, removal of the 

system and replacement with electronic coupling provides the opportunity to alleviate 

this problem. The mechanical system drive must consider the inertia of the complete 

mechanism (including the transmission) and individual section drives used in an 

electronic system could offer the possibility of optimisation for increased speed. 

• Known and Controllable Tolerances 

In the mechanical system, maximum and minimum tolerances are an accumulation of 

the sectional tolerances and will be highly dependent upon the transmission. The 

transmission will of course suffer wear. With the electronically coupled system, 

whilst each section may have associated tolerances, the transmission effects are 

removed and overall tolerances can be more readily predicted and controlled by the 

control structure. 

• Simple Expandability 

For a process to be expanded or modified, where mechanically synchronised, the line

shaft or drive train must be extended/adjusted and it is suggested that this would not 

be a simple procedure. In large mechanisms the line-shaft may have to be some 

length to reach particular sections and this is not ideal. With an electronic 

synchronisation, sections can be added, adjusted, moved, etc with only cabling 

considerations. Even where mechanical synchronisation is used for critical 

applications, hybrid systems can be created, where inconveniently sited sections of a 

mechanism are synchronised electronically. 

• Increased ReliabilitylLower Maintenance Costs 

A mechanical system will have associated maintenance and servicing overheads. If 

this system is replaced with an electronic system, general maintenance and servicing, 

particularly due to wear, will be considerably reduced and hence reliability will be 

increased. Some form of intelligent monitoring system could also be incorporated 

into the synchronisation communication structure quite simply, because a 
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communication architecture must exist for control, and is unlikely to be an additional 

hardware overhead. 

• Smaller Size 

Similarly to reducing maintenance overheads, it is suggested that removal of a 

mechanical transmission will reduce the size, and hence increase the power density, 

of the complete mechanism. 

• Sectional Protection 

With electronic coupling, each controlled section can be managed for unexpected 

conditions, such as sectional overload, individually. For a mechanically synchronised 

system, say a printing press encountering a paper jam, without appropriate sectional 

feedback to the main motor drive, damaging torque may be distributed to the jammed 

section. With the electronic sectional drive, overload protection (torque limiting) can 

be simply managed in the drive for a particular section. The main control algorithm, 

given that a suitably advanced strategy is used, should handle the synchronisation. 

• Selective Oecoupling 

Where necessary, to adjust start up positioning, or perhaps even to carry out on-line 

maintenance, sections of a mechanism that are electronically coupled can be 

selectively decoupled. In a printing application for example, an individual section 

can be aligned for the print head/plate to be changed. This does not involve 

decoupling the mechanical system, or aligning the complete process. 

• Noiserrorque Ripple Minimisation 

Removal of the mechanical transmission will remove sources of mechanical 

noise/vibration and variation, such as torsional elasticity, gearing noise/chatter, belt 

slip, etc. 

The schematic of a typical 4-axis electronically synchronised system is shown in 

figure 6.2. Note that the mechanical systems and large motor and power converter 

shown in figure 6.1 have been replaced with four motors and power converters that 

will each have lower power ratings. Common connection is made electrically: power 

must be distributed to each unit and communication must be available between each 

unit for control. 
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Figure 6.2. Electronically synchronised multi-axis system. 

Synchronilalion Dota IIuI 

Much research interest has been directed at developing and improving the control 

techniques used in this form of multi-motor drive [123-126]. The disadvantages 

associated with many techniques being that they do not show the inter-shaft 

stiffness/rigidity that may be inherent in mechanically coupled drives through all 

operating conditions [129]. With mechanical systems the inter-shaft coupling is 

dependent on the torque obtainable through the transmission and thus the maximum 

torque that may otherwise be applied, to a sheet material for example, will be suitably 

limited. An electronic synchronising algorithm must deal with such conditions as 

sectional overload, where the section speed may not be controllable [123, 124]. 

In truth, and similarly to sensorless drive solutions, an electronic synchronisation 

technique must be married to an application. In hybrid systems, important sections 

can remain mechanically coupled, yet the flexibility of an electronically coupled 

section could be exploited at the far reaches of the mechanism. Four methods for 

electronic synchronisation are discussed in the following section. 

6.3 Methods for Synchronised Control 

Various control techniques have been proposed for synchronised motion, varying 

from a simple open loop synchronised command technique, through master slave 

schemes [127, 136], to cross-coupled [125, 126], and line-shaft emulation schemes 

[123, 124]. The methods are outlined in more detail in the following subsections. 

Where block diagrams are presented, they are shown for synchronisation of speed and 

can be adjusted and/or extended to include position synchronisation terms. 

For synchronisation, where similar speed encoders are fitted to axis drives, it may be 

appropriate to provide coupling control terms based on digital phase-locking [132] of 
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the incremental position signals. A similar technique was initially considered for this 

work, where perhaps the rotor slot harmonic signals (as the output from pre-filtering 

stages) from the two motors could be phase locked in the sensorless mode. it was 

thought that this may be particularly appropriate for speed matching, because the two 

motors have a similar number of slots per pole pair. However, it must be 

remembered that the slot harmonic signals are in fact a modulation of the slot/pole 

frequency and the excitation frequency. Hence the rotor slot ripple frequency is not 

directly related to speed. Locking the waveforms together would only guarantee 

speed matching under matched slip conditions. Some form of demodulation would 

be required to extract a direct speed signal and the resolution of a digital method 

(rotor slot pulse counting) would be limited by the low resolution provided by a low 

number of slots. This work considers schemes that provide speed matching using 

measured/estimated speeds. 

6.3.1 Synchronous Command Generation 

The simplest form of system, which may be appropriate for many synchronised 

applications, is here termed synchronous command generation. In this method the 

various axis drives are simply given related command information, as shown in figure 

6.3. The sync blocks define the relative kinematics of the system, relating how each 

axis responds to the reference command. As an example, it may be required that axis 

I rotates at a multiple of the axis 2 speed. Hence the sync blocks will contain simple 

gain factors. The scheme can simply be extended for use with n drives. 

CJ)r* 

Drive and 
Motor 1 

Drive and 
Motor 2 

I--+-+ CJ)r1 

CJ)r2 

Figure 6.3. Synchronous command generation block diagram 

The performance when responding to variations in speed demand will be acceptable 

for all conditions, given that the reference rate-of-change is limited to be suitably 

slower than the slowest accelerating axis drive, as shown in equation 6.1. 
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dm Te - TL 
- MAX = AXIS MIN 
dt J 

(6.1) 

To guarantee reasonable synchronisation, for speed matching, such an open loop 

scheme would require the speed demand to be rate limited, depending on the 

maximum dynamic torque (maximum electromagnetic torque Te - motor rated full 

load torque T d and the inertia of the higher inertia drive J (rig A). For example, in 

this work the motor rated torque of both drives is 27Nm, whilst the maximum 

electromagnetic torque is kT multiplied by the current limit, say 7.55 x 6 = 45.3Nm, 

and thus the maximum dynamic torque is 18.3Nm. 18.3/0.3 (rig A inertia) gives a 

slower rate of change limit than 18.3/0.12 (rig B inertia), so the maximum is limited 

to the former. If the reference is not limited, the synchronisation will depend on the 

relative axis closed-loop characteristics and the relative axis loading. Only if the axis 

characteristics are well matched and loading is guaranteed to be balanced, or could be 

neglected, would the scheme display good synchronisation. 

Where loading will not be distributed evenly between axes and each individual axis 

may see large and sudden load variation, then the scheme offers no interactive 

synchronisation during drive recovery. In these instances the individual drives may 

still remain within process tolerance, but if a single axis drive were to go into torque 

limit then the axis speed will not be controlled. In the basic set-up this information is 

not seen by the reference command and not responded to by other axes. 

Although this is a very common form of speed synchronisation, the drives used in this 

work have markedly different mechanical characteristics and would not display good 

synchronisation in an unlimited dynamic state (large-scale step changes in speed 

demand) or for sudden and large variation of load. Results obtained using this 

scheme are presented to provide a benchmark for the testing of more advanced 

schemes, where there is some interaction between drives. The alternative schemes 

considered are presented in the following three sections. 

6.3.2 Master/Slave 

The simple master slave scheme is presented in figure 6.4 for a two-axis system. 

Here the measured (or estimated) speed of the master drive is fed to the slave drive as 

the reference command. The master drive responds to reference changes in a 

standard fashion with the slave attempting to follow the speed of the master. 
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Considering speed matching of the two drives used in this work (where the sync 

function is a gain of 1.0), the most viable approach is that the lower inertia induction 

machine acts as the slave drive. As the acceleration rate is dependent on inertia, the 

lower inertia machine will more readily be able to track the master speed over a 

maximised operating range. Again however, conditions may exist, due to high 

loading of rig B (low inertia), where the slave may not be able to track the master. 

ror" 

Drive and 
Motor 1 

ror1 

Drive and 
Motor 2 

Figure 6.4. Master/Slave synchronisation scheme block diagram 

ror2 

Under normal operating conditions in this scheme the slave drive will be able to 

respond to variations in the master speed due to sudden load variation. The major 

disadvantage of the basic scheme is due to the non-symmetrical nature of the 

response. The master will not respond to sudden slave load variation, and the slave 

drive will not track the master well if it alone is operating at a large load torque. 

Indeed, if the slave drive is in torque limit then it has no capability to track the master 

speed, its speed is uncontrolled and the master ignores this condition. 

The master/slave approach is further complicated for operation with more than two 

axes. A series structure, where each drive down the line has as its reference the 

measured speed from the previous drive, has disadvantages as already described: a 

drive will respond to loading changes and overload conditions seen at its reference, 

but its tracking performance will be related to its particular loading condition, and it 

will not see variations further down the chain. The chain will also be subject to 

inappropriate delays as the speed reference is effectively passed between drives. 

Reference changes will be delayed by the closed loop dynamics of all the previous 

drives in the chain. 

A solution where a single master drive is chosen and several slave drives respond to 

the master speed may be appropriate for some applications, but here the slave drives 

are operating in what amounts to a synchronous command generation scheme. An 

application example where this would perhaps be suited is where a large drive is 

turning a relatively high inertia work piece and low inertia cutting/milling drives are 
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operating on this material. Again the drawbacks are that there is no slave drive 

feedback. As before, this would be considerably problematic if a single slave went 

into torque limit. 

For a system where the overall number of drives is small, a scheme that adaptively 

controls which drive is master and which are slaves may be appropriate, but this 

could be subject to instability, particularly for a large number of drives. Only the 

simple master/slave technique is tested in the following result sections. 

6.3.3 Cross Coupled Control 

The synchronised performance of the master/slave scheme can be improved with 

drive cross coupling. The scheme shown in figure 6.4 can be simply modified if the 

measured slave drive speed is fed back to become a term in the master drive error 

equation. The scheme is shown, for speed matching, in figure 6.5. 

Synchronisation based on an example of this technique was considered by Lorenz 

[136]. For a two-axis system it offers better performance than the simple 

master/slave. The expandability problems are similar to those described in the 

previous section however, being associated with the connection of the drives in a 

chain. Also, the modification of the error equation should be considered in the speed 

loop design. Gains can be included to weight the importance of relative drive speed 

error, compared to the error between master drive and reference speed. 

cor" 

Drive end 
Motor 1 

cor1 
+ Drive and 

Motor 2 

Figure 6.5. Cross-coupling of the master/slave technique 

The scheme is far from ideal, because the relative error term is attempting to control a 

two-stage process (in this case) and may give stability problems. High gains in this 

part of the structure may provide good speed matching and look good in simulation, 

but offsets robust control of the overall process speed, which is provided by the 

closed loop control of drive I. For examples such as that used in this work, where the 
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low inertia drive can be tenned the slave, it may provide an improvement over the 

simple master slave structure, because for the main part of the operating range this 

drive will track the master with sufficiently high dynamic performance. 

A parallel cross-coupling technique is shown in figure 6.6 for a two-axis system. In 

this scheme the speed control of each drive acts on both absolute and relative errors. 

In both the coupled schemes depicted, the values of gain k can be set to weight the 

importance of relative speed control, in contrast to absolute speed control. 

Alternatively a separate coupling controller could be designed and torque (lq) 

references accumulated. These gains will be further considered in the following 

results sections. 

CJlr' 

Drive and 
Motor 1 

Drive and 
Motor 2 

+ 

Figure 6.6. Parallel cross-coupled system block diagram 

CJlr1 

Whilst this parallel nature of design would negate the delays associated with a series 

chain and offer the possibility of expansion to n drives, as considered by Perez-Pinal 

[137], controller design is now effectively multivariable and somewhat complex. The 

simple structure shown is demonstrated for practical encoder and sensorless 

implementations in the following section, but controller design has not been 

optimised. 

For high levels of synchronisation it will be important to set high values for the 

relative error importance. Although this may again look very good in simulation, it 

may have the effect in practice of altering the individual speed responses 

considerably and producing unrealistic/damaging torque variations. Again the 

problem is one of multi-variable control and is considered further in the encodered 

results section. 
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6.3.4 Virtual Line-Shafting 

The fourth control scheme considered was proposed by Valenzuela and Lorenz with a 

view to its use in paper mill applications [123]. The scheme seeks to emulate the 

mechanical drive shaft connected to sectional drives in typical mill machinery, 

providing the slow down/speed up of the whole system in response to a load change 

on any of the sectional drives. The simplified scheme is illustrated in figure 6.7 and 

is also considered for use in filament winding [124]. 

-------------------------1 
: ~~~ I 
I ror* I 
I Dynamics of II 
I Virtual Line 
I Shaft I 
I I 
I I 
------------------------ j 

Drive and 
Motor 1 

Drive and 
Motor 2 

1--__ --+ ror1 

1--__ --+ ror2 

Figure 6.7. Block diagram of the virtual line-shaft system 

+ 

Control is achieved by using a discretised real-time simulation of a model line-shaft, 

which exists in software, with associated inertia, etc. The virtual-drive responds to 

the overall demand speed as if it were a real system, with the output speed (and 

position) fed as a reference to each of the real sectional drives. Load torque (Iq) 

measured on each of the sectional drives is fed back electronically to the virtual line

shaft, causing slow-downlspeed-up of this shaft. This, in tum, is then translated as a 

variation to the reference speed to each of the sectional drives. 

The algorithm can maintain a good degree of synchronism in response to variation in 

reference demand. The response will (and should) be dominated by the inertia of the 

virtual-shaft: the reference demand is rate limited by the virtual-shaft closed loop 

response, before being passed as a reference to the individual drives. Load variation 
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will also be seen in the virtual-shaft, as sectional torques are accumulated and fed 

back. The individual load torques thus affect the closed loop response of the virtual

shaft. 

The 'sync' and 'k' function blocks shown in the scheme can be used to define the 

system relative kinematics. The value of k gains in the scheme can also be used in an 

attempt to match sectional inertias, as the effects of measured torque values on speed 

will of course be affected by inertial differences between the sectional drives. An 

effective cross coupling of the axes is inherent in the individual torque feedback to 

the virtual-shaft, but the effects are filtered (delayed) by the shaft. Sectional overload 

conditions can be readily handled in this system however, by a ramping of the 

reflected back load torque when under such conditions, such that the virtual-shaft 

speed is suitably limited [123, 124]. 

The virtual line-shaft system is eminently suited to sectional expansion and allows 

system definition, such that the resulting electronic system can be compared with a 

mechanically coupled counterpart (defined gearing/differential effects, etc). 

6.4 Encodered Bi-Axial Synchronisation Results 

In this section the two-drive system is tested, running the previously described 

methods, for speed matching, where both drives are operating under encodered IRFO 

control. The results presented can thus be used to analyse the performance of the 

various synchronisation schemes and serve as a comparative set when sensorless 

operation is considered in section 6.5. 

Three sets of tests are performed for each scheme, which allows the synchronisation 

to be judged where the speed is in the transient state. The tests are as follows: 

• The drives response to step changes of reference speed (an acceleration and a 

deceleration test) of between 200rpm and 1200rpm, with both drives 

operating under 1;4 rated load. 

• Drive A suffers a large load torque variation, both applied and removed, of 

between 1;4 rated and full rated load. 

• Drive B suffers a large load torque variation, both applied and removed, of 

between 1;4 rated and full rated load. 
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The two sets of load disturbance tests are performed at 400rpm. Thus the drive is 

operating within the defined speed range of the sensorless tuning system. 

In all the presented results (encodered and sensorJess) the key shown in table 6.1 is 

used, which defines speed and position quantities. Speed error, in all the traces, is 

offset and this is indicated on the right-hand side of the plots. Scaling is the same as 

that used and indicated for the actual speed plots. 

Rig A Speed 

Rig B Speed 
Relative Speed Error 

Relative Position Error 

Table 6.1 Colour key to the speed and position measures shown in the following results 

6.4.1 ynchronou Command Generation 

The following result present the encodered two-drive system, running the above 

described te ts, in ynchronous command generation mode. Each drive is responding 

independently to imilar command information. The degree of synchronisation 

naturally achieved in the mode will serve as a bench mark, with which to compare the 

results from the other schemes. The more advanced schemes will perform the same 

tests, under the same operating conditions. 
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Figure 6.8. R ponse or the encodered synchronous command generation scheme to step changes 

in reference command 

Figure 6. illu lrale the degree of synchronisation naturally obtained during the 

referen e command tep tests. Each drive, although having similar loading 

condition , respond to the reference change with a differing dynamic characteristic. 

The differing chara teri tic i of course due to the different inertia of each rig and is 

as expe ted. Th relative peed error is shown as the red trace on each plot and this 
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can be seen to have a maximum value of >350rpm. The speed error will vary, for a 

similar command variation, where the load on each drive is different from that used 

here . 
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Fi ur 6.9. R ponse of the encodered synchronous command generation scheme to large and 

udden variation in load torque - Rig A 

In figure 6.9 dri e A i een to experience a sudden and large variation in load torque 

(as previou Iy defined). The left-hand trace shows the load being applied, the right 

hand trace ho~ th load being removed. Measured Id and Iq are shown to indicate 

load applied/remo ed and, where this test is applied in the performance testing of the 

other thre heme. thi i not again shown. As would be expected, the drive 

respond indi idually to the load impact to correct its speed. The speed error is not 

explicitly ho\: n on the e trace, because the operating speed of drive B is unaffected 

and the error i ob iou . In this case the error approaches a maximum of some 

30rpm . 
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Figur 6.10. R pore, of the encode red ynchronous command generation scheme to large and 

udden variation in load torque - Rig B 
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A similar test i performed on rig B, as shown in figure 6.10. Here the maximum 

speed deviation is orne 60rpm. The reason that load impacts are considered on each 

drive i to e amine how symmetrical the following synchronisation schemes may be 

under load ariation conditions. [n this case the synchronisation is symmetrical -

there is none in either direction! 

6.4.2 Ma ter/ lave 

The performance of the simple master/slave scheme improves the synchronisation 

performance greatly, over much of the operating load range. As previously outlined, 

the low inertia rig (rig B) is defined as the slave and has as its demanded speed the 

measured rna ter peed (rig A). Similar tests to those presented in the previous 

section are illu trated in the following two figures. Figure 6.11 shows the scheme 

responding to the lep ariation in reference demand. 
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Figure 6.11. Response of the encodered master/slave scheme to step changes in reference 

command 

It i clear that th peed of the two drives are now a much-improved match. The 

speeds during the major part of the transient have minimal error and only a small 

error i een at the tart and finish of the transient, due to drive B settling. This could 

be alleviated by perhap adju ting the characteristics of the speed controller in this 

drive. It mu t be remembered that now drive A is responding to a step change in 

peed demand, dri e B is re ponding to a ramp. 

imilar yn hr ni ation performance under speed demand variation will be obtained, 

given that the 10-- inertia lave is not operating under load conditions that limit its 

re p n e. hould (hi be th a e, orne form of reference limiting would be required. 
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The peed tra king performance of the scheme is shown in figure 6.12 for the rig A 

load impa t te t. The lcs and lq traces have been replaced with a plot of speed error, as 

the pe d error i nO\i more difficult to directly distinguish. The slave speed is seen 

to u essfully track the master speed and the speed error is greatly minimised when 

compared with figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.12. R ponse or the encodered masterlslave cherne to large and sudden variation in load 

torque - Rig A 

The re p n e of the heme to a load impact on rig B is not shown, as it would be 

identical to that hO\i n in figure 6.10. The speed coupling between drives is one-way 

only and ariali n een on rig B will not be observable by rig A. The following 

three hem look at h w this can be improved, 

6.4.3 oupled ontrol 
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Fi 'ur .J. R pol of the encodered cross-coupled masterl lave cherne to tep changes in 

refer 'nee command 

Figur . 6.1 and 6.14 how the re p n e of the revi ed master/slave scheme, for the 

peed demand ariali n nnd rig A load impa ltests respectively, where the measured 
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rig B speed ha been fed back as a term in the rig A speed controller error equation. 

Referring back to figure 6.5. the gains k, and k2 are set at 0.333 and 0.667 

respectively, such that relative error is given twice the importance of absolute error, 

although the overall error multiplication factor is 1.0. This is in an attempt not to 

drastically affect the speed control response/design. 
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Figure 6.14. Response of the encodered cross-coupled master/slave scheme to large and sudden 

variation in load torque - Rig A 

If the e result are compared with those of figures 6.8 and 6.9, it is clear that, whilst 

the dri ve cro -coupling has affected the rig A speed response slightly, the results are 

similar. T he error band during the load transient is still in the region of ±lOrpm . 
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Figur 6.15. R ponse of the encodered cross-coupled master/slave scheme to large and sudden 

variation in load torque - Rig B 

Figure 6.15 how the re ponse of the coupled system to a drive B torque impact. It 

can be e n that rig A resp nds to the speed variation seen on rig B. Whilst this is the 

case, the correcting re ponse of rig B is affected by the cross-coupling. As opposed 

to a 60rpm variation in peed. due to the sudden load torque applied/removed, seen in 

the rig B re p n of figure 6. 10, the rig B speed is now seen to vary by 80rpm. The 
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CHAPT R 6 The ynchronised Sensorless Drive System 

maximum relative peed error however, is reduced by some 12rpm. In this scheme, 

with the t 0 dri e effectively in series, the cross-coupling term is trying to control a 

two-stage (ynchronisation) of much increased inertia. Although not 

considered here, it i ugge ted that such a scheme may benefit from a more involved 

coupling control de ign/simulation. A large disadvantage is still the series nature of 

the cherne and thi make the olution eminently unsuitable for extension to n drives. 

Where the cro -coupling control is carried out in a parallel structure, as illustrated in 

section 6.3.3 (figure 6.6), the peed variation test response is shown in figure 6.16. k 

gain are et imilarly, u h that k, and k3 in the scheme block-diagram are 0.333, 

whilst k2 and la ar 0.667. 

During th peed tran ient hown, the speed matching is seen not to be as good as 

that demon traled by the rna ter/slave cherne. It is a definite improvement over that 

of yn hronou ommand generation however. The bowing seen between the drive 

speed is due to th peed ontrol re ponding to both absolute and relative errors. 
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Fi 'ur .1. R POll.'> of th encodcred cross-coupled scheme to step changes in reference 

command 

An immediat impr v m 'Ilt uld be made to the scheme if the rate-of-change of 

rcferen e d mand i ' n ibly limited . With synchronous command generation 

referen c limilin In an pen-) 

of yn hr ni ati n. In lhi 

p fa hi n would have to be severe to obtain any form 

- upled heme it would simply be necessary to 

limit th rna imum IT r e n y ea h peed controller due to large variations in 

demand pc d. In ti ure 6.16 lh n e i at fir t dominated by a reaction to the 

udden and lar . n:t ren v riati n. peed controllers act to reduce this error, 

th r lali ' "d rr r m ignifi ant and thi then dominates the response. 
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Note that the relati e error observed is some 40% to 50% less than that seen during 

the synchronou command tests. 
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Figur 6.17. R ponse of the encodered cross-coupled scheme to an effective step change in the 

refer n e command (deceleration), but with reference rate of change limited 

Figure 6.17 demon trate the parallel cross-coupled scheme remaining synchronised 

during the deceleration test, under the same operating conditions as those used to 

obtain figure 6. J 6. In thi ca e the rate of reference change has been limited, only in 

an open loop fa hion to be in line with that of the higher inertia drive (rig A). It is 

clear that the re pon e of rig A is highly similar (not obviously limited) to that in 

figure 6.16, but now the rig B control is primarily utilised to provide high 

performan e peed malching. 
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Fi 'ur 6.1 . R pons ) f the ncod red cross-coupled scheme to large and sudden variation in load 

torque - Rig A 

The parallel r upling heme during load impacts can be seen to remove much 

of the err r yn hronou command results. Figure 6.18 shows the 

during the rig impa t, whilst figure 6.19 shows that during an 

impa l on rig B. In fi ur 6.1 lh rna imum speed difference is seen to be around 
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20rpm. In figure 6.19 the speed difference is less than 40rpm. Again the process of 

cross-coupling i een to slightly alter the absolute speed response of the drives 

considered individually. 
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Figure 6.19. Respons f the encode red cross-coupled scheme to large and sudden variation in load 

torque - Rig B 

6.4.4 Virtual Line- hafting 

The acceleration and deceleration responses of the encodered virtual line-shaft system 

are shown in figure 6.20. 
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Figure 6.20. R pons of th encoder d virtual line-shaft system to step changes in reference 

command 

The line- haft h m en to display excellent synchronisation performance 

during pe d tran ient . Not however, that the acceleration and deceleration rates 

have 10 cd du t th larg inertia of the virtual-shaft (here set to twice that of rig A 

:.O.6kgm2
). lh e timuled individual drive torques are reflected back, the 

a eleratiol1 rale i uri d u h that it an be achieved by both drives. The inertia of 

the virtual - hafl \I a h en a O.6kgm
2 

simply as a ballpark figure, where this is the 
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combination of the two drive inertias (0.3kgm2 and 0.12kgm2
), with some allowance 

for the inertia of a repLaced mechanical speed coupling system. 
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Figure 6.21. R pons of the encodered virtual line-shaft scheme to large and sudden variation in 

load torque - Rig A 

The virtual line- haft performance under load impacts is shown in figures 6.21 and 

6.22. Referring to the chematic of figure 6.7, in the case of these tests the sync 

function ar gain of 1.0, for speed matching. The k gains are set in an attempt to 

match the spe d variation seen on the virtual-shaft, to that seen as loads on the 

individual drive . Dri e J in the figure is rig A in this work, and thus kl is set at 2.0 

and k2 i et at 5.0, because this balances the virtual line-shaft system and relative 

axis inertia , with regard to the effects of torque variation. The torque limit in the 

virtual system mu t be adju ted to accommodate the maximum from both the 

individual dri ve . 
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The 1 0 (igur 

parallel r -coupt d 

that are not dissimilar in shape from those of the 

peed variation seen on each axis is reflected, 

through th irtual- huft, ' u h thal a re pon e is obtained from the alternative axis. If 
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however, the relati e speed error is analysed and compared with figures 6.9 and 6.10, 

it is evident that the cherne does not greatly reduce the error seen in synchronous 

command mode. The effective cross-coupling outcome is filtered by the virtual-shaft. 

The individual respon e of each axis to an impact is degraded, to such an extent that 

no increa e in relative performance is gained over that of synchronous command 

generation. 

Other gain value were et, to amplify the effects individual axis torques had on the 

virtual- haft. but thi imply erved to further degrade the individual responses, with 

no impro ement een in relative error minimisation . This was investigated further in 

the work of Perez-Pinal [137), and is further discussed in sections 6.7.2 and 6.8 . 

6.5 en orle Bi-axial Synchronisation Results 

In this e tion the te ts are repeated, with both drive rigs running under sensorless 

control, and with the drive tuning algorithm operational. Only sensorless speeds are 

used throughoul the variou control schemes, although encoder measured speed is 

that u ed lO produ e the pre ented results. These results can be directly compared 

with tho e obtained u ing the encodered system, as in all of the more involved 

synchroni alion truclure the arne gain values are used. 

6.S.1 n orle ynchronou Command Generation 

The en orle ynchronou command acceleration/deceleration performance is 

shown in figure 6.23. It i dire tly comparable with the encodered performance, with 

teady late error (as designed), not observable within the 10,000-

line encoder re olulion . 
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HAPT R 6 The ynchroni d ensorless Drive System 

The load impact performance of the ensorless scheme is tested and shown in figures 

6.24 and 6.25. Again the load torque is stepped on/off at 2 seconds in each trace, 

with the arne alue u ed a in all of the encodered drive tests. Figure 6.24 shows 

load applied (left-hand trace) and removed (right-hand trace) from motor drive A, 

whilst figure 6.2 i for motor drive B . 
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Fi ure 6.24. R porn. of th cnsorl ynchronou command generation scheme to large and 

udden variation in load torque - Rig A 
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Figur 6,2 ,R pol r th nsorlcss i>ynchronous command generation scheme to large and 

udden variation in load torque - Rig B 

Again the perl rmall e f th en orle cherne is suitably comparable with that 

hown in th en ered re ult , running this particular control method (figures 6.9 

and 6.10) pe'd ",mull n at impa t on drive A is around 35rpm, compared to just 

under 3 rpm In Ih en odered re p n e, with the small variation due to the model

ba ed pc d e timate (dnarnl and ac uracy due to variation of parameters). In the 

rig B r f figure 6._ the rna irnum peed deviation from the reference has 

ri n u lillIe, fr rpm to ur und 6 rpm. These values can be compared with the 

en ric perl rman h wn In th ~ II wing ections, where the remaining three 

'yn hroni alion tc hnlqu" are c n 'idered, 
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6.5.2 en orl Ma terl lave 

During the development of this work the performance of the developed tuning 

algorithm operating in a peed synchronised master slave scheme was presented at 

conference [16] . 

The sen orle cherne re ponding to demand variation is here presented in figure 

6.26. Again the performance is certainly comparable with that obtained using the 

encodered olution . In the teady state the sensorless system displays encoder like 

accuracy. In the tran ient tate the coupling scheme ensures that the relative speed 

error is greatly minirni ed. 

The load impa t performance i hawn, where the load to rig A is suddenly varied, in 

figure 6.27 . The peed error is greatly reduced from that shown in figure 6.24. The 

equivalent re p n e for a rig B impact is not shown, because there is no coupling in 

this direction. The re pon e obtained would be identical to that shown in figure 6.25 . 
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CHAPTER 6 The ynchroni ed Sensorless Drive System 

6.5.3 ro -Coupled Control 

The previous tion howed that cross-coupled control based on the series 

configuration, although offering some advantages over the simple master/slave 

schem • wa perhap not as an attractive proposition as the parallel cross-coupled 

approach . Th en orle re ult are therefore not presented here, but are included in 

Appendix K. 

For th parallel ro oupling configuration the relevant three sets of test results are 

pre ented a the following three figures. Figure 6.28 shows the acceleration and 

deceleration performan e. 
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The performan e h \ n i again very similar to that of the encodered mode, with 

ex ellent (en od r-like) yn hroni ation/accuracy in the steady state. The error 

accrued during lh lran i nt i imilar also, and due to the scheme acting on a large 

refer n e err r. Thi ould be improved, as already mentioned/shown, by reference 

command rale-of hnnge limiting. In both traces the scheme is seen to be slightly 

noi ier at lh 10 er ' peed, du to the model-based scheme and inverter/measurement 

on iderution , u cd in previous chapters, causing a slightly noisier speed 

e timale. Th pe'd timat now ha a noise-band that is an accumulation of that 

from th dri e • be au th two c timatc are compared to produce a relative error. 

yn hr ni uti n und r I . d impa t onditions is shown in figures 6.29 and 6.30, for 

impa l n rig und ri B r pe lively. When comparing with the encodered 

ondlti n. lh' imm dial uriUli n on impact is larger in the sensorless 
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scheme. but this i due to the model-based method and as seen in the synchronous 

command re utl . Good ynchronisation performance is achieved. 
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CHAPTER 6 The yochrooi ed Seosorless Drive System 

Figure 6.31 to 6.3 demonstrate the sensorless tuning drive performance when 

operating the Irtual line- haft ynchronisation scheme, and all compare well with the 

encodered re ult . 

In figure 6.31 the dri ve peed are evidently well matched in the transient, due to the 

inherent limiting provided by the virtual reference. The load impact performance is 

shown in figure 6.32 and 6.33. Again the responses are comparable with the 

encodered re ult. Due to the drive coupling in this mode being effectively filtered, 

by the inertia of the irtual-shaft, the immediate speed loss on impact is similar to that 

evident in ynchronou command generation. The scheme is however highly flexible, 

being ea il)' e tend d to multiple drives, having categorised gains, differentials, etc 

that can be u ed to model a given system specification. 
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CHAPTER 6 The Synchronised Sensorless Drive System 

6.6 Position Synchronisation 

Although the sensorless solution running on the two drive rigs was engineered for 

steady state speed holding capability, and the performance of the scheme for such has 

been demonstrated in the previous section, it was considered worthwhile to test the 

capability of the scheme to correct incremental position error. 

In the previous chapter it was shown that the ASO (model-based) speed estimate is 

not guaranteed to track the true speed without error during load transients, but if 

some form of incremental position correction were available this may be beneficial in 

particular applications. The speed control system used in the two drives was 

modified to include positional correction terms. The technique was applied in the 

parallel cross-coupled control method, shown to offer good speed synchronised 

performance in the previous sections. 

eo PI PI 

e 

Figure 6.34. Structure of the speed/position controller 

Figure 6.34 shows the position controlling type structure. A speed quantity is turned 

into an incremental position value through integration. The incremental position is 

compared with a reference value and the error used to drive a PI control mechanism 

whose output is speed. The motor synchronisation schemes can be modified to 

include position following using this structure. In the cross-coupled scheme, shown 

in figure 6.35, the relative speed error is integrated to give an incremental relative 

position error. A slow PI control mechanism was developed in simulation to tune out 

the position error between ~he two drives, with the correctional term fed into the 

speed control summing junction of rig A. A more involved design would be required 

for systems with more than two drives, but here the method is used simply to test the 

viability of the scheme. 
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<Orl 

Olr2 

Figur 6.35. iodified tructure of the parallel cross-coupled scheme, to include relative position 

correction 

Figure 6.36 again how the rig A impact performance of the encodered parallel 

cros -coupled heme, a previously shown in figure 6.18. In the new figure 

howe er, th in remental mechanical position error between the two axes, incurred as 

a result of the udd n load torque transient, is plotted in black. The error magnitude 

is approximately 20 degree as the scale for position is 40 degrees/division. At t = Os, 

the po ilion error lra e i zeroed and is thus offset in each of the plots. 
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Fi ur . R pom r tit en odered cross-coupling scheme to large and sudden variation in rig 

A load torque. Relath po Ilion error i ' shown in black and positional correction is not included 

Figure 6. 7 how th impa t performance of the rig A drive with encoder feedback 

and \! ith lh P iti nal orre lion term included in the control structure. Note that 

th error a umulut d at the m ment of impact is removed with little alteration of the 

driv om mall amount of deviation and creep can be seen on the 

hi n pi land lhi i due to noise pick-up on the incremental encoder 

ignal (th reel pul . n t u ed) und amp ling effects. In other words, the position 
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signal is obtained by integrating the speed measured by the encoder, itself obtained 

by differentiating an in rem ntal position signal! With the type of encoder used, the 

incremental po ilion output i effectively corrected each revolution using a reset 

channel, but thi cau e problems if not robustly identified. For this work the 

incremental pul e train only were used, such that erroneous count values accumulate, 

but thi is not a problem if differentiating the signal to obtain speed. Integrating an 

encoder-mea ured peed was thought to be more directly comparable with integrating 

the en orle peed e timate. 
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Figure 6.37. R pons or the encodered cross-coupling scheme to large and sudden variation in rig 

A I ad torque. Relath'e po ition error i hown in black and positional correction is included 

Similar re ult are pre ented in Appendix L for the tests carried out on rig B and a 

similar performan e i obtained. 

The en orle perf rman e i shown in figures 6.38 and 6.39. Figure 6.38 is a copy 

of the -coupled result shown originally in figure 6.29, but now 

includ lra of the in rem ntal position error accumulated through the transient. 

The re ult i mparable with figure 6.36, but noticeable in the sensorless results, 

particularly a load i tepped on (left-hand trace), is an increased positional error due 

to th greater peed error and the tuning effect. Note that the steady state position 

signal in b th tra e i parti ularly Oat and this signifies excellent speed matching in 

thi region. igure 6. and 6.39 are repeated for rig B and presented in Appendix 

M, 

th en rle yn hronised response where position correction 

term aT' in Iud d in th control, ba ed on an estimation of position obtained from 

peed. In both traces the position correction is shown 

to n t rr' t th ub ' lute crr r accumulated, although it comes pretty close where 
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the load i tepped off, but to facilitate a degree of correction and certainly constrain 

the errors seen in figure 6.38. 
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6.7 onsidering pplications and Improving/Extending the 

ynchroni ation Schemes to n Drives 

II icon idered uppr priate that this chapter contains a short section on the 

developm ot of til yn hroni alion chemes, for use with larger systems, and some 

more detail r garding appli ation exploiting multi-motor control. Although the aim 

of the pr ~e t a III d e\ pment of a speed holding sensorless method, and the 

dem n lnni n of thut m thod for pe d synchronisation, it is important to relate the 

oulcom of th \ ork tint nd d application. 
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6.7.1 Applications 

Much infonnation regarding application of multi-motor control is available on drive 

manufacturer web sites, such as those belonging to Control Techniques, ABB, and 

Siemens. Mainly this constitutes infonnation pertaining to motor drives systems and 

communication architectures. Other web sites consider the motion control 

advantages of using multi-motor techniques, but few describe application detail. 

Examples of applications in manufacturing that have been presented in more depth, 

with a view to the use of electronic synchronisation, include packaging [127, 129], 

textiles manufacturelhandling [129, 138] and electronic gearboxes for gear grinding 

[128]. Applications most often discussed however, with regard to multi-motor 

control, are sheet steel production and processing [127, 128], but particularly those 

applications involving paper. Several references note the use of multi-motor control 

as used in paper manufacture (from pulp) [123, 127], whilst other works (particularly 

articles) discuss 'shaftless' printing-press systems [127, 130, 131]. 

A quite useful text that generally discusses motor applications is the Control 

Techniques - Drives and Servos Yearbook [127]. Many of the examples it considers 

can be envisaged to make use of speed synchronised stages, some offering a 

description of such. A simple example, taken from the yearbook, is shown in figure 

6.40, making use of differential speed control. Here two conveyors are run at 

different, but related, speeds to vary the delivery rate of a product to different parts of 

a process. Such an application, albeit somewhat simple, would be highly suited to the 

sensorless system developed. It is envisaged that such a process, fonning part of a 

larger system, would operate at fixed speed and under a reasonably constant load. 

-.1 I+--
~::~ ~ - 1I~- ~~ . -] -'~-----l f'~~ -1 

~ __ ~.~;l __ ~~)i~~.~.~,~ .. _ ~J~~~~.~_~J __ ~I~. ~~I 
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Conveyor A - 1 m/s Conveyor B - 1.2m/s 

Flaure 6.40. Differential speeds to achieve product delivery rate variation 
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As another example, paper manufacture will be considered in more detail. It is in this 

area that Valenzuela and Lorenz direct their work on the electronic line-shafting 

system [123]. 

Paper Manufacture 

Paper is manufactured from wood pulped with water. Originally the pulp material 

would have been drained, pressed and dried by evaporation, effectively making paper 

on a sheet by sheet basis [127]. Now paper making machines generally manufacture 

paper rolls, at speeds in the region of 1000 to 2000 mis, with web widths of up to 5m 

[ 127]. 

A typical process consists of three main functions [127]. Firstly there is a 'wire

section', where pulp is fed in and the consistency controlled through draining/drying. 

The wire-section feeds the very raw paper into 'press and drying sections', which 

may be of several stages. It is in these sections that speed differential controls are 

exploited to control the paper quality and specification. The final paper product is 

finally collected on a reel (at the 'reel-section'). Supplementary to this system may 

be various 'winding and cutting stages', where paper is processed to suit further 

applications, such as printing [127, 130, 131]. 

Without exploring too deeply, there are various processes here that have different 

requirements in terms of motor drive selection. There is a definite advantage in the 

use of robust sealed AC machines in the wire, press and drying sections for example, 

the environment of which may not be suited to DC motor use. For similar reasons, 

the developed sensorless scheme could be exploited, as conditions are far from ideal 

for encoder fitting. These stages may operate under constant average speed and load 

conditions, with the initial stages correcting speed, due to load torque impacts. In 

many cases the motors may drive sections through reduction gearboxes [127], which 

would suit the developed algorithm: the drive induction motor operating out of the 

low speed region. Starting considerations are such that material is fed into a system 

running at speed. Thus there is no co-ordinating force required at start-up (low

speed). The reel section must be run with a varying speed, because the material 

surface speed must be maintained, but it is suggested that the dynamic of speed 

variation in this stage may not be excessive, such that the tuning system (in the 

developed sensorless method) may be constantly enabled. The supplementary 

winding stages will have similar operating conditions. 
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It is considered that many of the manufacturing examples, stated at the start of this 

section, may make use of the developed sensorless system. Multi-motor control must 

be used in these examples, because a large production/processing system is required 

to be co-ordinated. 

Electric Vehicles 

Another notable application area, where multi-motor control is exploited, is the 

design/operation of electric vehicles (EVs). The traditional mechanical transmission, 

associated with internal combustion engine vehicles, can be removed in EV s, with 

motors driving each driven wheel independently [133]. Apart from the removal of 

large and heavy mechanical components, one of the advantages of electric motor use 

is in the fact that, unlike the standard internal combustion engine, the electric motor 

can be operated to provide rated torque throughout their rated speed range. Thus this 

very often fulfils the required torque/speed operational characteristics of vehicle 

operation, without the need for variable gearing. The advantages of AC motor use, 

over that of its DC counterpart, are again related to its greater reliability, robustness 

and low maintenance requirements. EVs are also a hostile environment for the use of 

a shaft-mounted encoder, which would suffer significant vibration and be highly 

liable to damage [134]. It is also considered that they may be difficult to fit. 

In internal combustion engine vehicles, mechanical devices provide functions, such 

as differentials, traction control and anti-lock braking. In EVs these functions could 

be performed using electronic balancing/synchronisation methods [135]. Some of the 

functions may be provided through management of torque sharing in the motor 

drives, others may require the measure/estimate of speed. 

In the sensorless method developed in this project, the operation is without tuning in 

the low speed region. This is however, a realistic operating region for the EV. 

Remember that standard model-based performance is available, from the developed 

system in this region however, and this may be sufficient. It would be interesting to 

further explore this application, with a view to drive requirements. 
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6.7.2 Extending the Synchronisation Schemes 

A particularly important consideration with regard to the presented synchronisation 

methods, particularly in the manufacturing process examples, is in how easily they 

can be extended for use with multiple (n) drives. The requirement for such expansion 

has been somewhat considered as the chapter has progressed. 

Using the paper-manufacturing example, the wire-section may often set the speed 

reference for the overall process [127]. Given that the following sections are 

controlled with sufficient dynamics/stiffness, then the entire process is controlled 

within tolerance. Thus the method effectively uses a master/slave approach, with 

multiple open loop slaves following the wire-section master [127]. Such a method is 

preferred to operating a series structure, due to the problems already discussed, with 

regard to delaying reference signals. Processes such as machining applications 

reportedly make use of the simple synchronous command type structure [129, 130], 

where servo performance tool-piece drives are used, such that loading effecting 

individual drives does not cause the component to go out of tolerance. 

In this work the higher performance synchronisation schemes have been 

demonstrated to be that of the cross-coupled technique and that of the virtual line

shaft. The virtual line-shaft being similar to an intelligent master with parallel slave 

system, where the master is imaginary and some form of interaction is available 

between it and the slaves. The approach is eminently suited to implementation with a 

number of drives, although the exact balancing of reflected back torques, etc, and the 

designing of virtual inertia, and virtual speed control, may be somewhat involved, and 

is not tackled in-depth in the presented papers [123, 124]. It is feasible that torque

limiting situations are readily handled in such a system, as reported in [123, 124], and 

which may be appropriate in the paper handling processes the paper considers. In the 

pulp to paper manufacturing process, described as an example in this chapter, torque

limiting conditions, in a section other than the wire-section, would result in a loss of 

synchronisation. Virtual line-shafting could thus provide optimised performance, in 

terms of process operating speed and handling of overload conditions, in this 

example. In this work however, it did not demonstrate high inter-shaft stiffness 

during load transients, due to coupling effects being filtered by the virtual-shaft. An 

attempt to amplify fed-back torque commands did not alleviate this, as a larger 

available correction limit must then be made available for the virtual-shaft control. 

Hence schemes based on this method, and that of synchronous command generation, 
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would tend to rely on high-perfonnance servo axis drives [129], and/or feed-forward 

control techniques [123, 124, 139, 140]. 

The best perfonnance during load transient effects was observed in the operation of 

the parallel cross-coupled structure. The scheme does not however, offer the same 

simple expansion, for use with multiple drives, as that of the virtual line-shaft. The 

work of Perez-Pinal considers the relative merits of the cross-coupled and virtual 

line-shaft schemes and considers expanding cross-coupling, by the production of a 

type of overall velocity error, through the combination of errors that exist between 

pairs of drives [137]. Another approach is similar to the virtual line-shaft technique 

without the virtual-shaft, where output torques from individual drives are used to 

affect the other drives [137]. These approaches have not been investigated further 

(practically) however, because only a two axis system is available. 

Like the concept of mechanical/electronic hybrid multi-motor systems fonning an 

optimal system, it is suggested that a pure electronic system (or purely electronic 

parts) may make use of differentlhybrid strategies. In other words, there is nothing to 

stop a combined press-drying stage, in the paper-manufacturing example, making use 

of cross-coupling, taking as its reference the speed of the wire-section. Effectively 

combining master/slave and cross-coupled schemes. Again it would be interesting to 

further examine/investigate practical applications. 

6.8 Conclusions 

Multi-motor systems, with a particular view to operating with sensorless induction 

motor drives, have been considered in this chapter. 

The principle of replacing mechanical transmission systems, with electronic systems, 

has been introduced (section 6.2) and the many anticipated benefits examined. The 

main drawback is related to the maximum achievable system stiffness, available with 

the electronically synchronised system, when large-scale speed and load transients are 

experienced. 

In section 6.3 algorithms have been presented that achieve speed synchronisation, 

from the simple open loop scheme (synchronous command generation), where 

individual drives respond to similar reference information, through to the advanced 

virtual line-shaft technique, which models a mechanical line-shaft system [123, 124]. 
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Each of the techniques considered varies in performance and each has been tested on 

the dual motor drive system developed for this work. Results were presented in 

section 6.4, where both drives operate in the encodered mode. This was for defined 

speed and load transient tests. 

The tuning sensorless drive system developed in the previous chapters has been 

tested, with a view to its use in the speed-synchronised system. The results from the 

bi-axial system, when running the same test conditions as in the encodered 

experiments, are presented in section 6.5. Encodered and sensorless results are seen 

to be highly comparable. The speed sensorless drive is seen to maintain encoder like 

speed holding accuracy and, for the better performing synchronisation schemes, it is 

seen that the relative speed error is constrained - to a similar degree as in the 

encodered implementation. In other words, where the speed error is not suitably 

constrained this is a function of the synchronisation scheme, and not to do with the 

sensorless system. 

The sensorless speed holding technique has not been engineered to provide a highly 

accurate estimate of speed under transient conditions and does not provide tuning in 

this mode. The sensorless estimate is thus not guaranteed under transient conditions. 

Its integrity, when used to provide positional information, must therefore be 

questioned during such transient conditions, but, in section 6.6, it has been 

demonstrated to somewhat counteract relative positional error accrued during load 

transients. Relative position error correction is integrated into a cross-coupled 

synchronisation scheme. The position error used to drive the correction control is 

derived from only sensorless speed estimates. The positional results truly confirm the 

speed holding accuracy of the engineered algorithm: the position measure is very flat 

during the data capture period. This is effectively the integral of the speed error, with 

results captured over some 8 seconds. 

The performance of the various synchronisation strategies is reconsidered in section 

6.7. The virtual line-shaft technique holds perhaps the most potential for a multi

motor system and is particularly suited to expansion. However, the torque measures, 

reflected back to the imaginary overall system, serve as cross-coupling terms, which 

are effectively filtered by the closed loop dynamics of the virtual-shaft. Thus 

performance under load impact conditions, for the simple system tested here, is 

inferior to that obtained from the parallel cross-coupling technique. Expansion of the 

cross-coupled scheme was therefore considered in the MSc work of Francisco Perez-
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Pinal [137], as a spin-off from the work of this project. Methods were presented for 

expansion and simulation-tested [137]. The work is not considered practically here, 

due to time constraints and the related fact that only a dual-drive system was 

engineered. It is considered however, that some of the presented/tested 

synchronisation schemes could immediately further enhance existing multi-motor 

applications/implementations, which reportedly tend to exploit the low performing 

algorithms. 

Section 6.7 also considers applications in a little more detail, particularly paper 

manufacture and electric vehicles. It is considered that the developed sensorless drive 

could find a place in parts of such applications, although to fully test such a claim is 

beyond the scope of this work. It is felt that the sensorless synchronisation results 

presented certainly indicate that a system based on such a method may be exploited in 

industrial/manufacturing applications, like those outlined. There are of course 

particular applications, such as robotics, that call for exceptionally high performance. 

Such an application may make use of small (low inertia and hence high bandwidth) 

machines to give a very fast response to transient conditions and would severely test 

high performance encodered solutions. The algorithm would not be applicable in 

such circumstances. Also, there may be applications where the low speed/starting 

performance/synchronisation is critical. The developed system does not tune around 

standstill, offering the basic model-based performance. It is believed however, that in 

many applications such operation will be sufficient, to start a process for example, 

where the normal process speed and load operating range is well within the operating 

range of the developed sensorless system. As an example, drives in the paper 

manufacturing and printing industries may be run up to speed before material is 

handled, other processes may produce small amounts of wasted output where the 

system is run-up to the nominal operating conditions. 

Relating to the purposes of this project, introduced in chapter I, there is a strong 

motivation to use high performance AC drives in multi-motor applications [127]. 

Use of DC drives, in a system where the motor count may be large, will incur costs 

associated with reliability/maintenance factors for example. Low performance AC 

techniques (V/F for example) will not provide adequate performance. Where use can 

be made of sensorless techniques, the vulnerability of encoder use is removed and 

this is particularly useful in parts of steel and paper processes. In the examined 

paper-production process, operating conditions would not favour use of DC machines 

or electrical shaft-encoders, due to damp/wet conditions. 
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Similarly to marrying a particular sensorless algorithm to a particular (individual) 

drive application, it is considered that multi-motor systems may benefit through the 

good engineering of individual sections of a process. Some sections may require 

mechanical linkage, providing stiff control. Other sections may utilise electronic 

control, but this may be achieved using a most appropriate coupling strategy and, 

where possible, sensorless methods. As mentioned early in this chapter, where parts 

of a process are perhaps situated some way away from the main sections, electronic 

synchronisation can certainly be exploited, rather than unrealistically extend 

mechanical line-shaft, etc. 

In the conclusion of this chapter it is considered that the possibility exists, and that 

this possibility has been demonstrated, that sensorless control methods may be 

utilised in multi-motor systems. It would be most rewarding to further engineer such 

solutions, given practical application scenarios. 
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7.1 Introduction 

As outlined in chapter 1, from the outset this project had the following main aim: 

To develop and demonstrate a fully sensorless induction motor drive that has 

sufficient speed holding capability to make it suitable for industrial processes where 

multi-motor control is required. 

It is felt, in the conclusion of the project, that this aim has been achieved. Primarily, 

this was accomplished by fulfilling the following particular aims/objectives: 

I. Investigate the alternatives, but select and test a most suitable model-based 

sensorless vector scheme - to facilitate a sensorless drive with high dynamic 

performance capability 

2. Investigate methods for tuning the developed model-based system, most 

particularly to maintain encoder like steady state speed holding accuracy. 

Also, such a scheme should ideally be operational over a maximised 

operating range and have practical validity 

3. Test and demonstrate the self-tuning, accurate speed-holding sensorless 

drive 

4. Investigate suitable multi-motor control schemes for use in industrial 

manufacturing processes. Realistically this is in a suggested power range of 

2kW to lOOkW, and not applicable to the extreme demands of robotics for 

example 

5. Compare and contrast encodered and sensorless implementations of the 

multi-motor synchronisation schemes. Thus, this also tests feasibility of 
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practical application of the sensorless system, through its application to a 

second motor drive 

The main aim of the work was, of course, the engineering of a practical drive system 

suitable to perform the above tasks. Supplementary aims/issues explored most 

significantly included an investigation into the possibility of using the RSH based 

accurate sensorless speed identifier as direct feedback in a sensorless drive. Also the 

possibility of using the sensorless multi-motor system to correct/compensate for 

position error accumulated during speed transient conditions, bearing in mind that the 

system was developed for performance in the steady state. 

This chapter now goes on to give a more thorough review of the work, with particular 

consideration to the model-based system development, the RSH based speed 

estimator and tuning, and the multi-motor control. Ideas for further work are 

discussed in section 7.6 and project outcomes are detailed in section 7.7. 

7.2 Thesis Review 

The motivational criteria for operation of induction motors under vector (or field 

orientated) control, for high dynamic performance, and without shaft-mounted speed 

sensors, for reasons of practicality, reliability and cost, were outlined in chapter 1. 

The chapter also highlighted that, whilst having succeeded in providing field 

orientated dynamic performance, the speed holding accuracy associated with 

sensorless techniques (that have mainly had commercial impact) results in them not 

being suitable for speed critical applications. The problems associated with the 

techniques are related to them being based on the motor electric dynamic model and 

thus relying on knowledge of parameters that vary heavily with operating condition. 

Applications that have therefore not generally utilised sensorless methods were 

considered to be any based on multi-motor synchronised control. 

Further project background was given in chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 provided the 

mathematical background pertaining to the decoupling of flux and torque producing 

components of induction motor stator current, for field orientation or vector control. 

The various means of achieving field orientation were discussed, along with relative 

advantages/disadvantages. The operation of the voltage source inverter (VSI) type 

power converters was considered and discussed, as this provides the variable 

magnitude. variable phase. stator voltage required for vector control of an induction 
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motor. Associated discussion centred on the non-ideal nature of the voltage 

waveform produced, as this is of particular relevance when considering the tracking 

of rotor slot harmonics, used later in the work. Finally the chapter further presented 

the motivation for sensorless induction motor operation, a review of sensorless 

induction motor control and a more detailed look at the leading algorithms that attain 

such control using the induction motor model, knowledge of electrical parameters and 

measurement of stator terminal quantities. 

Worthy of a particular mention is that chapter 2 also considered sensorless induction 

motor control based on signal injection methods. The author notes that such 

techniques have been shown to provide excellent low speed performance, both in 

terms of orientation and closed loop position control, particularly in [20]. The 

reasons for not using, exploring and extending such techniques in this work were 

based on the motivational criteria of this project. The desired aim was based on the 

algorithm having immediate commercial relevance, perhaps as an extension to 

existing drive products, operating over the majority of the speed and load range and 

not requiring in-depth machine and/or inverter knowledge. It is acknowledged that 

signal injection techniques are the viable solutions in providing low speed 

performance, but it is considered that there is much engineering required in terms of 

bringing such algorithms towards a general commercial implementation. There are 

also other various drawbacks to the techniques and these were highlighted in chapter 

2. 

Chapter 3 detailed the experimental system, developed as part of this work, consisting 

of two 4kW-induction machines, each with a 7.SkW inverter. Although these items 

have similar ratings, they are each from different manufacturers. Each induction 

machine could be loaded by an associated dc machine, providing variable torque 

loads. The different dc machines resulted in each rig having quite markedly different 

inertias, which was to be a worthwhile test of the speed synchronisation techniques. 

Both rigs were fitted with encoders to provide speed measures in the implementation 

of encodered induction motor vector control, to act as a benchmark for sensorless 

perfonnance, and to measure the performance of sensorless operation. The chapter 

also presented the control and data capture processing platforms and the developed 

interface system, which coupled the processing platform and motor drives, built as 

part of the project. The motor control code for the complete dual drive system was 

run on a dual floating-point DSP processor system. Chapter 3 described this system, 
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how processing tasks were divided between the 2 processors and how overall drive 

rig control and data capture was developed on the host PC. 

7.3 The Sensorless Model-based Implementation 

The foundation of the developed speed holding sensorless drive method is the Kubota 

adaptive speed observer (ASO) [83]. Both the method and the detail of the particular 

implementation were fully presented in chapter 4. The reasons for choosing the ASO 

technique were highlighted as it requiring neither direct integration of sensed motor 

terminal quantities, nor knowledge of mechanical drive parameters. Whilst similar 

attributes are associated with the Ohtani method [81], the Kubota scheme was more 

readily implemented on the development system, where an encodered mode of 

operation was available. The Kubota scheme facilitates DRFO, for flux and torque 

current decoupling, and is a popular model-based sensorless vector technique used in 

many further works. Like all the model-based techniques however, its performance is 

related to how accurately motor parameters are known and tracked. Whilst forming 

the basis of the developed technique, the Kubota algorithm could be replaced with 

alternative methods, where the developed speed tuning algorithm would still be 

applicable. 

Speed and current control design specifications were presented in chapter 4, along 

with the specifications of the ASO. The chapter went on to test the performance of 

the ASO scheme, as an observer of speed in an encodered IRFO implementation, and 

in the fully sensorless DRFO mode. The encodered results acted as a benchmark for 

those obtained from the sensorless scheme, which were seen to be highly comparable. 

Of concern with model-based methods is the low speed performance and, as was 

evident in one of the presented results, orientation and speed estimation can be 

compromised in this region; the result showed a loss of orientation on motor drive rig 

A when decelerating to standstill under full load. A second result, obtained with 

adjusted parameters, demonstrates that the technique gives excellent performance 

with tuned parameters, but together the results demonstrate that performance is 

compromised if these parameters are not precisely known in the low speed region. 

Based on the work of others, chapter 4 goes on to consider the causes and effects of 

parameter variation. The review highlights that the primary parameter variations, 

effecting sensorless performance within the rated speed region (fully fluxed), are 

related to the resistance parameters. The resistances are greatly affected by 
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temperature variation, both ambient and (primarily) motor heating. Rs greatly affects 

the stability of a sensorless drive and is particularly influential at low speed. Its 

significance lessens with increasing speed. With regard to speed estimation accuracy 

Tr is the significant parameter. The effect of error on this parameter, with regard to 

speed accuracy, is constant throughout the speed range and it is impossible to 

simultaneously estimate speed and Tr under normal model-based operating conditions 

[28]. Being the most significant, Tr is the parameter most suitably adjusted to obtain 

accurate speed holding and can be used to artificially accommodate the lesser 

significance of inductance parameter error on speed estimation accuracy (below base 

speed). This is given that the sensorless drive Tr is tuned by obtaining a second and 

accurate measure of drive speed. 

7.4 The Adaptive Tracking Speed Estimator (ATSE) 

Having engineered a suitable sensorless strategy, in the Kubota scheme, the bulk of 

the research work in this project was presented in chapter 5, as the Adaptive Tracking 

Speed Estimator (A TSE). Using the developed ATSE system, a secondary (high

accuracy) speed estimate was obtained, based on rotor slotting information contained 

in stator quantities, for tuning of Tr in the sensorless ASO scheme. Compared with 

tuning against individual parameter variation, this ensured accurate speed holding. 

The chapter firstly reviewed the mechanisms that lead to the production of RSH 

effects seen in stator quantities. It went on to consider the effects of PWM 

harmonics, which exist with the RSH effects, that create tracking difficulties. In 

particular this work looked at rotor slotting and inverter harmonics in three available 

quantities, these being: 

• A single sampled stator current 

• The transformed overall current vector magnitude 

• The PWM reference voltage vector magnitude 

Previous work, regarding the tracking of RSH effects using digital methods, had been 

carried out using sampled stator currents [28, 102-109]. Blasco improved the 

robustness of his algorithm by exploiting two RSH effects in a single stator current 

[28]. but none had made use of the alternative variables. The use of voltage and 

current vectors gave an immediate tracking range improvement. by extending the 

operating range in which the RSH effect could move, due to load, before contacting 
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the next lowest PWM component. Use of the voltage vector magnitude improved the 

algorithm performance at lower frequencies/speeds, where the RSHs are attenuated in 

current quantities, due to the current controller action. The current controllers act to 

attenuate the RSH effects, so their output must contain RSH information. The 

reference value of voltage, fed to the PWM scheme from the dq current controllers is 

thus used as an input to the A TSE, not a measured stator voltage. This fits with the 

fact that in many commercial drives voltages will not be measured (voltage 

transducers will not be fitted). 

The A TSE system, obtaining a speed estimate from the RSH effects, is fully 

described in the chapter. The input to the system is selected, based on the ASO 

estimated speed, as either III or IVI". The system sample frequency is conveniently 

changed at the input changeover, to improve the signal to noise ratio at lower speeds 

and hysteresis is included in the changeover mechanism. Pre-filtering, before the 

RSH identifier, has made use of notch filters to remove inverter effects and improve 

the nollight load performance. In effect the pre-filtering 'promotes' a particular RSH 

component. The RSH component frequency is identified using the RML-A TF 

method [113], where the centre frequency of a notch filter is recursively adjusted to 

minimise the output. Thus the RSH, as the strongest component in the input, is 

eliminated and the frequency identified. It is noted that a similar effect would be 

realised by maximising the output if using a bandpass (BPF) tracking filter. The 

notch code is slightly more efficient however. Minimal algorithm parameter 

management is required, the notch bandwidth and averaging parameters of the RML

A TF routine are fixed, in line with that proposed by Shuli [119], to provide good 

accuracy and allow dynamic tracking for tuning. Speed is calculated using 

knowledge of f. from the differentiated rotor flux angle. 

A TSE results are presented that demonstrate the steady state and dynamic tracking 

performance of the algorithm under similar operating conditions to those used to test 

the ASO. A defined region of operation is shown, being highly similar to the model

based ASO algorithm and similar to that described by Blasco for his FFT work [28]. 

The advantage with the developed system, over that of the FFT, is that the 

computational requirement of the A TSE system is minimal. The complete control 

algorithm (speed and current control, sensorless ASO, RSH based speed estimator, Tr 

tuning, PWM, etc) can be implemented on a single DSP unit for an individual drive. 

Blasco made use of a dedicated RSH identifying processor [28]. An FFT, at first 

thought, should give superior performance, in terms of accuracy and PWM harmonic 
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rejection, because all spectral information (in a window) is captured. PWM and RSH 

harmonics can be identified and a search routine can determine the RSH etTects. The 

RML-ATF, due to it recursive nature, should otTer improved dynamic performance 

with lesser computational requirement, but is likely to otTer an increased likelihood of 

becoming confused with inverter harmonics and lesser accuracy. It is noteworthy 

that, through input selection and pre-filtering, the ATSE system presented here is 

comparable with the FFT of Blasco [28], in terms of operating range (related to PWM 

harmonic rejection) and accuracy. This is especially significant, because the author 

and Blasco made use of the same drive rig. 

The tuning system. also presented in chapter 5, simply compares the RSH based 

speed measure and the sensorless ASO measure. The error is used to drive a PI 

controller whose output is a Tr adjustment term. As such the BPF centre estimate is 

self-correcting. The dynamics were set-up in simulation, with the A TSE speed 

estimate regarded as real speed, to tune out large errors in less than a second, not 

significantly effecting the speed control dynamics. The results presented show the 

developed scheme to maintain encoder-like speed holding under a variety of speed 

and load conditions. The mechanism is seen to maintain the encoder-like speed 

accuracy of both drives when operating at 200rpm under fully loaded conditions for 

30+ minutes. The relevance of this test being in that the drives were operated from a 

cold start and the heating effects, causing resistance parameters to vary, were thus 

significant. From a similar cold start, a further result under similar test conditions 

and with no tuning, shows the two drives to each accumulate an error of some 5rpm 

to 7rpm over the same period. The low speed performance is also demonstrated, 

where tuning is disabled below 75rpm, as in this region the A TSE estimate is 

unreliable. There is a similar constraint placed upon the model-based ASO method, 

due to the unoptimisedlunimproved action of the VSI power converters, measurement 

methods, etc, at low speed. The ASO algorithm shows suitable performance for 

starting and unsustained operation at low speed, with tuning re-enabled when 

returning from this region. Other work looks more specifically at improving low 

speed operation, using Rs estimation in model-based methods [40], and signal 

injection techniques [20]. It was not the primary consideration of this work, but is 

highlighted for further work. Many applications may not require high performance 

operation in this region/mode. 
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7.5 Speed Synchronisation/Multi-Motor Control 

Having engineered the desired sensorless drive, with a tuning mechanism for highly 

accurate speed holding, the algorithm was tested. Firstly the applicability of the 

algorithm was considered, by applying it to a similar induction motor drive rig with 

minimal modification required (speed and current controller redesign, as would be 

expected). Secondly the two tuning drives were tested in various speed-synchronised 

configurations. 

Speed synchronisation, as far as the author is aware, is something not yet tested with 

sensorless algorithms, primarily due to the fact that their speed holding capability 

would generally render them unsuitable for such an operating scenario. The 

possibility exists for signal injection based schemes to offer such performance, as 

they have been demonstrated to offer closed loop position control, but, as established, 

much engineering is required to bring these methods to market. There are significant 

drawbacks, not least with regard to operating range, and synchronisation of these 

methods has not been tested in literature. In fact, where a position-based system is 

engineered using such techniques, a speed control 'Operation may not be highly 

practicable. The position signal must be differentiated to provide a speed signal, 

which may be noisy, and continuous high-speed operation may not be achievable, as 

it would constitute highly dynamic position control. 

Chapter 6 investigates the background of speed synchronised control. The many 

advantages of removing a traditional mechanical coupling and instead using 

electronically coupled individual motor drives are discussed. The drawback is in how 

well electronic coupling can resemble (if required) the overall inertia, and rigid 

coupling of individual axes, in a mechanical system. 

Methods for electronic coupling are reviewed in the chapter, ranging from a simple 

open loop synchronous command method, where the individual drives simply follow 

the same command information, to a virtual line-shaft technique, intended to emulate 

a mechanical system. The performance of the various schemes is tested under step 

speed reference transients and load impact conditions, using the encodered drive rigs. 

Loading of each machine is considered, bearing in mind the differing inertias. 

Undergoing the same tests, the tuning sensorless drive rigs are shown to operate in a 

speed-synchronised mode. The results obtained are highly comparable with the 
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encodered versions. The sensorless tuning system provides excellent steady state 

synchronisation, with the relevant coupling schemes minimising (or not) the transient 

error. In terms of position error during the transient, where tuning is disabled, the 

sensorless scheme will not offer the synchronisation performance of the encodered 

version, but, in terms of steady state speed locking and transient speed error 

minimisation, sensorless and encodered results are highly comparable. 

Of the tested methods, the two leading techniques are the parallel cross-coupled 

method and the virtual line-shaft. The master/slave technique can give excellent 1-

way coupling, particularly for drives of strongly differing inertias (as used in this 

work), but the master will not respond to disturbances that affect the slave. The 

cross-coupled method gives excellent synchronisation during torque impact 

conditions, but would require some form of command rate limiting to offer good 

synchronisation during speed transients. Command rate limiting is inherent in the 

line-shaft method and it varies depending on drive loadings. The coupling in this 

mode is not excellent during torque impact conditions however, where it seems to act 

like a form of filtered (by the inertia of the software virtual shaft) cross-coupling. 

Various works look at more involved (rigid) controller design [124, 139, 140], and it 

is suggested that the scheme would respond differently to drives with reduced and 

well matched inertias. The virtual shaft offers a possibility to readily manage 

sectional overload, as reported in [123, 124], but this work was not extended to test 

this. 

The cross-coupled technique was extended to test the possibility of minimising 

relative position error (between the 2 drives), accumulated during a load impact 

condition, by turning the A TSE sensorless speed estimates into a relative incremental 

position error signal. The tuning drive was not designed to operate in this mode, with 

the estimate not guaranteed during transient periods, but it was demonstrated that the 

correctional term did serve to minimise the positional error accumulated. Both 

encodered and sensorless results, with and without positional correction, were 

presented for comparison. 

Finally chapter 6 considered, in a little more detail, applications where the sensorless 

algorithm may be applied and considered the expansion of multi-motor schemes, for 

use with more than two drives. It is thought that electronically synchronised motor 

drives could further impact into applications still relying on mechanical 

synchronisation, by using the more advanced electronic synchronisation methods. In 
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many applications the more basic ones are currently used. Performance enhancement 

could perhaps be gained by the choice of the most suitable synchronisation scheme to 

operate a particular section of an application, as discussed in the chapter. Making use 

of the sensorless method presented, or any extended from this work, in syncronised 

control brings the benefits described in chapter 1, relating to the use of induction 

motors and the removal of the speed sensor. 

7.6 Further Work 

With a view to using the A TSE system, as simply a speed measure or for tuning, in a 

commercial system, it would be beneficial for manufacturers to further examine the 

logistics of perhaps implementing an estimator on an expansion DSP system. The 

algorithm is suitable for implementation on a floating point DSP, not as sophisticated 

as those used in this work, and would require minimal parameter set-up. It would be 

useful to examine which few parameters must be passed to the DSP system in order 

for a most reliable speed estimate to be returned. This could be offered as a 

performance enhancement/expansion item. 

Regarding developing the presented tuning drive algorithm, the author would be most 

interested in the performance gained by considering the use of machines with 

promoted RSH effects. In many applications the requirement for a robust sensorless 

induction motor drive may be such that, perhaps trading somewhat against motor 

losses, the RSH effects could be enhanced, making the motor itself a better sensor. 

This would include having motors with a high number of open and unskewed slots. 

Under such circumstances the performance of the A TSE and tuning algorithms 

presented in this work should certainly be greatly improved. The low-speed 

operating limit would be extended, primarily by the slot number increase, and the low 

load limit would be extended, by the opening and unskewing of the slots increasing 

RSH amplitude. With promoted effects it may be possible to reconsider the use of an 

A TSE derived speed estimate as direct speed feedback. In this case it would be 

necessary to further investigate the operation of the algorithm under light 

regenerating loads, as this could lead to the motor running at synchronous speed. 

Under such conditions RSH effects would coincide with inverter harmonics. It may 

be possible to operate such a mode with some form of field weakening however, to 

make sure RSH and inverter harmonics never coincide. For direct feedback it would 

be necessary to more explicitly examine A TSE dynamics. 
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The direction of research and commercial activity in the field of motor drives seems 

to suggest a move toward integrated products, where machines and power converters 

are combined [35]. The matrix converter concept (replacing the VSI) allows the 

removal of the large dc link capacitors associated with standard inverters and, 

although requiring more power electronic switches (silicon technology - price 

reducing?), offers the possibility ofa reduction in volume of this component [34, 35]. 

The current point of investigation remains the more involved cooling aspect, with 

regard to combining of converter and motor [35]. With the possibility of such 

integrated drive products however, it would seem a particular waste to still fit a shaft 

mounted encoder, such that the most realistic means of sensorless operation must 

surely be to promote the RSH producing effects in the rotor. The use of matrix 

converter may also alleviate some of the low speed problems that are due to 

deadtime, as the commutation process is somewhat different in this type of converter 

[34]. 

In terms of improving the algorithm in the low speed region, bearing in mind that the 

above suggestions may offer much improved performance anyway, it would be 

interesting to combine the solution developed here with a signal injection method. 

Signal injection is considered the only technique, so far suggested in research, that 

allows a true high performance operation at low and zero speed, where rotor 

information is made available on the stator side by persistent high frequency 

excitation [20]. Although the drawbacks with such methods include increased losses, 

torque ripple, acoustic noise, etc, it may be possible to minimise the impact of these 

considerations, by only operating this mode in the minimal part of the operating 

range. Engineering would be required to combine the method presented in this work 

with a signal injection method. A reliable switch over between operating modes, with 

good dynamic performance. must be assured. The solution would offer the 

possibility of very high performance throughout the operating region below base 

speed. 

It would also be useful to investigate the performance of the ATSE based method 

well into the field-weakening region. Here the speed estimate may perhaps be 

reconsidered for direct feedback. because inverter/RSH harmonic confusion is less 

evident and RSH effects can be robustly tracked in current quantities (less noisy than 

voltage). In this mode it may be wise to exploit stator flux orientation for improved 

flux control [27, 85], but field weakening operation would still require extended 

parameter knowledge [50, 51]. The immediate considerations that would need to be 
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addressed include the possibility of variation in PWM harmonics that would limit 

tracking. Also the fact that the execution time of the A TSE system would become 

more significant as speed increases, with an increase in sample frequency required to 

track the higher frequency RSH effects. All modes of operation, including some 

signal injection methods, would still benefit from the promotion of RSH effects, as 

considered earlier. 

Although not the primary objective of this work, it having been used as a 

demonstration of the developed sensorless system, it would perhaps be interesting to 

consider further work in the area of multi-motor control. Various schemes have been 

presented, all with their relative merits, but each seems to hold restrictions with 

regard to their not being able to resemble the inherent shaft stiffness of a mechanical 

line-shaft. Cross-coupled techniques offer perhaps the best performance with regard 

to maintaining synchronisation under impact load conditions, but the virtual line 

shafting technique offers the best performance under speed transient conditions and 

will manage an axis torque limit situation most effectively [123, 124]. Some further 

work has been undertaken as a spin off from this project, by Perez-Pinal, in extending 

cross-coupled techniques [137], but it would be interesting to explore the true 

performance of a real mechanical system in a particular application. Much of the 

research work presented in this area does not include plentiful amounts of 

comparative results, nor results from mechanical systems. 

In short, it is considered that for both sensorless and multi-motor synchronisation 

methods to greatly extend into new/all application areas, a method must be married to 

an application. In terms of sensorless drives, advantage can be gained by suitable 

choice of machine, bearing in mind self-sensor performance, but the power converter 

control may require simply flexibility in terms of its software control component. A 

wide range of methods are available that should offer suitable performance in a given 

application. The advantages of a flexible software based system can be exploited 

such that a solution is engineered for a given problem, with a fixed power converter 

requirement. 

7.7 Project Outcomes 

This project has resulted in five conference papers [14-18], included as Appendix A. 

It is hoped that the A TSE work will shortly be presented as a journal publication. 
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Interest in the A TSE speed estimation technique, and sensorless model-based drive 

tuning, has been shown by 2 UK drive manufacturers. 
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Il1llucnec thl: JX.Tltmnuxx of the RMI.-A narc 
c\plorecJ and l.h~t."'U.-,: d. lb i~ the management Of 
alij:llnthm pJrnmctt.!'r'S. 

l\ I.·ontml ~lrJteg:y I~ pn:,enloo which fulfil!) the de: ired 
tUIn of the v-,(')M.. I nn: d~d-loop 'rx'Cd comru! 1\ 

dcn'lOn"trnh.xl U\II1J.( the RML~ATr U~ rcaf~timc 

Ie dbac~. l\.tlnlll'l1l111 L •• uo\\ II.-..dge of motor p.m.unelCN I~ 
rrquircd to ProOu<c the Jl<.'Cd holdlll!! pcrIOrtn.ltk'e 
dcmollSu"Oted. 11le \(.:hcmc rrh\!s only on nameplate: 
d .. 114l .lnd ~n(lv-, h .. -uge 01 the mUllbC'r 01' rotor IOh. The 
1.ltll.'t' could be deh.'fIn"'t~d li'orn Mmpk "tdl'llbtlll tl.":!.I:;. 

lh: \\.orL.. is not cOlll.."Cm\id "" Ith d)1\.lmi..: pcrf(}mlallU! 
to 1I \Ul1allOIl or , pc~d ucmand. but d~ COINOcr lOiid 
unp:.tct n.~POlt\C in ... 1e..1Uy ,tatt opcmllnn. Rc!:tuhs arc 
prc~nloo '" hieh dClllon~lr.ue the IIllpro"t.'d "lc,uJ.., ~J.lc: 
pu;J hold"" l><:rionllJll<C of tho dmc . 

ThI: large" \lett I\lnnOniC wlll CXl~t at u Irequency 
Obt.I1I1I,."lI from the Ibllowlng. cquulIon{i). 

('l 

11u" I!'I ",hc..'Te' the m1Chmc hao; p pole p..1''''' d.nd ;. rotor 
:;IUh. III 13 tl~ Ii.md .. 1n\!llIdJ c\.C'uallon trcqucncy dnd 
I'hp j, du:: ,J,p ''''quen", If (7. P + I) or (.-; pI) " 
c\'cn or It ,.nul!lplc or .l. (he: 'orre,(Xlllding hJ.nnolll 
"III I'Mon 1.:\1\( In rnUl) machlll"S only one hannonlc 
"III cx:i,t. If both t\l!:tt the one "'1lh la~cr un1'luuOc: 
r.1I11~ 1I ~d 
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1M 

llJ,nJ P fill r (UPI) I nC\t: iaN (0 Jlr\!-lill-.:r the 
In1C' ..:um:m pnor hl lilt' It \ t(,.. \ I J Tht ",mlml:\~ In: 
clll!~~l' of the' Itmd.UJlCl1wl J.od ~lthc( h..mllo",~, Th~ 
p.."ThJITl\'ln,~ 01 lhh filt.:-r .uaJ Ib. m.uugcITk'nt t.: .. tn 

dra " U) .11. Ithq>erlor",",,<, ,,1 111< R\IL- \ T r, 

lan t'IC \lhl.UllI.-J II Ilk! UUIIJI 

If 

1),,1'1 RI\l1 1 \1 lut, 

Ilr 111l" Ir ng u: f~1r c\J"'.,"IT.:nl .• J1 k."'Iltn~.' ,,'un ,," \)1 
» .. fI',k, ... ;..\\. d hll '~\llrTd \:.I~l.· Indudlnll 

motor k~ b • 1m \\ Il,B r U1\c.'T1c.'f 

Inloml..ltlOH about the Induction looll.)r ... ud\ .. L(" the 
nllmbc:r 01 rotor ~llll.!l., i., kno"1l and tlu, allo,,", ror 
dln.'\!1 lJl\plcnv.::nt"lI~lIl or RML-A Tf.' UISllnthm., 

lb.! tmcrtcr hJ!Io been modtlicu 10 ultO" direct occc,,,, 
In the lYtle control ur the ~Wlh,:lung UC\ICe, Thl' 
alit.)", ill'\.lblc! 'tlllh"illC ~ llll'iCmcntHtton of a 
\UILahlc 1'\\t'M 'lrJh:8)". Both \oltal!c and I;wrent 
traJh4jlll.·~" dre till(d 10 alloy. n'k!d..\lan:n)(,.~' of the\C 
qU.J1l11l1C\, TIll! 1.U1~r 1\ fk..'CC"'!>o\f) for lInplemcnWLlon 
"r,h< R .. 1I -ATr 

"'" I.", 

rl'IC mcluc,;lIon OlOlor , ... cuuptcd 10 il load rx. m.u . .:hll'lC'. 
Tills" cOnlrolkd by " 4-qund,"nl IX como!l1cr and 
pro\·id..: .1 t.'Qn:.1a11t tOlque 1031.1 thmu~houl the ~p«d 
rJnge, nle lotal lOC'l1ia of the rig I~ '-C"eraJ IlIne!'J 
bi~cr th.l1l th.lI or Ihl! Induct10n lllo'M "lone. dl.C IU 
the u...c of 11'k:' DC 1T\JI.:lune. Thi~ I a con.-.llicnlt1on for 
da:slgn ol·lllI.: comrol ,cherne. 

The n~ , ... liut:d '-"Ith it IOOX) puJ\C p...-r rt!\llianloo 

Im:rcmclllal cn~:odcr. nw~ ttl"e.\ " tabu ... , mCj,urcnlL'nl 
uf C'!(>C\.xi. 10 \\<hich rc.~ult from the RMl~A rr nn.llln.: 
l!Jn be compared, 

The RM .\ Tr al~,,"n lhm "nd all dn,. cOlllrol and d;IIa 
",IIJ'C " Implclncnltd or, a Dsr I>oard hou...oo In • 

rc The OSP lI""d "J I CAa' 1\ISJ2OC'44 no.II1Ol! 
POUlt wlIl and the nl.111l Oo.u'd hOb room Il.\( ilddltion.al 
pI'O<.'C'>OfS, .hould lit, .'JXI""oo be reqUIred U", 01 a 
procc ..... 'or such lI~ thiS. ili lov.", for faM dT1U acCur.IIC 
""leu I"""" 01 lhe RML-A 11' and """", .. ,cd filler 
fuJ"k.:liol\s In re;.\! tllnc. \\"here 1lc{·C'-\<Ir'). acl:UI"'.l~ 
lluthcrn.Ulcal fUlll.:II0tb I.:un be moUt, IngonOl1lc.'1.rJc for 
c\ample, As uppo""d 10 look-up ,,,bl.,, Ihl "1(1\"010' 
"'-'1) dCCW'"".l IC po iUOlllllg of filter hUlCIiOru anc.J 

CJh.:ulallull of· their "\:t<k:Ji.Ucd pi.lmTIl!tC'I 

rre-mrerlll~ 1', lor to the R\lL,..\ TF t\1~HrhhlU 

TIle IO'\II.:dl\JlcI) c\ Idl:nl problem) ~\'''''-'K.:,aIOO wlll, 
ITJcking it 'peed h.JmlollK are: 
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ROIM 1)1 hMnll.lnlC C\.I" 141m Olhcr lO"ener 
h •. lnlkJllk: ,uk! the fund.tn\:ll1 .. lI ,t",lor ,um:Jll 
Ircqu':'l<') 
.\1 lu'llro )'lUd Illl: l~'h.'r \.'um.:111 amphluO\! "Ill 

he ,m,.IIl. b.:IKc the ... Iul h.Jnlll'TUC ,,,ill h,ne a 
J't.".,.. 'le'1U1lO OOl...c r,IIIU 

At 10"- "r'k.;\!O tla: '",lldllng hanHollic, ",,111 bl! 
In do.-.c flru UlUl). lhe .. Iut h.,"nom~ may 
I ~ thmugh o,;c\\.,t.11 "'oltchlllS h.lml('HUC' 
IhnlU";' th.." r.Jh...'d 11..' .. ,d nlHh'\.' 

I he U'kJu...·uoo nlak.:)un..: u ....... d ill tI~ c).rcnn'll!nl.1l rilo( ha .. " 
Z rolur Ilt, iUld l. (Xllc 1'\.111'\. Rckrrtll¥ bJCk. to 

lU4uon(1) ..ukl the I,,'r11CnJ h" C\I:.l!,!lh.;C of ~1()1 

hann.lflh .• II " ck.lr lhilt (Inl," llill.' h.mnollh,· \\ til CA.J~t 
(or- lt~' I illlollJUI"II,::: a.nJ I ltd In.hl ",1'I('n ,lip v.illtk! 
m:L1l. Uu .. all ~ d It' the I '\,h 1Il\t.!rtcr IldmlOnh':. 

It fTI~ I h\.' nul"oJ tJl.1t (hi i~.1 \L'f) h>tlng ... ")lldHl0n It.

the R~U -ATr: OUll'r m.ldlltlc", or 11 'IOlllar po~cr 
r tlllt: \1,111 often hl\\! n-.)f"'C mltlr ~I()L., per pt)lc p.;Ul. 
~hh.;b J'l1.3I.:\.~ lilt.: nlllQl' .. lot h.JnHO'UC •• tI .mu an)w'ki Ill) 

k~KI. ul ,hlt:flcr trt{lUC1'I()" "'hen Ih" I~ Ih..: C.~C. the: 
IOhr1,,·r 11.Irmllf\h.', "III p4.l"'IIhl) bt: of d ~mallcr 

II lttud&: 

I U ~,\ \: n~ tJK" un 1~ 11.1 I'mhlt:m auu Ihl< ')1101tlic3fll.'l! 
01 hJw~ "I\k:r h;lnnolUl..·~. lum)Y. b.lmh\-Iulh J}()Ich 
lilll.'n "Ct\: lIll.:hklto!cJ. 1 ~.,t: Jiltc~ l!lmlll'kltc 
tnlUbl '1n~ IIhl."11\..,. hanJkMUI..:"I ~ l11h hJnl".;mu..' 
h)k-r r~m . .un pcOH.U\('nlh on. ""hll .. , Ih(' ntlll....,., Ote 
w, uchuJ uut "'" hen Ok.: blur '-."UrTCnt ri,c i.ll)()\ e D \oCt 
11: d. nus 1~ ~ \1Clfy nll.ltl.ilil.llhUl Illoklc 10 UlC ~cnC'~dl 

R ..... U .. ,\ f I "ru..lun;' h.)v.n to ti~urc I T1~ lih&:~ arc 
11 ludo,~ prklt 10 Ilk' BPI 

'hr..' pt."T1oml.ln,:c- 01 the 1H1l .dioltlr'Hhlll tltleds the 
pert".",.",.., of Iht RW ~ \ 11 II ,I fill r" IIh a ,n .. 11 
pus b.ulll ,"31\ h.: ~8I.-t'J "(urah.'I\- .)1 Ih\." ,Illi 1\4U1nc . .lIuc 
in: 1,-'"1)\ \, th(" qUJht> \11 nrn:nl ft."t ttllh~ RMLMATr 
i ltO'""t Uk.1 the f"!C'C\I c IIm • .IIe hl~hly ~..;ur,lIc, nil., 
ckfcat the \"'II.'\.t, tn he ahl(; It) pl:h':l: Ihe tiher \,"Hh 
hi 'fI .1C\.ura..) l\.'QldI'CS tho,. ttoc 1'I.';t.d be krlt'\"'1 

H\'1C the h\!,l1~ u.,..;!'. the l"~)\\'kd~C" nr "oJn1plc 
nan lat pdf"J.na:h:1"\ It) rn'\I(k' ,Ill 10111.l1 p.Ul!'--', In 

the unpl mrntt't.l t I'C'Mn1l."TlI.tl I.hCI IIC', "iI~d machil'~ 
II' \1,. tb\klnl h~ ralru torque t.:uncm (Iq) 
1r.:asllr\:mclll 01 lq l~n troln,lilh:s 10 ~ln C",llll\iUcd ~lip 

Afki Ihn~lgh lnn\\1 Jgt of thr..~ ~ l..'U.'llHUl trcquc.n( • .'),. II 
lrude "'-Ullah.' "I !qX""""C'd, U\.III.lhlc 1111., ,\ u~ to 
,"\.-..ntfe Ill(' UN h nlU\1 he lI.:mcmt",'n:c.i that lhc: I.:untrol 
,",J~ I ~.t N IU,lU.Ild 1I11111c ' " r \:01111\11 The 

Ibllon tt'Cllielll.)' I "nu\\l\, "lthou~h .IS \'Io!\:tor 

unC11lauon h n,lt tile tr.Hl.! h.lf"JU .ul~le u !J 1\) ()htlilO IQ 

is rffl.l\UniT· 

Tbe hnkl~lt,hh 01 t~ "PI 11m'" he ,ullkH.:lI1i), li\l);c 10 
atlov. t,w "11.: Cft'Of In 111" IIlllt,ll """,,"=0 \.: IIll.lte ill)(J tu 
Ut," I~ R'1l .. '\11 hl tr.",," 3. f"."C;u ,,·h .. lIl~i: ",Ithout 

lu }l I !'1ul I hi, AL:h.:mc \I ,tlHhcr .... nh tlJnS(.IIU 

dUl1ping factor In this Cfl...e the band""dth ,,, ... 111 Chilll~ 
",111 centre frcqlk:flC) nm~ i, u.~ful air, the Im'cner 
il.lrtlk.Ulic spre.I(J lighlen~.it lo\\er 'JlCCd~ 

Speed l\ Ier.uurcmcnt C~int: «he R,'\1l,..'\ TF 

RMlMATF panamc.:tcrs need to be n\1n.lh'Cd for il gi'\c.."n 
"uHplc frequency , The ke) parJ.meter1\ .arc' 

al Ihe bJl1dWld,h onhe nOlch filtor I Til) 1 
b) 111.: owrocr 01 P!l" ""'l'ic- lJ..<.cd In !he 

""".d!!"ng J'I"OC"'" I ),(111 

It ''''s rmUloi Ilwl Ihe IJPr algorilhm requIred a '>JJnplc 
trcqucn..:y or 1.11 Ic~t four tin'll!' the nla).unum 
Irl!qucn..:y to be Ir.JCKCll An InNCOJIr,C 10 ..anlplc 
Ircqocl\l..'y \\-ill IlIvro\-e the d)'l\..1J1l11..: pcrfomlo.U1cc of 
tllC RML-i\ Tr .peed Irad .. bUI reduce 'he accuracy. 
11k! r(t) and A(t) pardJl'k.. ... cr' rcl.ltc IU tJH.~ dl4Jll""e of 
~In'(llc frcql)clk:)I. the qualn) of tI~ tnlti.ti !tJ,x:\.XI ~U~~. 
tl,e d trod 'PC"''<I accurney and the d"",red d)'l.1Jl1I, 
rc.,pon~. 

In Ihl\ m..,h:ml.:ntlltJoll (V,o RML-A T f schcl1)c, lil'C 
u'>Cd '" UI Ilonn!: ample Ircqucnclc>, A 41d f1 ..elk'me 
",11 tmct, :>peed, "' ISOOrpm. lhi> " rdled ,peed i\ 
~-.:t)Ild scheme uses an .sOOtU ildmplc rate lor 
m1pTo\~ aecum!.!)' at lowcr .. pcc~ lu .lJ"Ouod 400rpm. 
1l1c .. p...",~ ~tllnltc is taken hum 11'h! mUM apprupnJtc 
!tQurcc rcfc.!'rcllccd to .1 pn:-~l Il!'vcl or demand 'p'-'Cd, 

In the ,(eddy SlUtl.!, r and A pi.lmn').."'1l'r1:l arc M:t ::auch th.u 
010 bmklWldlh of the 110leh filler I. ,mall u,k1 111< 
numbt!r of paM :..lmpic., l1...-.cd tn the 3\ crngl ng pnx."C',~ 
"hIgh, e1 hu, Ihe aceu,"cy or Ihe RMl.-A I r 'peed 
l'Mllndlc is 1l\d\lml\Cll, There I~ i1 lTillk!-otTaHOum,t the 
d) namic pcrfom'\J]'~c dJ1d par.ulleler~ ,hoult.l be 'CI to 
.1110'" ror 3PPl'llPnUlo sp.:cd Ir""kinl! If demand 'pc-.:<l 
C'h .. 11Il:es, or lor bluw "ariallOn, in IODd 

ror load lOlfl<lCh r and A paranlClCI1\ nlle:.1 be rcta..xtXi 
cOcclncly .... nkmog the notch b..lnd\\lllth •. mel l\."'(.h.Jt.:lOg 
the r~l~' .... 1Il1pl~ llYCrJgc, III ttU!I bCllI.!llle Ihl~ ()Ccun. 

lIl\ttlntunct)U .. I) "hen t1'k! lmlC d..!rihdi"c of ~t.llor 
currelll II"'" JIx". U M!I threshold bel. \0,,,. tilt, 
trlPJ..ocr !I'M! p.mllllCtcrs clunb ~lC~ 10 MC.ldy btate 
""lul!s. 

Ihe bllllOS, bel",ccn ",hlch the pardlllClCr. 'MY, dIner 
d('corc.il1lg to llx; sign of the ~urrcm lli.."nv"II\-C, TIle 

""rfom"Ulcc or Iho RML-A Tr IS dCIlrJdcd al "n Io;'ld 
v.hen compared 10 full loau. d.ue to the 10 ...... 1..:"1' ,lot 
h"nnome ampiliude, lIence IOC dJlli:renl parameter 
Ol.1Jlai-'CII .... 1lI for u load ~cppcd a\ than lor J lo.ld 
,,,'pl)l:d orr, 

'\11 P;1Il1l1'oCICl' u:.cd Ihroughoul Ole eomplele ",1",l1lC 
n:lolc 10 the num~..,. of rotor ,Io~ on LI:k! In.w:hlOc anc.l 
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lhe ,k."\.i'\. ... 1 :'1.t tr.k:t...lng txmJ""IJlh Tlk: JI..,,,mlhm 
dlC:n:tun~ rC'rnul)., '.:ocn" <llkl . trJ')lh.;~lhk II.) alh..·n\JII\,~ 
m ....... h.!\( 

The l.."OIllrul :It". h. t l .Llllunlt ,1 \' I dn\c \\ho\C 
",.'IIl.l I.k!nukts ,Ill:' \t'1 III th,,- Oll..l1mg,lk1 ('nun:. llu~ 

I lll.11 a " :1"1 1.111''01..\ ~) Ih" lIil1hli.)(lll.Jtioll IS 

!Jppn: lIIuh:. In the .... , Id) 1;1''': ~l\\c\C..~r • • 1" 11\! •. bUretJ 

~un =-11 IS Ir.u~ 'oOllu.lm lh· ,Ulll: ",Iy. Ill(' Jq CUfTent~ 
gl\": tn "*1'1'(\\ Im,IIIPll p1 Ih.l\,:hlllC Ilu, .md tl)rqUC . 

Ill-: h,r"uc I'h'IC.h .. "m '(lIIh.'11I (Iq) 1 U,,>,-'lJ 1U obl~n til\: 
1I\1u",1 ("ShlH,.h: ul , ... "CJ 1t,! the BPI-. 1i'I tlullmod 
eartH .. ..,.. 

I ... 

t' • + 

L 

1 he hr:1I"-' f .. il:U.l1\: Ihtl~' the- p.~rlnmkUK'l.! 

lIl"nl\cmCnlo; 11"-11 \':.Hl lx- 11\i\l..k' I,. """1' ''= Vii l:omrol 
ll .. ~M.:\.·UJ t..:l) nll,:.1 until!: the (Ullh', "!'k,,'C'u 11\1, lc'lOt., 

the: ;KlUr.i('\ and wbu,tJ. ut the R'11.~ , \ll h) 
USlI\ 'II~ ,,,,,,,-, II1ll)On.1111l1i ,b thr\.'\:1 k'\.' .. II\.1f.:1.. StIch ,I 

hen.: k... n .. HI\ tll \III~' l"fTur or IlUl ......... lhat n\ly 

Ipp.;.tr un tb.: ,,,,--..:tJ \: tHu.n\!. tll.tl1 II Ikld ,)ncllie.!d 

\~ ''-v k!n..: .\L",." . 11-.: "'\.l"II.llIon In.·,\lUl:IlI..") I~ 
\.no\\n U1 \ I t.;OUu\\' .",&..1 1111~ Inllfl}l;JlItJn I'" (\."qum:d 

~"ohcR\fl .\11 

1 h.," U~ 11 mlwl ur"h.: , -.: ... n ht.- 'l.'-.11 I\lu ... lr.lll:d III 

Ilgurr .. 

1,"" .. ", • .1 I'\lm oh< R\II,.\T[ 0' "",,'tI 
~.It~llllf\."tI) 1.'tIt-ILLI" 

r.tlC ,lC."'C"d Inrnmlll}.' h'lf \.tn.lfltll1' In I\",d 

, ~ 

L"UlllhLhlU fhe Sf"K.."Cd Lrimmlllg 'K!hcnx- 13 ~htl" 11 III 

1l"W;lF'C dCIJIl HI ligun: 1. 

ll-.e CITI)r oclween Ihe uc\m:u t\(X.'Co .md Iha, mc'l"'urco 
OJ Ihe RML-ATF, j, ",Iall'tl and iotlllOcd 00 nltcd 
Illildllll\! ,lip nlC C'(CI\.dlk.1n IJ\.'q\I\.'1l4:Y b lh ... "tl 

J\.."(tU"'SI,,:I, i;Ktju,'It.!d tn O1ini01I\c the errOl". 

nlC udllL,unc.nl 01 the c\..cnallon frcq~nc) i ... r.J.mp 
IImHed nUS" III hmlt the IIlSt.mtark..'Ou~ L"tUn'llI 111 a 

"'lIl11iar \\.~'} to Ihl.: mmp III11Iltn Ihe "'1~Ulda.rd v. r un\c. 
I\l, the .... ,.'ltCl"llI: l:!t un ilLtd on 10 a V,T schl!rnc. Yo here 
\.I,.\."lor Ol'lcntallOIi IS 1'101 iI~"'urcd. Ihe mmp limn mu,:,1 
be o..c..'l wuhlll the cum.:nl honolllg and r~gcnl."rJlIon 

c':tp.ablltll~ oflhc V: I dn\\!. 

.. 
I ••• ' .... 

,r\( I 
,fCIUM 

P"'I 

" l)kl" 

1M 

In Ih, ... 1!'l"Cnmcnl~11 ng U ol'J.lc UJlH ha:. 1x.~11 lilh .. 'd. 
l1111s IhL! limllatlOIl!\ 01· 1 hI.: I.!'oillrol M:-hcmc CUll I~ fully 
c,plon:t.i. Computer ~lInuJallon of lbe dnve Yons It.!\1!l1 
10 !\cl ullahlc g.,un p.1r..lrt'IClC'r!o. 

RfSI It.T!. 

The: lif\t T\!~1I1t dcn"')I"lr.ll~ the JXTfom\JIl(.."C uf the! 

RMl ·"IT a~ U SI')C!4.!U olhL"t\cr. nle algomhm ~I-llp 1"1 

...... d~rt,,",-'(,I in Ihe c-.;pcnolL!nIJI Illlplcn'ICnlatlOll. 11k! 
comml ,tnltcgy i'l nul cOolblL.-J .Lnt! the RML--Al r 1'0 

u.~~ 10 nb\t..'T\ C Uk! .'o.pt."Cd or J Mandard V I · ~ h..!n-..: 
cJunrl!( ~I 100IU Impact. 1'lu ... rc,')uJt 13 ~wn 10 Ii~~wc 4 

l::~ r--
IJ L_ 

.• ... 

" 

"~Ul\' ,J LJ\\.'oOCf '\Ik.l R~fl..-A 1 r Spc.--cd dunng.1 1." .. 1..1 
ltnp.iI;l til \' I Mude. 
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I ~ I :"\.'d ~k'11\lllltl " 7st) rpm. l1.Ilf nn,,'(j rhc gmph 
:!Olw~ .1 ",,,-...11 \ f \:h;II -lcn ... tK .'\l Oi) Inl(.1 the 

.... "C't.J I ~:h_~ I.- tht' tk"lIlill'ltt .u"i \\h,,"" the In.t<.! , ... 
.apphcJ. lhi' sp.x't.J ITUf'"," ,h,,1' It" dlllkult 10 
dlul~tIIsh tX1" XII the RM1 ... \ 11' C,l1ntllt: .mo til.: 

p...-..:d 11"'~ un.:J h.. liM: cn":l,k., , hl" fkl lrod 
r"=d(1I11\.1n ... ~ .JIll" Illl I'n \)1 I")I~ ;lUt! the pilnUneter 
n ~1l""ltI ·I .... 'IIC l~n'iUH.'S th.1t Ih"," ~'1l.",.\ 11· tra.:k.-. 

.J \\hl."tl II ..... • I,\ad j, ',,-lIdk.--d III 

flg.\U'\! :a S...:..IJy ''It.th,", ('n,.:,'k.lct ;;\no RML-i\rr 
\It!1t'V.Jn'l1'a,"nl of~l"ccJ 11\ \ r M\lf..k: 

The groq'lh mv"l1 III Ii~un: ~ d-.:n'l.)l" ... tr.uc~ lll..l1 IIl1! 
..... (ur-~, \,1 Ihe RMI \ 11. hc~ Il\.'",uring J l()()fJ'nlt 
&:nlJnJ "" lkIlf Iv .. ui " \\lIhll\ thl! 1.1t:curacy 01 Ill!.: 
L'Tll: k"r 

II 'un..· h rJ."", .1 n: uh ,~l(.IIIK.-J tWill the 'p...~d. 

mnll1l1f1g ~h..:n-.: 11u ... 1~ tlll~ urr~:r n'kl,t gmph. 1 h,,
,lcn""'1l4.1 p..."\: I. ttnlJ 'o6.;all..' ,,114.1 h\Ju Illllkl\;I I~ u:, ... ho\.\n 
III tlrUl"C''' Ihl~ 11Iu: tr.Jl(" - th ... · ... t...'~ujy .. t.ll~ .1~I'Ur.'()' 

"I"') \.1~1\'IfHh. p!rhlfmJllf..": of lh\! ~r~,:\.'d Innuumg 
C:,lIllml .\1\ enu-.k:rco \l.'\'lur cumt'\11 n.'\lh)lbC. 
t*'I.1II'K."d In.'fll th..: Imc ng. I' ,/10"11 111 thc lo\\cr 
i!1"; h Ii., ... ,1II"C\-IO",m 

r lJ.;lU-\." Co ",,"'Cli Rt: pOll" ("I '\Jlt...:d I nmmlnp tUld 
l..Il~,,",-·f\'U" ·tur Sdk.·"~ dunng II I till , n.w In'll'-lCt 

1 he ht"tt-.; ha.,,, h...X'1l 1l~'"'J O\1.'r till.: Ii.lll nUlgl! of r.\I~d 
'I"-'tlf' iflC't"J IIl!un' " ~I \, "k" J'l.-'\'''' 1\:''''''' ~, (If 

tJ.c lI.::-U (nO .. ll1l' },'"lI"" JI 'IX) fl\1ll Jnl! I (Xlrpm 
lit IIIn ~ I a': ;\I,kr I"t, ,~ .. It l"",tl ih till.! \th"'''f'\ ..... r 

01 ~p..."Cd wk..l"lay., Ill" r~U1 III the contml ,lrUr.:IU)'C. 
rc!\f'lu",~L'$ S.hl)\~ It arc lor lull IOild lmpact-. . 

1: ..... --

1 '::. 
1-·· 

---,~-----

\11 

I tglln.~ 7: Sj'lC'Cd ~~pon.~ of Speed Tnmnllng ScOCIlk.' 
dunng ['ult LOOld Imp....lcb. ul ISOOrpm .IIUJ :lOOrpm. 

It I' cl...·nr thai the n.. ...... pon...c dt ltH.)rpm. 5H, nll:ch.lnic-.II. 
IS dCl'nldet.i !.Tom Ihal.J1 bolh 150011>01 dlW 750rrnn. 

\hhlHll!h field om.'flIJtlun " l10t lno\.\n III V r m .. \dc • 
th~ IIlclu,lOn or .Ul 1<.1 curTl. .. ·nt contmlll't' ga~c bettcr 
J'C'gtll.III\)n f IgUI'C H ,ho\\, the dri\-c runmng ul 
I ~(>rpm during .1 h.lIf lo..Kl inlJ.-tct.. .... llh It! l:um:nl 
'-"l)!llnll 

f>\M: IU the PfM)( n:g~jl.1I10fl .If the Imo.-cr 'j.pccd~. the 
1lIllllh:r dynamic I'l"rii.mn.Ulcc \ariC3 \\oith 'q'lL'Cu for a 
Ihct.l luad imp.It.:1 In these cOnc.illJOll, the lrud im",l..:1 
h.l'-l it more "'IP.IU til,.'iHlI effect on ... peed .lIlt.! the ~fX"Cd 
I1I11UIlIII~ ,chern\!' can ~1'uratc. 

flgur\! 8 SJ"XU Ri.:'fKm .. -.c of\(>I . .'\!d Trmvnin~ Schcnll.' 
dunng .. 11.11 r /""d Imp.I<I. al 150rpm 

C()'I,( I l"MO,"S \ NO olsn SSIO'l 

It " dcar 11.11 Ille RML-Al r and the Implen..,Ill.xl 
~()I\In.ll ....:hcmc filCilu.ltc highly OIi,:...:Uf',Jb.: ~tcad)! .. .\otullL' 
\pc<."t! h"ldlll!! III 1><:1"" .10(},1'm. It, 'be a, a d'I'I."1 
f\..'\!dhik'k s(,k.-oc(1 IllCilsun.:mcm dcnnn,rrah.--s IIIC 
mhu"'uk ..... ~. rigurc 6 ,Il('\'\ that ulthough the dYI'w.mll" 
rcr1~,,"ni1ncc or thl: srx.-cJ trinunmg ;."cfll.:rnc l:t f\C~ ~, 
fibt a, the \c..:torcd ~1k:nlC. Ihe: ... ll!ady ,ute.! 
pcrfonn.m<:c " ... , ~ood. At the ",ide mnt!C of 'f'.~u,. 
lh\! t:,lmrot "IChcnlt! mJ1I14tllb ;J ,Icady ",!,atl.! 11"-"-01 
'1lC\."t1 "lIhln onl}.t 1-2 htt encoder TC:-.()Iuhon. 

rhc c\'Illln"ll ~hcn'k! ... hown Jnd the: Ri\ 11-1\ Tr mclhu .. .1 

of \IlC'C~ m.,::a"ilil'\:lllCnl .. re \iable ror w.c In ~, 
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to:,,".ncr~·t~ dr-hC: I",,~ R~tI \1 r l."ould ca ... il) be run 
nn a U"P ''of I n' p..u ..II... irum the un" I.!' aru..l the 

'khli .. al1oo reqwrcJ hl u ,'.ulI.i.lnl \ r \.t:hc.:n"k:. tl) 

IAclu&.. .. lhe .... oJ I rimmer, an: nuninkll. In tlu ... 
IltII!,I,'rncru.1!1I)" Ilk: (onlf'i" conln.)1 algnnthnt .md the 
It 11,. \ II 111: Itl~ll lCfiI¢d on.1 IIlgh: pnlC{, sor 

In lIu 111"'I...·nICIII.111011. tl",~ ~p..:"d n~.I'liTl.' nbt..llncd 
Inml It,,; R\U,.. \ t I ",1",,"11 tu ~n.·.III) Irnpt\)\-c the 
f"'.'"f1onnm'" III the \ (un\c. rrul.: do.,,,d klOP 'llL'l~ 
uJ01rul t dcmvn~lr.JI('\l. 'til lIhuut U)(' 11.o,C 01 an clN.."lxk'r 

11", 

KII HII (f., 

(II 1 ..... ,1.:' (" "N~, ",\<llpll\C SP'-"U 
Ilk-Hulk,Hlnn 1\'1(' \\: hlr ('oHlr\,1 ul Induction 

tnll," , ''''II}'''"I' R\)IJ.Ihll1..1I Tran~U\:c",". 
III r lLlII In,lu,1 \I'P" ~~, pp 1054 I(K,I 

PI fI hl J, I'Nt.. ·~..:n.,-'·.""rlc, ... <.'ontr,)1 of At 
\f,lt.)f'I>n\ ... If rr,I'f\."" Btl4.l\.... flP 11-29 

(1J Hoill J. 1')9~' :1\~'rk,-, l\hlllun ("mllmi 0(' 
'hIt"" An Llllr.!rging 

r l'r.tn'i '""Il .... 1 l.h.,\lfonJ ..... 

I~I tI,,, 1>. " 1><:11.',. T (i. (,n,,1 t, 3l\U 
l'n,lurr() I. (1)<)4, ", -JX."\.:..t ~cll."'('lrlc~ 'Icld .. 
01'1 1100 (",\l.rnl \llltkllx:lwn 1\1.K;.lmtl:~ U.'I11~ 
( lD'T("l11 lklrrrllnl" Sp...'dn,1 r. ... llfl\.1I1U1\ ... frpt.; 
Ir I I I \S, rr to/Il «17 

I~I IUJ '~(lHn .. ·I",,"-1 Ro. PNS. "'h~ Pcrt;'lm\lIlCC 

SCn'4tfit. ~ \.,,'hlr Control of lndlll.."litm Mowr 
(>t1\t.:". Iln __ 'lk",~_l\l1"c"it~ of 
~\lIh h In .. l' l.&l.u\d 

It>! J .... I 11"1,, I, 1'~11, 'H,S" 1))'1.Inlic 

\( Dmc ""h On-I;,.., 
l'.It'.IO,,-,,":, Ilnd Sl\:.ld)' Sf.lle: 

.\1" hllJu,' J Icdmnic!l., 

171 (.1 .. J. '-'her (, \t, SI\l~1 I, <"Ull\11<:' M 
B ,.JI. .. J lid I 'trJh ,\, l'NN, 'II", 
Rl"\:lriol\\;; ""IIl'K.Un I ,kl..,lthl..k)J J\I~,mllun 

(WI. 

(9J. 

IIOJ 

for I lUling the Hl\tnr lltn(" ('on~lanl til Hlgh
Pl.:rfOI1l\lnl"C n. ... ')rl~ InductIon ~f"lnr 
Dmc", PI),X' In M, 2, pp <126-<110 

Ferr,lh ", Bmdky K J, Hogocll-ullnK r J, 
\\ ooil'>OlI M S, .\>h.:.- u M, Somller 1\1, Cilia 
J J,kl Shull ), 1999, "A SllCCd Idenllf,« 10>' 
InulU.:llon Moto'f Ornc.) lblflg RL!ilI-Tlnle 

<I,lpll\C OogJlal fill"nng", 11-1 . 1,,,'1' 
"I<h", AI~'" .\4, pp I ~<>-162 

Shutt J. A!,lll.:l' (, M. SUl1"1TlCr M. Umdlc) K J. 
CdlJ J .,'" [.'rrJh A, 1'198, "Dinanll': 
TrdCklltg of Imlucllun Motor Spt..."Cd tI~lUg 

Rotor Slot IlaJ1l"lJnic~ and thL.: RI,.'Cur~l\ c 
~(.I"ln'UI11 Li!...dihood AIg.orilhm", p~ r I~ 

rI'I71) 1&1 

Soo-(h,lI1g I' ,ukl O\l~'IlChcng T, 19<.4, 
"RCo.llllO~ <-'Il-~aJc Atitpu\-c NOlCh rilter 
Sch('n~ li)r SinuS(.)Ilitl rarJlllclr..."r r ~ ... un~lh"'''. 
~ill Pf\X~"""'In~ '9. pp J 17-1J0 
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\ II~ hrid Sell'()r l e~s Induction 1\Iotor Control Strategy for High PerfOl-mance 
IJ.-ivc Applications 

G. rLl11. M. Stllllner and G.M. A,hcr 
Sdhl(ll of FkL'lllcal and I leell'lllllC Ellgille~rillg 

I'h~ l nlll'rsil) III NOlllnghal1l 
:'\Olllllglwlll. NG7 2RD. UK 

'h 'm'" I I", l)apl'l l,n,"CnI\ iI 't·nw .. h'~., induc1ioll 
Ilioam tlll\ r ,dH'nll' lHmpri .. iltj! .~ l11f1dt: l .. hu,"'cI "'(h'ed 
t. ,tlluator fur Ih n.uHil fll'rformlllll'(" .wel 11 nHor ,lot 
h.1I flWllh. \",Itfllittur fur ,pcl'd oll'cur"":). Ihl' ... Iot 
h,Irl1lllHH "'pl',·d l','il1hllc " 1I 1o .. ·tI to IlIn ~ the machint' 
1111,dd. 1"'11\ Itlln~ ,tJ"·l'd·llUldjl1~ .Ill'lIr:u') l'CUHp.U'.lhlc to u 

'l'U'tlll·d <iIi, .. fittut "i1h .1 IU.UUO lilte t: IH'odl'r 'loumph'd 
l\t," tU11 !lon. 

,\',fUH ptrlm m,lIll\' j ... t·' ,dU,lh'" UHr thl' full 'pcl'd 
.lIld III.HI 1.10 ,,,. \\lLh ~I \H'\\ 1U II ... " .... ' 111 mulli·moll1r. 
"'pu:d·"I\ ndH ulll,,_ .. d tit i\ l·.... <tn .Ippl katio ll I,) picany 
, nluilln~ tht, IH,:rturm,:,uH; ' of .W 1:1H'tltlcrcd ') "'1(' 111. 

I ~_\\:cllcnl uynullllc 11.1d .. ln!! pcrlnrlllan~c ha"l h~en 

l:l1l1lbll1cd with 'h!:ld.\ ,Wle ~H:CUI'<lCy through UI,C at 

l'onllnllo\l"l JdnplI\c 1'-lglhll prm:t'\\illg I11clhod'). Tltl ... l"i vCI)' 
well dcmonstruh:tI in \\'or"- bil-.;cd nn thre Rccuhlve l\Ja'\imulli 
II~eliho!ld .1I)(\ll'Ilhl11 17XI. 'II", Icchl11(IUC ha, Ilccl1 ,h""n 
hI hI.- ,'llll~t"' ll' for a IIhlJonty or Unlll()dlrll~d indlU.:uon 
IIHH:!IIIH,'s, but tht: pcrfonmllllc (,.'ao be L;omrromi"icd .t! \cry 
h)\\' sp\"~\,h .Ind lnw lo,\d<.; 

Tlw work rlc.:~cnlcd lit:lc ,'mplllY" a fI1odcl·ba~cd ,,!Wed 
~:'>IIII1Jhlr I'm ,\p,,'\,'d I\.-l·dh~h:'" hI Lhl,..' ,')pt:'l'U ~onlrollcr (h) n:tain 

hit!h d) n.lIlllL' pnhllll1i.lIl':C') and tu1Hn~ th,11 USl.'~ 'pccJ 
IllCH~lIrCJl1l'nt dt'lIvcu lrom lhl! mini ... Iot hdHlIOllU: .. (i{SJ-1l 

rhl.: ,dol h,JrtllOllh,: .:\UIl1i1lc i~ u)l11parco wllh lh~ model 
",,!Inuit: ~lIId lilt.: Cilill U'IcJ h) tunc rhe r\.110r tllllC con",t'lI1t (Til 

III Ilu: IlHKlel-h.xwu c~tllll!1lor Tile lUlling mnllll.lIns iI ~kll{h 
"I,\I~ 'llCcd UCCUfaC) Ihal Will be rC'Iilu,!11L In "ImLiIl error, 1;1 
Ihl" olhl!r IlH)(icl parJI11Clc.-"I_ The paper hndly outline;.. rhl' full 
Sl'II\Or!c!'.;.. ;lIgllrllhm. ih pnillury IIlICniton hl!ll1g to le,,1 the 
\"ollilion OV.:I' lite lull spl'cd ant.! ICHld fUngi.' SnlTIt! of Ih~ ... c 
1\.',,1' lollow Ihi.' 1.:hallcngil1t' t.:rllcna \cl 0111 111 a papcr by 
Oh)"",,, 1111 1 he PHpOI "I", p'",en" (he u'o 01 Ihe RSH 
sl~n;J1 dll'l,'clly fnr ,pt.~ed leedhack, ;1Jl{1 sUgg .. 'Sh 'iulIuhlL' 
l\pcrahng I'L'1!1ons lor ci)~h Illude of llpCfal10n, 

ril l! (cr.:hnlqllc \clcl' lcd lor thl' work I" that prc,\i.'l1lcd 0\ 

Kuht>l~l III .1 range 01 IMpl.'r\. Ihe ori,ginJI't..'kICllI.:l: hClng I'j, 
.Inil IS IIH.:rcJoll' nOI c\plmncd 111 ~rcal dl:I~HI hcft: A 

I.:tllHenlllmi,1 oh,c(\cr "Irullurc oh"crvl:\ rotu!' nux anu st,tlor 
l:UrrCnh ThL' rlll(li ",pl'~'d h not ohscl'\\!u lhr\!ctlv III Ihl!'. 

~flUCttlre .Ill c"tllll,lIc 01 st;tIOi \:um.:nl ~IT()r I" U\CU 1~IJm:,,·tl~' 
In tldJuq for :-'IK'l'd ill ,hl' (lh..,cf\'cr tlIt~1c1 VI,I il PI ,,:\)nlrnlh,'1 . 

Fig I ,hIli" Ih~ general lJircCI ROlur hold Om'nlalcd 
II)RI'O) ... ~n!lo\III~s, \C~lor ... lrUl.:lurc '\\-hell! the KubuL;.I "l.h,,'llh! 

'\Ppc.lI~ 'l' U cOInponcnt him:!... Input') ~Ire Il1c.~ured voltage 
lind C\lrr~n t nnd ,'ulpUI'i .Irc '1pccd i.md rotor l1u cstltnalc.s 
'I he U'C III <In RSII \r~CU IIIC,I'iUrt:Hlcnl 10 tunc a lI}(xkl ha.\(!d 
\) \Iem "houlJ hl' apphcuhk It)r thl' 1l1Ulonty ul ul~ontlllm. of 
this Iype rhl: Kuhol;.\ ,dgllnLhm 110, U"l~J h..:rc ,lS II Wi.ll, 

l'(lll'u.icrcli III be 0111.: nf till' hellel pc-riO! llllng nlgt)1I1hnh 111 

~"lllrKIr:III"~ tl.!"j,. made \'x·I\\c..:n thr~l: of the rnor~ JlOpUI.II 
IlWlhou, 1111. 
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". r lIllian, ,11, 

~ III I orllef ~Sll It ... 1\1\ .. 'II1..h.· .. .lI'1' tkIIlH ... d Iw Ihe 

II ",.!' lUll n 

IlC: ,. ,~ '1 

,L "'1 
.uL-I 0 J .. e • '" 2 '. " Hwmor*O~ r 

I'll! ~ \I.thlr "'UIn'n' Ix· .. .-tIJ .11 I,,~ ,Inti lulll.u\'J ho.kl .... h('~\ng thl' 

11\\,,"1":1 h.tiIll4mh: anti IIh' n'I,), .. h'l Imrn11101';\ h •• U - .. ~ CI ... 

. .J . 
• 

f IS \ St •• l\" LUI h 111 nlJ~n'hhJ" I 'dlOi \41 )0" 01111.1 haJl r-'h:d j, l.IJ. ,htJ~wg 
til.: 1I1 ... ..:Ih:( tl.1rn,I'l)tL .. /111.1 .t, lulur .. 1,lt h;IUIIUtl)Io Inr U \ t.,t .. 

II \\a~ found Ihill III..: r.Ul1!c, heron: RSH l'llnli.II.:1 \\-Ilh 
11l\'Crll:r h.\I·I\'\(IOI ... ·,. ,-,ould he t:\lcntkd ~lill t'unhcr \\'Ih.'n 
I.:urrcnh <Ire IIh:.I."ml..'d Jild \:llilH:ncU hl thl.' rOI.tflng Hank. ~ .. 
IlI.· ... ·l·"i.lr" tor \c\,.lIIr ":0111rol, a valUl' lor thl! 'I~ltllr ,.·urr~nt 
1ll.\~'nlluZJc om 1,,:1I1i lx- llhl;\lOl'U hg.' ... ho\\"S hn" the RSII 
and 111\l'lIcr h.\rllhlllh,:~ .ll'l'l'ar til till' .. llu.lnIU\ .\;~'tl.! Ihat Ih\.' 
,"\\.',h:1 h:1rnllHIII.. ~IPP~,}f ~lS mulllplt!:-. 01 01-... "h\!rl-
1-..- 111,11,), rhe RSII .II\: .11 ... 0 1i.1Il~h1l"Illcd and, 101 our h':~\ 

!l\i.ldllnc •• lppl'.11' Iill!,l" Ih.1I1 thn:-.,.; due to till! l'\VM nll'.".1 
\l.'(\ lI"'iclul I.:tlll\,i.lCl!.lllun 1111 the ,lot hJrn10l\h .. u~II.:ktll~ 

,il~tllllhln \nlllh .. '/ l.'on ... td",,,\ll\ln " Ih.1t of l'Unl~1\1 .:onlrol 
tl.lntl\\h.lth II \\.h luund Ihal lhl.' RSH ".'en In Ihl! ... 1~Hur 
I,;Ulh:1ll I..:.JUl.'l'J with 'Pl'l-d, p.ull1.ul.u'ly In • .oJ ;,u\lunu Ih~ 

I,;tll"I .. '1l1 l'~)nIlOI OilOd\\ idlh. \Vhl.'n Ihl' OLI.'ur\. :,tn ina,,· •• ,c " 
,~'~n 11\ RSII ~lItlf1IHU"h: 1/1 uh.:asu,,, .. J \OIl,lgC ,till! th«::ldolc UI 
thl.' v\lIt~I~l.' dl.'111alld (1\,1) Ihdt "',i,l.-. 1ft ,,"11\\,1((' 

llw \\111 halllH11I1\. ,I" Irilt':~l'd \\ nh ,10 t\d.ll'lI\-.· lr,\\':'IOg 
1-'1111.:1 (\ n~) u,wg the R~ .. UI"'l\C ~I.:.I\IIl1Urn 1 J~c.:hhui.\.J 
(i{ l\tL) .l)t!t'lIlhnl h .. \ f'rl.'l'l'''' n;lIt1rl!' 01 Ihe .tlgnltlhm 0:'1\ 
hn~n pr\!\~nt~d h..-torl! 17 Xl. Thl.: l'nnfi1-!ur~lIhln utilI/cd hen; 
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.. . . .. 

II 

dl.'Il'k: \~llh \pl, .. ~\1 Ihl\ 
IHklt\·~ "hl.llIWd hl'lIl \)thl'I'\CI 

tie l.!. 
Tlln."l 

I-I~' 1:'1I:(1tJ...·I . \11 .lOd 11I,",ldh'I",,·~I .. pt·tall.·'111I1.11\.·" ,II "l1~'lplllurlll .. :r 

"l'II"lIl1l'''~ ~'I)1I11111 

~onlrnl h<lIH.lwll . .hh ,tnJ 1\'1 j, II'''CJ in ... ide H~'l\.'r'-"I' IS 
IIldlUh.·t! III Ihe ~h;'lngc()\'C'1 11lC~halli'iJll 

I he I1mlDI nt' LI' .. ~d 1111 ~\pCllln(,;nlallcstlllg ,-'1I 1l'1~1 ... ,II ,14 

pt1ll'. I I..\\' , I.:loscdslot. "'quln ('I 1.:.lgc IIIUUl:tIOll 1110101 , I('u 11) 
;.1 75"\V JG8T In\l..·lt~r inl\)rm;Hh)n tiOHUl the motor \lh:h..l'l 

mockl pi.lri\met~rs and nlllllbl.'l of nJWr !llNl. ''-0 "'-nuwn. /\ 4 
'-ILIadlant l)C 1l\;H.:hIllC ,1l'1" .. lS luuu and the drive h flued v.tth 
jl I U.OOO line l'm.:m.1t:r ftn speed 1..:(1 IUpart Mill. "I he ':olllpkll..' 
... \!n,()rlc~... ulgnmhm. Hll'ludlllg PWM J.!l~Il!..'ratlOn, 1." 

1I1iriclllCtl'C" on a rex,,, TMS32()C4~ O,P Pf(li:l''''I1~ 
pl.ttlnrm Suc.:h I" Ihe nilture 01 thl.' A'll- '11~()nlhm th.lt 

\uppl\!lllt.'nJ.lr) (.kdl\.al~tl rUOl.:c\,\nrs are not rcqulrl'J lor Ih\." 
,,1\.IlII.lrIHOtlh: l/;\rllng 

hll ' ~lI1d hg 0 Me Illdut.!cli to lkI1l0n\11.lh: the 
pl.'rh\tl\1;\lWC of till: YfF 'fk'l-ti c"ltmi.\tt'. hp.. 5 dl'pia), th~ 
"CI1'url~" I nhll.l~1 h""I..'d) 'rc~d u,,~d .L' tt.'",:<lhaI.J, tl1l' ,1I.:tu.1I 
'I'i.'l'd, .t, l\l\.'a,url'd h) till' t.'llcoucr, i.\11d the. 'peed m~,I"un.:d 
h\ tlt~· .\ II' ThL' dll\l".· I" Opl'nlllllg, ;It appw:wn.\td~ h;dl 
h~j\d "1111 a ,peed I cfclClll:C of ~OOlplll. The fOlOr lItIle 
cl1l1"t~~ll t I~ p~1I PI):-..ci'ully lk··lunt:d anJ tuning i~ dl~abkd 

NnlL' Ih,n , .dthough tht., Ilhldei ha'cd ..,peed l'Cl\lr~" thc BPl' 
i'llI' Ihl' A Jl': al~\\1 1111111, the An· ... pc..:t.1 rclUrlls ,I ~rccJ "'I~n'll 

th,1I I' allno\, lJl'ntl\.~11 to llll' ,mendl'l SPCl'll. hmh III ll.!rms of 

ah ... nhllc .j('l'Ur~h:) ,Ind rc,olullon ThiS ,ltO\'" Ihill Ihl' .\ TP 1\ 
Itlhu\, {t1 PaJ,IIllt.:ICI' 1Il.ll:l'UI';I;';ICS wuhin thl' model 

rhl.' urp~.:r II.lLe.' in h~. 6 shu", lhe\Tr, Imd.lng dunng;'1 
1,1Il!i..' ,pt'\.'tl lr,I1l~'ent rhi", wllh An algonlhm p.IJ<.Ill1l'kl' 
,~, lor 'lead\- st.ltl' opc/i-llldn ,\ Ith a more I:I.Implc\ 
p;,u;.unc:tci llli.l·na~Cl1ll.!lIt ,tI,ltt:gy \h~ ..JynJI11It pl.'r!orm.lOll" 
\\,Iuld nl' 11ll1H0\ cJ. it' ,ho\\.o 111 th~ lower If.IL\: lllC't: 
p.\rlh.'u!;tr rl"ldh "l'fe" nh'at1lI.!~1 \"'th <J hIlA· 10.uJ and .m: 
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-- . l 
bJ:" 11\,11.1 r('It;X'1I111I IX'rIOfIll.HIi •• ' {·llhe Itm .... d ~n'Ulk ... In\!.' at 
11 1'1011'111 

j~r~ 

I L t 
t ~. 

J 

<:l~#I~-=~~ i --~~ 1 ~, . - --
~o Z ~ 5 '... 

"" .... J 

II~.IU 1.0.:111 1("je .. !!.,n ' .... ·llvIIU.UlI.'"\"llllhc IUlk,1 SC'n, rl 1111\'( ill 

lon", ... 

h!Z 7 l!'o .1 1~'lIh qhlJincd \\ Ith Ihl' luned dflH' 1"1",' uppl!r 
II.ILI.' \Ihl\\\ Ih,11 Ih .. , lIInin£ ... dll'Il'~ 111<'tllll.lln'.In ,1\·I..'r.h!l 'rrur 
IIfOrpm 1'1\1..' dll\c" oper.llm!! at 100qml \\>Hh lulllu~J o\.cr 
It l()·l1l1nutl.' 1'J.:'llud I'he lIudJh: Ila~c ,ho\'.·~ hu\\ 1", h lun~J 
tnJ.:1 1lial 11111": It 1,,".\11 h~ ~~"JL Irolll Ihl' h)\.\l'r lI .. lI.c. IIMI the 
'l'II\1l1k'" dllH~ dl\pl.I~' l'TlL"ud\!1 lill' '\~lULtr.:} 1ll'1": thl' h..oJI 
'th'l'd ,,1lW"'UICd \\ IIh till' cIH.:nlil'l", hut Ih" pI;J~~ no 1";111 III 

th..: l,.:ullUnl 'M.llcl!). 111\ u'c.:d 'lIlIl'ly h~1 IIlu. tr~\lllin 
In hg H II I' ~'k.lr hp\\ Ih~ 'p",·\.·d dntt under 'Illulm 

\IPt:l.lung \.:\lndtlh'll~ \\llh IU) lumn~ Ih~ thl\c "~h lunc..:J 

I1lltl/ III I nl1l1l1~. llh,'1\ r, )\ ht:'ld (:o'hlant rhl;' IO\h"f tri.ln~ 
d"rb~ ... d.lta I.aptulcu il 111111..' .Jlll'l" l-~Onlln ... v.ht'n..· lUlllTlg I 
It: I;'n.lhh,:d III ~ll'plu\lnl.ltd) 1 ~CCtlnJ 

1 h.: hl.uJ 1l'.Il',,"IOIl 1'1.:1 f(\l 111:\11<.'1;' .... dI.'Ol'IO\.Ir,1I1; J .11 1;1111~rcnl 
'pc<'J, in hg . 'i .111<1 Fig. 1 iI . In h<Jlh C"S<' Ihe Jill" I 

IUIII1II111 at nu I\lolli \\.h.:n I.lq",,: 1\' full ItI~IJ j, 'Ippllnl fill 

'l'\,\'\;11 'l'~ontl, bdor!..' Ih!..'n b"'lng I <.'lIll)\t:u '1111: lh~lll1l h(jlh 

L""'~ d "I1JII 'p\.,t.'d \.1101 p~1 I't-, rPI J ,hurt 11111': JU~1 dhcr the 
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F I 1~f\1 tlW'lj'll' nlUl.. OflhcCII"oo" J~hl\e,!13IJtlIPIlI 

17 .. ~11 

., ~IHHC ," n.lllIl!" 

c.;.un Idd .tllt n III 

R\lhll I ,,'Id 

pl'\.d 1lI",I'UI\.'IlI(,1I1 

hl)!h d\ll.lIllh: IXIIIUI1I.l1h,,,' 

1"111., IIIA;h d) n.UHh: 

,ee 

~-~--~-~ 
2 • e a '0 tt 14 Ie Ie '" 

"1m_til 

!"It 11 1.11\\ ~I"~II \Imrl.;J'it 'rt'I:iI tmml\llll 01 thl! lUn,'t.I unw und~'r R ... 
11'-11.1 

''''If-~ T~4 I.,..~-

''" I I' 
<to ~ .. - I 

t 

F-i j ~ 
tOO 

~"-IR l' .. '" r 
I'" , 

". ~ . 
o H) 1.~ 

Til .. :1) 

lilt 13 I ,l\lj 'lld"\I"I~ln:a . ,' ... • .... III.l!hl[1I1 1,llhl! lunc.:J dll\c Ulh.kl hJi 

/..;.hl 

The rollo\\.lOg Iwo riglll~'" illu,\lr.tll' till' U'I.! of ,U1 A 11 ~P\!I.;J 
IIll',J\Hn: .. 'Il'1 up hlf h igh d~Il.lmh. 1X!.I,)rJll.llh.:C •• b lllT",'..:1 

h:\:Jh.\~k.. rlw. ~Ignill " ru,,~J Ihn1ugh a :'111 h...lnJIA,dlh 
1\\\\ p.I" I,ltc.:r hdnr~ 1"\c1I1~ u ... ,:J Ii, thl' fl.'cJha\.:k ,\,£n;ll, rhl' 
'Ih.'l'll h1\.p b.II)(.I\\ iJ th '\ tile 'Jlnl.: ~" lh~ prn tnu ... "t.::n"ur/c'~ 
,~hl'I1h..' hg I·' ,hll,,"' cllnk..icr Illl'.l"ureu 'pt.::t:d dUring lh~ 
1r,1II ... ,cnt hIt lOll! dlih!Il.'1lI lua(h. SOIIl\,.' nlllS': .Hld nppll' " 
lluUl'C',lhlc in lhe- no liMO rl''''u''. hut CHhcrwisc pt.'rlorllwn~l· h 

i.1~1n It' \l'n,ol~d operatulil. The rc.llhtlc op~r"HJng r'III~C: ,"'Ir 
1111' motk' j, >.'OOrl'l11. Odu\\ till'" "pl,,'l~d I\I.)I"'l' h.Hllhml·" 
\\111 .llku Ihe trad""g .,hdll> III the ATI Jnd the RSH 
lk ......... ·;hC .. III .lInpllluJ~. due to the .I...-tlt)" flt the ~urn;1lt 

nUllrnlkr 
In hg 15 Ihl! dill!l:t h:~dha(l.. dn\f.,' I' runmn~ ill 900rpm: ,I 

htr~c IlH10 i .. "l'plicJ .lIld rClIlo\ c.'1..1. ~utc: th.1l the '''It:;,.td) 'tat~ 
,(X'cd h\lh.hng i .. l'\lc-lknt. Thl' n:"pon"c to the 1{I,IJ IIllpad I~ 
...:1I",·odcl" h ~ c. \Vhl,,'n the h);ld is ICIlIOH'd hm"-'\c!". lht..' AT I
'I'\.'nl hold .. it "'l1ull Clllli hll ,I ,hult lX"t\)d t.11 tIIUl' Th" ~.tn 
tx- ~cn III I hI.." pint l)1 Iq I"h, ... " tlh .. ' II1PII..' lIt1th .. uh 1r'h,:~lnk! 
'IIt!. , III111 hn lltl' .\1"1' I krl' Ihl..' "hIt h\Ull'lt.1I11\.: h.\.\ rct.ful..'~~t 
h~lI\\ b~~IIl~ \\.'1 ~ ... 1I1l1t!! .ll\tl i~ no\\ hOlh rIlul,.;h "'1ll.llter lml 

dp ... t:1 tn lhe- nn I'Md 111\1..·lh,', .' ..... 0'"1011\.'41 Il.Inmlnh; ~\'l~ thai 
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-, 

. ..... 

, d 

. , .J . 

1 
j 

~I 

\ (~) til 10 s \ nlt I'TIII1\ '\(11').. 

ol't.:I'.It-.' ~tl ,p~l'd\ h".'lll\\ ~ 11/ to! "1~nJ!I~.1Il1 IWrlOtJ... rhh 
l)l'l'I,tting ranJ.!l' d .. 'lthlnJ, ,In ,h ... cur..!h: "-Ihm""'dg-c (II Rs. f{, 

l."llIll~\lOP'l (;,111 I'll' 11I4,:OIPOI.Ih:d into the Urt"l' 10 IIlIl'rovt:" Itl\\ 

'Ik'l.'d PClfOl'lllilIlCC { l..t J. 
1)1I~1..·1 sP'!I.:d kcJ~a~'J.. Inll11 the R~IL .\Tl' \'!.!Iul ~.tn he 

uo;",'d hll \r~l'd, .lhtIH: J () III .JIlt! 1..' ,Ill \:l~II"lnl) help \\ Ilh 
111,'11.1 \\~akl.!llIng: ,1rc:',IIIPIl Th~ R~IL \Tr: "'I~nal h mOle 
.1~~ur.II,,-· lil.tll thl..' IIHldd b.I,~d ,,('X'cJ l"lIll1dIC •• lIld " th(:l~rol'e 

nulfl: \uu,thlt: II" pro, Idinf the 'Pl.'I.:J !l'h,:ICnl:l' hll n "'Cl't;'lId 
dll\l'\ " .. 'UlIHJ IIlphn lit' " ~um:lltl) unlil.'"r (On'Ulh .. lltln tIl 

Ie" thl suiwhllll) \,1 the .lll!llrtlhm lor lHulll IIUliur dn\l' 
'1I'plll . .:alioll"! I lli"! I" till' ullll1lat~ gU;ll II-'Ir thl.! proJC!.:l 

The allthtll''o \\llUld lilo..c: 10 a~lnnwkdgc the hnllliual 
'"l'r.lIlllfEPSRC and I·Kllndu\,n.llllmc' 

RIII·KL~( " 

III '\. h;luJn ( , ' \d,lpll\l.· ~11(,'\"d hknflllC.i.lIlln hIt h'dt>! .:~)nlml ill 
111.ludli'fi·lHnh'l~ WJlh'llJI '111.1I1I1II,,111;.1I)\,hh <"1\ • III./- 1',III.1d. "1",1 IIIl 

/!ulutJly\p,.,bjO,lw,n. I~J2. \111 ~X. 'I) 'I. PI' 10"1 !lV, I 
I.!J (ll,I.I.OI l l"..ll...}II.1 ~ (l1,,1 I..lUJ~J I\. ."\ ~ ... I.lr C('IlIIOI (·lln\Juctl,·n 

111.'1." "lIt...,ut luI! C'I Otkl' • It 1."1 Tr.I'U~ 1/,,,,.1 011 If/,j I"ry 

'1'1'/" 11/I,'In 1'I'l2 \ III ~I'\ .... ,1 I pr·I~7 It-·J 
"I ~ut"'t.1 II \1.II'll"l'" ..lnd \: ... l.J.nfl T ' ... v. lK.t..PIl\l" 1111'- \ll·~c"¢r t.>1 

Illi.hJduln tl10lll. 1111 ~ .. t!! (XL>J r.ln~~ 1I1( hor tim n" JI-f-t-: Jf:c. UA 
(,,,,~,.n,, 11.N(1.pp~2I'~'Zf, 

I ~l HI.I"~·u lilllk'/1~ 1)( • ·\~hd (i \' ,\1\\1 \UUu'K·. \I 'KIIILll tJII~ ... 1lI1'l.lIll 

hknlllKJIwn In l'lh\)lk\~ \\" Itlr (llnlm\ dfj\ .... s U~IOY, rull') ,\llt 

hllnn'lllin" I I'l (IIII!, f. lUI I"r-':'i. VIII I, I'P I mn·! mH\ 
t\} Ihll,I}o;. n , 1i,!'('lkr I (j tim" (j .!OJ !',,,IUllin I ·Sp ... '\.~ '>t"nlvrl 

Iidd ,'onl .. !.1 L'onlr,II"'1 11,,1, .. I""ll~ IIl."hll"k ..... thing ClIlfI .... ,lt.UOOI.'lIh, 

I'"Ir.lI r IIIII.ttlilJl·.lrI·1 I.\.\" 111llu"flfulml ly':)trpMH.f:lf1 
Itt] Ji.1flg' J .llId II",,, I HI~'h d~IIJnl'C \llLo.:d "',ho,k\, ,\( thlll! \ul'. 

\'0 Itrh" r.U.tJIIl'ICf lunm/:':Ind It',ld~ ~Ial(' a~,ur,I":y' JLIt I ,IIII,uh,IJIS 

tI" ",d.url/lli II" r"',,"~ PrO \·1l1..1~ ,,, Z I'll !·U)·!4'" 
,71 h"lrah ,\ H,."II.:\ .... J 1I.,,,,tx-nl..JtngPJ \\,\(\h~n'I\ . \.hl!l 

(j \1 • Clh.1 J 'Iml ~huh J .. ,\ 1 __ .... ·,1 I.I",,"IIL·I h •• U"hll;U\11l Ha,)\<n 
d(l\{·.~ mHlg 1I~.lllllllt· ~Idaptl\ \.' dl~II,llldl~'IIl!!" 1l:l-1 1I1111.ld. f','1II l"1 
Itllhll(I"\",·t",.IIIfOlfl/l.\, \II'-Ih, VI1I;Q ~'1I1 I'r l'ih·I()2 

{}(ol I \.:Ir.lh "("I al "1"11..: dl .... d "I rI)l'r dC\lfll l"lfl .<"II\I,d~" \pccd 
(')11111.1IWI1 U\III~ ,,'I\'r 1.,-" h . .nn'lnl.::5 IdcIlUfl\·J h~ ,ul.'p'I\-': lil~l.ll 
1I\I\'r1l1); 'hll\~ ,I .. ' m.'"\'lIl11ll1ll..C'hIlViItI"pI'""" I, .II,f I I t\ '\1!1iIM' 

\I11'111~ \lN1 1'1'1': ((1 
1"'1 J,'ll,t.·n "L "no.' 1 .... ,It.·1\1 ~ II 1rJJ~d[h.c·II, .. 1"''''11','11 ",\(.I ,·clt,..,,) 

('"!I;IIIU.tlJl'ln In Jodudllln iJnJ .• \t(nt 0\( UMl..h1l1 . 1l1.I, lrWHdf.'rr{JIU 

,'" 1'1,111 .• 11 \ . 'I'. ' ~/ulfH I 1'. \',.11, 'o:! I'P :!4U.:: . .u 
11111 II.IJ·' nlhJ Sui S.... S(lhNI.; s hdd C<i1l:1I(JII\,n ~4'IIII("11 vi OlD 

IIlIludu\n 11I.,dulIl: h~ IlItrl.IIU,IIh:Ufo'Y"fl\<,' IIlIl'loIllllI"" II f ( J..\\ 
l/jlm,,1 !\lr\,IIII).· \44/, rll.l~f, ·i \.! 

(Ill 1t."\lc"oJ .\,hct('\' \1111""'1\1 ... lIdtlta,IIC"~ .... J '''UI'fJfL'HIOOilf 

.11\11';11"11\ •. llh'n ... y t:lk,,'h Ivt 'hI! 'Kn">II¢> f'O!-.IIOll ~1'4"h)1 ,,' 

U)(hl\'II~III1"'ll')1 ,hl\fo~ 011 kr 1,I",.kJ ,,:,.n..IUhllh III f 1 ru,n.l, thlflJ III' 
ImhH/!·.\ "\f'pIIUI/II'm :!~li'f). \' 10.17 \,1,.5 1'1' II L~ II "ill 

11:1 S\hn"",11 \' ·s<"'hllile., \v"'1 1\ I ~(' 111.1, hUIt"li 0111,,'1\. '''I .. J .tlk.i 
",I.lmhull 11.,,,,,·d lin Ilk' '1, H )R\I' 1l1l:1hl)o,I • ,,...,., 1\ 0; \,~",.,.,1 \lecl,ni 
"lin" I'P :70·.2,17 

(111 (}h).III~I" . A\h\'"1 G 1 .11141 \lIll1ttl,-r \1 • "C"IIII',iII~"n \., 11lL' 1·I"dl~.,1 
11(,'IIIIIIII:lnCI: IUl,I"I_·.alm.!! Inl\lh ," ~('lh\llk" IIldu .. t1vn 1IH.lltlr dn\\.' 
\I~11\~ a d~hl.'d Inl1l' 11\1\ (,h\I'na JIIII.l hdl ll11iel 1111"\ t\t"'~rH':.1 FPf 
(""'I""'lII"f, Ittl-N, PI' (un l'l )')~{)\II 

II~I ('''III~~11 J .\ \ulHn.;r'l .11ld Curl.'/. \1 \n 1I111'/H\u! k'~.,.k s 
"\l!d"l ,,'unllulkJ 11)(111(('"111111(0' l1n\t ('ltlPl")ln,allllld<l1 fl(UCJI 
Il~'hqll),,\ hit I.lhl( 1'L""t.III",CDllIlI..Jllun'" Jl-I "I \" «(lftlu,II,', 

2mo. PI' !1J 171, • 
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A.3 EPE 2001 - Graz 

(,. I uri 

A lIigh I'l' rformancl' !-.I'n\orll'ss Induction Motor Drive for usc in Multi
'I()lnl' Spcl'cI ~) nchr()nised Applications 

(, I uri, 1\1. SlII1 l1 lCI' ll lld G, M Asher 
Sd1<I\,1 \IiTk',ln~al ,lIld I'kctnllllc I I1g111cerllll;! 

I he I III' el SlI\ 1'1' "-,'I!II1!!ham, Ilnl\'l!I',i t ) Park 
'Ilttlngh,11Il t\( i7 2R D, UK 
Id: +4-1 (0) I IS »5 155·19 

1';1\: .j·l(O) 11595 1'616 

\c"-no\\ I!'d)!l'llll'ni' 
:114,)1 \\0 (II~ lf~ .1I .... I1\H\ kdgt.· (h~ lin.Ulelal ... UppOiI of FP~R(, .Ind I Rllnt.lllslnall)n\·~, 

"l'\\\unh 

h pip r PH: III .1 11Igh l'\'~rfl1ll1l.lIh.·l· ~l·Jl~">lh.·!'o~ InJu ... ·tlOIlIl1(.lltl r tll'l\ ~ lililt j, ha~ed un (he machine 
c ,,·n.. n \ 1'1 and lUll d h) 1 Illhwrol ','h..'l;'d L',llm.IIL' rtlll'i I.!slllllatc.!' IS oht.lincd from an ali:lptl\\! 

! 1('flltUtl I .... klllg 11I1i)! ,lut h.tlllhll\lL'S lh.lt ,lPpCiJl III voll ng\.! and l'U 1 H~nt qll,tntltili:s, The r~."illhilnt 

\- h .. 1ll I t I~" tor U .... 11\ I11UIII I1Wh)r, "pc~d '),l1cllrolllscd dri\'\"'~. an ~Irrlit'atlon t} pu..:ally rcqUlllng 
~n ',,,I red !X'rh'rII •. IIK':, I, ,dknt ,\sl~11l p~r"lJ'm. 'n'~ " lkl11(lnstl'.lkd lin a d"al 4k\\' ~'p~nmcnlal 
f1' 

Intrudul' tiuJI 
tlnt \,1 01 rndu\,:lh1n ltu)hH' dll\\.!!'i I~;.l Illrgl,.' II!~cal~h nr(!;) thilt :lim~ It) extract hIgh dynamic 

pert m h"m ,1n 111.1",11."1 1ll,ldllil,' II IIlwut the need for it 111.:.:11"111,<,1 sp~cd II'.msuliccl. 
I 11\ ,\al .,1 Ihl I. ,"", I' Is h~lIeli, 1.11 I," h'lIh ~conomlC ,'11<1 pracllcal I'C.'''''lS A mnlorH), 01 
< tabh bed t ,hm'lu , oln" Ih,",c Ih,II h.,,,,, iml""'lc.1 \lI1 II1d"' II\ l1Iake "'c of 'ollage'cunent 
1lI(;J<urcmcnt nd "m, kd'~ "t 1<-um.11 m.ldlll1e p_,r.,melel's Specd ami nll~ ",timate, (par"mclcr, 
r Iuul'll fur lllgh h md\\ h.hh '\,-'dnr' \..'ontr\ll) ,1IL' oht.uncJ through appli~alJon of the madl1nc 
,ilnal1H Ull ~ Ih, r,rh'"IJ;I1I1:C ,," Ihe,e 1""'1I11<]ue, "rtl '.lr} ,1, parameter, ';lry, wtlh 

lI'l • I 

\hlh)l.Igh p.U·.Hl1\..·!c.!1' \dn.ttiLlIl " a l'unsld~r~tttun III clh.:uderctl sy~fcm~ '\ Jlh 
/I I" Ofl I' III"n t. t·,·,'tlng t,\rqul! I"(lp bandwluth), SP\!~t1 holdll1g capabllll) is 110t 
',I. I,,! thl r a ,Ill" 11S\lrk" t,'(hnltfLll" h.l\~ nOI Ilnp.lele,1 11110 Me'a, where prc~L ~ specd 

1'1 
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(j. luri 

[I] •• 1lIJ,'n"'III,d \lllh 111,·,11111.1111'11 III 1"1I~ speed ,kfll,·<! rll'lI1 rolor slol harmonics (RSII) lhis 
stmlah. , In 'h.'l! tltll1l \l\It.lgl.' ,lilt! l'unent qWHllillCS w.,lng lh~ itCCUf1'lIH.' !\1aXlIllUI11 LI"~l1hootl 

.lIp n1hOlI 'I, 111I t~,hOl</U" ~!I\C' ~ IlIl:'h bandwldlh spc~d eslimale .1I\d has heen ,hO'QllO be 'lIll,lhlc 
f, r I\lJJ0rtl\ .,f 11""'0.111;,<1 IIIdu<llon ma.:hllll's [3j. The sllli hnlll\\HlIC ,'sl.m.lle " cl'mp"",d Wllh 
lh modell- IIllWh. UHt th~ ... ·rl\'l u~~d t~) tunl.! thl! rUlo, tlln(\' con",lant (T,) III tht! mutlt:l·ba..'lC'd l}h~t!n'cr. 
IlJc I'Jper Oluhll," Ih filII 'ell"'1 k" method and gl''''s on In denlm"'r"tc I"" ,cn,,, .. 16' drives, bolh 
I m tin I'~lrlll ,o. lunllll1g III !'-I'h.'\.'d s~nl'hronisl11 usin!!:l mastt!r-silvc approach 

'Iudd-B:twd 'l' .. \Orll'\\ ('onlrol 

" I- l-t II \' .. Ilhillt.'s h~hl'J llll ~nn\\ Il·dge.: 01 lll.h.:hlllC I!lcl..:tl'lcal IXlIalllt!lcr:, .. lre t)lllfil.!'d h) 
Ihn ".llI': 10 :-'"h.,".kr I : (Jhl,11lt 1:\1 :llId KlIh"I .1 II J. r he ".lrk ple,enlcd her" " 1"",,,1011 Ihe bit" .. 
ndlllld onshkr '\\ hI h~ \\IH.' 01 thl".· h~ttl,..·1' pCll~)nnlll~ ulgorllhms 111 I,;omp.lIat I\'e Ic~ts made bct\\'cl!n 
Ib, 111(':,' (t.) 

I tttlinl: lO,ing 1{"IOI' SlllI "al'tII()nic~ 

Ih' u~ \}I ,In P"ti '..I I ,bllll:1ll1,!1\t t(l (UIll' a mOlh.!l-ha~cd s)!)tcm should bt.' upplicabh: fur .1 

11 lJ'U \ ,) "( '"nthm ,'llIw t\ p..: pt~\ 1t1t1:.1} tk' ... crihc..·J 

HfllfI!" ... 1,,1 11 .111111111 ' ''' 

Ib fir t .. nl r R II I ,'qll lilies ,II,' ddin.:d by Ih.: foll\1" In~ "'Ilia lion 

,,.I, . : (t, - I I.,)' " , 
/' 

(f) 

h rr r' Ih,' IIIl1l1b,'r lit' pok 1'.111\. 7 " th.: nll 1111", , "I .. Ol\,r slOI" I: IS Ih" e.xcllalion fr"LllIcnc) and 
I the lip tll~qU Ill, In n.w) Ill,\.:hinc~ on I> one h,-Hlllonic will he: 1>tI.!M!nt. In pm liCe RSl1 due 

-- - -------- - ---11'1 _(lUI l,r'l P.2 
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rrlo ", 

t 

.,J...u.! .. '" 

l, 1 uri 

... I 

,t , I 

!o~~-~.. J 
~ ,. .. • , 12 ao -' I 1£ ' . Stahu ~Ull~nt m.lgllitudl,.· ~rci.:lr.1 •. 11 h)\\ 

lind half ral~d In.,d, hu" 1118 Ill' at~r Jnd rotllr 
,luI harm","" I"l' lI. J, de (n,·7~()rpm) 

III III ''I r OI ,\ 'r \1 \l hamwr C II ,Ill' "I .md I1t.1) b,' of u,,' III "",I)I',IIr,ICklll!; algllrllhm, 1.4u,'llon 
(I) I 11100,1 1 d'l' 

[1'1 )) La., 

(2) 

Whd"1 Ih~ , wlldllng 
\\ lth (I ~ rt~.I'11I1 ~pcl..'d IhL RSll will mu\C".) I''\t:d dl~ldn..:1..: trom nu loao tll 

a gr ' I." r,lIIgc Is nOI.lil1l'd helor"lh" C""'IIl):; l>~nJ\, i) Ih~ It +3 harmolllC 
n ~ .d· .l 1, \1\ II1\Crlt.:r h~lIllll)fl1l" 

RS II "'111",1 II Ilh 

------ --- -----
r 3 
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\ II I, ''''If,IOI1.m 
.\, 'rh.. onC\ 

Ilg ~ I Ill' RSII 'I""u ,·,tlm.ltol' Jnu lunmg "h"m" 
\I nh Pl"'" 11m. fundamenlal .mtl ,It>! harmonic 
fll"lo 'fh':~ ,,',III1I;1leS ubl,lIn,'J Ir,lll1 thl' OOSl'r\Cr 

(jll1rl 

,\, l\ch HllIl:d III 111I1\lmi ..... , II h.' '''gllal ,uollnd an csl1l11i11cd ~Iol h;lIl11onic \Vhcll the signal is ,l!:\ 

nlllttll1um. th c nth,' II\:lIU~Ih:~ uf lhl' much " that or the ~Iot h,lIJ1HlIlI": anc..i the Illtur ,pt..:'co L:.tn h\! 
• "ul t d 

\ 11.11,,11'.1 > hlter IiiI'll IS I"qllll,'d In pre filter Ihe lille ellrrent Jlli!lf 10 Ihe ATF. This mlllinliscs 
t~c mllll,,' <> Ih cullti.llll,·nl.1i HId ulhel 111\ ertel harmonics lIere it IS llL'e.""r), 10 ha\'e snllle 

IlIml' ul 1',,,,1 nd ,lndank'nt.d frequency Ihese' eslllllates arc uhtJIliCU from the ll1odcl,bas"d 
) I II\. "h,r' '11"'.1 I .1\.lIl.lhl" dll.xlly "nJ II", Illl1ualllenl:11 liequellc) IS avaihlble Via 

dlff"fl' 11.1110111 nl Ihe 1111\ .111' '" 

'I linin:: the \lmld-II'l\l't! ~"I c nl 

lb. oUlp I tWill Ih' HI'I I 1'.1".,,11" Ihe ,\ fF tlinLiI"1l ami .In eslimal" 01 '1"'0U is produc~d. gl\,cn 
kno \ l'''j:~' I the' lunti.11l\ 1lI.t! 1I\lIIIIhc "bs~f\er. rite I1Illch lilter n'"I"" ,,!th allll,,\'~r3ging <'l>l1llnl 
P'lr~mct Ill) rnd 10.(1). ,lie helu <'1111'1.1111 III Ih" s~l-Up. 

t P[ .001 (,n 

IS inclulil'U In the: 
m 

r\"qUtr~ th.: ,~Ilchrorll.\ahon \If "." 'ral 11\(', rdntlvc to a 1llJ.'\tcr 
:11 unl) the I l! III the- 1l1~1I1Ut~1L·IUh.\ (')f,hc~t mal~rI.::lI, su\.h J~ paper and steel. and 
'fllldlllg "PI hc,llilln, Such ('Ilul'llI1" \\iI, l!~n0Iall) achieved through the use !If 
'II \\ Ilh th~ pl\\ ... ·\.·:-.S jlO\\I..'1 tkt 1\1.:d !'rum ,I t:OIHlllnll SOLlI(;\!. 

P.4 
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\ til h Pt.:rI"nn:1IK\." ~(,I1 ... ,'rk ... ' Indul.'Iltlll ~1(Jh,1I Dn\~ fur U'iC Inl\llIlti~Mohlr Srt.:~d Syndlrolllscu 

!Lpt Hun" G. I uri 

.... " -r d \l~opm\.nt: II1I11Jnlll~h':lUnng Il'chnolog) h.,,~ ~~CI1 ll1t..!chanical transmissions replaced with 
t!cdll.al J~; '.11,)" Ih.11 dll\~ ,mlt\IJII.,1 aws [II), l hL'se s)SICI11S arc cllupkd clcclro/llcally ,lnd 

. 'I.II-d In \h:h ,\\.1\ lu 1..'l1lul.lIl.' thl' ~~stcms Ihl..') I'Cpinc(', Th~ nth'.mt,lgl.:" aSSI)CiJl.:<i wlIh Ihis 

solution Ml~ IOl,:rca (," 11\ tll."lhllJty ,lnd rcil.llllhl) and il IL'Olll • .:tion III 11\,1.:'1'<.111 'l/~ of lhi! 11:1Jchll1t:IY' 
pr,>du' p.:"iI.all"Il' c.m 11<'\\ I>c .,d)U,I,·d quic~l) ilntl slmpl). po",bl) \\ Ilholil a pro~ess hClI1g 
h It:d; malkr Sli't,,' I" dUl" I~I Ihl,.' 1I .. ·duL'tioll III thl.' illl1l\Unt of I1lnvlllg parts in a machint!, hCllc~ there is 
i :I lated 1;'1: 1111~1'!';tn\.\.·: .l1\d tilt: hlil:riluc-c, .IIU.1 dl'cum.:)' of ll1.lnllnl(.'1tIlc.~ an: now no lunger 
r -I •• h," In 11t\, lui r~llh:t':s, .11.·C.'lIl,h:\ .1Ild \\\. ... tt nf thl..' 1l1l.:dHlnICi.lllinkagl's. 

\ .IlIll s \:"IOul h.\.hlllqu ~~ 1,.1\1..' hl.'l..'11 prl)pO~ctJ fC11 sym:hroniscd mollon. 3 CI.,)mll10n IWO bClng 

) hnlllnus, ""11'J;lOJ """"111111" "nti Ihe lI1<1slCI-slavc lI1ethod rhe work presented her" 
.0n-.Olr.,I, "Illh ·I.HI,'I, 11I111I' C.I'" ., Iligh 1I1l'rt", drill! I' sp~ed cOlllroll~d and Ihl! speeu ullhls 
dn " f,d.b.1 rdc"'n,'" I,) .• SCl'<1I1d. 10\\ merlla 111.,chlnC. Wilh Ihis I~chnlqut' load Imp:l<:ls and 
r,-"'r~II' ' .h. ng , .",'Il ,,,, Ihe Iligh merlla dme will he responued 10 by Ihe low Inerlla rig, ThiS is 
.01 thl! ,.I'\! hlr IInpact . .., h) th\..' ill\\ IIll!rtl.l dnn~ 

\luch rl~ :tl\." IOkIC~1 ha' nl.."I.'1l ,1I1l11..'d at l1npro\'in~ Ihl' c011lrolll"'chlllqllcs usc.:d III thl.!se multl~motor 
lln\ s t h .... il .1~hJ.nt.l).! ... , ui' Ihl..' .11~1I"~nll,!llth)lh:J Il'dlJlIqul'S bdng th:lt they do not JI~pla) the 1111,1'
h It ,lllln ,Ih .• ( II I' p",,,hk ill "hl.1I11 from 11l~(h.lIlieilJJy L'OUI,kd dme, Ihrough .,11 operallng 

"',ld:. r, \\ Ifh III 'Cb.II1,,,1i ,\ siems Ih~ Il1ler-slull rouplil1g IS d~pcnd"nl on Ihe llirqll" oblalnable 
Ihr. ugh the m d'Jnl,.illr.lnSl1l1"I"'1. \\lIh 11I11JiI-I11tltur examples Ih"re 's also Ihe consl(kraliOn of 
dr \ r.tlill' In Ihl' ma,1 '1-').i\C .lpplII.,ch I(lr c~al11pk Ihe,e \I til be pr\,hkl11s II Ihe ,la,,, d",'c " 
0l"ralll\~ '0 snll'I"II"" r", .,"; period III 111IS case II can not 1'0'SlbI), Ir;lck Ihe masler I\\orc 
Jd\:lnl.cd 1.11111101 m\.!'tb"J') .1110: PlItlllll • .'d In III-I "I I"his papcr l"OIH.:\.!lltr.lh!~ on the simple 1ll:t.,\lcr-~13\C 
,I ',")lllhm to dUlUll ~tr:.lh..· Ihl.! P(,I fnnll.lIlrl· of li1l: dl,!s~:l'i}·h..'d ,cnsorks~ method. 

I h t f,l llhlhlr n I 'd 101 f,,·'I'I..'I"IIlH:nul 1~"llIlg Cl)l1SI"I~ nf a ddt.} connected. 4-polt!. 4k \\. clo~~d. 
l.ll 'lum",1 ,a~\ ",.!uelhllll\'Ullll, kd by" 7.5~\\ /(j13 r Ins erler, The molur IS Jill~d wllh a 10,000 

IJI1 .. ~ en-odd 1"1" ~p('\.d (t)fllpill'1:<.\.\n. I hI! s\..'cond rig utilises tl Similarly rJtl.!d n1nchin..:: and power 
Ol\\cn'r (l1I'1h III'm dtlk,enl nl<lI1uf.lclllrers) .Ino ,s fittcd IVllh a 2.500 I",~ ~lIcod(!r. 

In' " IIIIr ,ud, ,nlllllt-d ofllllllr ,101,,, ~"'O\\II \<)1 bOlh II!!' Hilt) eleclricnl pnram~ler> hove been 
•• bl.lln d 1",," 1111 hld .111.1 lo"h'd 101,,, Ic.I" IX ""Ichines Ih~1 aCI a, load <Ire' coupled 10 each 
In I,on 11\ hme I h,- ,,"'111.1 Ill' Ihe I}C Lime u""I "n "!! I "sC\ "1:11 limes I .... ger Ihal1 Ihal used .. ., 

II:,: ~ 

I h lon ,Iet,- .,'Imlll slnldill" I," bOlh Limes IS 1111pkll1cI11cd (Ill " Te,n, 1 M'iJ20C-l4 proce,sing 
rl~Uh.lml IWU~~'tlln 1 hll" Jl(. rh .... "~·'Il'm l'\)mprp'lc,\ .2 ('44 DSP pn)\.'I.'~sors, one IS 111 communicatIon 
\\ Ilh 'h, )11' I PI • p""cr ,,,nh'llers .1I1d I1lC''''",'Il1C111 clr~lIilr)', whilst Ih~ olher IS uscd for J<lla 
pr 'Lt'S<1n~ HnI) 

l' I',lorlll."",· (II Ih l' 'II ~f1 ccd 1.,lilllafnr 

lor IS Inc d d h II Illl U,IIII1.: the al.'dll"a~:y .. HLalll.lblc fuml thl..! t\ I r ~p~cd l..'stllllalC. It (hsplays the 
CI .,rlc 'I '.I ('h<l).I' k,·,Jll,I,~).lhl L'I1L'OUer I1wasured 'peed (10.000 IlI1e encodel ,ol11Jlled cvery 

00 ond \.1IId '" ','J c"illl,llcLi b Ihe" fI The um e " nlll11ll1!! \\,lIh a demand .'pced of 300rpm 
I 111'))1" In) tt'I~ • 1.,11'.1 h'.ld, I hc "'lor 11111,' COI1>I.tnl " pUl'p"scfllll) de-Iun~d '\lId Ihe tuning 

nle,h. III 11\ is JI",bkd '"Ie Ihal .• 111l1ourh Ih inlltkI-hnscd .specd cenlres Ihe OPI' for Ihe ATF 
,I·"rnhm Ihe .\ I I Idlllll'.l 'p~L'J Signal Ihi,llS oimosl ,dcnlicnllo Ihe encoder ,pecd. 111 lem1S of 
"ot h oluI< CUrl \ .\IId, ",/uIlon. rhis sholls Ihal Ih\! ,\ Ti' IS robusl to paralTllller inaccurac,es 
\\11 n Ihe [\,'hld 
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\ III 1~ I' rll'lm.ln..,. S Il.,ud~:\, Im.lu,,'lhlll \Inwr Dn",!"'I(1! u ... .: In t\.ll1lf1·f\.h)lor ::,pc\.."d S\ndHt .. IIll:.'lcd 
11".11, n ____ ~G- 1 uri 

I , ' I ,\ 0,1 -, \ II .,n<l m"J.-I-I>",,-<1 ,p~ClI 
esttnl;lte AT ,(lOrprl und,,'r :-.('n"'11! k,'i (lHl11UI 
,,, UIII ,II 

I III :'I1"""'·It.,,,(1 Sclll'llll' \Iii" r, luning 

~ ,. 
! 

J 

" 
hI!_ 6:i\h,,,lute and rei,,,,, e ,pc~d error and -, I' 
tunll1g 110m clu:tl scn:-;orh:,s dri\-'t' Or~l.:ltlllg at 

200'1'111 under ti,lIload 

1-1' hi :l r \,1"11.11 ... ·d \\ llh thL' 1\1111.:1..1 m;1sll~r-sl;l\(, l~(lntigllratwn In Ihe: sh .. 'aJy stJ.te. 130lh In\'cs 
re nlllnl"ll Ilhell '"'I',·CI",· lull',I\",1 Inad,. ,\1,10 it m.lS!er C()IllIl1.IllU speed (,f 20Urpll1. o\'er a 15 

ITlIllUh; I 11l,d I hI! IIPP\.'j tl.I .... "' .. slh\\,'" ho\\ I , \i.lrics 1\:"1 Ih(' motor tL'lllperulure h:-oes The ccnlr\! (Tace 
JI p1a tht" C.'nOI h\.'I\\l',,·n .:.I\·h dn\ .lI1d the ref\:'rerH.:e spt!~u. Ihis IS as ml.!:lslIrcd by Ih~ cn~~)dl'rs . 
• tho I h th plol\ til"' P It 111 \1\1..' \."tHlIrol ,\!"~"~g~ I'hl.! dlncn:m:~ In n.'~olutl()Jl bl..,twCl.!1l lhl' tWI) tral."CS 

I dl~ I lilt lilll'rent numhl..'l ,If hnl..'~ (lTl ~i.lCh \""IIl'u,k'! thl') an.' ~Hllph..:d Lit th~ ~,lll1e r:Ite The lov.:a 
1(\\. III II,.:I.Hth llhH pd\\ '1..'11 thl' 1\\0 dn\'l'~ noth of li1e'le luwi.!1' Ir,-u:l!s mUlcatl.! that the 

II t. ..... dn\ c." tUIi un,kl SlI1ul.1I 1.·,Hl4..hIHlll .... \\'lIh no lUlling, the abs4..\lutt' 'pl'l.'d ... ·ITOI" apprO:IL'hes :S rpm 
\ r the ~.1IUC runrlln~ III'h.~ I h\".' CHt)!' ~Ir,-' d~lh'l1lkn1 upun thl! rc!Jll\c luadinl1 ~nd thus the n;latl'~ 

fll'd, '1 \.·llIll~ 

\ J' .. ,,"' '' til Ih \' I{dl" I'Iln 1)\' 111;11111 

• ull be .. 
reit nl. In 1'1: 

ItI\' t n"t\rlt'~~ I1tl'kr-sl:J\t' !..:(lI\!lg,UI'.tllOll rcspondin,; h) lhange~ In m.ister 

Ihe r.:I':II:II~·l· I., \~\I'Il'U HI 10(1Ipm !-I1t>p.s fwm tOO 10 900rpm, The Upp~1 trace 

--, . , 

I 'it!,~ Sl"nsol'kl'-~ sdftuning lIn\\! n!:-ipontilUl.! 

to II Inrg~ (SUOrpm) Sl":P I.:hl1l1gc 111 ll1i1Ste~' 
p.:J~I'('nn.: Spct.!d is I11caslIIl'U 0) the cnl'OI.h:r 

P b 
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\ III th P ... hHIlI.11Il "~I~(~rl"", It\du~'IHln \ lutllf Do\'," for US~· 111 ~ lulti ·t\I(llllr SPCI.'J Synchronised 

API 1,,'"0 C;,TuJi 

~-~ 

;- J 

J 
T • 

b 1 'I RCSp"fl' ... • 01 lh~ tum.'J ... ~n~tlrk, ... s dll\,~ 
h) J I '( l".!d Imp.ld ",\.·~n tin thl" ma:-..I~I driH:' 
Jt l(lUrptll 

=j 
, . 

Fig. 10: R~sron~~ ofth" tllned sensorl\.'ss dnve 
In iI lilrg~ lond impaci S~CIl Ull Ihe slalc dnve al 
1MI'I1I11 

_hm" Ihe ,\C \1; Ihl '1',,',11<) 'elh~1 \"Ih Ihe enl'l)d~r-l11e'hur~d 'p~ed fn1l11 tllHh Jrile, In Ih~ 1,)w~1 
Ird, 'Ill<' Idal!\~ \'1,,11 IS ,1111\111 NOII'lh,II, IIhen 111 Ihe sicady ,I,lle, bllih dl'l\~s Jr~ opemlll1g w,tllIn 
Ih ,,'11 t1dfo!r I~' U'\ltt~)fl ,h.:l:lIr.U.")- lor thiS restllL hoth drivc~ wen: IIp..:rallllg wllh ~ ~mall loud 
1')I'I'III,\llIt.1h.·I~ 11 r.I(I,:J) 

In tl' \\C.\. th~' IllJ kl ..... I.I\I..' :-.(hl..·m~ .H.'(,;I;.'lcnllmg o\"(.'r ,\ longL'1 period of I lint! In this l:as~ the 
m.,,,,,,( .. r I IIp,-'l.lung .It .Htllll1..l 1 Llh..·d Iv,ld. \\ hll .. t till' :-.1[1\ L' opl!ralCs at ;lbOUI '~I'.lteJ. 1\'OIC [hat lhcr~ 
oS n1.lI'I<'ialll,' err",.11 h .. lh Ih~ hq!lIllllflg .lIld el1llllllh~ Ir:JnSI~Ill, bUI gCl1cflIlly Ihe ,1;"" Iracks 
Ihl' 111,' 1,'1 lell \\dl PI'" 10 tite dilfe,clll'c In load lIl"rtw, If (h~ \\1\1 tlnv", w~rc ,cacllllg 

I II' Ihe ',HlIe delll,lnd, Ihe ,lccdcrallOI1 rales lIuuld bl! markedly dlllcrcni 

I Had Ih'jl'l'lill ll I'l, .. runllallcc 

\ I I"~ I, til ":\1 ...... ,, .• ..1. ,hl' 1l,l1ur~ l)f Ihl: lIl~hh.!I- .. d.)\c controilcchnJClllt.! 1 ... suil:lhll! fot circuJn!>.tnn\;cs 
"h,e Ih 111."11'1 dn,,' \Inly \\111 h,' 'lIbl~CI 10 dl,IUril.1l1ce loads, I'Igurcs 'i In 13 sho\\ Ihe 
p\.·rhlnll: tH .• \', Ih,,' IUTh.'...! l·n ... 'lrk· ...... driv .. ' lIIHh.:r ,.\rious 10;".1 impact l.:onditwll:... 

1111 I) <-,n \l, ""n Ih,' dk,'( "ra 1,,[t!l'I,)<!u Jislurbance applied Wille m:!sler <iIi,,!. The slave ome 
Is ,'p'r,lIl11g \\ Ilh ,I l(l,lll "I ,1I\1I11ld I, lal~d I he sl,ln! Il!sponds III Ihe dl,lu,nance 111111 dynam,cs 
d fna'd h\ Ih\'" ... p.: .... ·d l.:onlltllh,'r ~1Jld uO\,.'SU'{ 

ltur.H In tfh.' In\\ .... ~1 Iral.· .... • II l~ ..:k,H th;\! SlHI)t.' 

,-=rttll lS tI.l11S(t.Ilt.t.l h' till.' ,d;\II\t..·Po:...111011 nfth&: 2 
dn, bUl Ihl' Illlnml.lt .lnd III th ..... ord\!1' of :1 

11'1 • M,I 'J J 

!-Ig. II R~!'ron~c of Ih",' ~l.!rhl)ll~d dnv,-' to a 
1,lIg~ load Imllilel s~en lin Ihe molsl~r dm\' 011 
lo0rl'IlI 
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\ II" tlltUS 

J 
• I" 11 l<~ pt'!lst,: 01 (lIl0 tUI'h.:d ~","'rhurlcss tlIIV\,.' 
1 \ .l I.~r J ".1<1 lInpa~l :"Il.'L'n \\11 lh,,- 111.\:\11..'1 dri\c 
.IIIU'UI}'Jn 

( ontlu,i l"1\ a lid Flirt her" urI. 

(o. Turl 

l ig 11 R~,p"Il'C orlh~ IUned ,elhorless umc 
10" large load IIllpilel SC~11 011 Ihe mel,'er dn-" 
.11 "OOlpm 

I he r ",nils 1IIlIICile III 11 Illl,.' l'Hllllol ~tnll:tllll.! Lh il ~till1ds is sultnbl~ t~)r synchronised drH'l!' 
al ph 1t"'1l th.11 .I" ,,,'1 "PCIDk '" ,p"",,, hdo" I(JOrplll ()pcrallnn belo" Ih" 'pred uemand, an 
.1\ Ufdt knu\\ h.'dJ;\"· of I{ hn '0\1..1 oh:-,\,:I\..:r operatuHl and may n:qlllil' SUIl1t.: tOHll of slgn,,1 mjectwn 

h" ".hn I 1\ d If",klll' Rs CslIlll.\I,," call be IIlclHpm.lleu IIlln the dll"c 10 lI11plOW 10\\ speed 
l"rlunn:IIl" (1.1) S,' .ilIIlIC~I"\1t 11""hnd, aI" .limnl '\llh" 1,\\\ specd leglllll f7-IOJ 

II) tI 111 I! h. and J~.lIhl 1 . ":--Jt.'\\ ,ld.II'''\(' 1111\ nbsl.!l-\'cr of II1tlul:IIUn motor lor whJe "'plo!\!J 
moWr ,111"""" /I f J' In () \ ( tJII/!''''l'l/~ I • IlJ\}U. pp~J21-'126 

[J'l 101 (,rll P. 
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\ I II " 1'':llolIlI.tnH" ~l:Il'\lrh.·"" 11Idlh.:lltln (\Iut~)r [)Il \ ~ fill" II"I! III t\ Ildtl -r-'dpl\lr Spl..·..:d "yn..:hrOnl\;cd 

\rrl~'Jth"n 
u. Turl 

r:n 

(:1 

('I 

[6] 

171 

II 

III 

(121 

[I II 

I cr ,lh til tllk) }\ J , IIng.hl'n-1 ,ling P J . \\ oulr~oll ~1.S., ,\ ... her OJ'" .. (1I1iJ J. ilnd Shull .I .• "A 'peed 
hi nlilicr h.lf IIldu tu,n 1H,llur 1I11\c"I u..,lI1g 1\.·al~llIlll· .H.bpIIVl.' lllgll.tl IiIh!nng", IEEE /I"mHU'IIOl1\ Oft 

In~~/' :fPlhur, .. ", I'J<J:O- \ul \..1 t\ol.l'r· 1<;'h.16.:'! 

I r ,h \ 1 It· 1 h, t.lle I,ll hll.\1 ,k'H.'1J llll ~""I\_,otk ...... 'rl'l'I,J \.!stHl1;lll\ll\ lhlllg nHOr ... 101 h;mnllnt~s 
Id nul \:d t \ d II tl\e til '11.11 IIlh.'rJllg lI'lIlg lhl.: J1\;I\imum lI~dllwod .lpPHI,h.:h" !f:FF 11) "mllla! 
\1.111 )')lj" pp. 12 I~~ 

\.h;Hhl'r l \d.II'!1\': 'p"'~J IJ..:nlllk.ltinn tor H,'dOI" Cllntml 01 luducl10n motor, \.\ ithout rol~lllon~ll 
tr.msUUll:I"·' If El /1 (lIlH/i 111111' lUI Inc/II"""\' -ll'plicclflOW, Il)92, Vol.2X. Nu5. pp . t051-1061 

()hIJIII r ~ 1"~,hl.l .tnd IllIlil..1 h:. "V~Ct lr ((lOlrollli' mdul..'tu)1I I'IH)tor \\ Ithollt shaH encoul!r". IEEf: 
lr .. ,f m1li1n,tm It,dll'U\',I"I,IiI',Illom. It)9", "oI.2N, Nu.l.flP.157 I()"" 

I h\,tnl.l K \,hl.'l (, \1. JlhJ SUtlll)l..' I f\1.. "lollll",lIi,un l)fthc pr,lcural p~rrOlllhlllCC illld operating 1111'111:\ 
('I ~ ":l ortc ., IIhlultll)1l Ilhlhll dtl\t,.' 1I~11l.1.!.1 clos.:d loop flu\ oh~i:J\\:r ilnd .. I full order flu\ "lb:,cf'vl'r", 

tf'f l {lll}. w ... ")'/'1,1'1' (,," (Il·RIl\I) 

J~n~n 1'1. ,Iud 1111 .. 111 K P ·Tr.llI ... dllt.:~rh.:" .. Ih)\,lIh1ll and \cloctl) ~"lIInntlOn III mductlOll and "iJlil.:nl 

\( m .. IU11 ~. ,II:FI- l'r,'fI'fI,/IfJII\ 01/ III(IIHIIT Ipplint/lOlh. 199''. Vol..H No.2, pp.240-:!47 

tt J·I and 'ul '1\. ·" ... 'n"~lrh:o .... til'lll \~rr':Illi.llJlln t'l.mtro/ of an lI11tuCtiOn Illildllne by high frcqul.!l1l:> 
IgtlIII1lJnUIl(! .111 [ I" 1IJlllhll '11..'~llllg. 191.)"'.1'1'.41(,--13.:': 

\~ht,;r tJ \I 'lIllln\.! \1 .1I1d Bnldlc) ~.1 -'Sllrrr~!'o'il()n 01 .... lllllilt!lln ... ali~nc) Cnl:~1S h)r th..: 
P\' ... 1lI n ~ {'IIII\II of IIldlh.lhlll mohH UII\\.· .. undl:1 in,H.kd cOllliIIlCln .. · .. It-l:.:£ tnlfl.'w( (loIH fUl 

f/lpl 11011\ 2ll0il, \ \11.4 7, :'\~,.). l'p.11 I'· 11';;0 

lhn'dll \1 • '<!II!1.I,d ....... \.~111I1\)1 \,f \l m,l~hlll('" 0.11 l~)\\ 'pc~u 11111,.1 !'>lanl,.j....1l1f h."c:d on the "INFORM" 
mrthm1"\/rfl II' 1111111'-11 \I~l·II1h.': 14)90, pp.l·'O-.2! ., 

\ kn1.u..:1.1 \1 \ _Inti I Ofl.'1l1 IttL "l kl.'lroJllIc Lll1l··ShaHlIIg Cnnlrol for Pap~r ~ I ach,"e I)riv~s". lEEr; 
rrnrLHI (14)11' ('If 11"/",'n "/'pltt'lIIm"" ~()OI. \"n117 , Ntl.I, PI"' I .<iX-ltl4 

1lll\:l1l K l> .lIId :"\dUllIdl P.B .• "~)nchlUnll.('d mOlion c(lnlrol tl.11' p,()ccs:o. atll(\m~IIHln".I/ ... 'Er: lAS , tWill"! 
MCllllH'. II'~\I. PI'.I(I\} \·1 fl'lS 

I>.mhm) 1{ .ultl kuklIl"l\lI \1., "S}IKhn1tlIScd 'l'num.:ch,luism'" the :-,;citlar-fidtl approach". IHf 
i'IYXc't-Jmg\ ml l ,,,,tr,,1 rh"WT Ippli,lltioJ/\. 1994. \ (11 l-ll No.t, pr- "'61-273 

(limp -II J -\ umntr \1 ,Ind (111"(1'" :\1 . "\11 lnlprmcd .... cn ... l\rlt!~~ \CChlr t,.·lIlltrnllcd Induction motor 

dn\' I11ph'~Hl' uflll .. ·I,11 th:UI.IIII,,:hHltb ttll slaWr r\.'Shl,IIlCC 1,; .. tll11,IIIOO".II:.F PfT[) (o,,/<.·l't·J}L ... •. 2(HIO. 

I 2 • ~ 
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\ \l ulti- lnduction-Motor Dri\ c St rategy Opcrllting in the Sensorless Mode 

(, Turl. M Sumner und G I A.hcr 
St.'hoot off lectnc.,1 .uu.l fk'Clmnlc r·ngUlccrmg 

LJ",\o~r!:\lly (')1 NOli mg.ilOlIl I 

Uni H'rslt} I")arl 
'oumg!\i.\m, N(17 lRD. UK 

fh"''''',''~ rbi' 1M1l<t1 u,..,~·rilk·\ t h, dt"H-IullnM'ni {If )t 

~" ..... " tndu(IMID fllOtfir drhe \ol:htillt lIutl eMil bl' u)t'd (ur 
hf~b-I.rlnrn ... mt' I)nM:t""l\ l,UlIrI" apl.IIiudon\ ~her~ multl~ 
11111""" 'r--w '\n~·hrtlnj ..... ho" j, ..... llulrt'd. 1 hi.' ,c h~ Jllt' emllloy,", ft 

\It.h. .. Md,·n-th't' \U"I.lh., ')'h'nl (\l R"-') ttl Iln}\ltJ~ )i dlrK1 
fit"4d l~t~n'.ttnJ drh ""h 'Pl't..J l·)dn~flun. IUlli lll: fir Ow 
\IN: \, h _hJ~\HJ \I\III~. u ... ,un-nwnl M 'rK. ... d III'rhl'fl frum 
Ilk· rtltUf \Iut tur.'H_ .. tlf~ " .. "H·fU of Hw ,liIlor (,UfT~nt. I ht' 
1,..r1"Uf"'",·~ of 11" ,\-,h'I)1 n ... ldu~·3t tlllit .thh~\ .. d U\lnll. un 
tlk:lKk' .llIuJ "'l t41t'11t ,pt"I'tl '~'~hrol\l.\Y(fon of 1\\ 0 dthe, I, 
d.-l1M,II\,,..,,,,,j f\Jltrhnl'nLlII~, 

Indudl"" nkMur dn\c., JJ"C now l)l!lll1t ~nuu.,ly 

\.ol\,If.k.Tt."li 1\lr lk:I\IolJ1lJmg HKhl\tri:l1 Ilr'lpllcatiolt!', High 
IO~II": ~ Iv. hlth ,lll ·~lIr.ne '1\'aJ) stJLC 'JX"("u holdlllg ,\I\: 
n:.IJ:h ~ .. ;.uI~1 Innn cr-.,\lf.Jefl'd \1..'Ch,lr ",'UI'I11\)1 dri\c'I !.Iud 
r.ua . lcr ~I Itl"lI) l " ~ ntilurlll"d u~lIIg on·JIlk! 
1laT'.1m.:I\."T !.: IIIJ\1lh1fl lllt~",:lorc. the t . .llote mdu(llon rrlHor 

\.1m no~ lx- fpunJ III 'rpll\;: llIlIl'I \,lu.'fco prc\ 100l\!Y only fht; 
()( m.··k:hll\~ "" ... 'tlll~dcr",'d. ,"ell .l'I mill i.ln\"l..~. machillc 
hM>1 ) U)olWIlk.\llk I":~ and r~)lIt11g ru..td\ 

Scns..,..k 1Il0U4..11('Jf1 11'k)l\1f' dn\C:\ .U'\.' n()\\- C'omn'k\OI) 
'" II.tnl from n'-lJor 1II\t:r1 .. :1' I1lo:\nul:k:ltlrcr\ 1 )V,c,ll 
mdu,ulal 1r,...IJk~~ c.,.,'llu\)lkr employ iJ ll'k.Xld-b .. h\.-J ... JX-cd 
(.md u'iu.dl" Ollttr l1u,. lullOlh)/' III rllnJlln .. :IHHl \\lIh J DIft .. 'C1 
Rotnr IldJ Olll .. '11.1t •• .'d (DRnl) \'Ct:Il')r "'(lntIl,t \l.:hL:'1l1C I hh 
f'f1l\IJc II t.ln\ \!Il\ ""Ith .1 ""lOtilk.ml IIl1PTw.Cllll.!nl III 

"I 'f''l.'''d lllollJtng "I~n ';Oltlp.m..--d It) ,hf.! 
tr __ tJuu.. t .UlU n ... tc.llh,,'\J \lpcn hlf."P ,I i'ICIl-c\ II J 
HIJ~~\c."I'. ()k ,,".wlhh uM.i .KUlrdt:) ufsl.k'h l'ol1lml ~hl.!:lllC'" 

re .. !lr tJ) n:hn d ,~) Ilk' "'~:t:lIrx) to wlu\.:h Ihe ck'\:tncJi 
Jlo11"",'lk"h .. ''''' tlr II-e n18dulIl! an: ~lk)\\l1 The ~ ~1k!'llles arc 

J'i'I1l1:iJllrl~ ,"It'll"!,,' I It}"'" 'fX'-!d ... , \\J\l:rc the pruhll!m 
..... 'O.lthJ \, .. ,h c:-hn 'mg ~, .... ,klll bJt.:k I Mr. wilhm a 

\nJlagI! Ignal n..:a '"cd tn-til a P\\ 1l1\\crtcr. I ... Il'U'llcularly 
Ir~~~,lt· Ill!.: il ""uttl be llltliLul1 10 ~lIn U1\oU'i~ Ihe dt(Tcl\.'111 

'IMlI\"""1 " \I :'\l "' f\:~m.:t"",..., II..) i&':lIlify the 1111ciline 
J"""'I en. C\,dU.11 lhctr wJluCtll.:t: on un"~ pcrlum\itncc 
arld IJld.( xi IIl1.dll, nkllkl-b...1 -J "'cn'flrl .. ·"" ... .,d"-!n'lt.h to be 
m,."': ((Ib" .... hI ~k ·ttk:al p.murll,:h:r "Unlltlolh .. \S }I!t Ihcre 
d, .. • OI.lt .1J'f'l'.tr tel he .1 tktllutl\(' ml,llI •. :1 btb-:d ~t'L."o()r1c ... , 
l'UOlR)1 heme ""flt,h " tlf.llh r\lhll ..... l to n"I{'hln~ fl.lfUl1l1.."1cr 
~ l lion, and dhk~ to VI. n~ III the: \ CI) Il'" ... ~\1oI(·1\\ Hlrqllc 
rqpon f, .. tllt" n: 'W1I\ Lh \. UJe ,1111 I'll)! l.,\m.,IJcn;t! Mllt.lblc 
lu' hi '1""'11 Ul.. 'UI\ DJ1t~I ... JlI{lf" 

Sc\cral N!'-C3fchcl' h'HI! IIl\C,ngat.x! Ih~ 1I'\C of m.l~hine 
~licncy lor extracting n\\.'llor J1O"illion mfOmli.ltiOIl, In c(fe.:t. 
th[.') appro..l(.;h cOllsldcr.-t the rotor US U po"'ltlon encoder: 
,alicilocs rail he int.mduced Inlo the rotor 111 Ihe fom) of 
d"tnbul"d ,101 IcakJIge [2J or di,lribulcd rotor rcsis\<mcc [3J 
,tnU Ihl~ lllcnc> ii' then plcJ...cd up usmg .1 high rn..'1ucnc), 
C,"cilJlioll und ... ub~lIcnl ~ignal pmce~,"g of the mcu!)lIrcd 
"'Iiltor currents. r'\ceJlcnI JX)\ulon cOlltrol und low !!JX.~d 
per/annance has been d.:nlO">lr3ted [4 J. hut Ihe obVlou, 
dr::t\\-wt:J... i<o; til" requ.irement fi)r a spe.:ialiy mod died mulor. 
altJloug:h it ... hl)ulcl he !loled thai 110hz h~ demon..\lr.:lI~d lhe 
Ii.:d~ibilily of cl ,imilar technique u.\mg a ... tmdard cage 
machine [51 The: mmc "'Ignificant drny.'bnck~ ",hell 
c01l..,idcring prt.K.'C!),') cOluml ure the tnlrnducllon or eXtn\ 
lo~s.cs due to the e.xcltnJIOI1 .... lgll.:l1 and a ~Ignincant iJlcrCJ~ 
ill vlbratltlll (Uld ulkhble IlOt-..t!, These may nOI be occcptabh.\ 
ror e'3Jllplc on Jklper or ~tecl nlill applications. 

A.r;. an a!tcillall\ e appro!lch, the rotor sallCllq due to rotor 
,)olflng cun be- emplocd for ",pCl;.~1 M.."TI~Ulg. \\ llhout the nccd 
IC)f ijign,ll injccllon. Rotor ,lot honnonil.!s (RSfl) 'nalurally' 
cxi~1 wilhin the .... Idlor current and Co.,)O be' tracked thruugJl 
l11o~1 of t.hc lorque and "lo1'k..'ecJ rnnge. Unfonunatcly. as v.-uh 
mc.)(]c!-b.bCd 1t.-chJlJques., the ·pccd mfonn.JUf'll1 dlXlppeun. ill 

h,W !-oJ)L~tI:-, ,md luads us the ... 101 harrnonic either re:duce~ in 
magnmJJc (\\-ilh redUCl.Og IO~lJ), or becamc~ :-.v..:m,,>ed III 
11\\~nl.!r/m.Jt.·hlnc rclatC\i h.\rn)oTllcs. it doc) 11O\\.c,"cr oJlcr a 
trut! spt."Cd mca);)urcmcnt OvCt a ~iglllficaJ1t "art of tJle 
opcmlUlg nmgc and can therefOre he eillployed \\'l1hm a 
~C'n!)(lrle.'>3 s()t.--cd control ... ~ "tem. 

Thl\ paper propo~ the ;.lpphcanon of ~n~rl~ 
mdllction motor dri\e~ to 'ugh rerfOmlC.H1CC indll'ilrial 
JpplicJIIOIC, 'Where mulu-dri\c synchmnl .... ltlon lq required. 
AppilColttOt\.\ to be con~l(lcn...·d i.lr~ lhe \lInple electrontc 
g~rbo\ or diJlt.'I'Cnt;at. lor ek"Ctnc '¥e:hlcle ~y-,ll!nb. and UlC 
..:o-ordm,ltIOI\ of ~\"erill "CCIIOI1.11 dnve, wllhltl ~I proce'~lng 
mill. SClbOrl"" Uri,e. would be of cQlhldcrnble benefil Ill. 
for cx.1Inlplc, n I)upcr mill, where ,,"CI or hwnld condhlOn., can 
<o;eriou .... ly dcgn.ldc the opcmtioll of an eit-'Ctroilic encoder. 
Section II dc",Tihc, Ihe modcl-b.l>cd "'Ilmmor and 'lot 
harmonic ll1Clll<Xb lJM!d to (.·T\~.Itc the htgh p..."'11onn.1Hce 
i;,CIISOrlC'~ cOl1lrol ,Iru~ture , Sl.'CIiOO UI proVide!'> an ovmie\,. 
of the cxpcnmcntJ.1 fJ(.aIJl) ~t\on IV ()uthnc~ lhe multi .. 
molor 001111'01 Slructll~ imcltlig.:lk"CJ (llr the application!:> 
1, ... It'd Seeliol\) V ano VI pf'\.~.:t\t the ex.pc:rimclIl.a1 re,'\uh.) 
and Ihe conclll'\lons fromlhis wor~, 

().78OJ-7114·3I01!S10.00 (C) 2001 
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II IIK~II' KtOR\I 

n., dCMgrt ruk u,."o,J hl .. k"l'!'lf'lhc l.,ll.'lxl·rh.· .... ' dn\.L~ 111 
lht~ "'0 "iCK (3) 1hll the ~'l~d Oll'.1 u n",,'111 h.'\.'hIUtllkJ 

!ih-,uld t'Illt dtSlUlh na.vmal Ullh' Opc.'rJIIUn ,Ind (h) tholt 11 

~.)U1d he;L'i cur.l1 41' p.1Il\\1I:tlc l)\l"r lIlt.-" I .• rg\.· ... t 1'l()OO'~lhlc 

hlfquc :and ~ I"'JII~' Tn thl:-' elld Ih~ ,),h:1ll u~",J 

t.."llf""'rucd 1M \"Icmcnls 

II \hlo:l Rei "renc "I"I~I'" ~),'"miMR\'" 
2, Rut r ",,," ti.mn.ml"-' ~k.t.,un:n-':1I1 UMII).! ,I R1."'Cuf'I'\o1.! 

M..l\I0hJr11 I.lkl'hhtlod .. 'd.lph\(.' Tn~·~utg nlh.:r 
(R~II \11) 

') Inh.·lhHL"l' P.\rJI1L:lt.T Pn:lhl:1I0n (1rr~ 

B lore &:~l1hllllt Uk,.' hili '),h:m. Ilk: t"II1'lIlu~nt p.1fh 

""111 • hidh rn'<:v. tI 

('IT1'11' b.."'(",cen the tatcy I.Ufll'nl ("!o.itl1l;)h: .lUd IL\ mcaslIrLxi 
\lliuc I tl.....-n wint IIId., ',I 10 aLlju ... , the 'I :\.'\1 p.ar~lO'W.'lcr in 
da: \.~cr LNn~ ~l PI "'.ltlOlll',( • .1\ oJ'kw~n til r I~. I rllC 
flu, C'SIlInat I lM'd h .. DRI (J 11,..: ~uht1(.1 Jlg\'1rilhm h 
IN:'\J h .... "fC u .. II ~.I'i nlll\,tk.,,-,d III h4.,' lh,,~ tx.. ... , .llgofltJm\ III 
COUll' ,,~t I ll'IUI.lc tx"t"\ 'II Ihrt.'C ul II\(' more popular 
n....-th .... tl III II h I III) l."> hl(\lllllllh\ltll\, 1\.'t1wnll!l only 
Ire ell 10 .,1 1\.lr.l,11II.: :n. til llk~ tHotor til)\\. '\1,,"1', aJlhuugh 
thr.: hn1...: "''fl", ",\.'II It "II \fX"\:d~ ,UHI h.hl ... ,,1\4!11 Ilk: 

rur.un.'IC'!' ~UfT,,"\:lh tUlM."'I.l !lS ,,"'rhlnnafh,;t! ~nOlL. ... I) 
dct KII","', ""ben the 1n..tVf 1~11~T.llUr\! \.m~' (YoIlh InaomA 
I,...c mpI) 

'. ~ I ... . ~ , 

II "' ... " 

I, 

... p, ~ ... 

PJ, nll! fl,.ur ,101 h"ln11lmil,.' .... '11 c\i,t m lht.! motor cum:ilI .11 
.1 rrcquClIC} (f..tl) detinetl by cqUJllon (1) for Iht.: n'KJlor-. 
Cnlpl(l)L~ in thl' pmjl'f.:I , 

Iv. : : U. 1"",) ±(rfr 
I' 

(I) 

In (I)' Jl .... the number oj molor pole PiJlr~, ,. t~ lhe 
nlimhcr or rotllr .!<.tOI.!\, t: h the C"\CI1.1tlon In .. ·qucocyand (",r I~ 
the ... lIp frequcncy. H.~hcr (11"O&.'f M~lr harmtUljc."b "Ill t! ,\I~t 
due It) the rW\t m.xiulJl1on (II' \Oh .. lg~ und nl.1Chll1C Clll.'f.:b. 
thh is ..k.:collntcJ fix hy the 1fk.:lu.\IOn 01 tt. "lueh is a I)O~IU"C 
mh!).~r 

I II 1!~I'k;C, lhl.! RM L- A 1 r nct.!ol as a.n iHiapl j, c b;II1Ustnp 
lilh.,., ·nh.! CCllIru fn.:qllcnc}' of t1'k.~ filter 1' .. adJw.kxl lI11I.1 Ihe 
outpul I~ mllllllll!tl..--tl: JI \\hu.:h pl)lI1t the: Cc!ntrc In."'qu,,:oc}, h 
\.:4.1u..t1 tn the \tmll)!c~t com(X"Kh.':llt m the UlpW ~Igni.ll Ill1: 
'I.llnr l:urrenl IlleJ\U1\:Ifi:.llllhcrdOrc ha~ to be pfI ....... lihcrcu 10 
n,.'1lkl\-C the lund.unc .. '11L.ll and OIhcr lIl\-cn.\:r hannn!}ll". A 
~"l'ollll unkr b,Uldpil\~ filler is u..-,cd. Wlth CCnlrc 1r\..'QllI.!nc~ 
,utd rnlJ .... h"uth 't4.,:t lI~lIl~ Ihe output", of the MRA~ hl!n" 
the "tRl\S " ~rH)\I,ly <ktuth ... "t!. til«,!: l'CulrC frctluell\;} c,bmalc 

",II h.: do...: cl1nuldl'o cn,u!\! ,h .. ,t 'he R'I.11 ·ATF Iud. mil" 
the reill ~ll'Il runnoOic. pru\lding. an accurnlc .. ~""\:d 
tnc .. t.'lu~n1C1lI J.., ,lIuo:.trilloo 111 ng. 2. 

1hc \;\.mtigur •• l/oll ullh~d 11\ tJlI!\ v.or).., lrtK·t., the RSH 
I.! Ili.:cls ;.,cell inl'W;)th Ihe current ilnd \oitaf,'C magmtudc. nh!M: 

l)1i<.lnIlIH: ... an; cU'illy oll.umell 111 II \-cctor t;onlrnl 'y,\lel11. \0 

nd,antagc 4..f u~lIIg lhc~ "anuhk~ I' thnl the IU\Crt.ef 

harmoOlQ apfk."tll" III mulllplC':\ ot 'I' tunc .. thl! fundJmcnt...tl 
fn.:i./UI.:nq". 1\.'1, Ill"IX,,,,-·'d to ,'lid IIlultlrk~\ uf f.: ~lI\d ~n..:c thl' 

If\:qll~llC)' "'P.I'C I .... II.!"'''' crowd!,l ror tx,.h I~I 1ll;.lI:hHlC, Ihe 
rclllll\C l1mpittuuc of Ihe RS11 v..i.\~ lIboo nmphfi\,.'<! \\llh 

r~I'l\..'C1 10 Ihl.! 10\ ~r1\!r hamkllllt.,::o" ""hen compan."d 10 the 
hanoolUc.!t pn.:\l:l1t III a .!t11lgle Ill'll: qu.mut} Old}, J\ cI~lIlge 

"" . .. " 
II~ ~ .. I '\I...-.k.'1 . A I .. ..,.",1 1l1Ot ... I ..... t-,01 ~ "'tIlWddI . .t 1(J[lfJYH 

UfMkT ~u-."I )0 n111U ... 1 Ihe' .\1R.'\!t 1 pu.rp ~fu1h dL."hlnt\! 

1).1803 71 ,4 3/011$1000 (C) 2001 
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( ,pp 

.. ,~ m.':IlII()lIl-J carh~r. ll~ p.:rllrm.Uk.:1! ur 1I"k: MRA\ \\ III 
d~h:n()r.1I1! a. ... llh! r\.',"hH' Il.U"Ulfll.:l!..'P, u. ..... -d h) liM,.: nkM.ld 
',,'(',nllc lkltllh .. -J . I Ill..' 1\;.\rth.:u1.lr I'nlhkm tur Ihe ... chen.: lI .. -.cd 
Ih ... rc, I' Ih.\1 01 \\.:r}' 10" 'i1'-,\:d." 11k: RMl"f\ Tr ,'annn! h..: 
rl.'lil'd uI'l'-m II,) 1~1'\! an UC":UrJlc ... ro;d l1'tCthun:mcnl an,l 
thl.-n:lcm,! C~ulIllJl he u.'ft,:,,1 h) tun\! th\:' MR.\S Ih..: ulilIml 
'y,h.:11t (k:'04.:ntx..-d by L1u~ \\\Hk ,",\luld uJrutl> be hmnCt..i 10 

pn)lon).'cll \.l(lCfJIWO l\ftl~ .tl.X)\~ IX) rpm ,mo 10"010 15'0 full 
1".1 ,<'nl"" ( ... " I,~ 1 I n,c \lRAS <UIl ,,, .. k «""«1) 
Ytltlun ttl&: 'Imuh.:d Ofl':r:ltlllU' 1\."g.I()fb ~b lung. ~h It " I~lr 

... hmt-tcnl1 dur.ulon till'). It:. dllnn~ ",,""cdl;rl.lIlun ()r 

lh .. '\:dcr.ltlllll. dlld t1k: ,),'Icm tlC\I:I\lp.:d tor 1hi'! P(\)I~d h ...... ' 
thh l\. .... trl~.:1I011 Shuuld "'II.lC'C I'roklll~(.'d opcr .. uuwl tx: 
n .. ,\IUII\:O, .111 lJJXI~u~ uf Ill..! n!:o" ... tI\C l'XU1tl1Il."h:rs ""ill bI.: 
Ih .. "·'''.SJr" a~ tht: madHuc hc:al~ up .Ullt thl:) com be ib.:hlC\cd 
U'"illg IIlh:lllb~nI pn:dICIIOI1, c.g.. .In I'\rtlficwl Nellf") "Jel" )r~ 
." pmp""''' hl Cllllpbdl [K} . N"", 11~1I Ih" p,..:.h"lor d,,,",, 
not 1ll."Cd h) b\: Iltutlcul.ui)" u..:cur tc, ~l." II~ ,,"hole ,"",-"Cd 

c~IUl\l-lI(lr H'l'lOr cOlltr\)1 'y~m '" ill b.: pm{X'T"I)' IUIlt..'d "hc:n 
II re -enler'll. thl! norrn • .1ll1pcmung fl.OYlon 

rhe ll\l:mll .. (ll. .... '<i 1llC<.' .. un:n ...... nl /l'onlml ""'leg) h •. l .. h\ur 
1l11l«.k"!lll'np..:r..lIl11n 

Ii \IR.\S \Illh 11'1' 
21 MR.\S ""h RMl,!\ 1 r IUIlfI\j1, 

,) RSHdcn .... cd fmm\oolwg..:'dcmand«12~ 14H/. 

II) RSII tkn\.~'(.t 1"\ln n-.:a. .. un:d ".Itor l'Um:.nt 
fl\WlltlUt.!1,,! t ~ 12.14H,) 

~l RMl·\ 1 r ""''' dllwll} lor '1'<"" [,,,,<11K 'k ,md 
IRro 

The I~~I ng.' ha\c tx"Cn C\.lU .... lnJl..·h.:d 'J'\.",:IIh.:"llly h.) 
C\..I1u.dC IJ'k: ... )Ill'hnuu ...... IH.)o of l\\\\ ~n lrk .... , 1Il~h.-.:tH,)n 

0l,,'4.l( dn\l.!!\ ror llll,.~ ~"" t~"lh I1IUlOf'. Olfl'; r.ih ..... t ut .. k\\" 
,\ tutl motur Il.o.lrdJl...:tcr h~1 ,~ gl\'Cn In the: ,\pp:nU" n~ 

1I1c.iUl'1I0n nll"'ur~ ;,m: nllM.mtl,,!d on M.~1r.lIc bcdpl.lks,. e:Jt.:h 
~Hh Ih U",11 IIldq~ndL:ll' hxu.hn~ !)~.,t~nl. In bOfh ... ·d~" the 
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I ,hl)\HlIII 11g. 

(unul' dn\6 i:-. 

T • 

.. • J 

,lIu,tri.lIl-.J 10 hg. 0 anJ r iH 7 In fig. 6 hUUl !ll.!1bC..'J('k..,,~ 

lin,,,, ~UI: f\JllnlO"- ill ~OU rpm unJ~r lull rJtl.A.l 10"u.1. lllc: 
upper IIUl.:C Ul\r101), ho\\ l"~h.:h ,.,Iu ..... of Tr i!'l ....oJlL')lcd ilHT 
111" tUl~ fh: 10'0\""( tr.k:r ... 1'1('1"', th.U Ooth drhc;, run \\Ith 
~l1nlll'-'r II"" .k.'(;Uf·,.Il.')i. nn,c.\" litk!U "nh ... IO,OlX.)-IUlI: 
cnl:oJcr. \,hll .... dri,c £l u.'oC!'I .t :!.~OO··III-": d ....... K""'. Ol>*h an: 
.... mpkJ C\"') \ OmS ,,,,, cncod"" pta) no p;1I1 on the 
l'ontr\.l) ~hc:nll! l ;,'ldl.'"I ",umwr Ct)ndlllnn,~ wlthout tumng. the 
,['.'(,'ti \o\vuld 'M) h~ .1 Ii:~ rpm 

rig. 7 .Jk>"'" tlk: H ....... ~ltl~ of dri\c /\ 10 a l4Jr~c load 
IIllP)..:! "hll..a nll""~ .11 'XX)rpm I\~un t.h&: 'fM-"'l."U .Kl.:ur ... U,'} 

III the ,IC;'ld), ,I.IL: , ... cl'''.:rM..k.~r like 

TIle prC\<k)u., \C\:tlon d~"Cnhcd th" hIgh fX"rll)Oru.l~l' 

~n"ollc~ c;)I,tt!nl ohwlliCd In on..lc.r to ')-nchmni~ the: ,,.,.. .... ·u 
"f IhC'.,c dn\cs.. .m u\~raJl ·rn~1.: '~I)nlnlr n.m,1l)t I~ 

n.'qUlrc.J Itl dJllbl the mdl\ldll~11 'llI..cl, of c.lch urt\e IH 
I1kUI1I~lin \4,:'IIl'IC lonn nf pn:'l"C!o. C'Cl".{lnhrL.lhon The
c\pcnll-':lIwl '>\ICnt deM"nn...-o .l~JH: hJ, lx"l.""Tl u",,,'l1 to 
C\ltlUUh.: Ihl! npph\'ilt!OIl of \C1l...c.)rlt,!." dn\c, to muln-Ulnlur 

1': 
., . 

',----=-
'r_ '-'I 
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... wn 
~ Orilt'lld ... ~tor 1 

W 2 , ~ Dr .... , 1114 MIl\IHi 

\,;'ortml. lNtJW,. th,,: l"bll'l'\:ltl ru\X~ ~ L:\llltnlt 'j:lrnlcflc~ 
IhcK tntlq':'11.- \\111 t ~ tk "·rih:,,t. ~uh IIlu:-.lrJli\c 
p.,,'onn,:u~ • oN.u,,,-"\.1 Im"l .. fuli)" ~n'\Clrcd multi-motor 

" ::'111101'1,,: " ~S(1f1 
In C01.1m pph uon .. 11 I \Ullil.:ll'm to h.,\>c dri, 0 thJ.1 
h rnpond hI a (\xtnn'll.:nmn\iulLi .1Ilt! .uc "~II nlo.lh:h..:d In 

t ~lb 01 ,:1 ·d ..... __ ,,) ~ 'lI,ln ...... · to thl;;; ":~I~. to m,unlilill 

1u.I.JCI)fy l ...... h"lIl1 m. tllllU I ht.! I.!n: linxt Ih.t! none urlhc 

InJI~lduJI lin\!': l-stg\' ,,1,-.llIrh.m(..'C Illrquc .. , or \(lad 
I'"\\,I thad "'JII n,' III-. ~,th.'·1 ll~ Pt'CJI~I~U ...10,,-,<1-10011 
~ p"a Ill, ... . ~11",'\·II .. d\' Ofk."l ItxlP, Ct)uplU\~ ,,1l1.!n)c! h'b 
not tx,." pUl: l~rr'C\l h("r 

In II II' thc f'"'f" ~, 'Ae1no. till..' f'n""~"" t'unrml "or\" .. 
to 1n;Il4h un.. I\(lC {, ftl ·"on.· .lrpl!(\\!lolh It \\')lIld lx· 
I. :\: ~, h' It-"Iul~ ~\ 1"(""'1111'111 t.:onln.ll Il'ml All the Iwd 
n1 '10<' t< , arc pcrl(>mx-u '~U()l"pm 

In IhI l~lc l.'onnol 'Ill'"'''' tl'lL: u"r """Iglh IH)C of lhc 
.. hi, hl h: a I1Usk.""'"T. ,,"h ",.h 'qucnt IJrl\ .~ tx-1Il~ 0-: Ii ned H' 

", 01 

, . r 1 1 " . Ol .... "'UOt.l 

• I 

,.. 
!", . ...-..<:: 

t ______ 

, . ... ..... , .... 0\ 

.5O · ; 

i k < -----..... -
J ",.1 

• • l ...... I ....... '.tt .. "R 

, .. 
'""', , .., 

.\4» _ ... ' J .,,, 
.." I ~-.I ....... '. "'"', / 

• .. 
Il~ IJ Rt"'CpOO..;c I~ 1Jt..' cn:t"llkn.··d ur..bh!I·...b\~ . I ... ·lllC" 'nloud in'(U.."1 
,Jr.I,iI.:m;U'lf.t lIfM. .... <d \ll-natlnn 1\t.l'4~" A.1:J"C.'a. 'l.l,"t H. rt."Ilt 

~I.J""::-'. Ill..: .... tu~ll "'~"k."'\.'d of the O\;l,ter ~.C1"\C'" •• .; the '\fX'!d 
rckrclll'l' lilr the :-.kl'C'\. an} load 1I1..,tuf'b.lnce or J".~d 

rcl~-n:lk:c (.:h.H1~c Jppltcu to the In'lstcr. \\,11 he fbllo\o\oo by 
th..: ... Ia\l~. but UI\tUrrulM.:CIot ~1..'n b) run Illlli\uJu ... ] \In\.c \\111 
Ih)t be ref1cclo...oJ to th..: n);.l~lcr, nor .tIl} other .. Iu\<c dn\lc. TIu .. 

M:lk.""'f1l1: "'i1u ..... lfJh .. -o In rift. 1< 
rig,. " ... ho", Cf""k.:oJcrcJ n.~ulb .. y.here the lugh .... r menlJ 

dn\c has h!.."'\'n .""HllCtJ the l1l..l!'ol('r, The. llPl)Cf tmcl~ bhn .... ' 
hm\. !:Kwh dn\l'S ~poud to ;.I large loau di:':ttlu'bnl)"c 11lll'hcd 
10 lhe: m .. I!oh.'r The M..'l·ol\ll tmer.: ,110\0\ the lold. orh.:u.')..\~ard 
t;{)uphng. \.\Ik:n! '"' load (hstllrb:tI~c applied to Ihe \lihC i ... not 
\(,. .... ·11 by the ffi;1, (CI dr.\-\! . 11"k.' 1t)\\cJ ttacc .... ho ..... huth drh·e, 
ll,..'l·plll~ \\.d I !) nchrurusu.l c.lllnng: n \tcp chang In relcn:-n~'C: 

!!Ir~ccJ UI"Cll the lk.::o.cnbcd Il1nw.ltlOll.c;. the .....:hcn-...: 'o\orl., 
"dl, but une \\-uy coupling would aho cause J rmblcm 
~Ilcrc tht.· h\\-c c..ln\c pcrfoml.ll1CC \\as allcctcd by U~ 

OpcrdiiOll clo~ tu or In IOI"4UC hnu1. Under 1111,...~ l·<lmhlllJn .... 
II Ct,)uld Ik)1 be SU. .. U11I1h.. ...... -d to li)lIo\.\,- the nl,l,lcr 

... 
~ 

J ""r ... • 
too 

A • 

• • 

hit II, ~ll"lll~uft.lt.:~t ... klO.."'I~H,.,.\."UI.(Ik:U~kl~' 
1111tlk-'t .1I111,leu .. \f",1 .,·lI,:aJ "ario" ..... , 
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1ft 

-l:J ----., 

R (ir f (ilUfJlm· 
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... -... ~ 

" 

Irt'n. ..... h b Ih.l11l ~,,)lIIJ l'k! 
,ltth h '1,l1:'It."flI.III~ ",ht.,'nl.' lur upt.:nlhon \\llh 11'101': thoU\ 

t'ft~1 ,)0\ 

... 
tom,-, , . • ~-----I"\..._-
.I t.....,"'~"'""~,, 

.'~ o 

... 

.... 
0 

""" .... ' , ""~I 
J: 

" . 
"''' 

/' 

.. """";"-~.-; 
r""",\,-_, 

t I~ , II Reoqlllfl'lCol U'" Cf)l...ul..:n .. ,1 \1rtu;1llu'o('-!!h..,n 101.:",,-.. ,'1:' It'lifull 
1Il1f".-1. a,Ii dcnlolf'lt 'p.om \,,vI.a,(Jun 

fhc dllru ..:ontrol schelll&: evaluated \\-U,,' rropo~ h) 
\' .tkul'ueld and u.)rcnl ,me.! c,,)I~ldert'(j lor ll\C In 1l..lpcr mHl 
dppitcat,,,,,,, (III. TIll> ""h<mc ,""ck, to emulal<: the 
nu."\.:hanu.:al do\c h.lfl <.:onnc."'Ctcd to socunl1i.,1 dn\. In 

'}l)H:al null tnJchmcry. rro\-uJing the slow dO'nH,'\fl'.."'\:U up ul 
the "hule sY'lcm III rcspuol..C to u load Ch~U1gC un ;U1Y of Ilk:
~'\:'lOl\al dri\c It adul,;vc~ lh, ... by u .. \.ng a mll 1IrJ'k! 
.. imulation of a Imc~~hiln. 'nllh a .... "-"K:lil1l-d Irk:"I.!, etc. TIll: 
un\c rc'poruh 10 the. nctual C.h..'t1lO.lnd t;:JX"C(I, u., II it v.eTC It 

mCl:h,mH.:al sy,tcm. \\-llh me output ;;.p..-cd (and PO'IIiOIl) fed 
th n rcfcn:l'k."'C In C".Jch uf the ~tlonal dn\C, Load torque 
Il1lpl,)~'(1 on any ,)1" t~ M.."'l.'uon.tl Uri\(~ i~ fi.."t.I b.w.:.l 
..::il.'f.:\Nl'\lcully to the IIIk!-sh.1H and C:lu...e!) ,10\\" do"-u or ... peed 
up tlfthc "irtu .. II-\Il.,lfi \I.hlC,;h .... then lrJrt,IJICd lu .. ,10\\ dm\on 
or (,f'x.'cd lip or the I'cfL."1'C\~1! '\pL~ In each of the 'K,.'1.1IOn.1! 

dn"~\. " b'tKld (k~grL"C 01 ,-yn(hroni\", IS m..lIn1.unctJ Th~ 
(:o,llllplllkxJ) overall control -...:hcme I~ I IIU~lrutcd l1\ rig 12 
'Hlh pcrfonn;uu;:c ShOVJ1l1T1ltg. I ,t. Ht!rc the rC'\JlUfhC ,)lrhL
'}~tcm h dOffim.Ucu by the trlCnl<l of ~ \ lrtual 'y,tt'nt (in 
th" Cil\C \("1 to 0 blgnl': ). ThJ!t IimJl~ Ihe rcli.:rcnl.:t.: !Cn b) 
en ·h th '\Ie .mJ hcl''' .. 'C the '\0"' n:'pdn"""-! In dk! '1 .. 1' change 111 
... peed demand 10 the I(')\\cr trdtC ,hl)\'\", clt"U!lknt 'pl.'cd 
"''ynl.:hmnl'iUIiOIl lllc urJlL.'T '"\) tr:.k:~ SilO" 11.').., \.·m .. ~tI'r'e 
&':lO,,-toul'l1l1); dunng load imp •. k.'1,·" The lIK!t1lil 01 Ole \1nu.d 
,h"n llJ;tj.un Imms th,\ rc,POIl'\C. but lhl .Oj CUll be tmpn)\oo hy 
bal:IIK.:l1lg tnCr1IU!\ thtough the l g;.\in~ (hl-rc!,Ct 10 1.0) 

II ,h«lUld be' OOIN lh.u non~ of thc:-.c multl-mulor ~hcn)C:.\ 
h;,,, )ct t>een opuml"K..'ti lilT be,' pcrfOOlI.lJlCC. Rc~n:h llL."l'C i~ 
nn 8l)mg. The n!,ulh prc\t."nIOO h .... re &:Jllll(l\tnuc CJl\.'Oll\.M 
COllhdl. for c(JIllj"lari'lolln \\11h U M.'I!'oOrk~ ,)"'lCnl. I.\: , n-..:rcly 
to dcmon,tr.Jlc the \IJbllity 01 u~tng ~l\sorl\:"S drlH. .... for 
lh~ ilrplll.~llOn~ , 
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.0: 
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, , ,~~ 
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~ --< 
1_'.C'.I"ttwcl' 
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-.. 
lhIIIItr- .. ",ht.'11-.:tU"-uj 

if tl 1.1\l" fl ru1) 

•• 

..... .. , 

'Rl ~ ----
t 
r~~- ~ "\..--. ... 

f .... , ; ;-
OJII 

! J 5OJ _ ""'r--~ '---, ~ .-• 
"'B 1"1 ~.l~lllll~lC!fl ... vI~~"l"ON>'t'llrrkd , ·b.·rnel()k,1d 
Iml'lil ... h 

\:\lr\1 cro"~-t·otlrlinJ,.t lC'nn'" cflccll"c1y Ill\,:rcJ~ the kcdbacl 
~.un 10 c~th dri\c corllmllcr \\hen the dri\\! 'Ix'e(l, Ute not 
m.u..:i.oo. Th.I~ C4.111 ('tl~ a \hurt..{..:nn change 11\ the do...cd 
Ill(~ n.~p<)Il.'i,C of c.teh dnve. TIle oddltlonal 1k)1~ nu the 
I.tRAS "'gmt {,()1T1P.,,,,,, to 'he CIIl-odcr<d "gJlolt ("'" fig. 2) 
\\-111 .II~) be dillPlI1k"tl by the cm~ ... \;oophng gallb .ukI Wlll 
('Irub"hl), C;'llbC the pmblcllIs ~11 IO\\lo.!r sfX,.'Ccl TllI~ \\111 be 
IIl\ c.\>ugalcd further 

rig. 17 n~lIn ,110\\.., the cllc(Xk::r lake IX-Ylbnnan~c or the 
u..:"dopc-tJ ....en .. ,>orlt.~' ~hcn).!. Hen: the rel.ltl"" ~)t)~ltlU{h or 
th..: 2 lIrhe. ... om: ... hm .. n dunng tI\\: load IIllPlk.:1 Ie I~ un the 
m.I:-.lcr-!'ooIJ\.c ":lk:n· •• ' ..... 'llUC\! the larJ!1t! rcl~ltI\1! PO~lll0n error 
durlllg in~)'k.:I\ nn th" "t.IH! Ol.k!hinc. nll.! n\I~lcr-,I;J\C 
It!lJltplmg mml1ll1\.\... ..... Ihl'\ aITL~1 \~hcn impacb 1111 the mash."f 

llri\c. "Jute Illoll I},,· cnc'Kicrcu mld ~n~r1~~ l'Cbull ... lire 
lhn..""t.-'tly con1p'JiJblr.! , TIle n:L.lllvc l)()!o,ll10n i~ dcriH.xI In)nl 
cl1t.:oOcr n"':,l')ut\.'nlCllls, but tI'k! cncod ... "f h NOT useu \\-IL)un 

Ih..: 1t."'UfllroJ. \\'h('11 tlk: '\pL"\xL' arc ')f1l.:hroni'-Cd I~n! b 110 

'h.ll~ In lhe pt.)sIIIOIl error (Il rclmiru. t:onstJnt) the ll[)C\!tb 
n:nl:ulliockcd lIl!hl cn::1l1ll \Cn~lrlC"\!' control IllOlic! 

I hi!'! p:..tpcr hJ.\ u\.""'\Cnhcd a ncv. -.cn~)rI~ IIldULIIC.m mOLOr 

dn ... c tl,,-" can b..: U' .. cd ,\<hcrc !O;J'l¢CU s)Il\.:llr()lII:o..1tIOn b 

It~ 11. I{c~ltl\'~PI"'-lllt", . lIl1"cAt()lln'\o("n.,""u'Ch-.im"l;k:1 mlhc 
\n,l,J",( ~,,~ 1l • ..Jt. kv ...... t\ enlY.~'e\! .u'll.1 '4."II~k .,-tUliun 
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~U1T ~ tllC .. Jot ,':ate .1 (Ur.\4,;Y ~Uld 1\.·~"llIUItUII \)1' lhe: 

"'h,-OlC IIlJl.·~ th.11 of.\ 1t).{)()U .. III~ ('11 .,K.t .... , i,mJ, the h:wquc 

rc P.1C¥l. '\ l"on~..Ibll.:' to Ih.ll .,duc\t.'d v.nh u ...ctl\()f\.x! 

\ 'htr '--"OI'\ln)l1 ,\.tn\\.~ Ttl!: \In\~ \\111 vl-.:r.uc ill \L'r) lu\\ 
nd l,1014-ti... wthutll'h l'\lrJ P.IIJIl\.:h.:.r .k.hll..,tnL~lt ,\ill 
..wn- If \1't.iU\ .. I \llll.:r.\lhlil undl.-T Uk.!""'· .... ,)(l(.hti,)IL\ I~ 

fl."IUTh,"l.t 

:"1hlll"1 ~ \ hrt'nl~d drp,·\!.'1 hJ\C "'-,\:11 tkmollslful ... ·d 
c\p,'nn'll.nt.dh 111(' I'\:I.m .: ,,In ..... ' P.r.-llh)ll~ r'l'1Ui.un 1(~h'J 
\.anJ..."J' I,,;.u.h, Ute ll'IWUhlll"l. Rclilll\C p(l'lIl~Ml error!'. tlunng 
tr..m,-,cnt "p •. T.ltlOfl oU\:' lTulJr b) tlw-.c pl\.~C:llt III tlx: 'c'oCn~1rctl 
dn .. e arkI .. 11: lh vi ll~ "dmllll~.l1 h)i1 I'n.x .... ' .... not Illl! 

hen l'urth,.T ~\Irk hill'\\- O,.,\IUlh .. '\II,) Hnpnl\,C 
" JllI,j dlmlllo.lh.: the 10\\ .. pu:J o'>ClILllIOll..'-

\111 I~' 

""k" 'f~"\:tti\,'lllpr\!t and RSII trJckl11g 
tiS ti,lh)","'\ 

I· ...... ~· \\ ~ 1',1-_ \ nolU', ,'eJ, V, ...... 415\ .I ..... ~~.'\. 
1-l~(lrftm.J-{)'lr.ptn' 

R. ~ l:I" I, 0 It.s ... 1.- n Mil. 1,- O.r. nil. /., n 611 

H \(.'U/utt. {If''Jlumetf7\ 

P,... .k\\ , I I'llilk. \ \,·\.1IUll' •• .'1":ll v ....... 4l~V.lf , ... -1(421\ 

II I.I~I.I" J 0 I~ltlll 
R - ~ 141. I.-III h. l.-II'hll. l.- 0 ,MI. M U.S311 

Rtf! .. 77 I1".J Rff I"'tm 1,',\ 

R\1l 1"".111 .... ".'" r O.~N.A-n()9 

nrr" _In.,,.,...: C; - tlll~7 

The .ILlthr,r, w\)uld like to ncknov.ll'dgl' the fin.uK·I..L1 
"Ipport of iI'SR( "nd FKllnuustri.II Dnvc\ 

[11 Oh)all'nh., .\sl'k:r(I,f\1 a.-.:tSwnl'lCfM ~«.lIrar''''',"Uflh<'pr.Il''ttoll 

pcrIl1l'111;IIK't iUI\1 ""'t':.llIngllllllh III -,cl\.'>tOrIC':j.. .. IIldl~li("\n ll'l'lhW' Iln\!,' 

UMllP. a l:1CY-.CC1 kM .... tlu.'( ,Jt'l!iCf\cr Alld Il hili rl(fk:r flux ,1l'lM'I"'H."t"", EPr 
(iill/o·,.'t'l·j'. II,..}Q. ppton ( l)'R(l\t) 

P1 J.lf'b ... "fl P,I. d1td l.on:w R.D. -1r.m.-.dlJ(nl\': ...... po5l1ion <lilt! \1.~I·nt" 
C"tt111~1I{t1' In IIMluC1.lllfl."",l Wlo'''' I\{ nU:N/'1t""<" IFFf '''''''_'Ik#l.\ 
o"Jnd/(\In; 'f'p;'"lItl'l\ I\)IX Vnlll ~)l.rP.2-k)...2"7 

1'1 ( 'IIIJ J ./bbcrG \Lnndl,J,; ... Ik. ..... ".J .. "'1:It\(b ... ~tl\.lI1c'l:'"'n.)1 for 
II"II:iuctlOO 1I1N\W dn\'e-. w.iog an ~~ .. yn.I"~lrK" 1\.1Ulf' 2nl1 hit'" tr~'l'kn..;) 
UlJCl.1if'IJ1", f.P/:"(·"n/t..1't'ftO:. I'"!'n. Al,·1XCt.NI 

(·~l l~eN ,\..J~f()M. Sun.)!:'1 "I. alkiHntll1cy K..J .• ''SuJ1'pn,~'''lon(lr 
,,(umilin I.lit·nc) cJlix.1.s for lhr • .. ClhHlk'!l.' /""111(11 cnmru! oj 
Ulductll)fl rn.)(I ... dri\~unttcrk"'k~I.:OI"I:lI~".I}N' Jt"UlJ,'iJ1i fj(lI'/,,..n 

h_IIl\/n.U /:ln/"'111"'J, :!OI'JJ. \'(\1 ... .,. Nil~. Pr 1141 11.'\0 

£:'J] Ik~tLJ."Scn~ork "pt,,",lhoocontn\I(~ 1/llb..1lo0motnr.. An 
en lr...""'fgm.: lo.'\:!lI'lUinCY·'. JJ.J:.1.' )n::ut.I<M,/II""\ 1"1 /f1tluwnaJ I k':fl'f~I/c' 
IrNH, VoI-15. Nu (I pp.K--W.K~: 

Itll kubot;! It.. MII"1lJ!'OCK.. <lOC1~"U\()·I.··~ dtt.IflII\ .. ~f1I1,oh . ..c,.,,"nf 
ltw:luct.1l:cJ Ilk.lI~W" 11.- \~1;J1! "I~ ffiIlb'C nlllllX Jri\>C\" 1f..1.J UX'().\ 
(1111"'1"111(1. P~IO. pp921 92(1 

\", t«rolh \..B""llcv!U.II\lt,'h."I.nmJ::I~J.V.~ ... l!I"t<I'IlM'\ <\. .. h,·r 
U 11.1._ (1lt.1 J IlB.I Shull 1. " .. \ 'q)I.'\.,1 kknllll...'f 1,\1' Illllu.ll00 nlLl"'" 
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A SYNCHRONISED MULTI·MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM USING SENSORLESS INDUCTION MOTOR 
DRIVES 

G Turt .1 Sumner and G MAsher 

The Un IV r Ily 01 Nottingham, UK 

ABSTRACT 

TillS paper oullin 5 a high·porformanco 
induction motor sonsorless contro l stra tegy 
engineered for high speed holding accuracy. 
The str~t gy utilises a modol·based method, 
tuned by a spood oslimate derived from rolor 
slot harmonic effects soen in stator quantities. 
Two 4kW machines, bolh running tho 
developod 5ch m ,ar speed synchronised 
uSing a b ·axi I cross-coLipled control mothod. 
Results are shown to bo comparable to those 
obtained from the same synchronisa tion 
scheme, nd on the same rig, using ancodorod 
indirect rotor flux oriented (IRFO) con trol 

INTRODUCTION 

Scn"orl 55 vectOf control 01 Induction motor drivos 
contilluos 10 bit A cl1811engll19 rnsearch area Work 
cont nu s 10 amprove the low speed and zero· 
speed holding of such systems by emplOYing more 

nd mal compilcatod Signal Injoctlon tochnlques 
nd 111 '()I1111 C ~es USing modified motors [3. 4J. 

Otll r r rch look. to Improve IfIU lalrobility and 
,obu tn s of model based spued est,mators. such 
as IhO. e r View d In (I). or employ expert systems 
lor p am ler mooelHng nd conlrol 

v, 

ThiS paper describes a sensorless Induclion motor 
conlrol syslem designed speCifically for a limited 
rango of applications, namely thoso where multi' 
motor dnve synchronisalron IS reqUired. The 
syslem does not guarantee accurate speed control 
below 5 Hz or at no·load, but It does guarantee 
encooer like accuracy In Its speed control In the 
mnge 5 - 50Hz, and at loads above 10 % ratod 
As such It IS eminently suitable for applications 
such as paper or sleel mills. where multi-drive 
synchronlsallon is demanded, at speed, In the 
presence of severo torque transients These 
appllcallons In particular present difficult 
environments for speed encoders to work reliably 

1M conlrol method employs a model based 
senortess speed control algonthm ThiS model IS 
cOl11rnuatly tuned on·line by a speed measurement 
derived from the rolor slot harmonic (RSH) Signals 
present In the stator current and voltage. 1 he futl 
system is described In (GJ and only briefly outlrned 
hero The operating limits of the dnve aro 
determined by the RSH estimator, and for thiS work 
have been set to the worst case. 

THE SENSORLESS TUNING DRIVE 

Tho Model·Based Algorithm 

-.----..-l IndUCtIOn Motor 
I. 

Flgurel' Sensorless Model·Based System 

A comparative assessment. undertaken by 
Ohyama et ai, reviewed the practical performance 
of three of the leading candidates for sensorless 
DRrO vector conlrol [7J Due to the conclusions of 
the paper, the scheme proposea by Kubota et al 
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was chosen to form the basIs of the work 
prusentcd here. The algorothm is based on a full 
ord r DuaptM) observer. used to estimate stator 
current (I,) and rotor flux (). ) In an encodered 
system The scheme IS presented In [5) and 
extended to estimate both rotor spcud und rotor 
nux IOf use . ) II sensor loss DRFO systFlm . A block 
d.agram of th scheme .s shown II) figure 1. 

lhe seh me Is descnbcd by tile syslem of 
equlltlons, d f,nad In the stalionary slator frame of 
r f rence. shown below 

. / .. 
[ 

III 1111 
1.1 ,/oJ 

A rl. - (R / (0/ .. ) (1 - <1) rr /;)1 
I = 1// (0/ L. )((Ij7')I - r,) .J) 

r' (.\1 (r. )/ 
f.J (lfT. )/ (,,) 

H '"' (lfnf )/ 

~ / 0 
1 = 

lO 1 ~ J =[~ 

0] 

(i) 

It tIIn be een thai thtl ad<llltalion mechanism for 
speed uslimahon consists of a PI controllor acting 
on the InSlanlDn('ous lOr QUO error III the model, Ihls 
IS shown In equalion (II) . 

(.,. Kl'k ,j.rJ - ,' i.or ) 1\1 J(e .... i.,... u l "ll' t:,,,) 

(ii) 

The RSH Speed Estimator 

Du 10 1/10 necessary permeance varia lion 
baM on conducling lum Il'\Ium bars and lamlnaled 
Iron al Of near 1/1 surface of an Induction molor 
rotor. spo d r t tod h rmonlCS S.,st In the air-gap 
MMf' W<I\8 1 has fIects are sean in stator 
t rnunal QU nhlles 

Ttl" proctls 15 lIl/ctl" fy the amplilude modulalion 
of th rpli d stator froquency With Ihe sial 
harmonIC p sing frequency (speed felniod) . Slot 
11 rmonlc -lloc s huvu boon well studied In 

provious works {8J . The slot harmonic frequencies 
are defined by equation (Iii). 

(i ii) 
where \'=1.2 ,3 

~=1 ,2,3 
z is the number of rotor slols 
p IS the number of molor pole pairs 

NOle Ihot it IS frequency only Ihat robustly conveys 
speed Information. The only amplitude 
consideration is whether or not an RSH effect can 
bo Iracked in noise and amongst other harmonics 
Ihat Will exist In slator quantities. 

In particular. the slot harmonic components will 
eXist With PWM harmOniCs. Most notably. at low 
load (with f, and f. approximately equal), a slot 
harmonic Will exist in close proximity to an Inverter 
harmol'llc and may cause tracking problems. The 
PWM harmonics. as well as machine design 
relaled harmonics In the alf-gap flux, also give rise 
to olher slot harmOniC effecls . Hence the K term In 

equation (iii). The v term signifies that RSH 
components exist due to higher order slotling 
offects, bul these are nOI exploiled 

HaVing extrocted a speed signal, by Iracklng RSH 
effects uSing FFTs. Ihe work of Blasco Gimenez 
demonstrated the principle of tuning a model 
based Rolor Flux - Model Reference Adaptive 
System (RF-MRAS) 191 

In thiS work the speed signal IS oblalned by using a 
recursivo adaptive digilal signal-processing system 
thaI offers higher dynamiC tracking performance 
than Ihe FFT and with less computallonal cost. 
The Adapliva Tracking Speed Eslimalor (ATSE) 
system is presented In figure 2. An esllmation of f. 
and fro each provided by the model based speed 
estimator, are combined 10 proVide an eslimate of 
RSH frequency. ThiS value sels-up pre-filtering. to 
negate the effects of nOise harmonics around the 
osllmated RSH , prior to the RSH idenlifier The 
Idenllfler IS based on the Recursive MaXimum 
likelihood - Adaptive Tracking Filter (RMl·ATF) 
(10J. 

Tho RMl·A TF Identifios Ihe slrongest harmonic 
Signal In the Input quantity. hence the need for pre
filiering The algorilhm consists of the digital 
realisation of an adjustable centro frequency notch 
filler The centre frequency IS adjusted to minimise 
Ihe outpul and hence the strongest frequency 
component Is Identified . This lechnique was fitsl 
suggesled for induction molar speed identification 
by Ferrah at al [10) . and IS explained In more depth 
In prevIous publicaliOns by the authors [6) . 
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l
.J. , 

U' ,----
I 

I" .. 

FogUie 2: The RSH Speed Estimator 

The RSH t) Ilmot oblaln d IS turned Into a speed 
eshl111l1 uSing Ihe relatlonsillp shown In equallon 
(ill), with • obtained by tile dlHerenllatlon 01 the nux 
angle (obtained from thO motor model) 

The pre 10US work also demonslrated the 
advantoges 01 trackmg RSH elleets In the 
Quantities Itl, obtlllned from vector I. and I. 
currents, and lVI, It' ref r nee output of tho PWM 
scheme [0) A chango-ovur IS mode between 
these Iflpul ~rt;Jbl ,where IVlls better tracked at 
low sp ld 01.10 to cunent controller effects. The 
prtl'lIOUS p pcn; Ilt 0 doscnbo olgorlthm 
p r81'1 to I [6 • 01 

The Tuning Syst m 

, 
• .......... ' ........ ·r .. ..... ,'" ,. ,.;A 

.. I 
IS .. .. 
fane..-I 

Figure 3 Th Sensorl is Tuntng Drive Speed 
Holdll1g P dorm,mee 

t,me con "nl h s been shown In 
Ih. motor mod I parameter 

most alfuctlnq sp ed ostunate 
accuracy 19). It IS th p<Jramctor uOJusted by 
Bia co GIn\ rwZ In hiS F 1'1 tumn!] work (9J Here 
th rror ba!l...,en ttl moool SPllod eslimato and 

RMl ..... TF 
R5tl 

that oblalned from the ATSE IS directly used to 
produce a T, correcllon term through a PI control 
mechamsm. 

Figuro 3 shows the 2-drive experimental rig (to be 
described shortly) running at a 200rpm demanded 
speed, over a 20 minute period Both motors are 
running the sensorless tuntng algorithm. There IS 
no syncl,ronlsallon usod, other than Ihat both 
dnves are given the same reference command 
The test IS conducted under full-rated load for both 
machines and from a cold start Over thiS time the 
T, adjustment (lower trace) is seen to vary 
significantly to correct primarily for reslslance 
changes in the motor due to the heating effects 
Without tunll1g oach drive would accumulate an 
error of some 6rpm 10 7rpm over a Similar periOd 

BI-AXIAL SPEED SYNCHRONISATION 

Many manufacturing processes requlfe that 
constituent parts of a mechanism be synchronised. 
These processes would inClude any besed on Ihe 
manufacture or handling of sheel malerlals such as 
paper or rolled steel Traditionally processes would 
be synchronised through a mechanical 
transmission system consisting of a line-shaft, 
gearing, pulleys. etc. 

More recently there has been a large Interest 111 
eloctronic synchronisation, because" offers certain 
advantages In terms of fleXibility and reliabllily. For 
example, where product specifications vary With 
the relative motion of conslltuent sections, this can 
bo ctlangod in software With a minimum of down 
lime and possibly even online. The Increased 
roliability has much to do with the removal of the 
mechanical transmission 

Various olgonthms havo been proposed for ax.s 
synchronisation, from Simple synchronous 
command generation, through master/slave 
algorithms [2J, end cross-coupled technlquos [IIJ, 
to the wtuel-line shaft method (12). ThiS work 
considers the coupling Of a 2-maChine system, 
bolh runnlllg the previously described sensorless 
tunll1g algonlhm, uSll1g a parallel cross-coupling 
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tcchnlQue A pre~lolls paper looked at drive speed 
matchong uSing the master/slave method, where 
th measured:eshmated speed of ono drovo serves 
as Ihe reference to the second [2J. The major 
dIS dvant<1ge with thiS scheme IS that tho coupling 
IS only one way. tho master drove connot respond 
to speed vail hon Slltm by the slave. 

Figuic 4. Synchronisation Block Dlilgram 

The synthron'sahon here IS achlcved uSing tho 
tochnoQuu Shawn on figure 4 The spued controller 
of c ch drtve act on both absolute (reference -
dr!' sp ed) and relatlvc (drive speed 1 drive 
speed 2) orrors Th k gains can be used 10 
wight 111 rulatove Importance of the two error 
compon nts 

SUCIl synchronl~ad conlrol IS not generally 
C()l1~lde. ad possible uSing sensorless techniques, 
due to tho speod error a~soc'3ted with tha model 
bB '00 m thods ThiS work therefore comparas the 
performance ilualnaoto with the englnoered 

e1\50<10 5 tuntng solut'on With that from the same 
s I·up running under encodcrod IRFO conhol. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Tile exp riment I system IS shown In figure 5 
Two 4 W induchon motor driv!)s aro controlled 
uSIng 3 DSP boo ro hou~ed on a hosl PC Tile PC 
I used for high levol conlrol and datil capture. 
Tho OSP board coni ,ns two Tuxas C44·processor 
modulUS md tnusa < fa used for all motor control 
functiOns. Only ono processor can communicate 
w,l/1 the ouls,de ",olld lind thiS is conl1!)cled to an 
ontorl e plntform The platform includes PWM 
t",lIng nd dala aCQuisition circUitry. The PWM 
bOlirds are ontorf, cod to two modified commercial 
IGST In\ ,ter $wtabl( volt~ge and current 
ttensdLJ r. are Inl .1 ted to AiD boards. via anlo-

astng fdters 

~g~ 
~---"--~-- ) ~, 

1..-_..)--"'-./ 

Figure 5' The Experimental Set-up 

Processing tasks are performed on bolh 
processors. Tile second processor performs the 
model based observer. RSH speed estimation and 
tunong routines The forst processor performs data 
Iransfer lasks. speed and current control loop 
routines, speed synchronisation and PWM timing 
calculalions. Of course there is also a processing 
overhead aSSOCiated With Inler-processor 
communlcalion. 

Each induction motor drove IS connected to a dc 
machone that acts as a variable torque-loading 
device. Both rogs are filled With Incremental 
encoders, the flfst is a 10,OOO-I.ne device. the 
second a 2,500·lIne device The encoders are 
filled to verofy the performance of the sensorless 
method and for use In the encodered scheme; they 
play no part In the sensorless algorothmt 

Induction motor specifications are given in the 
appendix, along with Ihe estimated Inertia of each 
drive rig . 

RESULTS 

Synchronisation Is tested for large step changes in 
IndiVidual drive load torque. The two droves have 
different mechanical characteristics and, although 
the electrical characteristics (power ratings. etc) 
are not dissimilar, the response to the tests will 
certainly vary between drives. 

Speed Synchronisation 

Figure 6 shows the encodered IRFO synchronrsed 
system durrng a drive A load Impact condltoon. It is 
evident that drive B responds to the impact. due to 
the synchronisalion. and the maximum speed error 
is 20rpm Without synchronosatoon, the maximum 
speed error IS around 35rpm (the drive A drop in 
speod Without a response from drive B). 
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Fagure 6 Encodered IRFO Speed 
Synchronl . atlon Load Applied to Drlvo A 

Flg\lre 7 shows the encodered response where a 
large load Is removed from drive B Here Ihe 
spo ld error 15 Iom,tad to 40rpm, whereas in an 
uncoupl d s~stem the muulIum error is 60rpm+ 

I and I. plots 01 'hown In tile lower traces of both 
results, tor th drove 5ulieflllg the Impact condition 
Thes are not hown In the follOWing result. as IIle 
saillo 1Q t <X)lldllion' al applied . 

The synchroolsatlon I set-up such iI1at the relative 
sp ad 01101 IS given twice the w Ightlf1g of the 
absolute error, 

The scnson' s perfoflnl1nce, for the same 
opor tlng conditions, IS Illustrated in figures 8 and 
9 

. . , .", ...... ....... ~ ...... -I· ...... 

; , 

........... ... ..... 
, , Id B 

..... " 
Faguru 7 Encoder d IRFO Speed 

S~chrontsallon. Load Rllmoved from Drlvo B 

tn flg\lf 8 dnve A g. In exponences 0 large step 
chUng In toad torQu (applied) In tl11S case Ihe 

maximum speed error is seen 10 have Increased 
from tho oncodered result of figure 6. to nearly 30 
rpm However, Ihls IS due 10 the model based 
Implementation rather than the tuning scheme or 
synchronisation method lho fall in speed under 
unsynchronlsed control IS Increased, from 35rpm 10 
around 40rpm. for the sensorless control. 

The tuning can be seen 10 maintain encoder-like 
speed holding wllh the sensorless dnve In the 
steady stote condition Withoul luning, and With 
Ihe model parameters not set With any attempl for 
great accuracy (they are not set with high accuracy 
for Ihese lests), a speed differenco of at loast 
some 3rpm 10 4rpm would be seen between the 
steady state condillons. 

Figure 9 IS comparable to figure 7. Here dnve B is 
operaling at a large load torque and this is 
removed at t = 2scconds. In this case the 
maximum speed error is limited to 50rpm, thanks 
to Ihe synchronisation, from 70rpm when the dnve 
IS oporated in the unsynchrontsed sensorless 
state Again the dnves are seen 10 hold sleady 
state speed With encoder like accuracy. 

Figure 8 Sensorless DRFO Speed 
Synchronisallon. Load Applied to Drive A 

RIQS_1\t' .. -' RIGA. -.;- .. -~- -.-:- ---
, I '" 

: - ' - ;~.-i--:-: 
-.-~~>'~......;..- , , 

: :. Speed e"Of loffsel by 370 rpm) 

Figure 9: Sensorless DRFO Speed 
Synchronisation. Load Removed from Drive B 

Position Synchronisa tion 

The validity of sensorless posilion synchronisation 
IS tested In figure 10. The conlrol scheme was 
modified to include a relative position correclion 
lerm and Ihe tesl performed in figure 9 was 
repeated. 
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The speed oShmat& provIded by the sensorless 
schcm not guaranlUed during the transient 
Th luning schemo IS desIgned for stoady state 
speed operation The posllton correclton docs. 
110 ,go somo""y toward correcllng the 
r t live POSition error accumulilted dunng Ihe 
vanSlCnl ne flatn ~~ of the poslltonal error 
durtng the steady stalo reIn for co. Ihe spoed 
hold 9 p b • Y of th engIneered IlInlng dnve 

Figuro 10 Sensories, DRFO POSition 
Synchron, hon Load Removed Irom [)tlve B 

CONCLUSIONS 

In !hIS paper the tochnlqua. davelopod proviously 
b) utnors [ J. for lunIng a sensorless model· 
b cd odor drNe Itil. ue",n demonstrated (or use 
In a speed·synchronlsed "y:.lom Tho parallel 
crOSS c:ouphng or two ~ensorless dnvos has been 
shOwn to constrain the speed error that would 
f1otl'lDlly be n If the 0", s woro sImply to oboy 
sun r comm nd In(ormatlon. this was 
Clemonsvated under load IranSlent conditions and 
!h two d s used have mar~odly dlttorent inertIa. 

Th ext 'ndod to show Ihe 

APPENDtX 

Machine A Paramelora 

R, 5320. T 0 HiS. L. 0 G4H. L,=O 633H. 
M 0 H • .I=O IIgm2 

Machine! B Parameters 

R,tS (In, T! 14s. L."O 56H. L,r.05GH. M o 53H, 
Jr:O 14 '1l 
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APPENDIX B Motor Parameter Determination Rig B 

The motor parameters for rig B were determined using voltage, current and power 

measurement, whilst running no load and locked rotor tests. The following two 

sections show base parameter calculations, although various parameters were later 

tuned/modified, upon analysis of the rig B model based method. 

B.l No Load Test 

Applied/measured motor quantity 

Applied excitation frequency 50Hz 

Measured running frequency (electrical speed) 49.76Hz 

Applied RMS line voltage 415V 

Measured RMS phase current 2.32A 

Measured per-phase motor power 171.6W 

Measured per-phase motor apparent power 965VA 

Measured per-phase motor reactive power 948VAR 

Table B.l. Applied/measured motor quantities during no-load test 

The measured (using a dc ohmmeter) motor stator resistance, Rs = 5.90 

Reactive power mainly due to Ls at no load 

VLs = VAR = 948 = 408.62V 
I 2.32 

XLs = VLs = 408.62 = 176.110 
I 2.32 

Ls = XLs = 176.11 = 0.561 H 
(J) 2x1tx50 

(B.I) 
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B.2 Locked Rotor Test 

Applied/measured motor quantity 

Applied excitation frequency 50Hz 

Measured running frequency (electrical speed) OHz 

Applied RMS line voltage 128.2V 

Measured RMS phase current 4.834A 

Measured per-phase motor power 240W 

Measured per-phase motor apparent power 623VA 

Measured per-phase motor reactive power 560VAR 

Table B.l. Applied/measured motor quanddes during locked rotor test 

The measured (using a dc ohmmeter) motor stator resistance, Rs = 5.90 

:. PRs = [2Rs = 4.8382 x 5.9 = 138W 

Using the measured real power Rr is calculated, knowing that slip = s = J.O 

PRr = P- PRs = 240W -138W = l02W 

:. Rr = PRr = 102 = 4.360 
[2 4.8382 

Reactive power mainly due to ls+lr for the locked rotor condition 

VAR 560 
Vis +Ir =-=--= 115.75V 

[ 4.838 

Xts + Ir = Vis + Ir = 11 5.75 = 23.920 
[ 4.838 

Is+lr=Xts+lr= 23.92 =0.076H 
ro 2x1tx50 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 
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For the type of motor used Is and Ir are assumed equal 

Is = I, = 0.076 = 0.038H 
2 

All of the motor parameters are now defined 

Rs = 5.90 

R, = 4.36 

Ls = 0.56H 

M = Ls -Is = 0.56 - 0.038 = O.522H 

L, = M +1, = O.56H 

T, = L, = 0.56 = 0.13s 
R, 4.36 

(j = LsL, - M2 = 0.13 
LsL, 

(B.S) 

(B.6) 

For completeness, the motor parameters are presented for both induction machines 

used in table B.3 below. 

Motor Parameter RigA RigB 

Rs 5.320 5.90 

Rr 3.770 4.360 

Ls 0.64H 0.56H 

Lr 0.633H 0.56H 

M 0.6H O.522H 

Tr 0.168s 0.13s 

C1 0.11 0.13 

Table 8.3. Motor parameters for both rig A and rig 8 
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APPENDIX C Code Listings 

C.I Code Listing for Processor A 

/* ******************************************************** */ 
/* this is development code for the master DSP - proc A */ 
/* */ 
/* it is not a final program and thus the functionality is */ 
/* not guaranteed - it has been edited for presentation in */ 
/* MS Word and this may have introduced errors */ 
/* */ 
/* it is included here only to give some indication of */ 
/* programming detail */ 
/* ******************************************************** */ 

#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <intpt40.h> 
#include <math.h> 

#include "PWM.h" 
#include "AOC.h" 
#include "DAC.h" 
#include "TIME.h" 
#include "ENC.h" 
#include "MEM.h" 
#include "MATHS.h" 
#include "RML.h" 

#define freq 8000.0 
#define time 0.000125 
#define freq1 100.0 
#define time1 0.01 
#define freq2 4000.0 
#define time2 0.00025 

#define mintime 0.000010 
#define maxtime 0.000115 

/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 

PWM board functions */ 
A/D board functions */ 
D/A & I/O board functions */ 
timer/interrupt functions */ 
encoder board functions */ 
memory map labelling */ 
maths functions */ 
RML and filter functions */ 

/* interrupt frequency */ 

/* speed control frequency */ 

/* I control/data capture f */ 

/* 10uS lockout delay 
/* time - mintime 

*/ 
*/ 

#define PI 3.141592654 /* constants */ 
#define Plx2 
#define PIby2 
#define PIby3 
#define root3 
#define invroot3 
#define root2 
#define invroot2 

#define Id1 2.2 
#define Id2 2.3 

6.283185307 
1.570796327 
1.047197551 
1.732050808 
0.577350269 
1.414213562 
0.707106781 

/* magnetising current demand 1 
/* magnetising current demand 2 

*/ 
*/ 

/*« DATA VARIABLES »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»*/ 
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sine [1000] i 

cosine [1000] i 

invsine[lOOO] i 

sqroot[990] i 

data[4l] ; 

/* sin() data table 
/* cost) data table 
/* asin() data table 
/* squareroot data table 
/* data capture array 

float 
float 
float 
float 
float 
int varl, var2, var3, var4, varS, var6, var7, var8i 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/* data capture channel options */ 
/*« 
int 
float 
float 

V/F CONTROL VARIABLES »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>*/ 
flag=l, start=Oi 
_txl, _tyl, _tzl, ttempl, tl_l, t2_l, to_li 
tal=O.O, tbl=O.O, tcl=O.Oi 

float _tx2, _ty2, _tz2, ttemp2, tl_2, t2_2, to_2; 
float ta2=0.O, tb2=0.O, tc2=0.Oi 
float thetaEl=O.O, d_thetaEl=O.O, fml=O.O, _fml=O.Oi 
float thetal, thetaVli 
float thetaE2=O.O, d_thetaE2=O.O, fm2=O.O, _fm2=0.0; 
float theta2, thetaV2; 
float Vl, Vdl=O.O, Vql=O.O, _Vdl=O.O, _Vql=O.Oi 
float ml, _sectorl, phil_l, phi2_l, Vratioli 
float V2, Vd2=0.O, Vq2=0.O, _Vd2=0.O, _Vq2=0.0; 
float m2, _sector2, phil_2, phi2_2, Vratio2i 
int anglel, sectorl, angleVl, quadrantl, dratioli 
int angle2, sector2, angleV2, quadrant2, dratio2i 

/*« SPEED MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL VARIABLES »»»»»»»>*/ 
int count=Oi 
float Iql=O.O, Iqoldl=O.O, errl=O.O, erroldl=O.Oi 
float wel=O.O, wrl=O.O, wslipl=O.O, wrrefl=O.Oi 
int speedlal=O, speed2al=Oi 
float speedal=O.Oi 
float Iq2=0.O, Iqold2=0.O, err2=0.O, errold2=0.Oi 
float we~=O.O, wr2=0.O, wslip2=O.0, wrref2=0.Oi 
int speedla2=O, speed2a2=Oi 
float speeda2=0.Oi 

/*« DATA CAPTURE VARIABLES »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»*/ 
int datacount=O, intcount=O, _intcount=O, tempi 

/*« CURRENT MEASUREMENT AND TRANSFORMS »»»»»»»»»»*/ 
float _Ial, _Ibl, _Icl, _Ialphal, Ibetal, _Idl=O.O, 

Iql-O.O; 
float =11, _Ianglel=O.Oi 
float _Ia2, _Ib2, _Ic2, _Ialpha2, _Ibeta2, _Id2=0.O, 

_Iq2=O.Oi 
float _12, _Iangle2=0.Oi 

/*« VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT AND TRANSFORMS »»»»»»»»»»*/ 
float _Vabl, _Vbcl, _Vcal, _Vbetal, _Valphal, __ Vdl, 

_Vqli 
float tempangl_l, tempang2_li 
float _Vab2, _Vbc2, _Vca2, _Vbeta2, _Valpha2, __ Vd2, 

Vq2i 
float tempangl_2, tempang2_2i 

/*« LED OUTPUT »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»*/ 
int outLED = Oi 

/*« CURRENT CONTROL VARIABLES »»»»»»»»»»»»»»>*/ 
float Vdoldl=O.O, errIdl=O.O, errIdoldl=O.O; 
float =vqoldl=O.O, errIql=O.O, errIqoldl=O.O, _Vqlimitli 
int countIl=Oi 
float Vdold2=O.O, errId2=O.O, errldold2=O.Oi 
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float _Vqold2=0.0, errIq2=0.0, errIqold2=0.0, _Vqlimit2j 
int countI2=0; 

/*« SPEED ESTIMATOR VARIABLES »»»»»»»»»»»»»»>*/ 
float eia2A=0.0, eib2A=0.0, eiA=O.O, eioA=O.O; 
float wr_estA=O.O, wr_estoldA=O.O, wr_filtA=O.O; 
float eia2B=0.O, eib2B=0.0, eiB=O.O, eioB=O.O; 
float wr_estB=O.O, wr_estoldB=O.O, wr_filtB=O.O; 
int est_count=O, wrerr_count1=0, wrerr_count2=0; 
float lr_ang1=0.0, lr_ang2=0.0; 
float _wr1, _wr2; 

/*« 2 PROCESSOR COMMS AND TIMING VARIABLES »»»»»»»»*/ 
float databuffer[S2]; 
float timest, timefn, timeint, comm1=1, comm2=2; 

/*« RML VARIABLES »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>*/ 
float feA=O.O, feB=O.O, gl, g2; 

/*« PARAMETERS »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»*/ 
float Rs1=S.32, Tr1=0.168, Ls1=0.64, Lr1=0.633, M1=0.6, 

sigma1=0.11; 
float Rs2=S.6, Tr2=0.11, Ls2=O.S6, Lr2=0.S6, M2=0.S3, 

sigma2=0.12; 
float I~mag1, I~filt1, Trbase1=0.168; 

float 

float 

int 
float 

float 

float 

float 

float 

wr2old=0.0, tr_flag=-l.O, wr_fi1tArml=0.O, 
wr_filtBrml=O.O; 
err_coup=O.O, err1mod=0.O, errold1mod=O.O, 
err2mod=0.0, errold2mod=0.0; 

sat1=0, sat2=0, countVirt=O; 
fmV=O.O, IqV=O.O, IqoldV=O.O, errV=O.O, 

erroldV=O.O, IqVmod=O.O; 
TeV=O.O, TeVold=O.O, wrV=O.O, wrVold=O.O, 
wrVelec=O.O, wrrefV=O.O; 
posVelec1=0.0, posVelec2=0.0, pos1=0.O, pos2=0.0, 
poserr1=0.0, poserr2=0.O; 
kp1, kil, kp2, ki2, integral-poserr1=0.0, 
integral-poserrlold=O.O, Iqposl=O.O; 
integral-poserr2=0.O, integral-poserr2old=0.0, 
Iqpos2=O.0; 

void c_intl(void); /* int function declaration 

void main (void) 
{ 

int j; 

for(j=Oj j<32; j++) databuffer[j] = 0.0; 

*/ 

/* initialise comms array */ 
for(j=O; j<=999; j++) 
{ 

sine[j] = sin((float)j*Plx2/999.0); 
/* sine array values */ 

invsine[j] = asin((float)j/999.0); 
/* arcsine array values */ 

cosine[j] = cos((float)j*PIx2/999.0); 
/* cosine array values */ 
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for(j=O; j<=989; j++) 
{ 

sqroot[j] = sqrt( (float) «j+10.0)/10.0)); 
/* square root array values */ 

*LED = outLED; /* clear LED pack */ 

PWM oneshot(); 
PWM:;_oneshot () ; 

/* setup 8254 'one shot' mode */ 

timer1_int(); /* setup/enable timers and intrpts */ 
setup_timers«int)freq) ; 
INT_ENABLE() ; 

forI;;) 
{ 

if (*DPRAM == 1.0) 
{ 

fm1 fm2 = * (DPRAM+1) ; 
/* update fm 

else fm1 = fm2 = 0.0; 

varl (int)*(DPvarlptr); 
var2 (int)*(DPvar2ptr); 
var3 (int)*(DPvar3ptr); 
var4 (int)*(DPvar4ptr); 
var5 (int)*(DPvar5ptr); 
var6 (int)*(DPvar6ptr); 
var7 (int)*(DPvar7ptr); 
var8 (int)*(DPvar8ptr); 

*/ 

/* update data capture variables */ 
tr_flag = * (DPRAM+14) ; 

void c_int1(void) 
{ 

INT ENABLE() ; 
/*timest = *tim1cntr;*/ 

1* interrupt timing counter */ 
out LED = outLED + Ox00800000; 

/* pin set for interrupt timing */ 
*LED = outLED; 

if(start == 0) start++; 
else 
{ /* trigger previous timeouts 

PWM gatepulse(flag); 
PWM:;_gatepulse(flag) ; 

TriggerADC1(); 1* trigger AID boards 
TriggerADC2 () ; 
TriggerADC3() ; 
temp = *tim1cntr + 150; 

*/ 

*/ 

/* delay time for AID settle *1 
I*timest • *tim1cntr;*/ 

flag. flag * -1; /* PWM polarity toggle */ 
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/*« Virtual Line Shaft »»»»»»»»»»»»»»> */ 
if (fl a9 •• -1) 
( 

if(countVirt :I- 8) 
( 

_fmV.. fm1; 
/*wrrefV .. data [14] = Plx2*_fmV;*/ 
wrrefV .. data[14] = Plx2*_fmV; 

errV '" wrrefV - wrvelec; 
IqV • Iqo1dV + (0.56598*errV) -

(0.55803*erroldV) ; 

erroldV • errV; 
if(IqV > 30.0) 
if (IqV < -30.0) 
IqoldV • IqV; 

IqV = 30.0; 
IqV = -30.0; 

IqVmod • IqV - (2.0*Iql) - (4.0*Iq2); 
/*IqVmod .. IqV;*/ 

TeV • 7. 5* IqVmod; 
wrV. wrVold + O.OOl*(TeV + TeVold)/0.6; 
wrVo1d • wrY; 
TeVold .. TeV; 

wrVelec • 2.0*wrV; 

countVirt '" 0; 

countVirt++i 

/*« Kubota Speed Estimator PI »»»»»»»»»»» */ 
if (est_count--16) 
{ /* sensorless speed estimates */ 

eia2A. Ialpha1 - databuffer[6]; 
eib2A • -Ibeta1 - databuffer[7]; 
eiA. «eia2A*databuffer[9]) -

(eib2A*databuffer[8]» ; 
wr_estA • wr_estoldA + 4.0*eiA - 3.5*eioA; 
wr_estoldA • wr_estA; 
eioA • eiA; 

wr_filtA - data[35] 
• LPF1(wr_estA, freq/16.0, 8.0); 

wr filtArml • data[35] 
- • LPF6(wr_estA, freq/16.0, 5.0); 

* (OPRAH+17) • wr_filtA/PIx2; 

if (est count .. 2) 
{ -

eia2B • _Ialpha2 - databuffer[16]; 
eib2B • _Ibeta2 - databuffer[17]; 
eiB • «eia2B*databuffer[19]) -

(eib2B*databuffer[18]» ; 
wr_estB • wr_estoldB + 5.0*eiB - 3.5*eioB; 
/*wr_estB • wr_estoldB + 4.2*eiB - 3.5*eioB;*/ 
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wr_estoldB • wr_estB; 
e10B • eiB; 

wr_filtB • LPF2(wr_estB, freq/16.0, 10.0); 
wr_filtBrml • data[361 

• LPFS(wr_estB, freq/16.0, 5.0); 
*'OPRAM.231 • wr_filtB/Plx2; 

est_count •• ; 
'* ~»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»> *1 

,*<c Encoder Speed Control »»»»»»»»»»»»» *1 
if (count •• 80) 
( /* start of encoder speed control *1 

'* Speed Measure ------------------------------ *1 
,*wrrefl • data(14) - PIX2*_fml;*1 
wrrefl - wrVelec; 1* get reference *1 

8peed2al- GetSpeedCountl(); 
8peedal • GetSpeedValuel(speedlal, speed2al, 
timell; 
speedlal • speed2al; 

/* measure encoder speed *1 
wrl • data[lS) • 4.0*speedal*PI; 

if(*(OPRAM+lS)<O.O) 
{ 

wrl • wrl; 
* (DPRAM+4l • 2.0*speedal; 

1* get encoder speed 

if(wr_filtA«wrl+12.0)) & 
(wr_filtA>(wrl-12.0))) wrl = wr_filtAi 

else 
( 

_wrl • wrli 
wrerr_countl++; 

*1 

/* error checking for sensorless *1 
) 
else 
{ 

wrl • 0.0; 
* (DPRAM+4) • wrl; 

'* Speed Control ------------------------------ *1 
errl • (wrrefl - wrl); 

1* speed control and current limit *1 
err_coup • 1.2* (_wrl-_wr2) i 

/*errlmod • 0.S-(err1 - err_coup) i-I 
err1mod • errli 

I*IQ • IQold + (0.S62l*err) - (0.49l9*errold) i*1 
I- 3Hz */ 

IQl • Iqold1 + (O.289S*errlmod) -
(O.2696-erroldlmod) ; 

1* 10 rads/sec */ 
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erroldlmod • errlmod; 
If(Iql > 5.0) Iql. S.O; 
if(Iql < -5.0) Iql. -S.O; 
Iqoldl • data(24) • Iql; 

wsllpl • Iql / (Trl*Idl); 
/* current to slip scaling */ 

vel • wrl • wslipl; 
/* excitation frequency calc */ 
/* only used in IRFO */ 

If(wel < -377.0) wel. -377.0; 
/* we limit */ 

elee 1f(wel > 377.0) weI. 377.0; 
data(16) • wslipl; 
data(17) • wel; 

fml • wel/PIx2i 
/* convert to elec frequency */ 

-(OPRAM.S) • fml; 

,- -------------------------------------------- *1 

count • 0; 

if(count •• 2) /* start of encoder speed control *1 
( 

/* Speed 
/*wrref2 

Measure ------------------------------ *1 

/-wrref2 

• data(l8) • Plx2* fm2i*1 
/* convert i/p speed to rad/s *1 

• data[l8) • _wrli*1 

wrref2 • 
/* reference is rig 1 speed *1 

data(18) • wrVelec; 

speed2a2 • GetSpeedCount2(); 
speeda2 • GetSpeedValue2(speedla2, speed2a2, 
timell ; 
speedla2 • speed2a2i 

/* measure encoder speed *1 
wr2 • data[l9) • 4.0*speeda2*PI; 

1flwr2 > wr2old.12.0) 
iflwr2 < wr2old-l2.0) 
else wr2old. wr2; 

wr2 • wr2old; 
wr2 • wr2old; 

if(-(OPRAM.1S)<O.O) 
( 

wr2 • wr2; 
-(OPRAM+lB) • 2.0*speeda2; 

1* get encoder speed 

if((wr_filt8«wr2+l2.0» & 
(wr_filt8>(wr2-l2.0») wr2 - wr_filt8; 

else 
{ 

_wr2 • wr2; 
wrerr_count2++; 

*1 

/* error checking for sensorless *1 

else 
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wr2 • 0.0; 
* (DPRAM+18) = wr2; 

/* Speed Control ------------------------------ */ 
err2 • (wrref2 - wr2); 

/* speed control and current limit */ 
err coup = ( wr1 - wr2); 
/*e;r2mod ~ 0.5* (er;2 + err coup) ;*/ 
err2mod = err2; 

/*Iq2 = Iqold2 + (0.224*err2) - (0.196*errold2) ;*/ 

/* inc damping - inc gain, leave gap unchanged */ 
gl • 1.0*0.16; /* 2.0 */ 
g2 • gl - 0.009; 

/* inc inertia - inc gain of both terms */ 
gl = 1.0*gl; /* 1.2 */ 
g2 • 1.0*g2; 

Iq2 • Iqold2 + (gl*err2mod) - (g2*errold2mod); 
/* 3Hz and 10rad/sec */ 

errold2mod = err2mod; 
if(Iq2 > 5.0) Iq2 = 5.0; 
if(Iq2 < -5.0) Iq2 = -5.0; 
Iqold2 = data(27) = Iq2; 

wslip2 • Iq2 / (Tr2*Id2); 
/* current to slip scaling */ 

we2 • wr2 + wslip2; 
/* excitation frequency calc */ 
/* only used in IRFO */ 

if(we2 < -377.0) we2 = -377.0; 
/* we limit */ 

else if(we2 > 377.0) we2 = 377.0; 
data[20] K wslip2; 
data[21] .. we2; 

fm2 • we2/Plx2; 
/* convert to elec frequency */ 

* (DPRAM+19) = fm2; 

/* -------------------------------------------- */ 

count++; 

if (flag •• -1) /* DRFO (observer) angle calc */ 
{ 

else 
{ 

lr_ang1 .. databuffer[S]; 
lr_ang2 .. databuffer[lS); 

lr_ang1 .. lr_ang1 + databuffer(20)/2.0; 
lr_ang2 ~ lr_ang2 + databuffer(21)/2.0; 
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/*if(lr_angl > Plx2) lr_angl = lr_angl - Plx2i 
else if(lr_angl < 0.0) lr_angl = lr_angl + Plx2i 
if(lr_ang2 > Plx2) Ir_ang2 = Ir_ang2 - Plx2i 
else if(lr_ang2 < 0.0) lr_ang2 = Ir_ang2 + P1x2i*/ 

/*d thetaEl = (wel*time) i 

thetaEl = thetaEl + d_thetaEl; 
d thetaE2 = (we2*time) i 

thetaE2 = thetaE2 + d_thetaE2i*/ 
/* IRFO 

thetaEl lr_angli 
thetaE2 = lr_ang2i 
/* DRFO 

if(thetaEl > PIx2) thetaEl = thetaEl - Plx2i 
else if(thetaEl < 0.0) thetaEl = Plx2 + thetaEli 
data[9] = thetaEli 
if(thetaE2 > PIx2) thetaE2 = thetaE2 - Plx2i 
else if(thetaE2 < 0.0) thetaE2 = Plx2 + thetaE2i 

*/ 

*/ 

data[12] = thetaE2i /* 0 to 2PI angle limit */ 

feA = LPF3((databuffer[20]/(Plx2*time*2.0)), freg, 5.0) i 

feB LPF4((databuffer[2l]/(Plx2*time*2.0)), freg, 5.0) i 

/* DRFO we calculation */ 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« la, Ib and Ic Capture and Transform »»»»»» */ 
/*timefn = *timlcntri 
timeint = (timefn-timest)/7.5i*/ 
dO{ }while(*timlcntr < temp) i 

/* wait for A/D settle */ 

Ial = data[O] = ReadADC5() i 

Ibl = data[l] = ReadADC6() i 

/*_Icl = -( Ial+ Ibl) i*/ 
Ia2 = data(2) =-ReadADCll() i 

Ic2 = data[3] = ReadADC12() i 

/* Ib2 = -(_Ia2+_Ic2) i*/ /* read currents 

Ialphal = 1.5* Ial*invroot2*0.66667*invroot3i 
-Ibetal = 0.866025404*((2.0*_Ibl) 

+ _Ial)*invroot2*O.66667*invroot3i 
_Ialpha2 = 1.S*_Ia2*invroot2*O.66667*invroot3i 
_Ibeta2 = -O.86602S404*((2.0*_Ic2) 

+ _Ia2)*invroot2*O.66667*invroot3i 

*/ 

/* alpha/beta transform */ 

anglel • (int) ( 999*thetaEl/Plx2 ) i 
tempangl_l = cosine [anglel] ; 
tempang2_l = sine [anglel) i 
_Idl = ((_Ialphal*tempangl_l) + (_Ibetal*tempang2_l))i 
_Igl = ((_Ibetal*tempangl_l) - (_Ialphal*tempang2_l)) i 
data[22] = * (DPRAM+7) Idli 
data(23) • *(DPRAM+8) = =Igli 

/* dig transform 

angle2 • (int) ( 999*thetaE2/Plx2 ) i 
tempangl_2 • cosine [angle2] i 

tempang2_2 a sine [angle2] i 

_Id2 • ((_Ialpha2*tempangl_2) + (_Ibeta2*tempang2_2))i 
_Ig2 • ((_Ibeta2*tempangl_2) - (_Ialpha2*tempang2_2)) i 

*/ 
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data (25) • 
data (26) • 

* (DPRAM+20) = 
* (DPRAM+21) 

_Id2; 
_Iq2; 

/* d/q transform 

I1 s «_Id1*_Id1)+(_Iq1*_Iq1»; 
I2 • «_Id2*_Id2)+(_Iq2*_Iq2»; 

*/ 

/* current magnitude */ 

Vab1 • data(4) = ReadADC1(); 
Vbc1 • data[5) = ReadADC2(); 

/* read voltages */ 

I*_vcal = -(_Vabl+_Vbcl) ;*/ 
Vab2 • data[6] = ReadADC9(); 
Vca2 • data[7) = ReadADC10(); 
Vbc2 • -(_Vab2+_Vca2); 

Vbetal = (1.5*_Vbcl)*invroot2*0.66667; 
/* alpha/beta transform */ 

Valpha1 .. (0.866025404*«2.0* Vab1) 
- + _Vbcl»*invroot2*O.66667; 

Vbeta2 .. (1.5* Vbc2)*invroot2*0.66667; 
-Valpha2 = (0.866025404*«2.0* Vab2) 
- + _Vbc2»*invroot2*O.66667; 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/* Tr Variation with Load for Rig 1 »»»»»»»»> */ 
/*if (flag==-l) 
{ 

}*/ 

if(Iql < 0.0) I~mag1 = -Iql; 
else I~magl = Iql; 
I~filtl = LPF5(I~mag1, freq2, 1.0); 

if(I~filtl <= 0.25) Trbasel = 0.3; 
else if(I~filt1 <= 0.5) 

Trbase1 = 0.3 - «I~filt1-0.25)*0.3); 
else if(I~filt1 <= 1.0) 

Trbasel = 0.225 - «I~filt1-0.5)*0.05); 

else if(I~filt1 <= 2.0) 
Trbase1 = 0.2 - «I~filtl-1.0)*0.015); 

else if(I~filt1 <= 4.0) 
Trbase1 = 0.185 - «I~filtl-2.0)*0.006); 

else Trbasel = 0.173; 

/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« 2 Processor Communication »»»»»»»»»»» */ 
if (flag===l) 
{ 

* (DPRAM+16) = databuffer[30]/Plx2; 
* (DPRAM+22) = databuffer[3l]/Plx2; 
data[37] = databuffer[30]; 
data[38) = databuffer(31); 
data[39] databuffer[32); 
data[40) databuffer[33); 

databuffer[O] = wr_estA; 
databuffer[l] == _Ialpha1; 
databuffer[2] = _Ibeta1; 
databuffer(3) = _Valphal; 
databuffer[4] = _Vbeta1; 
databuffer[10] = wr_estB; 
databuffer[ll] = _Ialpha2; 
databuffer[12] _Ibeta2; 
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} 

_Valpha2; 
_Vbeta2; 
feA; 
_I1; 
V1; 
wr_filtArml/Plx2; 
feB; 
_I2; 

databuffer[13] = 
databuffer [14] = 
databuffer[22] = 
databuffer[23] 
databuffer [24] 
databuffer [25] 
databuffer[26] = 
databuffer[27] = 
databuffer [28] 
databuffer[29] 
databuffer [35] 
databuffer[36] 
databuffer [37] 
databuffer [38] 
databuffer[51] 

= V2; 
wr_filtBrml/Plx2; 
wrrefV; 
Iq1; 
wrrefV; 
Iq2; 

= tr_flag; 
/* pass data for 2x kubota observer */ 

send msg{2, databuffer, 52, 1); 
while{chk_dma(2»; 

receive_msg{2, databuffer, 1); 
/*while{chk_dma(2» ;*/ 
/*comm1 chk_dma(2);*/ 

/*else comm2 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Current Control »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
if (flag",=-l) 
{ 

} 
else 
{ 

if{*DPRAM == 1.0) 
{ /* wait for current control request */ 

else 
{ 

} 

errld1 = Id1 - Id1; 
/* control Id and limit Vd */ 

Vd1 = _Vdold1 + 60.7*errld1 
- 53.75*errldold1; 

errldold1 = errld1; 
if{_Vd1 > 130.0) _Vd1 = 130.0; 
else if{_Vdl < -130.0) Vd1 = -130.0; 
_Vdold1 = _Vd1; 

errlq1 = Iq1 - _Iq1; 
/* control Iq and limit Vq */ 

_Vq1 = _Vqold1 + 60.7*errlq1 
- 53.75*errlqold1; 

errlqold1 = errlq1; 
_Vqlimit1 = root{{442.9*442.9)-{_Vd1*_Vd1»; 
if{_Vq1 > _Vqlimit1) _Vq1 = _vqlimit1; 
else if{_Vq1 < -_Vqlimit1) 

_Vq1 = -_Vqlimit1; 
_Vqold1 = _Vq1; 

/* else slip compensated V/F 
/* (serves as initial flux) 

_Vd1 = Rs1*Id1; 
_Vq1 we1*Ls1*Id1; 

*/ 
*/ 

if{*DPRAM == 1.0) 
{ /* wait for current control request */ 
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} 

} 

{ 

errld2 = Id2 - _Id2j 
1* control Id and limit Vd *1 

Vd2 = Vdold2 + 57.l2*errld2 
- 50.48*errldold2j 

errldold2 = errld2j 
if(_Vd2 > l30.0} Vd2 = 130.0j 
else if(_Vd2 < -l30.0} Vd2 = -130.0j 
_Vdold2 = _Vd2j 

errlq2 = Iq2 - _Iq2j 
1* control Iq and limit Vq *1 

_Vq2 = _Vqold2 + 57.12*errlq2 
- 50.48*errlqold2j 

errlqold2 = errlq2j 
_Vqlimit2 = root((442.9*442.9}-(_Vd2*_Vd2}}j 
if(_Vq2 > _Vqlimit2} _Vq2 = _Vqlimit2j 
else if(_Vq2 < -_Vqlimit2} _Vq2 = -_Vqlimit2j 
_Vqold2 = _Vq2j 

else 1* else slip compensated V/F 
1* (serves as initial flux) 

Rs2*Id2j 
= we2*Ls2*Id2j 

*1 
*1 

1* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» *1 

1* V/F Control 1 »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» *1 
Vd1 data[29] = _Vd1j 
Vq1 = data[30] = _Vq1j 

if((Vdl*Vd1}>(Vq1*Vq1}} dratio1 = OJ 

else dratio1. 1j 
1* use larger volts for angle calc *1 

if (Vd1<0. O) 1* determine quadrant 
{ 

} 
else 
{ 

if(Vq1<0.0} 
{ 

else 
{ 

quadrantl 6 + dratio1j 
Vd1 -Vd1j 
Vq1 = -Vq1; 

quadrant1 = 4 + dratio1j 
Vd1 = -Vd1; 

if (Vq1<O. O) 
{ 

quadrant 1 2 + dratio1j 
Vq1 = -Vq1j 

else quadrant1 = 0 + dratio1j 

VI • sqrt((Vdl*Vdl}+(Vql*Vq1})j 

*1 

1* calc Ivi and check root value *1 
if (V1<Vq1) V1 = Vq1; 
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if (V1<Vd1) V1 .. Vdl; 
data [28] .. Vl; 

switch (quadrantl) 
/* calc volts angle depending on ... */ 
/* ......... quadrant and if Vd > Vq */ 

case 0: 
Vratio1 
angleV1 
thetaV1 
break; 

case 1: 
Vratio1 
angleV1 
thetaV1 
break; 

case 2: 
Vratio1 
angleV1 
thetaV1 
break; 

case 3: 
Vratio1 
angleV1 
thetaV1 
break; 

case 4: 

Vdl/Vl; 
(int) (Vratiol*999. 0) ; 
Plby2 - invsine[angleVl]; 

Vql/Vl; 
= (int) (Vratiol*999. 0) ; 
= invsine[angleVl]; 

Vdl/Vl; 
(int) (Vratiol*999.0); 

= invsine[angleVl] - PIby2; 

Vql/Vl; 
= (int) (Vratiol*999. 0) ; 

-invsine[angleVl] ; 

Vratio1 .. Vd1/V1; 
angleV1 (int) (Vratio1*999.0); 
thetaV1 Plby2 + invsine[angleV1]; 
break; 

case 5: 
Vratio1 
angleV1 
thetaVl 
break; 

case 6: 
Vratio1 
angleV1 
thetaV1 
break; 

case 7: 
Vratio1 
angleV1 
thetaV1 
break; 

Vql/Vl; 
(int) (Vratiol*999.0); 
PI - invsine[angleVl]; 

Vdl/Vl; 
= (int) (Vratiol*999.0); 

-invsine[angleVl] - PIby2; 

= Vql/Vl; 
(int) (Vratiol*999. 0) ; 

= invsine[angleVl] - PI; 

theta1 • thetaEl + thetaVl; 
/* calculate angle and..... ..... */ 

if(theta1 > Plx2) thetal = thetal - Plx2; 
else if(theta1 < 0.0) thetal = Plx2 + thetal; 
data[lO) .. thetaVl; 
data[8) • thetal; 

m1 • (root2*V1)/587.0; 
/* ........... m for space vector */ 

if (ml>l. 0) 
if (m1<0. 0) 

m1 • 1.0; 
ml • 0.0; 

/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
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/*« V/F Control 2 »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
Vd2 = data[32] • _Vd2; 
Vq2 = data[33] • _Vq2; 

if((Vd2*Vd2»(Vq2*Vq2)) dratio2 = 0; 
else dratio2 = 1; 

/* use larger volts for angle calc */ 

if (Vd2<0. 0) /* determine quadrant 
{ 

else 
{ 

if (Vq2<0. 0) 
{ 

} 
else 
{ 

quadrant 2 6 + dratio2; 
Vd2 = -Vd2; 
Vq2 = -Vq2; 

quadrant2 = 4 + dratio2; 
Vd2 = -Vd2; 

if(Vq2<O.0) 
{ 

quadrant2 2 + dratio2; 
Vq2 III -Vq2; 

else quadrant2 .. 0 + dratio2; 

V2 • sqrt«Vd2*Vd2)+(Vq2*Vq2)); 

*/ 

/* calc Ivi and check root value */ 
if (V2<Vq2) V2 = Vq2; 
if (V2<Vd2) V2 = Vd2; 
data [31) • V2; 

switch (quadrant2) 
{ /* calc volts angle depending on ... */ 

/* ......... quadrant and if Vd > Vq */ 
case 0: 

Vratio2 = Vd2/V2; 
angleV2 = (int) (Vratio2*999.0); 
thetaV2 = Plby2 - invsine[angleV2]; 
break; 

case 1: 
Vratio2 Vq2/V2; 
angleV2 (int) (Vratio2*999. 0) ; 
thetaV2 .. invsine[angleV2]; 
break; 

case 2: 
Vratio2 Vd2/V2; 
angleV2 (int) (Vratio2*999. 0) ; 
thetaV2 = invsine[angleV2] - Plby2; 
break; 

case 3: 
Vratio2 = Vq2/V2; 
angleV2 = (int) (Vratio2*999.0); 
thetaV2 = -invsine[angleV2]; 
break; 

case 4: 
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Vratio2 = Vd2/V2; 
angleV2 = (int) (Vratio2*999.0); 
thetaV2 = PIby2 + invsine[angleV2]; 
break; 

case 5: 
Vratio2 
angleV2 
thetaV2 
break; 

case 6: 

= Vq2/V2 i 
(int) (Vratio2*999.0); 
PI - invsine[angleV2]; 

Vratio2 = Vd2/V2i 
angleV2 = (int) (Vratio2*999. 0) ; 
thetaV2 = -invsine[angleV2] - PIby2; 
break; 

case 7: 
Vratio2 
angleV2 
thetaV2 
break; 

Vq2/V2 ; 
= (int) (Vratio2*999. 0) ; 
= invsine[angleV2] - PI; 

theta2 = thetaE2 + thetaV2; 
/* calculate angle and ............. */ 

if(theta2 > PIx2) theta2 = theta2 - PIx2; 
else if(theta2 < 0.0) theta2 = PIx2 + theta2; 
data[13] • thetaV2; 
data[ll] '" theta2; 

m2 • (root2*V2)/587.0; 
/* .............. m for space vector */ 

if (m2>1.0) m2. 1.0; 
if(m2<0.0) m2 = 0.0; 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/* Space Vector 1 »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»> */ 
sectorl • thetal/PIby3; 

/* express in terms of 6 sectors */ 
if(_sectorl >= 6.0) sectorl = sectorl - 6.0; 
sectorl '" (intI sectorl; 

- /* get sector number */ 
phi2_1 • thetal - (sectorl*PIby31; 

/* angle from sector start */ 
phil_l • (PIby31 - phi2_1; 

/* angle from sector end */ 

anglel. (int) ( 999*phil_1/PIx2 I; 
tl_l • time*ml*sine[anglel]; /* calculate tl */ 

anglel • (int) ( 999*phi2_1/PIx2 I; 
t2 1 • time*ml*sine[angle1]; /* calculate t2 */ 

to 1 • time - tl_1 - t2_1; /* calculate to */ 

if ((sectorl •• ll I (sector1==31 I (sectorl==51 I 
{ /* swap timings t1 and t2 for section.. */ 

ttemp1 • t1 1; 
/* .. ~.1, 3 and 5. This is equivalent. */ 

tl_1 '" t2 1; 
/* ~ ... to using the alternate equations */ 

t2_1 • ttemp1; 
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if (flag==-l) 
{ /* redefine times for use in PWM scheme */ 

txl tl 1 + t2 1 + to_l/2; 
_tyl txl - tl_l; 
tzl = _tyl - t2_1; 

if (flag==l) 
{ 

tzl 
_tyl = 
txl 

/* inversion every other int eycle 
tl 1 + t2_l + to_l/2; 
tzl - t2_l; 

_tyl - tl_l; 

switch(sectorl) 

*/ 

{ /* depend on sector, send times to PWM */ 
case 0: 

tal 
tbl 

_txl; 
= _tyl; 

tel _tzl; 
break; 

case 1: 
tal _tyl; 
tbl = _tXl; 
tel = _tzl; 
break; 

case 2: 

ease 

case 

case 

tal tZl; -
tbl -tXl; 
tcl = _tyl; 
break; 

3 : 
tal = - tzl; 
tbl = _tyl; 
tel tXl; -
break; 

4 : 
tal _tyl; 
tbl = tZl; -
tcl tXl; -
break; 

5 : 
tal = _txl; 
tbl = _tzl; 
tel _tyl; 
break; 

default: 
INT_DISABLE () ; 
break; 

if(tal < mintime) 
if(tbl < mintime) 
if(tel < mintime) 
if(tal > maxtime) 
if(tbl > maxtime) 
if(tel > maxtime) 

tal mintime; 
tbl mintime; 
tcl = mintime; 
tal maxtime; 
tbl = maxtime; 
tel maxtime; 

/* limit pulsewidths 

PWM_timesetupSV( tal, tbl, tel); 
/* PWM output 

*/ 

*/ 
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/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

if(flag==l) receive_msg(2, databuffer, 1); 
/*comm2 = chk_dma(2) ;*/ 

/*« Space Vector 2 »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»> */ 
sector2 = theta2/PIby3; 

/* express in terms of 6 sectors */ 
if(_sector2 >= 6.0) _sector2 = sector2 - 6.0; 
sector2 = (int) sector2; 

- /* get sector number */ 
phi2_2 = theta2 - (sector2*PIby3); 

/* angle from sector start */ 
phil 2 (PIby3) - phi2 2; 

-/* angle from sector end */ 

angle2 - (int) ( 999*phil_ 2/PIx2 ) ; 

tl 2 = time*m2*sine[angle2] ; /* calculate tl */ -

angle2 = (int) ( 999*phi2_ 2/PIx2 ) ; 

t2 2 time*m2*sine[angle2] ; - /* calculate t2 */ 

to 2 = time - tl 2 - - t2_2; /* calculate to */ 

if «sector2=",1) I (sector2==3) I (sector2==5» 
{ /* swap timings tl and t2 for section.. */ 

ttemp2 = tl 2; 
/* .. ~.l, 3 and 5. This is equivalent. */ 

tl 2 = t2_2; 
/* .... to using the alternate equations */ 

t2 2 = ttemp2; 

if (flag==-l) 
{ /* redefine times for use in PWM scheme */ 

tx2 '" tl 2 + t2 2 + to_2/2; 
_ty2 = tx2 - tl_2; 

tz2 = _ty2 - t2_2i 

if (flag •• l) 

{ /* inversion every other int cycle */ 
tz2 .. tl_2 + t2_2 + to_2/2; 

_ty2 = _tz2 - t2_2; 
tx2 '" _y2 - tl_2i 

switch(sector2) 
{ /* depend on sector, send times to PWM */ 

case 0: 
ta2 = _tx2; 
tb2 _ty2i 
tc2 = _tz2i 
break; 

case 1: 
ta2 = _ty2; 
tb2 .. _tx2i 
tc2 .. _tz2; 
break; 

case 2: 
ta2 '" _tz2; 
tb2 = _tx2; 
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if (ta2 
if (tb2 
if (tc2 
if (ta2 
if (tb2 
if (tc2 

tc2 ., _ty2; 
break; 

case 3: 
ta2 .. _tz2; 
tb2 = _ty2; 
tc2 _tx2; 
break; 

case 4: 
ta2 _ty2; 
tb2 = _tz2; 
tc2 ., _tx2; 
break; 

case 5: 
ta2 _tx2; 
tb2 ., _tz2; 
tc2 _ty2; 
break; 

default : 
INT_DISABLE() ; 
break; 

< mintime) ta2 mintime; 
< mintime) tb2 mintime; 
< mintime) tc2 mintime; 
> maxtime) ta2 maxtime; 
> maxtime) tb2 = maxtime; 
> maxtime) tc2 = maxtime; 

/* limit pulsewidths */ 

PWMa_timesetupSV( ta2, tb2, tc2); 
/* PWM output */ 

/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Parameter Update »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»> */ 
if (flag-=-I) 
( 

} 

Rsl .. databuffer[39] = * (DPRAM+9) ; 
TrI databuffer[40] = * (DPRAM+IO) ; 

/* comment out for tuning */ 
LsI., databuffer[41] = * (DPRAM+1I) ; 
LrI ., databuffer[42] = * (DPRAM+12) ; 
MI ., databuffer[43] = * (DPRAM+13) ; 
sigmal • databuffer[44] = l-«Ml*Ml)/(Lsl*Lrl»; 
Rs2 ., databuffer[45] = * (DPRAM+24) ; 
Tr2 • databuffer[46] * (DPRAM+25) ; 
Ls2 ., databuffer[47] = * (DPRAM+26) ; 
Lr2 databuffer[48] = * (DPRAM+27) ; 
M2 = databuffer[49] = * (DPRAM+28) ; 
sigma2 = databuffer[SO] = 1-«M2*M2)/(Ls2*Lr2»; 

/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Data Capture »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»> */ 
if (flag==-I) 
{ 

if( (*(DPRAM+2) 1= 0.0) & (intcount 0» 
{ 

if (datacount==O) out LED = 
out LED + Ox001000000; 

if (datacount<lOOO) 
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* (DPRAMvarl+datacount) 
* (DPRAMvar2+datacount) 
* (DPRAMvar3+datacount) 
* (DPRAMvar4+datacount) 
* (DPRAMvarS+datacount) 
* (DPRAMvar6+datacount) 
* (DPRAMvar7+datacount) 
* (DPRAMvarS+datacount) 

datacount ++; 
intcount = OJ 

if((*(DPRAM+2) == 2.0) & 
(datacount == 100)) 

_fml=*(DPRAM+3) ; 
* (DPRAM+l) = _fml; 

} 

data [varl] ; 
data[var2]; 
data [var3] ; 
data [var4] ; 
data [varS] ; 
data [var6] ; 
data [var7] ; 
data [varS] ; 

/* no. sample delay for transient */ 

else 
{ 

/* reset capture request 

* (DPRAM+2) = 0.0; 
if (datacount==lOOO) 
{ 

outLED = out LED - OxOOlOOOOOO; 

datacount = 0; 
* (DPRAM+3) = 0.0; 

*/ 

intcount++; /* data capture sample freq */ 
intcount = (int) (*(DPRAM+6)); 

if(intcount >= _intcount) intcount = OJ 

} 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

outLED z outLED - OxOOSOOOOO; 
*LED = outLED; 

/*timefn = *timlcntr + 938; 
timeint = (timefn-timest)/lS.O;*/ 

return; 
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C.2 Code Listing for Processor B 

/* ****************************************************** ** */ 
/* this is development code for the slave DSP - proc B */ 
/* */ 
/* it is not a final program and thus the functionality is */ 
/* not guaranteed - it has been edited for presentation in */ 
/* MS word and this may have introduced errors */ 
/* */ 
/* it is included here only to give some indication of */ 
/* programming detail */ 
/* ******************************************************** */ 

#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <intpt40.h> 
#include <math.h> 

#include <dma40.h> 
#include <compt40.h> 

#include "MEM.h" 
#include "RML.h" 
#include "TIME.h" 

#define freq 100 
#define time 0.000250 

/* memory fns. 
/* RML fns. 
/* timer and interrupt functions 

/* timer frequency 
/* interrupt/cycle frequency 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*« KUBOTA OBSERVER VARIABLES »»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
float allA, a12A, ai12A, a21A, a22A, ai22A; 
float blA, cA, kA=l.O; 
float glA, g2A, g3A, g4A; 
float iasA, ibsA, larA, lbrA, lr_angA, lr_angoldA=O.O, 

lr angdiffA=O.O; 
float iasoldA=O.O, ibsoldA=O.O, laroldA=O.O, lbroldA=O.O; 
float eialA, eiblA; 
float allB, a12B, ai12B, a21B, a22B, ai22B; 
float blB, cB, kB=l.O; 
float glB, g2B, g3B, g4B; 
float iasB, ibsB, larB, lbrB, lr_angB, lr_angoldB=O.O, 

1 r_angdif fB=O .0; 
float iasoldBzO.O, ibsoldB=O.O, laroldB=O.O, lbroldB=O.O; 
float eialB, eiblB; 

/*« RML VARIABLES »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
float harmonicA, centreguessA, IbpfA, frA, Rl=O.97, Ll=O.97, 

Zl-O.0185; 
float harmonicB, centreguessB, IbpfB, frB, R2=O.97, L2=O.97, 

Z2.0.0185; 
/*float harmonicB, centreguessB, IbpfB, frB, R2=O.99, L2=O.99, 

Z2 .. 0.035;*/ 
float polA-l.O, switchA=16.0, polB=l.O, switchB=16.0, freqA, 

freqB; 
int stopA-l, stopcountA=l, stopB=l, stopcountB=l; 

/*« Tr TUNING »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
float Tr_adjAaO.O, kpA, kiA, etrA=O.O, etroA=O.O; 
float integral_etrAzO.O, integral_etroA=O.O; 
float Tr_adjB-O.O, kpB, kiB, etrB=O.O, etroB=O.O; 
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float 
int 
float 
float 
float 
int 
float 

integral_etrB=O.O, integral_etroB=O.O; 
Tr count .. O; 
directA, load_errA, wrrefA; 
directB, load_errB, wrrefB; 
load_errAmag=O.O, errflagA=O.O; 
errcountA=O; 
tr_flag= -1.0; 

/*« Parameters »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»> */ 
float Rs1=5.32, Tr1 .. 0.168, Ls1=0.64, Lr1=0.633, M1=0.6, 

sigma1=0.1l; 
float Rs2=5.6, Tr2=0.11, Ls2=0.56, Lr2=0.56, M2=0.53, 

sigma2 .. 0.12; 

void main(void) 
{ 

float databuffer[S2], calctime; 
int isO, timecnt1, timecnt2; 

setup timers«int)freq); 
- /* setup timer (only for timing!) */ 

for(;;) 
{ 
/*« Comms »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

tr_flag = databuffer[Sl]; 

receive_msg(S, databuffer, 1); 
while(chk_dma(S)); 

/* receive data from processor 1 */ 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Timing Initialisation »»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
timecnt1 = *tim1cntr; /* read timer */ 

/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« 
/* 

/* 

Speed estimator kubota observer 1 »»»»»»» */ 
wr1 = databufl [0], Ialpha1 = databufl [1], 

Ibeta1 = databufl [2] */ 
Valphal - databufl [3], Vbeta1 databufl [4] */ 

/* calc IM diff equ parameters ..... */ 
a11A .. -(Rs1/(sigma1*Ls1) + «1.0-

sigma1)/(sigma1*(Tr1+Tr_adjA)))) ; 
a12A = M1/(sigma1*(Tr1+Tr adjA)*Ls1*Lr1); 
ai12A = (M1*databuffer[O])/(sigma1*Ls1*Lr1); 
a21A = M1/(Tr1+Tr adjA); 
a22A • -1.0/(Tr1+Tr adjA); 
ai22A = databuffer[O]; 
b1A z 1.0/(sigma1*Ls1); 

/*kA .. 1.0;*/ 
/* ........ and feedback matrix gain */ 

cA = (sigma1*Lr1*Ls1)/M1; 

/* feedback matrix 
glA = (kA-1.0)*(a11A+a22A); 
g2A .. (kA-1.0)*ai22A; 
g3A .. (kA*kA-1.0) * (cA*a11A+a21A)-cA*glA; 
g4A .. -cA*g2A; 

*/ 
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eia1A = iasoldA - databuffer[l]; 
eib1A = ibsoldA - databuffer[2]; 

iasA = iasoldA + (time) * (al1A*iasoldA + 
a12A*laroldA + ai12A*lbroldA + 
b1A*databuffer[3] + glA*eia1A - g2A*eib1A); 

ibsA = ibsoldA + (time) * (al1A*ibsoldA + 
a12A*lbroldA - ai12A*laroldA + 
b1A*databuffer[4] + g2A*eialA + glA*eib1A); 

larA laroldA + (time) * (a21A*iasoldA + 
a22A*laroldA - ai22A*lbroldA + g3A*eia1A -
g4A*eiblA) ; 

lbrA = lbroldA + (time) * (a21A*ibsoldA + 
a22A*lbroldA + ai22A*laroldA + g4A*eia1A + 
g3A*eib1A); 1* difference equations *1 

iasoldA = databuffer[6] 
ibsoldA = databuffer(7) 
laroldA = databuffer(8) 
lbroldA = databuffer(9) = 

iasA; 
ibsA; 
larA; 
IbrA; 

lr_angA = atan(lbroldA/laroldA); 
1* flux angle *1 

if (laroldA < 0.0) lr_angA = Ir_angA + PI; 
else if(lbroldA < 0.0) lr_angA = Ir_angA + PIx2; 
databuffer[S) = Ir_angA; 

lr_angdiffA = Ir_angA - lr_angoldA; 
if(lr angdiffA > PI) 

-lr_angdiffA = Ir_angdiffA - PIx2; 
else if (Ir_angdiffA < -PI) 

Ir_angdiffA = Ir_angdiffA + PIx2; 
databuffer[20] = lr_angdiffA; 

1* angle for intermediate samp *1 

lr_angoldA = Ir_angA; 
1* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» *1 

1*« Speed estimator kubota observer 2 »»»»»»» *1 
1* wr2. databuf ' (10), Ialpha2 = databufl (11), 

Ibeta2 = databuf I [12] * 1 
1* Valpha2 - databufl (13) I Vbeta2 = databufl [14] *1 

1* calc IM diff equ parameters ..... *1 
a11B -(Rs2/(sigma2*Ls2) + ((1.0-

sigma2)/(sigma2*(Tr2+Tr_adjB)))) ; 
a12B = M21 (sigma2* (Tr2+Tr_adjB) *Ls2*Lr2) ; 
ai12B = (M2*databuffer[10))/(sigma2*Ls2*Lr2); 
a21B = M2/(Tr2+Tr adjB); 
a22B = -1.0/(Tr2+Tr adjB); 
ai22B = databuffer[lO]; 
b1B • 1.0/(sigma2*Ls2); 

1 * kB = 1. 0 ; * / 
/* ........ and feedback matrix gain *1 

cB = (sigma2*Lr2*Ls2)/M2; 

1* feedback matrix 
glB = (kB-1.0)*(al1B+a22B); 
g2B = (kB-1.0)*ai22B; 
g3B = (kB*kB-l.0)*(cB*a11B+a21B)-cB*glB; 

*1 
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g4B • -cB*g2B; 

eialB = iasoldB - databuffer[ll); 
eib18 • ibsoldB - databuffer(12); 

iasB· iasoldB + (time) * (a11B*iasoldB + 
a12B*laroldB + ai12B*lbroldB + 
b1B*databuffer(13)+ glB*eia1B - g2B*eib1B); 

ibsB = ibsoldB + (time) * (a11B*ibsoldB + 
a12B*lbroldB - ai12B*laroldB + 
b1B*databuffer(14) + g2B*eia1B + glB*eib1B); 

larB laroldB + (time) * (a21B*iasoldB + 
a22B*laroldB - ai22B*lbroldB + g3B*eia1B -
g4B*eib1B) ; 

lbrB lbroldB + (time) * (a21B*ibsoldB + 
a228*lbroldB + ai22B*laroldB + g4B*eia1B + 
g3B*eib1B) ; /* difference equations */ 

iasoldB = databuffer(16) 
ibsoldB = databuffer[17] 
laroldB databuffer(18) 
IbroldB = databuffer(19) 

iasB; 
ibsB; 
larB; 
lbrB; 

lr_angB = atan(lbroldB/laroldB); 
/* flux angle */ 

if(laroldB < 0.0) lr_angB = lr_angB + PI; 
else if(lbroldB < 0.0) lr_angB = lr_angB + PIx2; 
databuffer[lS) = lr_angB; 

lr_angdiffB • Ir_angB - lr_angoldB; 
if(lr angdiffB > PI) 

-lr_angdiffB = lr_angdiffB - PIx2; 
else if(lr angdiffB < -PI) 

lr_angdiffB = lr_angdiffB + PIx2; 
databuffer(21) = lr_angdiffB; 

/* angle for intermediate eamp */ 

lr_angoldB = lr_angB; 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Comms »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
send_meg(S, databuffer, 21, 1) ; 
while(chk dma(S»; 

/* send observer data back processor 1 */ 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« RML 1 »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
if (stopcountA==stopA) 
{ 

if (databuffer[2S) <0.0) polA 
else polA = 1.0; 

-1. 0; 

if«databuffer[2S)*databuffer[25) > 
(switchA*switchA» 

else 
{ 

harmonicA = -2; 
IbpfA = databuffer[23]; 
switchA = 12.0; 
stopA = 1; 
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} 

harmonicA = 4; 
IbpfA = databuffer[24); 
switchA = 14.0; 
stopA = 2; 

freqA = (float) (4000. O/stopA) ; 

cent regues sA (14*(databuffer[25])) + 
(harmonicA*databuffer[22)); 

centreguessA = polA*centreguessA; 

IbpfA BSF1(IbpfA, 1B.0*poIA*databuffer[22), 
freqA, 0.5); 

IbpfA BSF2(IbpfA, 12.0*polA*databuffer[22), 
freqA, 1. 0) ; 

IbpfA = BSF3(IbpfA, 6. O*poIA*databuffer [22) , 
freqA, 1. 0) ; 

IbpfA BPF1(IbpfA, centreguessA, freqA, Zl); 
frA = RML1(IbpfA, fregA, R1, L1); 
frA = Plx2*(frA -

(harmonicA*polA*databuffer[22)))/14.0; 
databuffer[30) = polA*frA; 

stopcountA = 0; 

stopcountA++; 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« RML 2 »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
if (stopcountB==stopB) 
{ 

if (databuffer[29) <0.0) polB -1. 0; 
else polB = 1.0; 

if«databuffer[29)*databuffer[29)) > 
(switchB*switchB)) 

else 
{ 

harmonicB = -2; 
IbpfB = databuffer[27); 
switchB = 12.0; 
stopB = 1; 

harmonicB = 4; 
IbpfB = databuffer[2B); 
switchB = 14.0; 
stopB = 2; 

freqB = (float) (4000.0/stopB); 

/*harmonicB = 4.0;*/ 
centreguessB (14*(databuffer[29])) + 

(harmonicB*databuffer[26]); 
centreguessB = polB*centreguessB; 

IbpfB. BSF4(IbpfB, 1B.0*polB*databuffer[26], 
freqB, 0.5); 

IbpfB = BSF5(IbpfB, 12.0*polB*databuffer[26], 
freqB, 1.0); 

IbpfB = BSF6(IbpfB, 6. O*polB*databuffer [26] , 
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f reqB , 1. 0) ; 
IbpfB = BPF2(IbpfB, centreguessB, freqB, Z2); 
frB = RML2(IbpfB, freqB, R2, L2); 
frB = Plx2*(frB -

(harmonicB*polB*databuffer[26]))/14.0j 
databuffer[31] = polB*frB; 

stopcountB=O; 

stopcountB++i 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Tr Tuning 1 »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
if (Tr count==40) 
{ -

/*etrA = databuffer[30] -
Plx2*(databuffer[25]) ;*/ 

etrA = databuffer[30] - databuffer[35]; 

if (databuffer[36] < 0.0) etrA = -etrA; 

if (databuffer[35] 1= wrrefA) 
directA = databuffer[35] - wrrefA; 

if ((directA>O) & 

((databuffer[25]*Plx2»databuffer[35])) 
directA = 100; 

if ((directA<O) & 

((databuffer[25]*Plx2)<databuffer[35])) 
directA = -100; 

if((directA==100) & 
((databuffer[25]*Plx2)<databuffer[35])) 

directA = 0; 
if((directA==-100) & 
((databuffer[25]*Plx2»databuffer[35])) 

directA = 0; 
if(directA != 0) etrA=O.O; 

load errA = databuffer[35]-
- (databuffer[25]*Plx2); 

load_errAmag = load_errA*load_errA; 
if(load_errAmag > 1.0) etrA = 0.0; 

/*if(load_errAmag > 1.0) 
errflagA = load_errA; 

else errflagA = 0.0; 

if((errflagA<O.O) & (load_errA<O.O)) 
{ 

} 

etrA=O.O; 
etroA=O.O; 
integral_etrA=O.O; 
integral_etroA=O.O; 

else if((errflagA>O.O) & (load_errA>O.O)) 
{ 

*/ 

etrA=O.O; 
etroA=O.O; 
integral_etrA=O.O; 
integral_etroA=O.O; 

/*load_errA = databuffer[35]-
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(databuffer[25]*Plx2) ; 
load_errAmag = load_errA*load_errA; 
if(load_errAmag > 1.0) 
{ 

errcountA =0; 
} 
errcountA++; 
if (errcountA>=50) errcountA 50; 

if (errcountA<50) 
{ 

*/ 

etrA=O.O; 
etroA=O.O; 
integral_etrA=O.O; 
integral_etroA=O.O; 

if«databuffer[35]*databuffer[35]) < 246.7) 
{ 

kA=0.8; 
etrA=O.O; 

else kA=l. 0; 

wrrefA = databuffer[35]; 

if(tr_flag > -0.1) 
{ 

else 
{ 

if (tr_flag == 0.0) Tr_adjA = 0.0; 
etroA=integral_etrA=integral_etroA=O.O; 
LPF1 (0 . 0, 100. 0, 0.4); 

kpA = 0.02; 
kiA = 0.05; 
Tr_adjA = kpA*etrA + kiA*integral_etrA; 
etroA = etrA; 

if«Tr adjA<O.lS) & (Tr_adjA>-0.075» 
{ -

integral_etrA 

} 

integral_etroA + 
O.Ol*etroA; 

integral_etroA integral_etrA; 

if(Tr_adjA > O.lS) Tr_adjA = O.lS; 
else if (Tr_adjA < -0.075) 

Tr_adjA = - 0.075; 

Tr_adjA = LPF1(Tr_adjA, 100.0, 0.4); 

databuffer[32] 

Tr_count++; 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Tr TUning 2 »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
i!(Tr_count==2) 
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/*etrB = databuffer[3l] -
PIx2*(databuffer[29]) ;*/ 

etrB = databuffer[3l] - databuffer[35]; 

/* 37 changed for 35 */ 
if (databuffer[38] < 0.0) etrB -etrB; 

if (databuffer[3S] != wrrefB) 
directB = databuffer[35] - wrrefB; 

if«directB>O) & 

«databuffer[29]*Plx2»databuffer[35])) 
directB = 100; 

if «directB<O) & 
«databuffer[29]*PIx2)<databuffer[3S])) 

directB = -100; 
if«directB==lOO) & 

«databuffer[29]*PIx2)<databuffer[3S])) 
directB = 0; 

if«directB==-lOO) & 
«databuffer[29]*PIx2»databuffer[3S])) 

directB = 0; 
if(directB != 0) etrB=O.O; 

load errB databuffer[35]
(databuffer[29]*Plx2) ; 

load errB = load_errB*load_errB; 
/* if(load_errB > 0.796) etrB=O.O; */ 

if(load_errB > 1.0) etrB=O.O; 

if«databuffer[3S]*databuffer[3S]) < 246.7) 
{ 

kB=O.S; 
etrB=O.O; 

else kB=l. 0; 

wrrefB = databuffer[3S]; 

if(tr flag> -0.1) 
{ -

} 
else 
{ 

if(tr_flag == 0.0) Tr_adjB = 0.0; 
etrB = etroB = integral_etrB = 

integral_etroB = 0.0; 
LPF2 (0.0, 100.0, 0.5); 

kpB = 0.02; 
kiB = 0.05; 
Tr_adjB = kpA*etrB + kiB*integral_etrB; 
etroB = etrB; 

if«Tr_adjB<O.lS) & (Tr_adjB>-O.OS)) 
{ 

integral_etrB = integral_etroB + 
O.Ol*etroB; 

integral_etroB = integral_etrB; 

if(Tr_adjB > O.lS) Tr adjB = O.lS; 
else if(Tr_adjB < -0.05) 
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Tr_adjB = -0.05; 

Tr_adjB = LPF2(Tr_adjB, 100.0, 0.5); 

databuffer[33] = Tr_adjB; 

/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Parameter Update »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»> */ 
Rsl databuffer[39]; 
Trl databuffer[40]; 
Lsl databuffer[41]; 
Lrl databuffer[42]; 
M1 = databuffer[43]; 
sigmal = databuffer[44]; 

Rs2 = databuffer[45]; 
Tr2 databuffer[46]; 
Ls2 = databuffer[47]; 
Lr2 = databuffer[48]; 
M2 = databuffer[49] ; 
sigma2 = databuffer[50]; 

/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Timing »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»> */ 
timecnt2 = *tim1cntr; /* cycle timing */ 
if(timecnt2 < timecnt1) 

timecnt2 = timecnt2 + 75000; 
calctime = databuffer[34] 

= «float) (timecnt2-timecnt1» / 15.0; 
/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 

/*« Comms »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
send msg(5, databuffer, 52, 1); 
while(chk_dma(5»; 

/* »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» */ 
} 
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C.3 Filter and RSH Tracking Functions 

/* ******************************************************** */ 
/* this is development code for the Band Stop Filter fn */ 
/* */ 
/* it is not a final program and thus the functionality is */ 
/* not guaranteed - it has been edited for presentation in */ 
/* MS Word and this may have introduced errors */ 
/* */ 
/* it is included here only to give some indication of */ 
/* programming detail */ 
/* ******************************************************** */ 

float BSFl(float input, float fn, float FS, float BW) 
{ 

float r, theta; 
static float inputl=O.O, input2=O.O; 
static float outputl=O.O, output2=O.O; 

float output; 
/* int angle;*/ 

r = 1 - (2*BW/FS); 

/*angle = (int) (999* ((2*PI*fn) / (FS*PIx2») ; 
theta -2 * cosine[angle];*/ 
theta = -2 * cos(2*PI*fn/FS); 

output = input + input2 - r*r*output2 - theta*(r*outputl 
- inputl); 

output2 
outputl 

outputl; 
output; 

input2 '"' inputl; 
inputl = input; 

return (output) ; 
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/* ******************************************************** */ 
/* this is development code for the Band Pass Filter fn */ 
/* */ 
/* it is not a final program and thus the functionality is */ 
/* not guaranteed - it has been edited for presentation in */ 
/* MS Word and this may have introduced errors */ 
/* */ 
/* it is included here only to give some indication of */ 
/* programming detail */ 
/* ******************************************************** */ 

float BPF1(float input, float fn, float FS, float _Z) 
{ 

double ts, alpha, beta, gamma, aaO, bb1, bb2; 
static double v1=O, v2=O; 

double vO, yO; 
static double vvl=O, vv2=O; 

double vvO, yyO; 
static double vvv1=O, vvv2=O; 

double vvvO, yyyO; 

int tempBPF; 

/*ts a (PI*fn)/FS; 
tempBPF '"' (int) (999. O*ts/Plx2) ; 
ts '"' sine [tempBPF] 1 (PI*fn*cosine[tempBPF]) ;*/ 

ts = tan(PI*fn/(FS))/(PI*fn); 
/* pre-warp calculation *1 

alpha = 2*PI*fn*ts; 1* prelim coefficient calcs *1 
beta = alpha*alpha; 
gamma'"' beta + 4*_Z*alpha + 4; 

aaO • 4* Z*alpha/gamma; 1* calc coefficients */ 
bbl. (2;beta - 8)/gamma; 
bb2 (beta - 4*_Z*alpha +4)/gamma; 

vO • input - bbl*v1 - bb2*v2; 
1* filter equations nO.1 *1 

yO • aaO * (vO - v2); 

v2 • v1; 
v1 • vO; 

1* update internal variables no.1 

vvO '"' yO - bb1*vv1 - bb2*vv2; 

*1 

/* filter equations no.2 *1 
yyO a aaO * (vvO - vv2); 

vv2 = vv1; 
vv1 = vvO; 

return (yyO) ; 

/* update internal variables no.2 *1 
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/* ******************************************************** */ 
/* this is development code for the RSH Identifier (RML) fn */ 
/* */ 
/* it is not a final program and thus the functionality is */ 
/* not guaranteed - it has been edited for presentation in */ 
/* MS Word and this may have introduced errors */ 
/* */ 
/* it is included here to only give some indication of */ 
/* programming detail */ 
/* ******************************************************** */ 

float RMLl(float y2, float FS, float _R, float _L) 
{ 

static float el=O.O, eO=O.O, yl=O.O, yO=O.O, a2=0.0, 
psil=O.O, psiO=O.O, P2=100.0; 

static float r, L; 
float ebar2, phi2, f; 

int tempRML; 

phi2 = r*el - yl; 

psil = phi2 - a2*r*psil 

if(psil > 100.0) psil 
else if(psil < -100.0) 

- r*r*psiO; 
/* which way to move filter 

= 100.0; 
psil = -100.0; 

ebar2 z y2 + yO - r*r*eO - a2*phi2; 

*/ 

/* notch filter output (predictor) */ 

P2 z P2 / (L + P2*psil*psil); 
/* co-varience of centre f parameter */ 

if(P2 > 1000.0) P2 = 1000.0; 
/* (this is the degree of certainty.... */ 

else if(P2 < -1000.0) P2 = -1000.0; 
/* ... that centre f estimate is correct */ 

a2 = a2 + P2*psil*ebar2; 
/* adjust centre frequency */ 

if (a2 > 2. 0 ) a2 = 2. 0 ; 
else if(a2 < -2.0) a2 = -2.0; 

el = y2 + yO - r*r*eO - a2*phi2; 
/* notch filter output (corrector) */ 

if(el > 100.0) el = 100.0; 
else if(el < -100.0) el = -100.0; 

/* r .. RO*r + (1 - RO)*R_INF; */ 

yO .. yl; 
yl .. y2; 
psiO .. psil; 
eO • eli 

f • 0.5*INVSPI*FS*acos(-0.S*a2); 

/*tempRML .. (int) (-0.S*a2*999.0); 
if (tempRML < 0) f = 0.S*INVSPI*FS*(Plby2 + 

invsine[tempRML); 
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else f = O.S*INVSPI*FS*(PIby2 - invsine[tempRML]);*/ 

return(f) ; 

/* ******************************************************** */ 
/* this is development code for the Low Pass Filter fn */ 
/* */ 
/* it is not a final program and thus the functionality is */ 
/* not guaranteed - it has been edited for presentation in */ 
/* MS word and this may have introduced errors */ 
/* */ 
/* it is included here only to give some indication of */ 
/* programming detail */ 
/* ******************************************************** */ 

float LPF1(float input, float FS, float BW) 
{ 

static float inputl=O.O, output=O.O; 
float k; 

k • (2.0*PI*BW)/FS; 
output k*inputl + (l-k)*output; 

inputl = input; 

return (output) ; 
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D.1 Eurotherm Inverter - Interface Circuit 
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D.2 Eurotherm Inverter - Trip Circuit 
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D3 Indu trial Drives Inverter - Interface Circuit 
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D.4 FKI Industrial Drives Inverter - Trip Circuit 
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E.I The Stator Current Dynamic Equation 

r joorAr 

v. d~ 
dl 

Rr 

Fig E.I. The Induction motor dynamic model In the fixed stator frame 

From figure E.), an expression for the stator voltage Vs can be derived 

v. = R.i. + dA.. 
- - dt 

R · I d i. I d ir R' ... = sI. + .-= - r-= - rlr + joor,.."r 
- dt dt - -

(E.1) 

The following equation can be used to substitute for ir in equation E.1 

A.,-Mi. 
ir= - -
- Lr 

(E.2) 

This gives a new expression for Vs 

d i. d (A., - Mis) (A., - Mis) v.=R.i.+I.-=-lr- - -Rr - +j'QkA., 
- - dt dt Lr Lr -

(E.3) 
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Multiplying out equation E.3 gives a differential tenn for A.r and the following 

expression can be used to substitute for this variable 

dA.,. . ~ R' 
~ = )O>r& - rl!: 
dl 

(E.4) 

The expression for Vs is now as shown below in equation E.S 

dis . Ir Ir. IrM dis Rr M. . 
v. = R.iI.+I.~- )-o>rAr+-R'l!:+-~--A,+-Rrl:!.+ )o>rAr 
- dl Lr Lr Lr dl Lr - Lr 

(E.S) 

Equation E.2 is used again to substitute for ir, and the equation for Vs becomes as 

below 

dis .Ir Ir IrM. IrM dis Rr M 
v. = R.i.! + I.~ - ) -O>rA.,. + -] RrAr - -] Rrl:§. + --=- - -Ar + -Rri.! + jO>rAr 
- dl L, L, Lr Lr dt Lr Lr -

I,M M . dis IrM dis J I, . I, = RJis---i.+-ls+I.~+-~--Ar+-] RrAr+ )o>rAr- j-O>rA, 
- Lr Tr - Tr - dl L, dt T, - L, - - L, -

(E.6) 

Requiring a dynamic equation for stator current, the following relationship is used 

(I 
IrM) d!!. _ L d!!. 

s-- --0' s-
Lr dl dl 

(E.7) 

The dynamic equation for stator current is therefore shown in equation E.8 

d i. R.. (',M M). (1 I,) (/, ro, ~ 1 --=- = --!!+ -- !!+ --- Ar+ j --ror-- Ar+-V. 
dt aL. aL.L,Tr aL.Tr aL.T, aL.LrT, aL.L, ala ala -

R.. (J - a) . M . M 1 
=--1.---,,+ Ar-Jro,--A,+-V. 

aL. - aT, - aL.LrT, - aL.L, - aL.-

(E.8) 

This is the stator current dynamic equation, the 151 equation in the Kubota observers 
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APPENDIX E Derivation of the AFO/ASO Equations 

E.2 The Rotor Flux Dynamic Equation 

Again from figure E.I, and as shown in equation E.4, the rotor flux dynamic equation 

can be expressed 

dlv . '1 R' -= = JO>rl1.r - rlr 
dt --

(E.9) 

Equation E.I 0 below is used to substitute for ir 

. Iv-Mis 
Ir= - -

Lr 

(E. 10) 

The dynamic equation for rotor flux, forming the 2nd equation in the Kubota flux and 

speed observer, becomes as shown below in equation E.I! 

dlv. Rr M. -= = JO>r~ - - Ar + - Rrl1. 
dt Lr - Lr 

M. 1'1 . '1 = -Is - -"" + JO>r_lI.r 
Tr- Tr-

(E.!!) 
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APPENDIX F Speed Controller Design 

F.l Speed Controller Design - Rig A 

(0, Elf ECH c· I • T. (O,M + q 

1 PI kT 
Js + B -

(0, ELfC 

P ~ 

Fig F.I. Structure oftbe speed control loop 

The structure of the speed control loop is shown in figure F.1. 

The s-domain transfer function for the PI controller is 

PI{s) = kc{s+ac) 
s 

(F.l) 

The characteristic equation for the above speed control loop is solved for 

1 + G{s )H{s) = O. This is where J = 0.3, B = 0.02, kr = 7.55, P = 2 (ignoring 

units). 

O :1 (B+2kckt) 2kcluac =s + s+--
J J 

:1 (0.02+15.1kc) 15.1kcac =s + s+---
0.3 0.3 

(F.2) 
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The coefficients in the above equation are equated with those in the following 

equation, which defines the desired closed loop dynamics, thus solving for kc and 

ac. This is with (,=0.707, roo = 1 Orad Is 

0= S1 + 2(,roos + r00
1 

=S1 +14.14s+100 

Thus 

kc= {0.3 x 14.14)-0.02 =0.2796 
15.1 

:. ac = (O.3 x 100) = 7.1057 
(0.2796 x 15.1) 

The PI transfer function is therefore 

PI{s) = 0.2796{s + 7.1057) 
s 

(F.3) 

(F.4) 

(F.S) 

The speed loop sample frequency is 100Hz, such that T = D.Dls. The PI law can 

be discretised using the bilinear transform. 

2{z-l) 
S---7-~ 

- T{z+l) 

(F.6) 

Substituting the above equation into equation F.S· results in the sampled digital 

control law shown below. 

u{k)=u{k-l)+ 2kc+kcacT e(k)- 2kc-kcacT e(k-l) 
2 2 

= u(k -1)+0.2895e(k )-0.2687e{k -1) 

(F.7) 
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APPENDIX F Speed Controller Design 

F.2 Speed Controller Design - Rig B 

The characteristic equation for rig B, with J = 0.12, B = 0.01, kr = 7.5, p = 2 

(ignoring units) is 

O 1 (B + 2kc"') 2kc"'ac =s + s+--
J J 

1 (0.01+15kc) 15kcac =s + s+----
0.13 0.13 

Equate coefficients with the following, where l; = 0.707, roo = 1 Orad / s 

o = S1 + 2l;roos + roo1 

=S1 +14.14s+100 

Thus 

Icc = (0.13x14.14)-0.01 =0.122 
15 

:. ac = (0.13 x 100) = 7.104 
(0.122 x 15) 

The PI transfer function is therefore 

PI(s) = 0.122(s+7.104) 
s 

(F.8) 

(F.9) 

(F.IO) 

(F.Il) 

The speed loop sample frequency is 100Hz, such that T = 0.01s. The PI law can 

be discretised using the bilinear transfonn. The sampled digital control law is 

u(k)=u(k-1)+ 2kc + kcacT e(k)- 2kc-kcacT e(k-1) 
2 2 

= u(k -1)+0.126e(k )-0.118e(k -1) 

(F.12) 
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APPENDIX G Current Controller Design 

G.I Current Controller Design - Rig A 

dq* + Vdq* 
1 

Id 

..... PI 
crLss + Rs 

q 

-

Fig G.t. Structure oftbe current control loop 

The reduced structure of the current control loop is shown in figure G.l 

The s-domain transfer function for the PI controller is 

PI{s) = kc{s + ac) 
s 

(0.1) 

The characteristic equation for the above current control loop is solved for 

/ + G{s )H{s) = O. This is where (ignoring units) 0=0.1/, Ls = 0.64, Rs = 5.32 

O ] (Rs+kc) kcac =s + s+-
oLs oLs 

=s + s+---] (5.32+kc) &ac 
0.0704 0.0704 

(0.2) 

The coefficients in the above equation are equated with those in the following 

equation, which defines the desired closed loop dynamics, thus solving for kc and 
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ac. This is where C:, = 0.707, (j)() = 100Hz = 628.32rad / s 

0= s} + 2C:,roos + (j)()1 

=Sl + 888.44s + 394784 

Thus 

Icc = {0.0704x 888.44)-5.32 = 57.226 

:. ac = (0.0704 x 394784) = 485.67 
(57.226) 

The PI transfer function is therefore 

PI{s) = 57.226{s+485.67) 
s 

(G.3) 

(G.4) 

(G.5) 

The current loop sample frequency is 4kHz, such that T = 250~. The PI law can 

be discretised using the bilinear transform 

2{z-/) 
s=--+-""'" r{z + I) 

(G.6) 

Substituting the above equation into equation G.5 results in the digital control law 

shown below 

u(k)=u{k-/)+ 21cc + kcacT e(k)- 21cc-kcacT e{k-/) 
2 2 

= u{k -J)+60.6ge{k )-53.75e(k -I) 

(G.7) 
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G.2 Current Controller Design - Rig B 

The characteristic equation for the rig B, where a = 0.12, Ls = 0.56, Rs = 5.9 

(ignoring units). 

0= S2 + (£ + Ice)s + _kca_c 
aLs aLs 

=S + s+--2 (5.9 + Ice) kcac 
0.0672 0.0672 

(G.8) 

Equate coefficients with the following, ~ = 0.707, roo = 100Hz = 628.32rad / S 

0= Sl + 2l;roos + ro/ 

= Sl + 888.44s + 394784 

(G.9) 

Thus 

Ice = (0.0672 x 888.44) - 5.9 = 53.803 

. _ (0.0672 x 394784) = 493 09 
.. ac - (53.803) . 

(G. 10) 

The PI transfer function is therefore 

Pl{s) = 53.803{s + 493.09) 
s 

(G.II) 

The current loop sample frequency is 4kHz, such that T = 250j.lS. The PI law can 

be discretised. resulting in the following sampled digital control law. 

u(k) = u(k -1)+ 21ce + kcacT e(k)- 21ce - &acT e{k -1) 
2 2 

= u(k -1) + 57.l2e{k)- 50.4ge(k -1) 

(G.12) 
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Figure 11.1. Measured and ob erved ~ currents and observed ~ flux from the AFO with k=1.0 

Thi drive i operating under encodered IRFO at IOOrpm with no load (rig B) 
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I<' igure 11.2. Imposed rotor nux orientation angle and that measured by the AFO (rig B) 
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lime (sees) 

Figure 11.3 Measured ~ stator voltages from the IRFO scheme at lOOrpm with no load (rig B) 
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Figure Il.4. Measured and observed a~ currents and observed ~ flux from the AFO with k=3.0 

This drive is operating under encodered IRFO at lOOrpm with no load (rig B) 
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Figure 1.1. Measured speed and ASO speed estimate for ±lOOOrpm no-load speed reversal 

Drive running encodered IRFO (rig B) 
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Figure 1.3. Mea ur d speed and ASO speed estimate during IOOOrpm deceleration to standstill 

Drive running encodered IRFO -full rated load (rig B) 
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Figure 1.4. Measured peed and ASO peed estimate during fuJI-load torque impact at 1 000 rpm 

Drive running encodered IRFO (rig B) 
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Figure J.2. Measured speed for lOOOrpm no-load speed transient 

Drive is running sensorless DRFO. Start up conditions - inverter power up (rig B) 
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Figure J.3. Measured speed during lOOOrpm deceleration to standstill 

Drive running sensorless DRFO - full rated load (rig B) 
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APPENDIX K Sensorless Master/Slave Cross-Coupled 
Results 
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Figure K.2. Response of the sensorless cross-coupled master/slave scheme to large and sudden 

variation in load torque - Rig A 
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Figure K.3. Response of the sensorless cross-coupled master/slave scheme to large and udden 
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Figure L.t. Response of the encodered cross-coupling scheme to large and sudden variation in rig 

B load torque. Relative position error is shown in black and positional correction is not included 
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Figure L.2. Response of the encodered cross-coupling scheme to large and sudden variation in rig 

B load torque. Relative po ition error is shown in black and positional correction is included 
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